WORLDWIDE COVID-19 NOTAMS

(as of 27 March 2020)

Disclaimer

The purpose of this NOTAM List is not for operational use.

The NOTAM List may not be accurate and may be missing some NOTAMs issued by States. NOTAM List has been generated using search criteria (keywords: corona, coronavirus, covid-19, etc.). If a NOTAM has been issued without one of these keywords, those NOTAMs could not be captured.

Some States issue other types of notifications than NOTAM related to COVID-19 (e.g. circulars, etc.).

The list was generated using the ICAO ISTARS Portal (U.S. Defense Internet NOTAM Service).

* Total number of valid NOTAMS: 710

** The list of NOTAMs are ordered by State Name

G0617/20 - OAMS (Afghanistan): Aerodrome Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-20T12:30:00.000Z - 2020-04-20T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGAFacilities and servicesOtherAerodromePlain language

RON AIRCRAFT FOR ISAF RAMP: AIRCREWS ENTERING AFGHANISTAN WILL BE CONFINED TO AN ISOLATED FACILITY UNTIL DEPARTURE IN ORDER TO PREVENT THE INTRODUCTION OR SPREAD OF INFECTIONS BY COVID-19. CREATED: 23 Mar 2020 10:06:00
SOURCE: OAKBNYNX

A0040/20 - LAAA (Albania): Flight information region Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-21T13:14:00.000Z - 2020-04-03T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (AFXX): ATMAirspace organizationOtherFlight information regionPlain language

ACCORDING TO THE ALBANIAN STATE AUTHORITIES DECISION WITH RESPECT TO COVID-19 PREVENTIVE MEASURES, ALL PASSENGER FLIGHTS TO/FROM AIRPORTS
ACROSS ITALY, GREECE AND UNITED KINGDOM ARE SUSPENDED WITH EXEMPTION OF CARGO FLIGHTS. CREATED: 21 Mar 2020 13:14:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

A0043/20 - LAAA (Albania): Flight information region Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-23T00:00:00.000Z - 2020-04-03T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (AFXX): ATMAirspace organizationOtherFlight information regionPlain language

ACCORDING TO THE ALBANIAN STATE AUTHORITIES DECISION WITH RESPECT TO COVID-19 PREVENTIVE MEASURES, ALL PASSENGER FLIGHTS TO/FROM AIRPORTS ACROSS GERMANY, AUSTRIA, SWITZERLAND, HUNGARY AND BELGIUM ARE SUSPENDED WITH EXEMPTION OF CARGO FLIGHTS. CREATED: 21 Mar 2020 20:11:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

A0825/20 - DAAA (Algeria): Flight information region Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-19T17:23:00.000Z - 2020-06-15T19:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (AFXX): ATMAirspace organizationOtherFlight information regionPlain language

IN ACCORDANCE WITH GOVERNMENT DECISIONS ON THE PREVENTION AND THE FIGHT AGAINST THE SPREAD OF THE CORONAVIRUS COVID-19, ALL REGULAR AND IRREGULAR PASSENGER FLIGHTS TO AND FROM ALGERIA ARE TEMPORARILY SUSPENDED FROM MARCH 18, 2020 TO UFN WITH THE EXCEPTION OF: - STATE ACFT, - EVASAN, - FLT WITH TECHNICAL STOPOVER (CREW MEMBERS AND PASSENGERS MUST REMAIN ON BOARD AND STOPOVERS SHORTENED), - CARGO FLT, - FLT FOR PRIVATE PURPOSES. CREATED: 19 Mar 2020 17:23:00 SOURCE: DAAAYNYX

A0542/20 - TQPF (Anguilla): Aerodrome Hours of service

- Period: 2020-03-20T14:00:00.000Z - 2020-04-06T21:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAAH): AGAFacilities and servicesAvailabilityAerodromeHours of service

DUE TO THE COVID-19 VIRUS, THE GOVERNMENT OF ANGUILLA HAS PLACED TRAVEL RESTRICTIONS. DUE TO THE RESTRICTIONS, AASPA HAS ASSIGNED NEW HOURS OF OPERATION. RESTRICTIONS DO NOT APPLY TO MEDICAL FLIGHTS, EMERGENCY FLIGHTS AND FREIGHT/ COURIER AIRCRAFTS. CREATED: 19 Mar 2020 22:17:00 SOURCE: TTPPYNYX

A0531/20 - TQPF (Anguilla): Not listed Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-20T23:59:00.000Z - 2020-04-06T00:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (XXXX): Other InformationOther InformationOther Not listed Plain language

TO PROTECT THE SAFETY OF THE TRAVELLING PUBLIC AND TO NEGATE THE SPREAD OF COVID-19, THE GOVERNMENT OF ANGUILLA HAS PROHIBITED ALL PAX MOVEMENTS INTO AND OUT OF ANGUILLA. TRAVEL RESTRICTIONS DO NOT APPLY TO MEDICAL FLIGHTS, EMERG FLIGHTS AND FREIGHT OR COURIER ACFT CREATED: 19 Mar 2020 18:38:00 SOURCE: TTPPYNYX
THE GOVERNMENT OF ANTIGUA AND BARBUDA HAS UPDATED ITS TRAVEL ADVISORY EFFECTIVE MARCH 12, 2020 TO DENY ENTRY TO ANY FOREIGN NATIONAL (INCLUDING PASSENGERS AND CREW) WHO HAS TRAVELLED TO CHINA, ITALY, IRAN, JAPAN, KOREA AND SINGAPORE WITHIN THE PAST TWENTY-EIGHT (28) DAYS. THIS DECISION IS CONCLUDED CONSIDERING ALARMING INCREASES IN THE NUMBER OF PERSONS TESTING POSITIVE FOR THE COVID-19 VIRUS IN RECENT WEEKS. HOWEVER, CITIZENS OF ANTIGUA AND BARBUDA AS WELL AS RESIDENT DIPLOMATS WILL BE ALLOWED ENTRY. ALL AIRLINES ARE KINDLY ASKED TO PROVIDE ADVANCE PASSENGER INFORMATION OF THE SCHEDULED ARRIVAL OF CITIZENS IN ORDER TO FACILITATE THE NECESSARY QUARANTINE. CREATED: 18 Mar 2020 19:04:00 SOURCE: TTPPYNYX


OPERATIONAL HR OF AD CHANGED TO 1100 - 2359 UTC DUE TO COVID-19 PANDEMIC. CREATED: 26 Mar 2020 20:57:00 SOURCE: TNCCYNYX
IN ORDER TO CONTAIN THE SPREAD OF THE PANDEMIC OUTBREAK OF THE COVID-19, THE GOVERNMENT OF ARUBA IS PROHIBITING TRANSPORT OF PASSENGERS TO TNCA WHO ARE NOT LEGAL RESIDENTS OF ARUBA. THERE ARE NO TRAVEL RESTRICTIONS IN PLACE FOR PASSENGERS DEPARTING FROM ARUBA AND THERE ARE NO TRAVEL RESTRICTIONS IN PLACE FOR DUTY AIRLINE CREW. FOR FLT PLANNING PURPOSES TNCA AP WILL NOT BE ACPT AS AN ALTN AD FOR PAX ACFT. CREATED: 26 Mar 2020 18:32:00 SOURCE: TNCCYNYX

A0116/20 - TNCA (Aruba): Aerodrome Closed

- Period: 2020-03-29T00:00:00.000Z - 2020-04-12T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FALC): AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsAerodromeClosed

SATURDAY AND SUNDAY AD CLOSED DUE TO COVID-19 PANDEMIC. EXEMPTION WILL BE MADE FOR MIL, COAST GUARD, SAR, MEDEVAC HUM FLTS, HOSP FLTYS, TECHNICAL STOPS WITHOUT PASSENGER DISEMBARKATION WITH 120 MIN PRE-NOTIFICATION. FOR CDN CALL AD OPS OPS(297) 592 5646. CREATED: 26 Mar 2020 19:00:00 SOURCE: TNCCYNYX

A0113/20 - TNCA (Aruba): Aerodrome Hours of service

- Period: 2020-03-26T18:35:00.000Z - 2020-03-28T01:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAAH): AGAFacilities and servicesAvailabilityAerodromeHours of service

OPERATIONAL HR OF AD CHANGED TO 1100 - 0100 UTC DUE TO COVID-19 PANDEMIC. CREATED: 26 Mar 2020 18:38:00 SOURCE: TNCCYNYX

A0119/20 - TNCA (Aruba): Aerodrome Hours of service

- Period: 2020-03-30T13:00:00.000Z - 2020-04-13T22:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAAH): AGAFacilities and servicesAvailabilityAerodromeHours of service

OPERATIONAL HOURS OF AD CHANGED FROM MON TO FRI 1300 - 2200 UTC DUE TO COVID-19 PANDEMIC. EXEMPTION WILL BE MADE FOR MIL, COAST GUARD, SAR, MEDEVAC, HUM FLTS, HOSP FLTS, TECHNICAL STOPS WITHOUT PASSENGER DISEMBARKATION WITH 120 MIN PRE-NOTIFICATION. FOR CDN CALL AD OPS (297) 5925646. THESE OPERATIONAL HOURS SUPERSEDES TNCA AD 2.3 IN THE DUTCH CARIBBEAN AIP UFN. CREATED: 26 Mar 2020 20:04:00 SOURCE: TNCCYNYX

B0397/20 - LOLK (Austria): Aerodrome Closed

- Period: 2020-03-24T14:31:00.000Z - 2020-04-30T15:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FALC): AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsAerodromeClosed


B0404/20 - LOLW (Austria): Aerodrome Closed
• Period: 2020-03-28T07:00:00.000Z - 2020-03-29T18:00:00.000Z
• Q-Code (FALC): AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsAerodromeClosed


B0336/20 - LOGO (Austria): Aerodrome Closed

• Period: 2020-03-14T11:00:00.000Z - 2020-04-03T10:00:00.000Z
• Q-Code (FALC): AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsAerodromeClosed

AIRFIELD CLOSED TO REDUCE THE RISK TO WIDESPREAD COVID-19. ACFT PASSING OR OVERFLYING THE FIELD ARE ASKED TO BLIND TRANSMIT POSITION/ALTITUDE/DIRECTION OF FLIGHT DUE TO CHRISTOPHORUS 14/99 HELICOPTER ACTIVITY. FOR FURTHER INFORMATION OR IN CASE OF EMERGENCY CALL AIRFIELD OPS +43 664 6061 3352. CREATED: 14 Mar 2020 09:35:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

A0745/20 - LOWI (Austria): Aerodrome Available on request

• Period: 2020-03-23T00:01:00.000Z - 2020-04-30T15:00:00.000Z
• Q-Code (FAAR): AGAFacilities and servicesAvailabilityAerodromeAvailable on request

OPERATIONAL HOURS SUSPENDED DURING CORONA CRISIS SARS-COV-2/COVID-19 FULL AIRPORT OPERATION ON REQUEST ONLY. FIRE FIGHTING UP TO CAT 8 AVAILABLE. PPR AT LEAST 3 HOURS AHEAD. PLEASE SEND REQUEST TO OPS(AT)INNSBRUCK-AIRPORT.COM AND ADDITIONALLY CALL THE FOLLOWING NUMBERS FOR CONFIRMATION BETWEEN 0600LT AND 2200LT: +43 512 22525 303 (OPS) ALTERNATIVELY +43 664 8289088 (AIRSIDE OPERATIONS) ALTERNATIVELY +43 664 4422115 (CEO CREATED: 21 Mar 2020 22:44:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

A0741/20 - LOVV (Austria): Flight information region Plain language

• Period: 2020-03-21T12:27:00.000Z - 2020-04-13T23:59:00.000Z
• Q-Code (AFXX): ATMAirspace organizationOtherFlight information regionPlain language


B0407/20 - LOLW (Austria): Aerodrome Closed

• Period: 2020-04-04T06:00:00.000Z - 2020-04-05T18:00:00.000Z
• Q-Code (FALC): AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsAerodromeClosed
AERODROME CLSD DUE TO SARS-COV-2 / COVID-19. FOR EXCEPTIONS CONTACT +43 660 58 25 185, +43 699 190 60 289 OR +43699 128 03 937 CREATED: 24 Mar 2020 15:40:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

A0643/20 - LOVV (Austria): Flight information region Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-13T06:21:00.000Z - 2020-05-28T08:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (AFXX): ATMAirspace organizationOtherFlight information regionPlain language


B0405/20 - LOGG (Austria): Aerodrome Closed

- Period: 2020-03-24T15:31:00.000Z - 2020-04-14T08:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FALC): AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsAerodromeClosed

AD CLOSED DUE TO SARS-COV-2 / COVID-19 CRISIS. CREATED: 24 Mar 2020 15:31:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

B0396/20 - LOLS (Austria): Aerodrome Closed

- Period: 2020-03-24T14:29:00.000Z - 2020-04-30T15:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FALC): AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsAerodromeClosed


B0382/20 - LOKL (Austria): Aerodrome Closed

- Period: 2020-03-19T13:33:00.000Z - 2020-04-03T17:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FALC): AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsAerodromeClosed
DUE TO SARS-COV-2/COVID-19 AD CLOSED ACFT PASSING OR OVERFLYING THE FIELD ARE ASKED TO BLIND TRANSMIT POSITION, ALTITUDE, DIRECTION OF FLIGHT DUE TO CHRISTOPHORUS 7 HELICOPTER ACTIVITY. FOR FURTHER INFORMATION OR IN CASE OF EMERGENCY CALL AIRFIELD OPS +43 664 2353600 CREATED: 19 Mar 2020 13:34:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

B0391/20 - LOLC (Austria): Aerodrome Closed

- Period: 2020-03-24T08:07:00.000Z - 2020-03-30T08:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FALC): AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsAerodromeClosed

AD CLOSED DUE TO SARS-COV-2 / COVID-19, EXC. RESCUE FLTS. CREATED: 24 Mar 2020 08:07:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

B0409/20 - LOLW (Austria): Aerodrome Closed

- Period: 2020-04-11T06:00:00.000Z - 2020-04-13T18:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FALC): AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsAerodromeClosed


B0390/20 - LOLO (Austria): Aerodrome Closed

- Period: 2020-03-24T08:03:00.000Z - 2020-03-30T08:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FALC): AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsAerodromeClosed

AD CLOSED DUE TO SARS-COV-2 / COVID-19. CREATED: 24 Mar 2020 08:03:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

B0411/20 - LOLW (Austria): Aerodrome Closed

- Period: 2020-04-18T06:00:00.000Z - 2020-04-19T18:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FALC): AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsAerodromeClosed


A0765/20 - LOAN (Austria): Aerodrome Closed

- Period: 2020-03-24T14:53:00.000Z - 2020-03-30T08:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FALC): AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsAerodromeClosed

AD CLOSED DUE TO SARS-COV-2 / COVID-19 EXCEPT FOR URGENT DEPARTURES AND ARRIVALS. PPR IS REQUIRED FOR EVERY SINGLE FLIGHT. IN THIS CASE CALL +432622267001778 HARALD ULLMANN. CREATED: 24 Mar 2020 14:54:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN
B0413/20 - LOLW (Austria): Aerodrome Closed

- Period: 2020-04-25T06:00:00.000Z - 2020-04-26T18:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FALC): AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsAerodromeClosed

AERODROME CLSD DUE TO SARS-COV-2 / COVID-19. FOR EXCEPTIONS CONTACT +43 660 58 25 185, +43 699 190 60 289 OR +43699 128 03 937 CREATED: 24 Mar 2020 15:54:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

B0373/20 - LOAB (Austria): Aerodrome Closed

- Period: 2020-03-19T08:33:00.000Z - 2020-04-13T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FALC): AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsAerodromeClosed

AD CLOSED DUE TO SARS-COV-2 / COVID-19, EXC. LOCAL WORK FLTS. CREATED: 19 Mar 2020 08:33:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

A0742/20 - LOVV (Austria): Flight information region Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-21T14:08:00.000Z - 2020-04-10T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (AFXX): ATMAirspace organizationOtherFlight information regionPlain language

THE REPUBLIC OF AUSTRIA, FEDERAL MINISTRY FOR HEALTH HAS ENACTED FOLLOWING REGULATION CONCERNING THE ENTRY INTO AUSTRIA BY AIR IN RESPECT OF SARS-COV-2 / COVID-19: 1) AFTER ARRIVAL BY AIR TO AUSTRIA, AUSTRIAN CITIZENS AND FOREIGNERS HOLDING A VISA D PUBLISHED BY AUSTRIA OR FOREIGNERS HOLDING AN AUSTRIAN RESIDENCE PERMIT OR A DOCUMENTATION OF THE RIGHT OF RESIDENCE ACCORDING AUSTRIAN LEGAL ACTS IMMEDIATELY HAVE TO START A 14-DAY SELF-MONITORED HOME-QUARANTINE AND TO CONFIRM THIS BY SIGNATURE, UNLESS THEIR IMMEDIATE DEPARTURE IS ENSURED. 2) THIRD-COUNTRY NATIONALS (SEE NOTE 1) NOT COVERED BY 1) ARE NOT ALLOWED TO ENTER AUSTRIA FROM OUTSIDE THE SCHENGEN AREA. EXEMPTED ARE STAFF OF DIPLOMATIC MISSIONS, EMPLOYEES OF INTERNATIONAL ORGANISATIONS AS WELL AS FAMILY MEMBERS OF THESE EMPLOYEES IF LIVING IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD, HUMANITARIAN FORCES, NURSING AND HEALTH WORKERS, TRANSIT PASSENGERS AS WELL AS PERSONS WORKING IN THE AREA OF TRANSPORT OF GOODS. END PART 1 OF 2 CREATED: 21 Mar 2020 14:30:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

B0400/20 - LOAG (Austria): Aerodrome Closed

- Period: 2020-03-24T14:44:00.000Z - 2020-04-30T08:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FALC): AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsAerodromeClosed

AD CLOSED DUE TO SARS-COV-2 / COVID-19, EXCEPT FOR IMPORTANT URGENT DEPARTURES AND ARRIVALS. IN THIS CASE PPR +436702028606 ANDREAS HUBER. CREATED: 24 Mar 2020 14:44:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

A0768/20 - LOIJ (Austria): Aerodrome Closed
ORDERS OF FEDERAL MINISTRY OF HEALTH CONCERNING SARS-COV-2/COVID-19

- Q-Code (FAAP): AGAFacilities and servicesAvailabilityAerodromeAvailable, prior permission required

PPR DUE TO SARS-COV-2/COVID-19 (TEL +43 664 212 57 01 CREATED: 17 Mar 2020 16:07:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

B0402/20 - LOLW (Austria): Aerodrome Limited to

- Period: 2020-03-25T07:00:00.000Z - 2020-04-30T11:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FALT): AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsAerodromeLimited to


A0782/20 - LOWZ (Austria): Aerodrome Available, prior permission required

- Period: 2020-03-26T08:09:00.000Z - 2020-04-13T18:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAAP): AGAFacilities and servicesAvailabilityAerodromeAvailable, prior permission required

PPR DUE TO SARS-COV-2 / COVID-19. CREATED: 26 Mar 2020 08:10:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

B0399/20 - LOLU (Austria): Aerodrome Closed

- Period: 2020-03-24T14:36:00.000Z - 2020-03-31T08:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FALC): AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsAerodromeClosed

AD CLOSED DUE TO SARS-COV-2 / COVID-19 CREATED: 24 Mar 2020 14:36:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

A0117/20 - MYNN (Bahamas): Not listed Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-23T03:59:00.000Z - 2020-04-19T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (XXXX): Other InformationOther InformationOtherNot listedPlain language

DUE TO HEIGHTENED GLOBAL PROLIFERATION OF THE NOVEL CORONAVIRUS 2019-NCOV WHICH PRESENT A HEALTH RISK TO THE BAHAMAS AIR TRAFFIC SERVICES SHALL BE DENIED AND NO APPROVAL SHALL BE GRANTED TO COMMERCIAL FLIGHTS ORIGINATING FROM EUROPE CHINA IRAN AND SOUTH KOREA CREATED: 20 Mar 2020 15:22:00 SOURCE: MYNNYNYX

A0115/20 - MYNN (Bahamas): Not listed Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-20T15:10:00.000Z - 2020-04-19T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (XXXX): Other InformationOther InformationOtherNot listedPlain language
DUE TO HEIGHTENED GLOBAL PROLIFERATION OF THE NOVEL CORONAVIRUS 2019-NCOV WHICH PRESENT A HEALTH RISK TO THE BAHAMAS AIR TRAFFIC SERVICES SHALL BE DENIED AND NO APPROVAL SHALL BE GRANTED TO GENERAL AVIATION AND PRIVATE FLIGHTS ORIGINATING FROM EUROPE CHINA IRAN AND SOUTH KOREA

A0171/20 - OBBI (Bahrain): Firefighting and rescue Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-24T10:52:00.000Z - 2020-04-24T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FFXX): AGAFacilities and servicesOtherFirefighting and rescuePlain language

DUE TO COVID-19 RESTRICTIONS: FIREFIGHTING AND RESCUE TRAINED MANPOWER TEMPORARY REDUCED TO 12, LEVEL OF PROTECTION REQUIRED FOR CAT 10 WILL BE MAINTAINED CREATED: 24 Mar 2020 10:53:00 SOURCE: OBBBYNYX

A0170/20 - OBBB (Bahrain): Not listed Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-25T11:00:00.000Z - 2020-04-25T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (XXXX): Other InformationOther InformationOtherNot listedPlain language

DUE TO COVID-19 RESTRICTIONS: 1. VISA ON ARRIVAL HAS BEEN SUSPENDED. - THIS DOES NOT APPLY TO PASSENGERS WITH A DIPLOMATIC, AN OFFICIAL, A SERVICE OR UN PASSPORT. 2. PASSENGERS ARE NOT ALLOWED TO TRANSIT AND ENTER BAHRAIN, UNLESS THEY ARE - BAHRAINI CITIZENS - PASSENGERS WHO RESIDE IN BAHRAIN - PASSENGERS WITH A VALID LETTER OF PRIOR PERMISSION GRANTED WHICH IS PRESENTED PRIOR TO BOARDING. - THIS DOES NOT APPLY TO AIRLINE CREW. - THIS DOES NOT APPLY TO MILITARY PERSONNEL. 3. ALL PASSENGERS ARRIVING IN BAHRAIN WILL IMMEDIATELY BE TAKEN TO UNDERGO ENHANCED TESTING PROCEDURES AS A PREVENTATIVE MEASURE FOR CORONAVIRUS (COVID-19) AND WILL BE SUBJECT TO QUARANTINE. 4. BORDER CROSSING ON THE CAUSEWAY HAS BEEN TEMPORARILY SUSPENDED DUE TO CORONAVIRUS (COVID-19 CREATED: 24 Mar 2020 10:44:00 SOURCE: OBBBYNYX

A0089/20 - VGFR (Bangladesh): Not listed Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-16T06:00:00.000Z - 2020-03-31T18:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (XXXX): Other InformationOther InformationOtherNot listedPlain language

PAX ARR FM ALL EUROPEAN COUNTRIES, EXC UNITED KINGDOM, WILL BE RESTRICTED TO ENTRY BANGLADESH UNDER CORONA VIRUS PREVENTIVE MEASURES. THE AIRLINES IS RESPONSIBLE FOR RETURNING THE PAX WHOSE ENTRY INTO BANGLADESH IS DENIED, TO AIRPORT OF OGN. CREW MEMBERS ARE EXEMPTED FM ABOVE PROCEDURES, CREW MEMBERS ARE STRONGLY RECOMMENDED TO AVOID CROWDED PUBLIC SPACES AND PLACES WHERE THEY CAN NOT EASILY SEPARATE THEMSELVES FM OTHERS CREATED: 15 Mar 2020 11:12:00 SOURCE: VGHSYNYX

A0095/20 - VGFR (Bangladesh): Not listed Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-21T17:59:00.000Z - 2020-03-31T18:00:00.000Z
IN ORDER TO PREVENT THE SPREAD OF COVID-19 (NOVEL CORONA VIRUS 2019) DISEASE IN BANGLADESH, ALL SCHEDULED INTERNATIONAL COMMERCIAL PASSENGER AIRCRAFT DEPARTING FROM QATAR, BAHRAIN, KUWAIT, SAUDI ARABIA, UAE, TURKEY, MALAYSIA, OMAN, SINGAPORE AND INDIA SHALL NOT BE ALLOWED TO LAND AT ANY INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT OF BANGLADESH CREATED: 20 Mar 2020 17:32:00 SOURCE: VGHSYNYX

A0102/20 - VGFR (Bangladesh): Not listed Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-24T17:59:00.000Z - 2020-04-04T17:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (XXXX): Other InformationOther InformationOtherInformationNot listedPlain language

AS A PRECAUTIONARY MEASURE TO THE PANDEMIC COVID-19, ALL COMMERCIAL SCHEDULED DOMESTIC PASSENGER FLIGHT OPERATION WILL REMAIN SUSPENDED CREATED: 24 Mar 2020 12:51:00 SOURCE: VGHSYNYX

B1448/20 - EBBU (Belgium): Flight information region Prohibited to

- Period: 2020-03-24T14:30:00.000Z - 2020-04-15T22:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (AFLP): ATMAirspace organizationLimitationsFlight information regionProhibited to

FOLLOWING THE MANDATORY CONFINEMENT MEASURES DECLARED BY THE GOVERNMENTAL AUTHORITIES OF THE GD OF LUXEMBOURG RELATED TO THE COVID-19 CRISIS, ALL VFR FLIGHTS ARE PROHIBITED WITHIN LUXEMBOURGISH AIRSPACE EXC MEDICAL, SAR, STATE, MIL, MAINTENANCE, TECHNICAL INSPECTION FLT AND FLT TO ASSURE FUNCTIONING OF THE STATE CREATED: 24 Mar 2020 15:00:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

B1475/20 - EBBU (Belgium): Flight information region Prohibited to

- Period: 2020-03-25T15:32:00.000Z - 2020-04-05T11:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (AFLP): ATMAirspace organizationLimitationsFlight information regionProhibited to

COVID-19: BASED ON THE PROTECTIVE MEASURES IN THE BELGIAN AIRSPACE: REMOTELY PILOTED AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS (RPAS) FLT IN CONTROLLED AIRSPACE, TRAINING FLT AND EXAMINATION FLT PROHIBITED, EXC MEDICAL, POLICE, SAR, STATE, MIL, TECHNICAL INSPECTION FLT AND FLT TO ASSURE FUNCTIONING OF THE STATE. CREATED: 25 Mar 2020 15:33:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

A0768/20 - EBBR (Belgium): Aerodrome Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-27T00:01:00.000Z - 2020-04-20T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGAFacilities and servicesOtherAerodromePlain language

COVID-19 : AIRLINES ARE REQUESTED TO RESPECT GIVEN AIRPORT SLOTS CREATED: 26 Mar 2020 17:10:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN
B1474/20 - EBBU (Belgium): Flight information region Closed to VFR operations

- Period: 2020-03-25T15:22:00.000Z - 2020-04-05T11:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (AFLV): ATMAirspace organizationLimitationsFlight information regionClosed to VFR operations

COVID-19: BASED ON THE PROTECTIVE MEASURES IN THE BELGIAN AIRSPACE: VFR FLT PROHIBITED, EXC MEDICAL, POLICE, SAR, STATE, MIL, MAINTENANCE, TECHNICAL INSPECTION FLT AND FLT TO ASSURE FUNCTIONING OF THE STATE. CREATED: 25 Mar 2020 15:30:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

A0767/20 - EBBR (Belgium): Aerodrome Limited to

- Period: 2020-03-30T05:00:00.000Z - 2020-04-20T19:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FALT): AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsAerodromeLimited to

COVID-19 : PASSENGER FLIGHTS WILL ONLY BE ALLOWED TO OPERATE BTN 0500UTC AND 1900UTC CREATED: 26 Mar 2020 17:04:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

A0717/20 - EBBR (Belgium): Aerodrome Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-21T20:30:00.000Z - 2020-04-20T22:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGAFacilities and servicesOtherAerodromePlain language

IN ORDER TO SAFEGUARD THE SOCIAL DISTANCE OF 1.5 METER AND TO BE IN LINE WITH THE HEALTH PRECAUTIONARY MEASURES RELATED TO THE VIRUS COVID-19, AN ALTERNATIVE PROCEDURE WILL BE APPLIED TO HANDOVER THE FLIGHT DOCUMENTATION ON BOARD. CREATED: 21 Mar 2020 20:30:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

B1449/20 - EBBU (Belgium): Flight information region Prohibited to

- Period: 2020-03-24T14:30:00.000Z - 2020-04-15T22:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (AFLP): ATMAirspace organizationLimitationsFlight information regionProhibited to

FOLLOWING THE MANDATORY CONFINEMENT MEASURES DECLARED BY THE GOVERNMENTAL AUTHORITIES OF THE GD OF LUXEMBOURG RELATED TO THE COVID-19 CRISIS, ALL IFR TRAINING AND LEISURE FLIGHTS ARE PROHIBITED WITHIN LUXEMBOURGISH AIRSPACE EXC STATE, MIL, MAINTENANCE, TECHNICAL INSPECTION FLT AND FLT TO ASSURE FUNCTIONING OF THE STATE CREATED: 24 Mar 2020 15:25:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

A0557/20 - EBBR (Belgium): Aerodrome Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-06T17:48:00.000Z - 2020-03-31T22:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGAFacilities and servicesOtherAerodromePlain language

COVID-19: CREW OPR TO EBBR MUST BE ADVISED THAT MEASURES ARE IN PLACE TO PREVENT THE INTRODUCTION OR SPREAD OF THE NOVEL CORONAVIRUS 2019 CABIN
CREW MUST BE BRIEFED ON SYMPTOMS OF COVID-19 ALL TRAVELLERS ARRIVING TO EBBR ON A DCT FLT FM THE PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC OF CHINA MUST FILL IN THE PAX LCARD (PLC) WHICH MUST BE HANDED OUT BY THE CREW. PLC MUST BE HANDED OVER BY THE AO TO THE BELGIAN MINISTRY OF HEALTH UPON ARR. SUSPECT COVID19 CASES ON BOARD OF ARR FLT MUST BE REPORTED VIA COMPANY GND OPS TO EBBR AIRSIDE INSPECTION +3227536900 NO LATER THAN 60 MIN PRIOR ARR. FAILURE TO COMPLY MAY RESULT IN ARR DLA. PLC MUST BE FILLED IN BY ALL PAX ON ARR FLT THAT CARRY A SUSPECT COVID19 CASE AND THESE FLT WILL AWAIT DISEMBARKATION CLR FM AIRPORT AUTHORITY OR MEDICAL STAFF AT ARR CREATED: 06 Mar 2020 18:02:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

A0544/20 - MZBZ (Belize): Aerodrome Plain language
- Period: 2020-03-25T21:01:00.000Z - 2020-04-24T22:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGAFacilities and servicesOtherAerodromePlain language

THE PHILIP S. W. GOLDSON INTL AP IS CLSD FOR INTL GEN AVIATION (I

A0491/20 - SLCB (Bolivia (Plurinational State of)): Not listed Plain language
- Period: 2020-03-26T12:00:00.000Z - 2020-04-16T04:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (XXXX): Other InformationOther InformationOtherNot listedPlain language

BY GOVERNMENTAL DISPOSITION AGAINST COVID-19, TWR FREQ 118,1 MHZ AVBL H24 ONLY FLT CARGO, FLT STATE, FLT HUM, FLT EMERG,FLT AMBULANCES RMK: APP/TMA FREQ 123,5 MHZ, APP 119,3 MHZ WO ATTN RMK: COOR FOR PRESENTATION OF FPL WITH 1 HR IN ADVANCE TEL 71720036 CREATED: 26 Mar 2020 11:56:00 SOURCE: SLLPYNYX

A0495/20 - SLTJ (Bolivia (Plurinational State of)): Not listed Plain language
- Period: 2020-03-26T12:40:00.000Z - 2020-04-16T04:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (XXXX): Other InformationOther InformationOtherNot listedPlain language

BY GOVERNMENTAL DISPOSITION AGAINST COVID-19 TWR FREQ 118,1 MHZ SER O/R ONLY FLT CARGO, FLT STATE, FLT HUM, FLT EMERG,FLT AMBULANCES RMK: APP FREQ 119,4 MHZ WO ATTN RMK: COOR FOR PRESENTATION OF FPL WITH 1 HR IN ADVANCE TEL SLTJ 71563407 TEL SLCB 71720036 CREATED: 26 Mar 2020 12:43:00 SOURCE: SLLPYNYX

A0490/20 - SLVR (Bolivia (Plurinational State of)): Not listed Plain language
- Period: 2020-03-26T12:00:00.000Z - 2020-04-16T04:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (XXXX): Other InformationOther InformationOtherNot listedPlain language

BY GOVERNMENTAL DISPOSITION AGAINST COVID-19, FREQ AVBL TWR FREQ 118,6 MHZ, ALT APP FREQ 119,7 MHZ SER H24 ONLY FLT CARGO, FLT STATE, FLT HUM, FLT EMERG,FLT AMBULANCES RMK: APP/TMA FREQ 124,9 MHZ AND APP/TMA 123,7 MHZ WO ATTN RMK: COOR FOR PRESENTATION OF FPL WITH 1 HR IN ADVANCE TEL 71313495 CREATED: 26 Mar 2020 11:52:00 SOURCE: SLLPYNYX
A0489/20 - SLLP (Bolivia (Plurinational State of)): Not listed Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-26T12:00:00.000Z - 2020-04-16T04:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (XXXX): Other InformationOther InformationOtherNot listedPlain language

BY GOVERNMENTAL DISPOSITION AGAINST COVID-19, FREQ AVBL APP 119,5 MHZ, ALT TWR FREQ 118,3 MHZ SER H24 ONLY FLT CARGO, FLT STATE, FLT HUM, FLT EMERG, FLT AMBULANCES RMK: APP/TMA FREQ 123,9 MHZ, ALT FREQ 124,7 MHZ WO ATTN RMK: COOR FOR PRESENTATION OF FPL WITH 1 HR IN ADVANCE TEL 2-2810203 CREATED: 26 Mar 2020 11:50:00 SOURCE: SLLPYNYX

A0493/20 - SLTR (Bolivia (Plurinational State of)): Not listed Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-26T12:00:00.000Z - 2020-04-16T04:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (XXXX): Other InformationOther InformationOtherNot listedPlain language

BY GOVERNMENTAL DISPOSITION AGAINST COVID-19, AVBL TWR FREQ 118,5 MHZ HR SER 1200-2225 ONLY FLT CARGO, FLT STATE, FLT HUM, FLT EMERG, FLT AMBULANCES RMK: APP FREQ 119,1 MHZ WO ATTN RMK: COOR FOR PRESENTATION OF FPL WITH 1 HR IN ADVANCE TEL SLTR 71302669 79210016 60200177 CREATED: 26 Mar 2020 12:29:00 SOURCE: SLLPYNYX

A0085/20 - TNCB (Bonaire, Saint Eustatius and Saba): Not listed Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-16T17:45:00.000Z - 2020-03-27T17:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (XXXX): Other InformationOther InformationOtherNot listedPlain language


A0086/20 - TNCE (Bonaire, Saint Eustatius and Saba): Not listed Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-16T17:53:00.000Z - 2020-03-27T17:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (XXXX): Other InformationOther InformationOtherNot listedPlain language

COVID-19 THE DUTCH GOVERNMENT IS PROHIBITING CIVIL PASSENGER FLIGHTS FOR ENTRY INTO TNCE AIRSPACE WHEN DESTINATION IS SINT EUSTATIUS AND THE FLIGHT IS ORIGINATING FROM ANY OF THE FOLLOWING COUNTRIES: ALL EU COUNTRIES, UNITED KINGDOM, NORWAY, SWITZERLAND, ICELAND, LIECHTENSTEIN, CHINA, IRAN,
SOUTH KOREA, CANADA, COLOMBIA, DOMINICAN REPUBLIC AND UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. EXEMPTED ARE FLIGHTS THAT HAVE ALREADY DEPARTED BEFORE THE TIME OF ACTIVATION OF THIS NOTAM AND FLIGHTS WITHOUT PASSENGERS, SUCH AS CARGO AND EMPTY REPOSITIONING FLIGHTS AND DUTCH REPATRIATION. THE TRANSPORT OF MEDICAL STAFF AND PATIENTS IN THE INTEREST OF PUBLIC HEALTH ON SINT EUSTATIUS IS EXEMPTED. IN ACCORDANCE WITH DUTCH CAA REGULATION IENW/BSK-2020/52412. CREATED: 16 Mar 2020 18:00:00 SOURCE: TNCCYNYX

A0125/20 - TNCB (Bonaire, Saint Eustatius and Saba): Aerodrome Hours of service

- Period: 2020-03-30T13:00:00.000Z - 2020-05-01T21:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAAH): AGAFacilities and servicesAvailabilityAerodromeHours of service

OPERATIONAL HOURS OF AD CHANGED FROM 1300-2100 UTC DUE TO THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC. EXEMPTION WILL BE MADE FOR MEDICAL FLT AND CARGO FLT WITH 60 MIN PRE-NOTIFICATION. FOR CDN CONTACT R.BALENTIN 7013353 ROSALINDA.BALENTIN(AT)FLAMINGOAIRPORT.COM, G.MATTHEW 7010050 GREGORIO.MATTHEW(AT)FLAMINGOAIRPORT.COM, DUTY OPERATIONS OFFICER 7850477/7010477 CREATED: 27 Mar 2020 00:45:00 SOURCE: TNCCYNYX

A0770/20 - LQSB (Bosnia and Herzegovina): Aircraft entry requirements Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-26T18:24:00.000Z - 2020-04-15T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (OEXX): Other InformationOther InformationOtherAircraft entry requirementsPlain language

COVID-19: PASSENGER RESTRICTIONS ALL PASSENGERS, CREW MEMBERS AND OPERATIONAL STAFF ARRIVING TO BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA BY AIRCRAFT MUST COMPLETE A PUBLIC HEALTH PASSENGER LOCATOR FORM (PL

A0771/20 - LQSB (Bosnia and Herzegovina): Flight information region Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-26T18:29:00.000Z - 2020-06-01T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (AFXX): ATMAirspace organizationOtherFlight information regionPlain language

COVID-19: INFORMATION BASED ON EASA SIB 2020-02, SAFETY DIRECTIVE ON EQUIPPING OF AIRCRAFT WITH UNIVERSAL PRECAUTION KITS AND CLEANING AND DISINFECTION OF AIRCRAFT COMING FROM SPECIFIC COVID-19 AFFECTED AREAS IS IN FORCE IN BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA. SAFETY DIRECTIVE IS PUBLISHED ON BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA DIRECTORATE OF CIVIL AVIATION WEBSITE: HTTP://WWW.BHDCA.GOV.BA/INDEX.PHP/EN/ CREATED: 26 Mar 2020 18:30:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

B0127/20 - FBGR (Botswana): Aerodrome Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-24T10:00:00.000Z - 2020-05-24T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGAFacilities and servicesOtherAerodromePlain language
OUTBREAK OF CORONA VIRUS (COVID 19)-USE OF DIGITAL AND TEL PLATFORMS FOR ALL INTERACTIONS REGARDING THE PROVISION OF AIS PRODUCTS AND SER TO SHAREHOLDERS/CUSTOMERS: AS A PRECAUTIONARY MEASURE FOR THE PROTECTION OF STAKEHOLDERS AS WELL AS OUR STAFF, THE AUTHORITY ENCOURAGES TO USE TEL, FAX AND ONLINE PLATFORMS FOR THE PROVISION OF PRODUCTS AND SER INSTEAD OF VISITING THE OFFICE PHYSICALLY. AIS AD UNITS CONTACT DETAILS:


C0149/20 - FBGR (Botswana): Aerodrome Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-24T10:00:00.000Z - 2020-05-24T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGA Facilities and services Other Aerodrome Plain language

A0105/20 - FBGR (Botswana): Aerodrome Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-24T10:00:00.000Z - 2020-05-24T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGA Facilities and services Other Aerodrome Plain language

I0236/20 - SBRE (Brazil): Aeronautical information service Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-25T18:12:00.000Z - 2020-04-22T03:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (OAXX): Other Information Other Information Other Aeronautical information service Plain language
THE BRAZILIAN GOVERNMENT HAS ISSUED THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT DUE TO THE CORONA VIRUS COVID-19 PANDEMIC, FOR A THIRTY-DAY PERIOD, THE ENTRANCE OF FOREIGNERS TO BRAZIL WILL BE RESTRICTED FROM THE FOLLOWING COUNTRIES: POPULAR REPUBLIC OF CHINA COUNTRIES OF EUROPEAN UNION REPUBLIC OF ICELAND KINGDOM OF NORWAY SWISS CONFEDERATION UNITED KINGDOM, NORTHERN IRELAND COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF IRAN JAPAN MALAYSIA REPUBLIC OF KOREA THE RESTRICTION WILL NOT APPLY TO THE FOLLOWING: I- BRAZILIAN CITIZEN (BRAZILIAN PASSPORT HOLDERS, BORN OR NATURALIZED) II- IMMIGRANTS WITH PREVIOUS AUTHORIZATION IN ALL BRAZILIAN TERRITORIES III- FOREIGN PROFESSIONALS PROPERLY IDENTIFIED IN SERVICE OF INTERNATIONAL ENTITIES IV- FOREIGN EMPLOYEES PROPERLY ACCREDITED WITH THE BRAZILIAN GOVERNMENT V- FOREIGN: A- SPOUSE, COMPANION, FATHER, SON OR CURATOR OF BRAZILIAN B- WHICH TICKET IS AUTHORIZED SPECIFICALLY BY THE BRAZILIAN GOVERNMENT IN VIEW OF THE PUBLIC INTEREST C- FOREIGN HOLDER WITH MIGRATORY NATIONAL REGISTRATION VI- CARGO TRANSPORTATION VII- PASSENGER IN INTERNATIONAL TRANSIT, PROCEDENT OR NOT FROM COUNTRIES LISTED WITH RESTRICTION, SINCE YOU DO NOT LEAVE THE INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT AREA; VIII- TECHNICAL LANDING TO REFUEL, WHEN THERE IS NO NEED TO DISEMBARK PASSENGERS IN NATIONALS WITH RESTRICTION; AND IX- PASSENGER WITH DESTINATION TO BRAZIL THAT HAS CONNECTED IN THE COUNTRIES LISTED WITH RESTRICTION. CREATED: 25 Mar 2020 18:12:00 SOURCE: SBRJYNYX

N0016/20 - SBAO (Brazil): Aeronautical information service Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-25T18:18:00.000Z - 2020-04-22T03:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (OAXX): Other InformationOther InformationOther InformationOther Aeronautical information service

THE BRAZILIAN GOVERNMENT HAS ISSUED THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT DUE TO THE CORONA VIRUS COVID-19 PANDEMIC, FOR A THIRTY-DAY PERIOD, THE ENTRANCE OF FOREIGNERS TO BRAZIL WILL BE RESTRICTED FROM THE FOLLOWING COUNTRIES: POPULAR REPUBLIC OF CHINA COUNTRIES OF EUROPEAN UNION REPUBLIC OF ICELAND KINGDOM OF NORWAY SWISS CONFEDERATION UNITED KINGDOM, NORTHERN IRELAND COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF IRAN JAPAN MALAYSIA REPUBLIC OF KOREA THE RESTRICTION WILL NOT APPLY TO THE FOLLOWING: I- BRAZILIAN CITIZEN (BRAZILIAN PASSPORT HOLDERS, BORN OR NATURALIZED) II- IMMIGRANTS WITH PREVIOUS AUTHORIZATION IN ALL BRAZILIAN TERRITORIES III- FOREIGN PROFESSIONALS PROPERLY IDENTIFIED IN SERVICE OF INTERNATIONAL ENTITIES IV- FOREIGN EMPLOYEES PROPERLY ACCREDITED WITH THE BRAZILIAN GOVERNMENT V- FOREIGN: A- SPOUSE, COMPANION, FATHER, SON OR CURATOR OF BRAZILIAN B- WHICH TICKET IS AUTHORIZED SPECIFICALLY BY THE BRAZILIAN GOVERNMENT IN VIEW OF THE PUBLIC INTEREST C- FOREIGN HOLDER WITH MIGRATORY NATIONAL REGISTRATION VI- CARGO TRANSPORTATION VII- PASSENGER IN INTERNATIONAL TRANSIT, PROCEDENT OR NOT FROM COUNTRIES LISTED WITH RESTRICTION, SINCE YOU DO NOT LEAVE THE INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT AREA; VIII- TECHNICAL LANDING TO REFUEL, WHEN THERE IS NO NEED TO DISEMBARK PASSENGERS IN NATIONALS WITH RESTRICTION; AND IX- PASSENGER WITH DESTINATION TO BRAZIL THAT HAS CONNECTED IN THE COUNTRIES LISTED WITH RESTRICTION. CREATED: 25 Mar 2020 18:19:00 SOURCE: SBRJYNYX
THE BRAZILIAN GOVERNMENT HAS ISSUED THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT DUE TO THE CORONA VIRUS COVID 19 PANDEMIC, FOR A THIRTY DAY PERIOD, THE ENTRANCE OF FOREIGNERS TO BRAZIL WILL BE RESTRICTED FROM THE FOLLOWING COUNTRIES: POPULAR REPUBLIC OF CHINA COUNTRIES OF EUROPEAN UNION REPUBLIC OF ICELAND KINGDOM OF NORWAY SWISS CONFEDERATION UNITED KINGDOM, NORTHERN IRELAND COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF IRAN JAPAN MALAYSIA REPUBLIC OF KOREA THE RESTRICTION WILL NOT APPLY TO THE FOLLOWING: I- BRAZILIAN CITIZEN (BRAZILIAN PASSPORT HOLDERS, BORN OR NATURALIZED) II- IMMIGRANTS WITH PREVIOUS AUTHORIZATION IN ALL BRAZILIAN TERRITORIES III- FOREIGN PROFESSIONALS PROPERLY IDENTIFIED IN SERVICE OF INTERNATIONAL ENTITIES IV- FOREIGN EMPLOYEES PROPERLY ACCREDITED WITH THE BRAZILIAN GOVERNMENT V - FOREIGN: A- SPOUSE, COMPANION, FATHER, SON OR CURATOR OF BRAZILIAN B- WHICH TICKET IS AUTHORIZED SPECIFICALLY BY THE BRAZILIAN GOVERNMENT IN VIEW OF THE PUBLIC INTEREST C- FOREIGN HOLDER WITH MIGRATORY NATIONAL REGISTRATION VI- CARGO TRANSPORTATION VII - PASSENGER IN INTERNATIONAL TRANSIT, PROCEDENT OR NOT FROM COUNTRIES LISTED WITH RESTRICTION, SINCE YOU DO NOT LEAVE THE INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT AREA; VIII - TECHNICAL LANDING TO REFUEL, WHEN THERE IS NO NEED TO DISEMBARK PASSENGERS IN NATIONALS WITH RESTRICTION; AND IX - PASSENGER WITH DESTINATION TO BRAZIL THAT HAS CONNECTED IN THE COUNTRIES LISTED WITH RESTRICTION.

THE BRAZILIAN GOVERNMENT HAS ISSUED THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT DUE TO THE CORONA VIRUS COVID 19 PANDEMIC, FOR A THIRTY DAY PERIOD, THE ENTRANCE OF FOREIGNERS TO BRAZIL WILL BE RESTRICTED FROM THE FOLLOWING COUNTRIES: POPULAR REPUBLIC OF CHINA COUNTRIES OF EUROPEAN UNION REPUBLIC OF ICELAND KINGDOM OF NORWAY SWISS CONFEDERATION UNITED KINGDOM, NORTHERN IRELAND COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF IRAN JAPAN MALAYSIA REPUBLIC OF KOREA THE RESTRICTION WILL NOT APPLY TO THE FOLLOWING: I- BRAZILIAN CITIZEN (BRAZILIAN PASSPORT HOLDERS, BORN OR NATURALIZED) II- IMMIGRANTS WITH PREVIOUS AUTHORIZATION IN ALL BRAZILIAN TERRITORIES III- FOREIGN PROFESSIONALS PROPERLY IDENTIFIED IN SERVICE OF INTERNATIONAL ENTITIES IV- FOREIGN EMPLOYEES PROPERLY ACCREDITED WITH THE BRAZILIAN GOVERNMENT V - FOREIGN: A- SPOUSE, COMPANION, FATHER, SON OR CURATOR OF BRAZILIAN B- WHICH TICKET IS AUTHORIZED SPECIFICALLY BY THE BRAZILIAN GOVERNMENT IN VIEW OF THE PUBLIC INTEREST C- FOREIGN HOLDER WITH MIGRATORY NATIONAL REGISTRATION VI- CARGO TRANSPORTATION VII - PASSENGER IN INTERNATIONAL TRANSIT, PROCEDENT OR NOT FROM COUNTRIES LISTED WITH RESTRICTION, SINCE YOU DO NOT LEAVE THE INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT AREA; VIII - TECHNICAL LANDING TO REFUEL, WHEN THERE IS NO NEED TO DISEMBARK PASSENGERS IN NATIONALS WITH RESTRICTION; AND IX - PASSENGER WITH DESTINATION TO BRAZIL THAT HAS CONNECTED IN THE COUNTRIES LISTED WITH RESTRICTION.
THE BRAZILIAN GOVERNMENT HAS ISSUED THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT DUE TO THE CORONA VIRUS COVID 19 PANDEMIC, FOR A THIRTY DAY PERIOD, THE ENTRANCE OF FOREIGNERS TO BRAZIL WILL BE RESTRICTED FROM THE FOLLOWING COUNTRIES: POPULAR REPUBLIC OF CHINA COUNTRIES OF EUROPEAN UNION REPUBLIC OF ICELAND KINGDOM OF NORWAY SWISS CONFEDERATION UNITED KINGDOM, NORTHERN IRELAND COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF IRAN JAPAN MALAYSIA REPUBLIC OF KOREA THE RESTRICTION WILL NOT APPLY TO THE FOLLOWING: I- BRAZILIAN CITIZEN (BRAZILIAN PASSPORT HOLDERS, BORN OR NATURALIZED) II- IMMIGRANTS WITH PREVIOUS AUTHORIZATION IN ALL BRAZILIAN TERRITORIES III- FOREIGN PROFESSIONALS PROPERLY IDENTIFIED IN SERVICE OF INTERNATIONAL ENTITIES IV- FOREIGN EMPLOYEES PROPERLY ACCREDITED WITH THE BRAZILIAN GOVERNMENT V- FOREIGN: A- SPOUSE, COMPANION, FATHER, SON OR CURATOR OF BRAZILIAN B- WHICH TICKET IS AUTHORIZED SPECIFICALLY BY THE BRAZILIAN GOVERNMENT IN VIEW OF THE PUBLIC INTEREST C- FOREIGN HOLDER WITH MIGRATORY NATIONAL REGISTRATION VI- CARGO TRANSPORTATION VII- PASSENGER IN INTERNATIONAL TRANSIT, PROCEDENT OR NOT FROM COUNTRIES LISTED WITH RESTRICTION, SINCE YOU DO NOT LEAVE THE INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT AREA; VIII - TECHNICAL LANDING TO REFUEL, WHEN THERE IS NO NEED TO DISEMBARK PASSENGERS IN NATIONALS WITH RESTRICTION; AND IX - PASSENGER WITH DESTINATION TO BRAZIL THAT HAS CONNECTED IN THE COUNTRIES LISTED WITH RESTRICTION. CREATED: 25 Mar 2020 18:17:00 SOURCE: SBRJYNYX

DUE TO THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC, THE GOVERNMENT OF BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS IS PROHIBITING THE TRANSPORT OF PASSENGERS INTO THE TERRANCE B LETTSOME INTL AIRPORT. EXEMPTED FROM THIS RESTRICTION ARE CARGO, FREIGHT, MEDICAL EVACUATION AND REPATRIATION FLIGHTS. ALL EXEMPTED ARRIVING FLIGHT CREWS, WITH THE EXCEPTION OF THOSE INVOLVED IN A MEDICAL EVACUATION, SHALL REMAIN IN THE IMMEDIATE ENVIRONS OF THEIR ACFT. CREATED: 23 Mar 2020 14:36:00 SOURCE: TTPPYNYX
DUE TO THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC ONLY DOMESTIC MEDICAL EVACUATION FLIGHTS ALLOWED. PPR IN EFFECT FOR THESE FLIGHTS. REQUESTS SHALL BE MADE VIA PPR.BVIAAOPS.COM AT LEAST 2 HRS PRIOR TO INTENDED OPERATION. CREATED: 26 Mar 2020 17:39:00 SOURCE: TTPPYNYX

A0267/20 - LBSR (Bulgaria): Flight information region Plain language


A0285/20 - LBSR (Bulgaria): Flight information region Plain language

COVID-19: AIR OPERATORS ARE PROHIBITED TO TRANSPORT NON-EU CITIZENS/THIRD COUNTRY CITIZENS/ TO THE TERYTORY OF REPUBLIC OF BULGARIA. THE BAN DOES NOT APPLY TO INDIVIDUALS WHEN TRANSIT TRAVELING TO RETURN TO THE COUNTRY WHERE THEY ARE LIVING OR RESIDE, AS WELL AS FOR BULGARIAN CITIZENS AND THEIR FAMILY MEMBERS AND INDIVIDUALS HOLDING BULGARIAN PERMENENT OR LONG-TERM RESIDENCE PERMISSION AND THEIR FAMILY MEMBERS. THE BAN DOES NOT APPLY TO THE CITIZENS OF TURKEY AND REPUBLIC OF NORTH MACEDONIA WHEN THE INTENT OF THE TRAVEL IS TO RETURN TO THE COUNTRY WHERE THEY LIVE OR RESIDE. THE FOLLOWING EXCEPTIONS APPLY: -HEALTHCARE SPECIALISTS; -AIRCrews; -HUMATITARIAN AND MILITARY MISSIONS REPRESENTATIVES; -DIPLOMATS AND INTRENATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS REPRESENTATIVES. CREATED: 22 Mar 2020 15:30:00 SOURCE: LBSFYNYX

A0440/20 - DFOO (Burkina Faso): Aerodrome Closed

IN APPLICATION OF THE DECISIONS TAKEN BY THE GOVERNEMENT OF BURKINA FASO TO INTERRUPT THE COVID-19 TRANSMISSION CHAIN BOBO DIOULASSO AIRPORT IS CLOSED TO ALL COMMERCIAL FLIGHT EXCEPTED NATIONAL, MILITARY AND CARGO
FLIGHTS RENEWABLE IF NECESSARY CREATED: 21 Mar 2020 12:20:00 SOURCE: GOOOYNYX

A0439/20 - DFFD (Burkina Faso): Aerodrome Closed

- Period: 2020-03-21T23:59:00.000Z - 2020-04-04T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FALC): AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsAerodromeClosed

IN APPLICATION OF THE DECISIONS TAKEN BY THE GOVERNEMENT OF BURKINA FASO TO INTERRUPT THE COVID-19 TRANSMISSION CHAIN OUAGADOUGOU AIRPORT IS CLOSED TO ALL COMMERCIAL FLIGHT EXCEPTED NATIONAL, MILITARY AND CARGO FLIGHTS RENEWABLE IF NECESSARY CREATED: 21 Mar 2020 12:19:00 SOURCE: GOOOYNYX

G0356/20 - CZYZ (Canada): Aircraft entry requirements Activated

- Period: 2020-03-26T22:17:00.000Z - 2020-04-17T18:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (OECA): Other InformationOther InformationChangesAircraft entry requirementsActivated


H0786/20 - CZUL (Canada): Aircraft entry requirements Activated

- Period: 2020-03-26T22:23:00.000Z - 2020-04-17T18:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (OECA): Other InformationOther InformationChangesAircraft entry requirementsActivated

CIRCUMSTANCES: -TECHNICAL STOPS WHERE PASSENGERS DO NOT DISEMBARK, OR -AT ALTERNATE AIRPORTS IDENTIFIED IN A FLT PLAN TO ADDRESS WX OR ACFT SAFETY SITUATIONS. -CARGO FLIGHTS, MEDEVAC FLIGHTS AND NON-SCHEDULED CHARTER FLIGHTS ACFT SHALL NOT OPR SCHEDULED AIR SVC FOR THE TRANSPORT OF PASSENGERS ON AN INBOUND FLT TO CANADA, EXC AS OUTLINED ABV UNLESS AUTH BY TRANSPORT CANADA: 1-888-857-4003.

H0786/20 - CZQM (Canada): Aircraft entry requirements Activated

- Period: 2020-03-26T22:23:00.000Z - 2020-04-17T18:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (OECA): Other Information


H0786/20 - CZQX (Canada): Aircraft entry requirements Activated

- Period: 2020-03-26T22:23:00.000Z - 2020-04-17T18:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (OECA): Other Information


B1863/20 - GCCC (Canary Islands): Flight information region Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-23T16:36:00.000Z - 2020-04-21T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (AFXX): ATM


B1760/20 - GCCC (Canary Islands): Flight information region Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-18T13:35:00.000Z - 2020-03-29T22:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (AFXX): ATM


B1943/20 - GCCC (Canary Islands): Flight information region Plain language

B1908/20 - GCCC (Canary Islands): Flight information region Plain language


B1762/20 - GCCC (Canary Islands): Flight information region Plain language

COVID-19: FLIGHT RESTRICTIONS: MINISTRY OF TRANSPORT, MOBILITY AND URBAN AGENDA ORDER TMA 246/2020 ESTABLISHES THE FOLLOWING MEASURES: -FM 2300 HOURS ON MARCH 18, ANY TYPE OF COMMERCIAL OR PRIVATE FLIGHTS FM ANY AIRPORT OF THE SPANISH TERRITORY ARE PROHIBITED TO LAND AT ANY AIRPORT IN THE CANARY ISLANDS. -FM 2300 HOURS ON MARCH 17, ALL EXECUTIVE AVIATION FLIGHTS, AIR TAXIS OR SIMILAR FLIGHTS ARE PROHIBITED TO LAND AT ANY AIRPORT IN THE CANARY ISLANDS REGARDLESS OF ITS ORIGIN. PLEASE CONSULT ORDER TMA 246/2020 (HTTPS://BOE.ES/BOE/DIAS/2020/03/17/) FOR SPECIFIC EXEMPTIONS FOR COMMERCIAL FLIGHTS. STATE FLIGHTS, ONLY CARGO, FERRY, HUMANITARIAN,
MEDICAL AND EMERGENCY FLIGHTS ARE EXEMPTED CREATED: 18 Mar 2020 13:40:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

A0119/20 - MWCB (Cayman Islands): Aerodrome Limited to

- Period: 2020-03-23T05:00:00.000Z - 2020-04-13T12:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FALT): AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsAerodromeLimited to

DUE TO CURRENT OUTBREAK OF CORONAVIRUS ( COVID-19), CHARLES KIRKCONNELL INTL AP, LTD TO CAYMAN AIRWAYS DOMESTIC OPS, INTL CARGO, INTL COURIER, AND INTL EMERG MEDEVAC ACFT OPS ONLY. CREATED: 21 Mar 2020 13:52:00 SOURCE: MKJKNYX

A0115/20 - MWCR (Cayman Islands): Aerodrome Limited to

- Period: 2020-03-23T05:00:00.000Z - 2020-04-13T12:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FALT): AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsAerodromeLimited to

OWEN ROBERTS INTL AP LTD TO ONLY CAYMAN AIRWAYS DOM FLIGHTS, CARGO, COURIER AND EMERG MEDEVAC FLIGHTS DUE CURRENT OUTBREAK OF CORONAVIRUS(COVID-19). CREATED: 20 Mar 2020 23:33:00 SOURCE: MKJKNYX

C1047/20 - SCEZ (Chile): Aerodrome Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-17T17:33:00.000Z - 2020-06-16T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGAFacilities and servicesOtherAerodromePlain language

COMO MEDIDA DE PREVENCION PARA EVITAR QUE EL PERSONAL TSV SE EXPONGA A UN CONTAGIO O SEA TRANS DEL COVID-19, A CONTAR DE ESTA FECHA LA ATTN DE USUARIOS TANTO INTERNOS COMO EXTERNOS (TRIPULACIONES, DESPACHADORES DE FLT) EN LAS OFICINAS ARO/AFIS EN TODOS LOS AP/AD DEL PAIS, SERA SOLO VIA REMOTA, TELEFONOS, CORREO ELECTRONICO. CREATED: 17 Mar 2020 17:32:00 SOURCE: SCSCYNYX

C1047/20 - SCFZ (Chile): Aerodrome Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-17T17:33:00.000Z - 2020-06-16T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGAFacilities and servicesOtherAerodromePlain language

COMO MEDIDA DE PREVENCION PARA EVITAR QUE EL PERSONAL TSV SE EXPONGA A UN CONTAGIO O SEA TRANS DEL COVID-19, A CONTAR DE ESTA FECHA LA ATTN DE USUARIOS TANTO INTERNOS COMO EXTERNOS (TRIPULACIONES, DESPACHADORES DE FLT) EN LAS OFICINAS ARO/AFIS EN TODOS LOS AP/AD DEL PAIS, SERA SOLO VIA REMOTA, TELEFONOS, CORREO ELECTRONICO. CREATED: 17 Mar 2020 17:32:00 SOURCE: SCSCYNYX

A1123/20 - SCEZ (Chile): Aerodrome Plain language
AS A PREVENTIVE MEASURE TO AVOID TSV PERSONNEL FROM BEING EXPOSED TO A CONTAGION OR BE A TRANS OF COVID-19, FROM THIS DATE THE ATTN OF BOTH INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL USERS (CREWS, FLT DISPATCHERS) IN ARO/AFIS OFFICES IN ALL AP/AD OF THE COUNTRY, ATTENTION ONLY BE REMOTE, PHONES, EMAIL. WITHOUT FACE-TO-FACE ATTENTION CREATED: 17 Mar 2020 13:27:00 SOURCE: SCSCYNYX

A1222/20 - SCCI (Chile): Not listed


A1123/20 - SCIZ (Chile): Aerodrome

AS A PREVENTIVE MEASURE TO AVOID TSV PERSONNEL FROM BEING EXPOSED TO A CONTAGION OR BE A TRANS OF COVID-19, FROM THIS DATE THE ATTN OF BOTH INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL USERS (CREWS, FLT DISPATCHERS) IN ARO/AFIS OFFICES IN ALL AP/AD OF THE COUNTRY, ATTENTION ONLY BE REMOTE, PHONES, EMAIL. WITHOUT FACE-TO-FACE ATTENTION CREATED: 17 Mar 2020 13:27:00 SOURCE: SCSCYNYX

C1047/20 - SCTZ (Chile): Aerodrome

COMO MEDIDA DE PREVENCION PARA EVITAR QUE EL PERSONAL TSV SE EXPONGA A UN CONTAGIO O SEA TRANS DEL COVID-19, A CONTAR DE ESTA FECHA LA ATTN DE USUARIOS TANTO INTERNOS COMO EXTERNOS (TRIPULACIONES, DESPACHADORES DE FLT) EN LAS OFICINAS ARO/AFIS EN TODOS LOS AP/AD DEL PAIS, SERA SOLO VIA REMOTA, TELEFONOS, CORREO ELECTRONICO. CREATED: 17 Mar 2020 17:32:00 SOURCE: SCSCYNYX
COMO MEDIDA DE PREVENCION PARA EVITAR QUE EL PERSONAL TSV SE EXPONGA A UN CONTAGIO O SEA TRANS DEL COVID-19, A CONTAR DE ESTA FECHA LA ATTN DE USUARIOS TANTO INTERNOS COMO EXTERNOS (TRIPULACIONES, DESPACHADORES DE FLT) EN LAS OFICINAS ARO/AFIS EN TODO LOS AP/AD DEL PAIS, SERA SOLO VIA REMOTA, TELEFONOS, CORREO ELECTRONICO. CREATED: 17 Mar 2020 17:32:00 SOURCE: SCSCNYNX

AS A PREVENTIVE MEASURE TO AVOID TSV PERSONNEL FROM BEING EXPOSED TO A CONTAGION OR BE A TRANS OF COVID-19, FROM THIS DATE THE ATTN OF BOTH INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL USERS (CREWS, FLT DISPATCHERS) IN ARO/AFIS OFFICES IN ALL AP/AD OF THE COUNTRY, ATTENTION ONLY BE REMOTE, PHONES, EMAIL. WITHOUT FACE-TO-FACE ATTENTION CREATED: 17 Mar 2020 13:27:00 SOURCE: SCSCNYNX

AS A PREVENTIVE MEASURE TO AVOID TSV PERSONNEL FROM BEING EXPOSED TO A CONTAGION OR BE A TRANS OF COVID-19, FROM THIS DATE THE ATTN OF BOTH INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL USERS (CREWS, FLT DISPATCHERS) IN ARO/AFIS OFFICES IN ALL AP/AD OF THE COUNTRY, ATTENTION ONLY BE REMOTE, PHONES, EMAIL. WITHOUT FACE-TO-FACE ATTENTION CREATED: 17 Mar 2020 13:27:00 SOURCE: SCSCNYNX

AS A PREVENTIVE MEASURE TO AVOID TSV PERSONNEL FROM BEING EXPOSED TO A CONTAGION OR BE A TRANS OF COVID-19, FROM THIS DATE THE ATTN OF BOTH INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL USERS (CREWS, FLT DISPATCHERS) IN ARO/AFIS OFFICES IN ALL AP/AD OF THE COUNTRY, ATTENTION ONLY BE REMOTE, PHONES, EMAIL. WITHOUT FACE-TO-FACE ATTENTION CREATED: 17 Mar 2020 13:27:00 SOURCE: SCSCNYNX

AS A PREVENTIVE MEASURE TO AVOID TSV PERSONNEL FROM BEING EXPOSED TO A CONTAGION OR BE A TRANS OF COVID-19, FROM THIS DATE THE ATTN OF BOTH INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL USERS (CREWS, FLT DISPATCHERS) IN ARO/AFIS OFFICES IN ALL AP/AD OF THE COUNTRY, ATTENTION ONLY BE REMOTE, PHONES, EMAIL. WITHOUT FACE-TO-FACE ATTENTION CREATED: 17 Mar 2020 13:27:00 SOURCE: SCSCNYNX
COMO MEDIDA DE PREVENCIÓN PARA EVITAR QUE EL PERSONAL TSV SE EXPONGA A UN CONTAGIO O SEA TRANS DEL COVID-19, A CONTAR DE ESTA FECHA LA ATTN DE USUARIOS TANTO INTERNOS COMO EXTERNOS (TRIPULACIONES, DESPACHADORES DE FLT) EN LAS OFICINAS ARO/AFIS EN TODOS LOS AP/AD DEL PAÍS, SERÁ SOLO VIA REMOTA, TELEFONOS, CORREO ELECTRONICO. CREATED: 17 Mar 2020 17:32:00 SOURCE: SCSCYNYX

A0548/20 - VHHH (China, Hong Kong Special Administrative Region): Not listed


A0359/20 - VHHH (China, Hong Kong Special Administrative Region): Not listed

TO STRENGTHEN THE FIGHT AGAINST THE NOVEL CORONAVIRUS, THE HONG KONG SPECIAL ADMINISTRATIVE REGION GOVERNMENT IS IMPOSING A 14-DAY MANDATORY QUARANTINE ON PEOPLE HAVING STAYED IN THE MAINLAND CHINA FOR ANY PERIOD DURING THE 14 DAYS PRIOR TO ARRIVAL IN HONG KONG, WITH THE EXCEPTION OF EXEMPTED PERSONS. AIR CREW DISEMBARKING FROM PLANES AT HONG KONG INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT AND ENTERING HONG KONG ARE EXEMPTED. CREATED: 07 Feb 2020 23:08:00 SOURCE: VHHHYNYX

A0017/20 - VMMC (China, Macao Special Administrative Region): Not listed

WHEN SOMEONE ON BOARD A FLIGHT INBOUND TO MACAU INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT IS DETECTED WITH SYMPTOMS COMPATIBLE WITH SEVERE RESPIRATORY DISEASE
ASSOCIATED WITH NOVEL CORONAVIRUS, THE PILOT-IN-COMMAND SHALL NOTIFY MACAU ATC ON FIRST CONTACT OR IF ALREADY IN CONTACT WITH MACAU ATC AS SOON AS SYMPTOMS ARE OBSERVED SO THAT ATC CAN ALERT THE HEALTH BUREAU.
CREATED: 27 Jan 2020 09:44:00 SOURCE: VMMCNYX

A0576/20 - SKEC (Colombia): Flight plan processing, filing and related contingency Limited to

- Period: 2020-03-20T04:06:00.000Z - 2020-04-20T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (PLLT): ATMAir traffic proceduresLimitationsFlight plan processing, filing and related contingencyLimited to

FPL LTD, AS A PREVENTIVE MEASURE DUE TO ACTUAL NTL SANITARY EMERGENCY BECAUSE OF THE COVID-19, FISICAL FPL WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED AT ANY AIS/ARO OFFICE NOR TWR. REGISTERED USERS WILL USE WEB FPL, WHOSE NOT REGISTERED WILL BE ABLE TO SEND THE FULLFILED FPL TO CORRESPONDING AIS/ARO OFFICE EMAIL OR REGIONAL OFFICE, USING THE OACI FPL FORM FOR FURTHER INFO WWW.AEROCIVIL.GOV.CO/PLAN-DE-VUELO CREATED: 20 Mar 2020 04:20:00 SOURCE: SKBOYNYX

A0576/20 - SKED (Colombia): Flight plan processing, filing and related contingency Limited to

- Period: 2020-03-20T04:06:00.000Z - 2020-04-20T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (PLLT): ATMAir traffic proceduresLimitationsFlight plan processing, filing and related contingencyLimited to

FPL LTD, AS A PREVENTIVE MEASURE DUE TO ACTUAL NTL SANITARY EMERGENCY BECAUSE OF THE COVID-19, FISICAL FPL WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED AT ANY AIS/ARO OFFICE NOR TWR. REGISTERED USERS WILL USE WEB FPL, WHOSE NOT REGISTERED WILL BE ABLE TO SEND THE FULLFILED FPL TO CORRESPONDING AIS/ARO OFFICE EMAIL OR REGIONAL OFFICE, USING THE OACI FPL FORM FOR FURTHER INFO WWW.AEROCIVIL.GOV.CO/PLAN-DE-VUELO CREATED: 20 Mar 2020 04:20:00 SOURCE: SKBOYNYX

A0469/20 - FMCH (Comoros): Aircraft entry requirements Changed

- Period: 2020-03-23T13:31:00.000Z - 2020-04-22T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (OECH): Other InformationOther InformationChangesAircraft entry requirementsChanged

IN ORDER TO PREVENT THE PROPAGATION OF 'COVID-19', ALL INTERNATIONAL COMMERCIAL FLT CONNECTING 'UNION DES COMORES' ARE SUSPENDED EXC FOR CARGO FLT. CREATED: 23 Mar 2020 13:35:00 SOURCE: FMMMNYX

P0205/20 - NCRG (Cook Islands): Aerodrome control tower Hours of service

- Period: 2020-03-27T01:57:00.000Z - 2020-06-27T00:30:00.000Z
- Q-Code (STAH): ATMAir traffic and VOLMET servicesAvailabilityAerodrome control towerHours of service
AMEND APP/TWR HR SER: 2200 MON TO 0330 TUE 2200 TUE TO 0330 WED 2200 WED TO 0330 THU 2200 THU TO 0330 FRI 2200 FRI TO 0330 SAT 2200 SAT TO 0330 SUN AMEND FIS HR SER: 1800 MON TO 2200 MON 1800 TUE TO 2200 TUE 1800 WED TO 2200 WED 1800 THU TO 2200 THU 1800 FRI TO 2200 FRI 1800 SAT TO 2200 SAT HOUR ARE IN UTC. LOCAL TIME IS UTC MINUS 10 HOURS. IN THE EVENT OF ANY DIVERSIONS, ATC WILL BE AVBL WITH 30 MIN PN TO EITHER AIRPORT EXCHANGE TEL +682 25890 OR ATS MANAGER TEL +682 71439. ATC SER WILL BE PROVIDED TO NON-SCHEDULED INTL, MEDEVAC, TECHNICAL, DIVERSIONARY AND EMERG FLIGHTS NOTE: DUE TO THE CURRENT COVID-19 PANDEMIC, THESE AIRCRAFTS WILL BE SUBJECT TO HEALTH QUARANTINE RESTRICTIONS UFN CREATED: 27 Mar 2020 01:57:00 SOURCE: NZCHYNYX

A0508/20 - MRLM (Costa Rica): Aerodrome Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-19T22:33:00.000Z - 2020-04-13T06:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGA

IN SUPPORT OF HEALTH MEASURES IMPLEMENTED BY COSTA RICA GOVERNMENT EMERGENCY DECREES 42227-MP-S AND TO AVOID THE DISSEMINATION OF CORONAVIRUS INFECTIONS (COVID-19), COSTA RICA ALLOWS ONLY THE ARRIVAL OF COSTA RICA CITIZENS, NATURALIZED CITIZENS AND RESIDENTS, EXC. FLIGHT CREWS AND CARGO FLIGHTS, TECHNICAL STOPS WHERE PASSENGER DO NOT DISEMBARK OR AT ALTERNATE IDENTIFIED IN A FLP TO ADDRESS WX OR ACFT SAFETY SITUATIONS. CREATED: 19 Mar 2020 22:36:00 SOURCE: MHCCYNYX

A0506/20 - MRLB (Costa Rica): Aerodrome Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-19T22:31:00.000Z - 2020-04-13T06:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGA

IN SUPPORT OF HEALTH MEASURES IMPLEMENTED BY COSTA RICA GOVERNMENT EMERGENCY DECREES 42227-MP-S AND TO AVOID THE DISSEMINATION OF CORONAVIRUS INFECTIONS (COVID-19), COSTA RICA ALLOWS ONLY THE ARRIVAL OF COSTA RICA CITIZENS, NATURALIZED CITIZENS AND RESIDENTS, EXC. FLIGHT CREWS AND CARGO FLIGHTS, TECHNICAL STOPS WHERE PASSENGER DO NOT DISEMBARK OR AT ALTERNATE IDENTIFIED IN A FLP TO ADDRESS WX OR ACFT SAFETY SITUATIONS. CREATED: 19 Mar 2020 22:34:00 SOURCE: MHCCYNYX

A0507/20 - MRPV (Costa Rica): Aerodrome Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-19T22:32:00.000Z - 2020-04-13T06:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGA

IN SUPPORT OF HEALTH MEASURES IMPLEMENTED BY COSTA RICA GOVERNMENT EMERGENCY DECREES 42227-MP-S AND TO AVOID THE DISSEMINATION OF CORONAVIRUS INFECTIONS (COVID-19), COSTA RICA ALLOWS ONLY THE ARRIVAL OF COSTA RICA CITIZENS, NATURALIZED CITIZENS AND RESIDENTS, EXC. FLIGHT CREWS AND CARGO FLIGHTS, TECHNICAL STOPS WHERE PASSENGER DO NOT DISEMBARK OR AT ALTERNATE IDENTIFIED IN A FLP TO ADDRESS WX OR ACFT SAFETY SITUATIONS. CREATED: 19 Mar 2020 22:35:00 SOURCE: MHCCYNYX
A0509/20 - MROC (Costa Rica): Aerodrome Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-19T22:35:00.000Z - 2020-04-13T06:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGAFacilities and servicesOtherAerodromePlain language

IN SUPPORT OF HEALTH MEASURES IMPLEMENTED BY COSTA RICA GOVERNMENT EMERGENCY DEGREE 42227-MP-S AND TO AVOID THE DISSEMINATION OF CORONAVIRUS INFECTIONS (COVID-19), COSTA RICA ALLOWS ONLY THE ARRIVAL OF COSTA RICA CITIZENS, NATURALIZED CITIZENS AND RESIDENTS, EXC. FLIGHT CREWS AND CARGO FLIGHTS, TECHNICAL STOPS WHERE PASSENGER DO NOT DESEMBARK OR AT ALTERNATE IDENTIFIED IN A FLP TO ADDRESS WX OR ACFT SAFETY SITUATIONS. CREATED: 19 Mar 2020 22:36:00 SOURCE: MHCCNYX

A0442/20 - DIAP (Cote d'Ivoire): Aerodrome Closed

- Period: 2020-03-22T23:59:00.000Z - 2020-04-20T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FALC): AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsAerodromeClosed

DUE TO THE ONGOING OUTBREAK OF CORONA VIRUS, ALL IVORIAN BORDERS ARE CLOSED TO PASSENGERS TRAFFIC EXCEPTED GOODS TRAFFIC SUBJECT TO HEALTH/SANITARY CONTROLS AND SPECIAL FLIGHTS WHICH REQUIRE AUTHORISATION BEFORE. CREATED: 21 Mar 2020 16:25:00 SOURCE: GOOOYNYX

A0475/20 - DIAP (Cote d'Ivoire): Aerodrome Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-26T23:59:00.000Z - 2020-04-10T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGAFacilities and servicesOtherAerodromePlain language

ABIDJAN AIRPORT (DIAP/ABJ) IS CLOSED TO ALL INBOUND INTL FLIGHTS DUE TO COVID-19 INFECTION PREVENTION. THIS RESTRICTION DOES NOT AFFECT THE FOLLOWING FLIGHTS: 1.AIRCRAFT IN STATE OF EMERGENCY 2.CARGO FLIGHTS 3.TECHNICAL LANDING 4.HUMANITARIAN/MEDEVAC/REPATRIATION FLIGHTS 5.SPECIAL FLIGHTS PERSONS ON BOARD EXCEPT CREW SHALL NOT BE PERMITTED TO DESEMBARK WITHOUT AUTHORIZATION. CREW MEMBERS MAY DESEMBARK BUT SHALL UNDERGO STRICT MANDATORY QUARANTINE UNDER THE SUPERVISION OF THE STATE DURING THEIR ROTATION/REST PERIOD.EXCEPT AIRCRAFT IN EMERGENCY THE EXEMPTED FLIGHTS ARE TO SEEK PRE-AUTHORISATION FROM THE EMP (ANACSVATATANAC.CL+225 05971786) EN ROUTE ATS IS NORMAL AND AIR OPERATORS ARE ABLE TO FILE ABIDJAN (DIAP) AS ALTERNATE AERODROME. CREATED: 26 Mar 2020 15:38:00 SOURCE: GOOOYNYX

A0450/20 - DIAP (Cote d'Ivoire): Firefighting and rescue Downgraded to

- Period: 2020-03-23T00:01:00.000Z - 2020-04-20T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FFCG): AGAFacilities and servicesChangesFirefighting and rescueDowngraded to

DUE TO ONGOING OUTBREAK OF CORONA VIRUS, RFF DOWNGRADED TO CAT SEVEN. CREATED: 22 Mar 2020 21:27:00 SOURCE: GOOOYNYX
B0215/20 - LDVA (Croatia): Aerodrome Closed

- Period: 2020-03-24T13:43:00.000Z - 2020-04-24T22:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FALC): AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsAerodromeClosed

AD CLOSED TO TRAFFIC DUE TO CURRENT SITUATION WITH COVID-19. CREATED: 24 Mar 2020 13:44:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

A1241/20 - LDSP (Croatia): Aerodrome Limited to

- Period: 2020-03-19T14:30:00.000Z - 2020-03-28T22:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FALT): AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsAerodromeLimited to

DUE TO CURRENT SITUATION WITH COVID-19, ALL FLIGHTS (SCHEDULE, CHARTER, AD-HOC, GENERAL AND BUSINESS AVIATION, ALTERNATE, ETC.) MUST OBTAIN APPROVAL AND HAVE AGREED SCHEDULE WITH SPLIT AIRPORT GROUND OPERATION CENTER VIA E-MAIL: GROUND.OPS(A)SPLIT-AIRPORT.HR OR SITA: SPUAPXH. CREATED: 19 Mar 2020 14:29:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

A1230/20 - LDZO (Croatia): Flight information region Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-18T13:46:00.000Z - 2020-03-31T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (AFXX): ATMAirspace organizationOtherFlight information regionPlain language

THIRD COUNTRY OPERATORS (TCO) AUTHORISED TO PERFORM COMMERCIAL AIR TRANSPORT OF PASSENGERS INTO REPUBLIC OF CROATIA MUST TAKE OPERATIONAL MEASURES TO PREVENT THE SPREAD OF CORONAVIRUS 'SARS-COV-2' INFECTION BASED ON EASA SAFETY DIRECTIVE (SD NR 2020-002). CREATED: 18 Mar 2020 13:47:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

A1021/20 - MUFH (Cuba): Not listed Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-24T04:00:00.000Z - 2020-04-23T04:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (XXXX): Other InformationOther InformationOtherNot listedPlain language

RESIDENTS OF CUBA TO THEIR COUNTRIES OF ORIGIN. - AIRLINES MAY REQUEST A
LANDING PERMIT TO USE INTERNATIONAL AIRPORTS IN CONTINGENCY SITUATIONS,
REGARDLESS OF RESTRICTIONS ON PASSENGERS. END PART 1 OF 2 CREATED: 21 Mar 2020
21:47:00 SOURCE: MUHAYNYX

A1041/20 - MUFH (Cuba): Not listed Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-25T04:00:00.000Z - 2020-04-23T04:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (XXXX): Other InformationOther InformationOtherNot listedPlain language

IN COMPLIANCE WITH THE PROVISIONS ISSUED BY THE GOVERNMENT OF THE
REPUBLIC OF CUBA TO CONTAIN THE SPREAD OF COVID-19, IN ADDITION TO NOTAM
A1021, THE AERONAUTICAL INSTITUTE OF CIVIL AVIATION OF CUBA UPDATES THE
AERONAUTICAL COMMUNITY AND COMMUNICATES A NEW OPERATIONAL MEASURE:
ALL CUBAN CITIZENS AND FOREIGNERS RESIDING IN THE COUNTRY WHOSE ARRIVAL
OCCURS FROM TUESDAY, MARCH 25 AT 0400 UTC, THEY CAN ONLY ENTER THE
COUNTRY WITH HAND LUGGAGE AND A PIECE OF HOLD LUGGAGE OF UP TO 32 KG
CREATED: 23 Mar 2020 21:06:00 SOURCE: MUHAYNYX

A1062/20 - MUFH (Cuba): Not listed Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-24T14:08:00.000Z - 2020-04-23T04:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (XXXX): Other InformationOther InformationOtherNot listedPlain language

IN COMPLIANCE WITH THE PROVISIONS ISSUED BY THE GOVERNMENT OF THE
REPUBLIC OF CUBA TO CONTAIN THE SPREAD OF COVID-19, IN ADDITION TO NOTAM
A1021, THE AERONAUTICAL INSTITUTE OF CIVIL AVIATION OF CUBA UPDATES THE
AERONAUTICAL COMMUNITY AND COMMUNICATES A NEW OPERATIONAL MEASURE:
INTERRUPT THE OUTFLOW OF CUBAN CITIZENS RESIDING IN CUBA, EFFECTIVE
IMMEDIATELY CREATED: 24 Mar 2020 14:08:00 SOURCE: MUHAYNYX

A1028/20 - MUFH (Cuba): Not listed Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-22T16:00:00.000Z - 2020-04-23T04:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (XXXX): Other InformationOther InformationOtherNot listedPlain language

IN COMPLIANCE WITH THE PROVISIONS ISSUED BY THE GOVERNMENT OF THE
REPUBLIC OF CUBA TO CONTAIN THE SPREAD OF COVID-19, IN ADDITION TO NOTAM
A1021, THE AERONAUTICAL INSTITUTE OF CIVIL AVIATION OF CUBA UPDATES THE
AERONAUTICAL COMMUNITY AND COMMUNICATES A NEW OPERATIONAL MEASURE:
FROM THE EFFECTIVE DATE OF THIS NOTAM, ALL FOREIGN PASSENGERS ARRIVING IN
CUBA WILL BE KEPT IN A STATE OF ISOLATION WITH MEDICAL SUPERVISION IN THE
FACILITIES PROVIDED FOR THEIR ACCOMMODATION. CREATED: 22 Mar 2020 02:11:00
SOURCE: MUHAYNYX

A1063/20 - MUFH (Cuba): Not listed Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-24T14:32:00.000Z - 2020-04-23T04:00:00.000Z

L0001/20 - MUGM (Cuba) - Not listed

- Period: 2020-03-24T19:21:00.000Z - 2020-05-11T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (XXXX): Other Information

AERODROME ACCEPTING TRANSIENT AIRCRAFT WITH GROUND TIMES OF UNDER 3 HOURS ONLY. CREWS EXCEEDING 3 HOURS MAY BE SUBJECT TO QUARANTINE MEASURES IN RESPONSE TO COVID-19. CREWS ARE REQUIRED TO REMAIN WITHIN THE AIRFIELD COMPOUND AND AVOID COMMUNITY INTERACTION. CREATED: 24 Mar 2020 19:21:00 SOURCE: MUGM

A0111/20 - TNCC (Curaçao) - Not listed

- Period: 2020-03-25T04:00:00.000Z - 2020-04-01T04:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (XXXX): Other Information

IN ORDER TO CONTAIN THE SPREAD OF THE PANDEMIC OUTBREAK OF COVID-19, THE GOVERNMENT OF CURACAO IS PROHIBITING ALL FLT FOR ENTRY INTO TNCC OGN FM ALL COUNTRIES UFN. EXEMPTED ARE CARGO FLT, FLT WITH LEGAL RESIDENTS OF CURACAO RETURNING TO CURACAO, FLT FOR THE REPATRIATION OF NTL BACK TO THEIR RESPECTIVE COUNTRIES, THE TRANSPORT OF MEDICAL STAFF IN THE INTEREST OF PUBLIC HEALTH, DUTY AIRLINE CREW, STATE ACFT WITH DIPLOMATIC CLR, TECHNICAL/FUEL STOPS WO PAX DESEMBARKATION, MEDICAL EMERG FLT WITH CLR OF THE MINISTRY OF HEALTH OF THE GOVERNMENT OF CURACAO, SITUATIONS RELATED TO WX OR ACFT SAFETY, NO RESTRICTIONS FOR OVERFLIGHTS. THE EXEMPTION MUST BE INDICATED IN THE FLT PLN IN ITEM 18. FOR FLT PLANNING PURPOSES TNCC AP WILL NOT BE ACPT AS AN ALTN AD FOR PAX ACFT. CREATED: 24 Mar 2020 22:02:00 SOURCE: TNCCYNYX

A0481/20 - LCPH (Cyprus) - Aerodrome

- Period: 2020-03-21T01:00:00.000Z - 2020-04-03T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGAFacilities and services

TRANSPORTING INDIVIDUALS FROM THE REPUBLIC OF CYPRUS

3. HUMANITARIAN/AMBULANCE/REPATRIATION FLIGHTS OR OTHER INDIVIDUAL FLIGHTS FOR URGENT PURPOSES TO/FROM CYPRUS ONLY AFTER PERMISSION BY THE MINISTER OF TRANSPORT COMMUNICATION AND WORKS

CREATED: 20 Mar 2020 12:21:00

SOURCE: EUECYIYN

A0480/20 - LCCC (Cyprus): Aircraft entry requirements

Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-21T01:00:00.000Z - 2020-04-03T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (OEXX): Other Information


1. CARGO FLIGHTS
2. FERRY FLIGHTS FOR THE PURPOSE OF TRANSPORTING INDIVIDUALS FROM THE REPUBLIC OF CYPRUS
3. HUMANITARIAN/AMBULANCE/REPATRIATION FLIGHTS OR OTHER INDIVIDUAL FLIGHTS FOR URGENT PURPOSES TO/FROM CYPRUS ONLY AFTER PERMISSION BY THE MINISTER OF TRANSPORT COMMUNICATION AND WORKS

CREATED: 20 Mar 2020 12:26:00

SOURCE: EUECYIYN

A0482/20 - LCLK (Cyprus): Aerodrome

Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-21T01:00:00.000Z - 2020-04-03T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGA

ACCORDING TO REPUBLIC OF CYPRUS MINISTRY OF HEALTH INSTRUCTIONS REGARDING THE CORONA VIRUS, CREW ON FLIGHTS TO LARNACA AND PAFOS AIRPORTS ARE REQUIRED TO BROADCAST INFLIGHT MESSAGE TO PAX, AS FOLLOWS: IF YOU TRAVELED TO AFFECTED AREAS (WITH ONGOING COMMUNITY TRANSMISSION OF

A0205/20 - LKAA (Czech Republic): Not listed Plain language
- Period: 2020-03-05T08:48:00.000Z - 2020-05-09T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (XXXX): Other InformationOther InformationOtherNot listedPlain language

COVID-19 BASED ON THE PROTECTIVE MEASURE OF THE MINISTRY OF HEALTH OF THE CZECH REPUBLIC ALL DIRECT FLIGHTS FROM THE PEOPLES REPUBLIC OF CHINA WITH PASSENGERS ON BOARD TO ANY INTERNATIONAL AERODROME IN THE CZECH REPUBLIC ARE BANNED CREATED: 05 Mar 2020 08:48:00 SOURCE: LKPRYNYX

B0370/20 - LKKU (Czech Republic): Aerodrome Limited to
- Period: 2020-03-14T00:00:00.000Z - 2020-04-14T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FALT): AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsAerodromeLimited to

FLT FROM/TO RISK COUNTRIES WITH OCCURRENCE OF CORONAVIRUS PROHIBITED ACCORDING TO THE LIST OF MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS CREATED: 13 Mar 2020 14:12:00 SOURCE: LKPRYNYX

A0254/20 - LKAA (Czech Republic): Not listed Plain language
- Period: 2020-03-16T15:06:00.000Z - 2020-04-04T22:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (XXXX): Other InformationOther InformationOtherNot listedPlain language


A0239/20 - LKAA (Czech Republic): Not listed Plain language
- Period: 2020-03-14T00:00:00.000Z - 2020-04-11T13:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (XXXX): Other InformationOther InformationOtherNot listedPlain language

COVID-19 BASED ON THE GOVERNMENT DECISION ANY INTERNATIONAL COMMERCIAL AIR TRANSPORT WITH PASSENGERS ON BOARD TO/FROM THE CZECH REPUBLIC CAN BE PERFORMED TO/FROM PRAGUE/RUZYNE AIRPORT (LKPR) ONLY. CREATED: 12 Mar 2020 15:15:00 SOURCE: LKPRYNYX

C0158/20 - EKTS (Denmark): ATS reporting office Closed

- Period: 2020-03-24T01:58:00.000Z - 2020-04-13T12:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (SBLC): ATMAir traffic and VOLMET servicesLimitationsATS reporting officeClosed

COVID-19: ADO IS CLOSED FOR PUBLIC ACCESS DUE TO THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC. ADO CAN BE CONTACTED BY PHONE +45 99 17 37 80. CREATED: 24 Mar 2020 01:59:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

B0667/20 - EKRK (Denmark): Fuel availability Limited to

- Period: 2020-03-22T06:43:00.000Z - 2020-03-30T12:00:00.000Z
- **Q-Code (FULT): AGA** Facilities and services Limitations Fuel availability Limited to COVID-19. EXPECT DELAY IN RESPONSE TIME ON FUELING WITH FUELTRUCK DUE TO REDUCTION IN STAFF. SELFSERVICE STATION NO DELAY. CREATED: 22 Mar 2020 06:43:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

**B0664/20 - EKRK (Denmark): Aerodrome Plain language**

- Period: 2020-03-16T09:31:00.000Z - 2020-04-13T23:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGA Facilities and services Other Aerodrome Plain language

COVID-19. PLEASE OBSERVE NEW ENTRY REQUIREMENTS FROM 14MAR20 1100 UTC BANNING ALL ENTRY TO DENMARK EXCEPT FOR RESIDENTS, CREW AND A FEW OTHER EXCEPTIONS. CONTACT LOCAL GROUND HANDLING IN EKCH OR EKRK FOR MORE DETAILS. CREATED: 16 Mar 2020 09:31:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

**B0670/20 - EKSN (Denmark): Aerodrome Limited to**

- Period: 2020-03-16T12:17:00.000Z - 2020-04-01T14:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FALT): AGA Facilities and services Limitations Aerodrome Limited to

COVID-19. ADO IS CLOSED FOR PUBLIC ACCESS DUE TO THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC. ADO CAN BE CONTACTED BY PHONE +45 9893 5800. CREATED: 16 Mar 2020 12:18:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

**B0671/20 - EKSN (Denmark): Aerodrome Limited to**

- Period: 2020-03-16T12:19:00.000Z - 2020-04-13T23:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FALT): AGA Facilities and services Limitations Aerodrome Limited to

COVID-19. PLEASE OBSERVE NEW ENTRY REQUIREMENTS FROM 14MAR20 1100 UTC BANNING ALL ENTRY TO DENMARK EXCEPT FOR RESIDENTS, CREW AND A FEW OTHER EXCEPTIONS. FOR FURTHER DETAILS CONTACT EKSN +45 9893 5800. CREATED: 16 Mar 2020 12:20:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

**B0656/20 - EKEB (Denmark): Aerodrome Closed**

- Period: 2020-03-16T08:21:00.000Z - 2020-04-14T06:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FALC): AGA Facilities and services Limitations Aerodrome Closed

COVID-19: AIRPORT CLOSED EXCEPT FOR SCHEDULED FLIGHTS DUE COVID-19. AMBULANCE AND SAR ARE POSSIBLE WITH 1 HOUR PPR. AN OPENING FEE WILL BE CHARGED OUTSIDE OPENING HOURS. CREATED: 16 Mar 2020 08:21:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

**B0657/20 - EKEB (Denmark): Aerodrome Available, prior permission required**

- Period: 2020-03-16T08:23:00.000Z - 2020-03-29T22:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAAP): AGA Facilities and services Availability Aerodrome Available, prior permission required

COVID-19: DUE TO COVID-19 AIRPORT DEPARTURE SLOT ARE MANDATORY FOR ALL TRAFFIC REQUIRING HANDLING. FOR ALLOCATION OF DEPARTURE TIMES CALL ESBJERG HANDLING TELEPHONE +45 7612 1415. CREATED: 16 Mar 2020 08:23:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

B0673/20 - EKVJ (Denmark): Aerodrome Limited to

- Period: 2020-03-16T12:33:00.000Z - 2020-04-14T11:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FALT): AGA Facilities and services Limitations Aerodrome Limited to

COVID-19. BASED ON DECISION TAKEN BY THE DANISH STATE AUTHORITIES ALL FLIGHTS TO/FROM EKVJ ORIGINATING FROM/WITH DESTINATION OUTSIDE THE DANISH BORDER ARE BANNED. EXEMPTIONS MAY BE GIVEN BY THE PROPER AUTHORITIES ONLY. EKVJ STAFF WILL NOT BE ABLE TO GIVE ANY EXEMPTIONS FOR SUCH FLIGHTS. CREATED: 16 Mar 2020 12:34:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

A0749/20 - EKCH (Denmark): Aerodrome Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-16T09:29:00.000Z - 2020-04-13T23:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGA Facilities and services Other Aerodrome Plain language

COVID-19. PLEASE OBSERVE NEW ENTRY REQUIREMENTS FROM 14MAR20 1100 UTC BANNING ALL ENTRY TO DENMARK EXCEPT FOR RESIDENTS, CREW AND A FEW OTHER EXCEPTIONS. CONTACT LOCAL GROUND HANDLING IN EKCH OR EKRK FOR MORE DETAILS. CREATED: 16 Mar 2020 09:30:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

C0157/20 - EKST (Denmark): Aerodrome Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-23T12:18:00.000Z - 2020-04-10T14:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGA Facilities and services Other Aerodrome Plain language

COVID-19. PLEASE OBSERVE NEW ENTRY REQUIREMENTS FROM 14MAR20 1100 UTC BANNING ALL ENTRY TO DENMARK EXCEPT FOR RESIDENTS, CREW AND A FEW OTHER EXCEPTIONS. EXCEPTIONS MAY BE GIVEN BY THE PROPER AUTHORITIES ONLY. EKST STAFF WILL NOT BE ABLE TO GIVE ANY EXCEPTIONS FOR SUCH FLIGHTS. CREATED: 23 Mar 2020 12:20:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

B0734/20 - EKSB (Denmark): Aerodrome Closed

- Period: 2020-03-23T11:38:00.000Z - 2020-03-30T06:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FALC): AGA Facilities and services Limitations Aerodrome Closed

COVID-19. AIRPORT CLOSED DUE COVID-19. AMBULANCE AND SAR FLIGHTS ARE POSSIBLE WITH 1 HOUR PPR. ALL OTHER FLIGHTS PPR 2 HOURS. SCHOOL FLIGHTS WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED. AN OPENING FEE WILL BE CHARGED FOR OPENING OF AIRPORT
OUTSIDE NORMAL OPENING HOURS. CONTACT TO SOENDERBORG AIRPORT IS POSSIBLE BY PHONE ONLY +45 7342 2170. CREATED: 23 Mar 2020 11:40:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

**B0761/20 - EKVD (Denmark): Aerodrome Limited to**

- **Period:** 2020-03-26T05:53:00.000Z - 2020-04-13T23:00:00.000Z
- **Q-Code (FALT):** AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsAerodromeLimited to

COVID-19: PLEASE OBSERVE NEW ENTRY REQUIREMENTS FROM 14MAR20 1100UTC BANNING ALL ENTRY TO DENMARK EXCEPT FOR RESIDENTS, CREW AND A FEW OTHER EXCEPTIONS. FOR FURTHER DETAILS CONTACT EKVD +45 75 58 18 77 CREATED: 26 Mar 2020 05:53:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

**E0037/20 - EKVG (Denmark): Aerodrome Hours of service**

- **Period:** 2020-03-25T16:00:00.000Z - 2020-03-29T20:30:00.000Z
- **Q-Code (FAAH):** AGAFacilities and servicesAvailabilityAerodromeHours of service


**B0679/20 - EKEB (Denmark): Aerodrome Limited to**

- **Period:** 2020-03-17T06:08:00.000Z - 2020-04-13T23:00:00.000Z
- **Q-Code (FALT):** AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsAerodromeLimited to

COVID-19. PLEASE OBSERVE NEW ENTRY REQUIREMENTS FROM 14MAR20 1100UTC BANNING ALL ENTRY TO DENMARK EXCEPT FOR RESIDENTS, CREW AND A FEW OTHER EXCEPTIONS. FOR FURTHER DETAILS CONTACT EKEB +45 7612 1400. CREATED: 17 Mar 2020 06:08:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

**B0758/20 - EKAH (Denmark): Aerodrome Limited to**

- **Period:** 2020-03-25T10:51:00.000Z - 2020-04-13T12:00:00.000Z
- **Q-Code (FALT):** AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsAerodromeLimited to

COVID-19. DUE TO REDUCED CAPACITY ALL NON-SCHEDULED FLIGHTS REQUIRE PPR. SCHOOLFLIGHTS AND OTHER NON-ESSENTIAL FLIGHTS WILL NOT BE APPROVED. CREATED: 25 Mar 2020 10:52:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

**B0672/20 - EKSB (Denmark): Aerodrome Limited to**

- **Period:** 2020-03-16T12:25:00.000Z - 2020-04-13T23:00:00.000Z
- **Q-Code (FALT):** AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsAerodromeLimited to

COVID-19. PLEASE OBSERVE NEW ENTRY REQUIREMENTS FROM 14MAR20 1100UTC BANNING ALL ENTRY TO DENMARK EXCEPT FOR RESIDENTS, CREW AND A FEW OTHER
EXCEPTIONS. FOR FURTHER DETAILS CONTACT EKSB +45 74422130. CREATED: 16 Mar 2020 12:27:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

**B0740/20 - EKAH (Denmark): Aerodrome Hours of service**

- Period: 2020-03-23T12:24:00.000Z - 2020-03-29T23:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAAH): AGAFacilities and servicesAvailabilityAerodromeHours of service


**A0797/20 - EKDK (Denmark): Flight information region Plain language**

- Period: 2020-03-20T12:02:00.000Z - 2020-04-13T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (AFXX): ATMAirspace organizationOtherFlight information regionPlain language

COVID-19: PASSENGER RESTRICTIONS PASSENGER FROM OUTSIDE DENMARK ARE PROHIBITED TO ENTER DENMARK EXCEPT IF THEY HAVE ?WORTHY? REASON. THIS INCLUDES E.G. 1) NATIONALS AND RESIDENTS OF DENMARK. 2) PASSENGERS WITH ONE OF THE FOLLOWING TRAVEL PURPOSES: VISITING A CRITICALLY OR TERMINAL ILL FAMILY MEMBER? PARTICIPATING IN A FUNERAL, CALLED FOR A COURT CASE, EXERCISING VISITATION RIGHTS WITH A MINOR, BEING A LEGAL GUARDIAN FOR A MINOR, ALREADY IN AN ONGOING HEALTH TREATMENT, BEING EMPLOYED IN DENMARK (DOCUMENTATION NEEDED) . 3) PASSENGERS IN TRANSIT OR WITH CONNECTING FLIGHTS, WHO HAVE A VALID TICKET FOR NEXT DESTINATION WHICH MUST BE NON-DOMESTIC. 4) PASSENGERS WHO CAN PROVIDE DOCUMENTATION FOR HAVING THEIR VEHICLE PARKED AT COPENHAGEN AIRPORT, AND WHO NEED THE VEHICLE FOR THEIR ONGOING JOURNEY OUT OF DENMARK (E.G. TO SWEDEN). CREATED: 20 Mar 2020 12:04:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

**C0149/20 - EKTS (Denmark): Aerodrome Limited to**

- Period: 2020-03-16T10:54:00.000Z - 2020-04-13T23:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FALT): AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsAerodromeLimited to

COVID-19: PLEASE OBSERVE NEW ENTRY REQUIREMENTS FROM 14MAR20 1100 UTC BANNING ALL ENTRY TO DENMARK EXCEPT FOR RESIDENTS, CREW AND A FEW OTHER EXCEPTIONS, FOR FURTHER DETAILS CONTACT EKTS +45 9917 3780. CREATED: 16 Mar 2020 10:55:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

**C0154/20 - EKAЕ (Denmark): Aerodrome Available, prior permission required**

- Period: 2020-03-23T08:58:00.000Z - 2020-04-10T14:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAAP): AGAFacilities and servicesAvailabilityAerodromeAvailable, prior permission required
COVID-19: AIRFIELD PPR. ADO AND ARO IS CLOSED FOR PUBLIC ACCESS. ADO CAN BE CONTACTED BY TELEPHONE NUMBER +45 63526367 CREATED: 23 Mar 2020 08:58:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

M0040/20 - EKDK (Denmark):

- Period: 2020-03-16T06:19:00.000Z - 2020-04-06T12:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code ():

DUE TO IMPLEMENTATION OF RESTRICTIONS RELATING TO REDUCING THE RISK OF SPREADING COVID-19 VIRUS NO FOREIGN MILITARY AIRCRAFT TRAINING FLIGHTS WILL BE ACCEPTED AT DANISH MILITARY INSTALLATIONS UFN. IN SPECIAL CASES PPR CAN BE REQUESTED THROUGH LOCAL WING OPERATIONS AND WILL BE GIVEN AT THE DISCRETION OF THE WING COMMANDER IF DEEMED VIABLE . CREATED: 16 Mar 2020 06:20:00 SOURCE: EKMCYOYX

B0748/20 - EKVD (Denmark): Aerodrome Limited to

- Period: 2020-03-24T07:12:00.000Z - 2020-04-14T07:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FALT): AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsAerodromeLimited to

COVID-19. ADO IS CLOSED FOR PUBLIC ACCESS DUE TO THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC. ADO CAN BE CONTACTED BY PHONE +45 7558 1877 OR EMAIL AFIS(AT)EKVD.DK CREATED: 24 Mar 2020 07:13:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

D0279/20 - EKEL (Denmark): Aerodrome Available, prior permission required

- Period: 2020-03-22T11:51:00.000Z - 2020-04-15T12:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAAP): AGAFacilities and servicesAvailabilityAerodromeAvailable, prior permission required

COVID-19. PPR UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE. TO AVOID SPREADING CORONAVIRUS/ COVID19 TO THE ISLAND, ONLY WORTHY REASONS WILL BE APPROVED. CONTACT +4597343233. CREATED: 22 Mar 2020 11:52:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

B0707/20 - EKKA (Denmark): Aerodrome Closed

- Period: 2020-03-19T11:00:00.000Z - 2020-04-20T05:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FALT): AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsAerodromeClosed

COVID-19. CIVIL AIRPORT CLOSED DUE COVID-19. AMBULANCE AND SAR FLIGHTS ARE POSSIBLE WITH 1 HOUR PPR. ALL OTHER FLIGHTS PPR 2 HOURS. SCHOOLFLIGHTS WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED. AN OPENING FEE WILL BE CHARGED FOR OPENING OF AIRPORT. CONTACT TO MIDJTJYLLANDS AIRPORT IS POSSIBLE BY PHONE ONLY +45 40 62 22 06. CREATED: 19 Mar 2020 10:49:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

B0766/20 - EKHG (Denmark): Aerodrome Closed
• Period: 2020-03-26T11:56:00.000Z - 2020-04-14T12:00:00.000Z
• Q-Code (FALC): AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsAerodromeClosed

COVID-19. ADO IS CLOSED FOR PUBLIC. CREATED: 26 Mar 2020 11:58:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

B0675/20 - EKVJ (Denmark): Aeronautical information service Closed

• Period: 2020-03-16T13:02:00.000Z - 2020-04-01T11:00:00.000Z
• Q-Code (OALC): Other InformationOther InformationLimitationsAeronautical information serviceClosed

COVID-19, ADO IS CLOSED FOR PUBLIC ACCESS. ADO CAN BE CONTACTED BY USUAL MAIL AND TELEPHONE NUMBERS. CREATED: 16 Mar 2020 13:04:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

B0710/20 - EKRK (Denmark): Firefighting and rescue Limited to

• Period: 2020-03-20T06:13:00.000Z - 2020-03-30T12:00:00.000Z
• Q-Code (FFLT): AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsFirefighting and rescueLimited to

COVID-19. 2 HOURS PPR ON FIRE CAT 4-7 IN AIRPORT OPENING HOURS, DUE TO REDUCTION IN STAFF. CREATED: 20 Mar 2020 06:14:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

B0668/20 - EKOD (Denmark): Aerodrome Limited to

• Period: 2020-03-16T14:44:00.000Z - 2020-04-13T23:00:00.000Z
• Q-Code (FALT): AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsAerodromeLimited to

COVID-19. PLEASE OBSERVE NEW ENTRY REQUIREMENTS FROM 14MAR20 1100UTC BANNING ALL ENTRY TO DENMARK EXCEPT FOR RESIDENTS, CREW AND A FEW OTHER EXCEPTIONS. FOR FURTHER DETAILS CONTACT EKOD +45 65955072. CREATED: 16 Mar 2020 11:45:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

A0090/20 - MDBH (Dominican Republic): Aerodrome Closed

• Period: 2020-03-23T21:43:00.000Z - 2020-04-15T23:59:00.000Z
• Q-Code (FALC): AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsAerodromeClosed

AD CLSD, DUE TO REDUCTION OF PERSONNEL ATC TO CONTAIN THE SPREAD OF COVID-19 CREATED: 23 Mar 2020 21:59:00 SOURCE: MDSDYNYX

A0045/20 - MDCS (Dominican Republic): Not listed Plain language

• Period: 2020-02-15T04:10:00.000Z - 2020-05-15T04:10:00.000Z
• Q-Code (XXXX): Other InformationOther InformationOtherNot listedPlain language

A0087/20 - MDCS (Dominican Republic): Not listed Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-21T13:45:00.000Z - 2020-04-02T10:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (XXXX): Other InformationOther InformationOtherNot listedPlain language

IN COMPLIANCE WITH THE PROVISIONS ISSUED BY THE GOVERNMENT OF THE DOMINICAN REPUBLIC TO CONTAIN THE SPREAD OF COVID-19, THE DOMINICAN INSTITUTE OF CIVIL AVIATION (IDAC) INFORMS AIR CARRIERS, INTERNATIONAL GENERAL AVIATION AND AIRPORT OPERATORS, THE FOLLOWING UPDATED OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS:

- AIR NAVIGATION SERVICES ARE BEING PROVIDED NORMALLY TO OVERFLIGHTS.
- COMMERCIAL FLIGHTS TO AND FROM AIRPORTS IN THE DOMINICAN REPUBLIC ARE SUSPENDED.
- CARGO FLIGHTS TO AND FROM AIRPORTS IN THE DOMINICAN REPUBLIC ARE OPERATING NORMALLY.
- INTERNATIONAL FLIGHTS ARE PERMITTED ONLY ON FERRY OPERATIONS, FOR ALIENS REPATRIATION, UNTIL APRIL 2, 2020, 1000UTC OR UNTIL OPERATORS COMPLETE THE REPATRIATION OF PENDING ALIENS, WHICHEVER COMES FIRST.
- THE APPROVAL OF FLIGHTS FOR TECHNICAL STOPOVERS (REFUELING)

A0122/20 - HECC (Egypt): Not listed Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-19T10:00:00.000Z - 2020-03-31T22:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (XXXX): Other InformationOther InformationOtherNot listedPlain language

DUE TO PRECAUTION MEASURES FOR THE PREVENTION OF CORONA VIRUS (COVID-19) SPREAD, ALL INTERNATIONAL FLIGHTS TO AND FROM ALL EGYPTIAN AIRPORTS ARE SUSPENDED, EXCEPT CARGO FLIGHTS. CREATED: 16 Mar 2020 16:02:00 SOURCE: HECAYNYX

A0530/20 - MSLP (El Salvador): Aerodrome Closed

- Period: 2020-03-23T22:08:00.000Z - 2020-04-03T05:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FALC): AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsAerodromeClosed

EL SALVADOR INTL AP SAN OSCAR ARNULFO ROMERO Y Galdamez CLSD FOR INTL GEN AVIATION (IGA) FLT AND COMMERCIAL PAX FLT IN ACCORDANCE WITH GOVERNMENTAL DECREE NUMBER 593 DUE TO COVID-19 PANDEMIC. TRAFFIC NOT AFFECTED: CARGO FLT, COOPERATIVE SECURITY LOCATION US MIL FLT, HUM AID FLT, AMBULANCE FLT, FERRY/MAINT FLT, EMERGENCY FLT, TECHNICAL STOP FLT WHERE PAX DO NOT DISEMBARK, EL SALVADOR MIL FLT. REPATRIATION FLT MUST WAIT FOR
SPECIAL CLEARANCE. FOR FLT IN WHICH EL SALVADOR INTL AP IS ALTN AD IDENTIFIED IN A FPL TO ADDRESS WX OR ACFT SAFETY REASONS, DISEMBARKING OF PAX IS NOT PERMITTED. CREATED: 23 Mar 2020 22:11:00 SOURCE: MHCCYNXY

A0532/20 - MSSS (El Salvador): Aerodrome Closed

- Period: 2020-03-23T22:41:00.000Z - 2020-04-03T05:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FALC): AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsAerodromeClosed

ILOPANGO INTL AP CLSD FOR INTL GEN AVIATION (IGA) FLT AND COMMERCIAL PAX FLT IN ACCORDANCE WITH GOVERNMENTAL DECREE NUMBER 593 DUE TO COVID-19 PANDEMIC. TRAFFIC NOT AFFECTED: CARGO FLT, COOPERATIVE SECURITY LOCATION US MIL FLT, HUM AID FLT, AMBULANCE FLT, FERRY/MAINT FLT, EMERGENCY FLT, TECHNICAL STOP FLT WHERE PAX DO NOT DISEMBARK, EL SALVADOR MIL FLT. REPATRIATION FLT MUST WAIT FOR SPECIAL CLEARANCE. FOR FLT IN WHICH ILOPANGO INTL AP IS ALTN AD IDENTIFIED IN A FPL TO ADDRESS WX OR ACFT SAFETY REASONS, DISEMBARKING OF PAX IS NOT PERMITTED CREATED: 23 Mar 2020 22:43:00 SOURCE: MHCCYNXY

A0371/20 - EEKA (Estonia): Aerodrome Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-16T22:00:00.000Z - 2020-03-31T13:30:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGAFacilities and servicesOtherAerodromePlain language

IN LIGHT OF THE SPREAD OF CORONA VIRUS (COVID-19) THE GOVERNEMENT OF ESTONIA HAS TEMPORARILY IMPOSED RESTRICTIONS ON CROSSING CHEGEN BORDER AND REINTRODUCTION BORDER CONTROL. ONLY ESTONIAN CITIZENS AND ESTONIAN RESIDENTS HOLDING RESIDENCY PERMIT, A RIGHT OF RESIDENCE OR REGISTERED IN ESTONIAN POPULATION REGISTER MAY CROSS THE NATIONAL BORDER TO ENTER ESTONIAN TERRITORY AS WELL AS EMPLOYEES OF FOREIGN DIPLOMATIC INSTITUTIONS OR CONSULATES IN ESTONIA OR THEIR FAMILY MEMBERS, THE NEEDING TO ENTER ESTONIA IN THE FRAMEWORK OF INTERNATIONAL MILITARY COOPERATION OR WHO ARE INVOLVED IN CARGO EXPORT OR VITAL HEALTHCARE OR OTHER SERVICES REQUIRED IN THE EMERGENCY SITUATION MAY ENTER ESTONIAN TERRITORY PROVIDED THAT THEY DO NOT HAVE THE SYMPTOMS OF THE DISEASE. ENTRY TO ESTONIA IS ALLOWED FOR FOREIGN NATIONALS WHO NEED TO TRAVEL THROUGH ESTONIA IN TRANSIT IN ORDER TO REACH THEIR COUNTRY OF RESIDENCE, PROVIDED THEY HAVE NO SYMPTOMS OF COVID-19 VIRUS. ALL OTHER FOREIGNERS SHALL RECEIVE A SPECIAL PERMISSION FROM POLICE AND BORDER GUARD BOARD. AIRPORT OPERATION CENTER CONTACT EMAIL: APOC(A)TLL.AERO FOR MORE DETAILS. CREATED: 16 Mar 2020 18:30:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

A0372/20 - EEKE (Estonia): Aerodrome Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-16T22:00:00.000Z - 2020-03-31T13:30:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGAFacilities and servicesOtherAerodromePlain language

IN LIGHT OF THE SPREAD OF CORONA VIRUS (COVID-19) THE GOVERNEMENT OF ESTONIA HAS TEMPORARILY IMPOSED RESTRICTIONS ON CROSSING CHEGEN BORDER
AND REINTRODUCTION BORDER CONTROL. ONLY ESTONIAN CITIZENS AND ESTONIAN RESIDENTS HOLDING RESIDENCY PERMIT, A RIGHT OF RESIDENCE OR REGISTERED IN ESTONIAN POPULATION REGISTER MAY CROSS THE NATIONAL BORDER TO ENTER ESTONIAN TERRITORY AS WELL AS EMPLOYEES OF FOREIGN DIPLOMATIC INSTITUTIONS OR CONSULATES IN ESTONIA OR THEIR FAMILY MEMBERS, THE NEEDING TO ENTER ESTONIA IN THE FRAMEWORK OF INTERNATIONAL MILITARY COOPERATION OR WHO ARE INVOLVED IN CARGO EXPORT OR VITAL HEALTHCARE OR OTHER SERVICES REQUIRED IN THE EMERGENCY SITUATION MAY ENTER ESTONIAN TERRITORY PROVIDED THAT THEY DO NOT HAVE THE SYMPTOMS OF THE DISEASE.

ENTRY TO ESTONIA IS ALLOWED FOR FOREIGN NATIONALS WHO NEED TO TRAVEL THROUGH ESTONIA IN TRANSIT IN ORDER TO REACH THEIR COUNTRY OF RESIDENCE, PROVIDED THEY HAVE NO SYMPTOMS OF COVID-19 VIRUS. ALL OTHER FOREIGNERS SHALL RECEIVE A SPECIAL PERMISSION FROM POLICE AND BORDER GUARD BOARD. AIRPORT OPERATION CENTER CONTACT EMAIL: APOC(A)TLL.AERO FOR MORE DETAILS.

CREATED: 16 Mar 2020 18:40:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

A0370/20 - EETU (Estonia): Aerodrome Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-16T22:00:00.000Z - 2020-03-31T13:30:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGAFacilities and servicesOtherAerodromePlain language

IN LIGHT OF THE SPREAD OF CORONA VIRUS (COVID-19) THE GOVERNEMENT OF ESTONIA HAS TEMPORARILY IMOPOSED RESTRICTIONS ON CROSSING SCHENGEN BORDER AND REINTRODUCTION BORDER CONTROL. ONLY ESTONIAN CITIZENS AND ESTONIAN RESIDENTS HOLDING RESIDENCY PERMIT, A RIGHT OF RESIDENCE OR REGISTERED IN ESTONIAN POPULATION REGISTER MAY CROSS THE NATIONAL BORDER TO ENTER ESTONIAN TERRITORY AS WELL AS EMPLOYEES OF FOREIGN DIPLOMATIC INSTITUTIONS OR CONSULATES IN ESTONIA OR THEIR FAMILY MEMBERS, THE NEEDING TO ENTER ESTONIA IN THE FRAMEWORK OF INTERNATIONAL MILITARY COOPERATION OR WHO ARE INVOLVED IN CARGO EXPORT OR VITAL HEALTHCARE OR OTHER SERVICES REQUIRED IN THE EMERGENCY SITUATION MAY ENTER ESTONIAN TERRITORY PROVIDED THAT THEY DO NOT HAVE THE SYMPTOMS OF THE DISEASE.

ENTRY TO ESTONIA IS ALLOWED FOR FOREIGN NATIONALS WHO NEED TO TRAVEL THROUGH ESTONIA IN TRANSIT IN ORDER TO REACH THEIR COUNTRY OF RESIDENCE, PROVIDED THEY HAVE NO SYMPTOMS OF COVID-19 VIRUS. ALL OTHER FOREIGNERS SHALL RECEIVE A SPECIAL PERMISSION FROM POLICE AND BORDER GUARD BOARD. AIRPORT OPERATION CENTER CONTACT EMAIL: APOC(A)TLL.AERO FOR MORE DETAILS.

CREATED: 16 Mar 2020 18:16:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

A0369/20 - EETN (Estonia): Aerodrome Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-16T22:00:00.000Z - 2020-03-31T13:30:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGAFacilities and servicesOtherAerodromePlain language

IN LIGHT OF THE SPREAD OF CORONA VIRUS (COVID-19) THE GOVERNEMENT OF ESTONIA HAS TEMPORARILY IMOPOSED RESTRICTIONS ON CROSSING SCHENGEN BORDER AND REINTRODUCTION BORDER CONTROL. ONLY ESTONIAN CITIZENS AND ESTONIAN RESIDENTS HOLDING RESIDENCY PERMIT, A RIGHT OF RESIDENCE OR REGISTERED IN ESTONIAN POPULATION REGISTER MAY CROSS THE NATIONAL BORDER
TO ENTER ESTONIAN TERRITORY AS WELL AS EMPLOYEES OF FOREIGN DIPLOMATIC INSTITUTIONS OR CONSULATES IN ESTONIA OR THEIR FAMILY MEMBERS, THE NEEDING TO ENTER ESTONIA IN THE FRAMEWORK OF INTERNATIONAL MILITARY COOPERATION OR WHO ARE INVOLVED IN CARGO EXPORT OR VITAL HEALTHCARE OR OTHER SERVICES REQUIRED IN THE EMERGENCY SITUATION MAY ENTER ESTONIAN TERRITORY PROVIDED THAT THEY DO NOT HAVE THE SYMPTOMS OF THE DISEASE. ENTRY TO ESTONIA IS ALLOWED FOR FOREIGN NATIONALS WHO NEED TO TRAVEL THROUGH ESTONIA IN TRANSIT IN ORDER TO REACH THEIR COUNTRY OF RESIDENCE, PROVIDED THEY HAVE NO SYMPTOMS OF COVID-19 VIRUS. ALL OTHER FOREIGNERS SHALL RECEIVE A SPECIAL PERMISSION FROM POLICE AND BORDER GUARD BOARD. AIRPORT OPERATION CENTER CONTACT EMAIL: APOC(A)TLL.AERO FOR MORE DETAILS

A0373/20 - EEPU (Estonia): Aerodrome Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-17T06:50:00.000Z - 2020-03-31T10:30:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGA

IN LIGHT OF THE SPREAD OF CORONA VIRUS (COVID-19) THE GOVERNEMENT OF ESTONIA HAS TEMPORARILY IMPOSED RESTRICTIONS ON CROSSING CHENGEN BORDER AND REINTRODUCTION BORDER CONTROL. ONLY ESTONIAN CITIZENS AND ESTONIAN RESIDENTS HOLDING RESIDENCY PERMIT, A RIGHT OF RESIDENCE OR REGISTERED IN ESTONIAN POPULATION REGISTER MAY CROSS THE NATIONAL BORDER TO ENTER ESTONIAN TERRITORY AS WELL AS EMPLOYEES OF FOREIGN DIPLOMATIC INSTITUTIONS OR CONSULATES IN ESTONIA OR THEIR FAMILY MEMBERS, THE NEEDING TO ENTER ESTONIA IN THE FRAMEWORK OF INTERNATIONAL MILITARY COOPERATION OR WHO ARE INVOLVED IN CARGO EXPORT OR VITAL HEALTHCARE OR OTHER SERVICES REQUIRED IN THE EMERGENCY SITUATION MAY ENTER ESTONIAN TERRITORY PROVIDED THAT THEY DO NOT HAVE THE SYMPTOMS OF THE DISEASE. ENTRY TO ESTONIA IS ALLOWED FOR FOREIGN NATIONALS WHO NEED TO TRAVEL THROUGH ESTONIA IN TRANSIT IN ORDER TO REACH THEIR COUNTRY OF RESIDENCE, PROVIDED THEY HAVE NO SYMPTOMS OF COVID-19 VIRUS. ALL OTHER FOREIGNERS SHALL RECEIVE A SPECIAL PERMISSION FROM POLICE AND BORDER GUARD BOARD. AIRPORT OPERATION CENTER CONTACT EMAIL: APOC(A)TLL.AERO FOR MORE DETAILS.

A0037/20 - FDMS (Eswatini): Terminal control area Plain language

- Period: 2020-02-19T10:05:00.000Z - 2020-04-19T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (ATXX): ATMA

DUE TO THE ONGOING OUTBREAK OF CORONA VIRUS, ALL OPERATORS ARE REQ TO REP SUSPECTED CORONA VIRUS CASES BY RDD TO ATC AS EARLY AS POSS BFR ARR AND COMPLY WITH ALL HEALTH SCREENING OF PAX AS WELL AS OTHER MEASURES PUT IN PLACE AT ALL AIRPORTS IN ESWATINI.

A0435/20 - NFFF (Fiji): Flight information region Plain language
- Period: 2020-03-23T02:14:00.000Z - 2020-04-06T00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (AFXX): ATMAirspace organizationOtherFlight information regionPlain language

NFFF (NADI) FIR OPERATIONAL BUT CTN ADZ DUE TO COVID-19 WORLD PANDEMIC, NEW CALEDONIA ATS STAFF ARE LIMITED. WITHIN THE NWWW SECTOR, POSSIBLE REGULATION FOR ACFT IN TONTOUTA FIS, TMA1, TMA2, TMA3 AND CTR EXCEPT FOR EMERGENCY FLIGHTS, STATE FLIGHTS AND SCHEDULED FLIGHTS. CREATED: 23 Mar 2020 02:14:00 SOURCE: NFOFYNYX

A0629/20 - EFIN (Finland): Flight information region Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-18T22:00:00.000Z - 2020-04-02T21:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (AFXX): ATMAirspace organizationOtherFlight information regionPlain language

COVID-19: CREW/PASSENGER RESTRICTIONS. SEE ALSO NOTAM A0628/20 FOR FLIGHT RESTRICTIONS. OPERATORS SHALL TAKE INTO ACCOUNT THAT SCHENGEN AGREEMENTS ARE TEMPORARILY NOT APPLIED IN FINLAND AND PASSPORT CONTROLS ARE IN FORCE FOR ALL INTERNATIONAL FLIGHTS CREATED: 18 Mar 2020 19:23:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

A0722/20 - EFIN (Finland): Aircraft entry requirements Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-26T12:14:00.000Z - 2020-04-02T21:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (OEXX): Other InformationOther InformationOtherAircraft entry requirementsPlain language

COVID-19: FLIGHT RESTRICTION, TEMPORARY EXEMPTION PROCEDURE, REF NOTAM A0628/20. THERE IS A SPECIFIC TEMPORARY PROCEDURE PUBLISHED BY APPROPRIATE AUTHORITIES ALLOWING PASSENGERS TO BE PICKED UP/RETURNED TO THEIR HOME COUNTRIES USING DIRECT INTERNATIONAL FLIGHTS TO/FROM AIRPORTS NOT MENTIONED IN NOTAM A0628/20. IF THE FLIGHT OPERATOR WANTS TO USE THIS OPPORTUNITY THE FOLLOWING PROCEDURE SHALL BE STRICTLY FOLLOWED: 1. THE OPERATOR SHALL SEND A SPECIAL 'URGENT BORDER CROSSING PERMIT' IN FREE FORMAT TO FOLLOWING EMAIL ADDRESS: NCC.RVLE(AT)RAJA.FI. 2. THE APPLICATION SHALL INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION: NAME OF OPERATING AIRLINE, CONTACT DETAILS OF AIRLINE'S REPRESENTATIVE, DEPRATURE AIRPORT, ARRIVAL AIRPORT, ARRIVAL TIME, NUMBER OF ARRIVING PASSENGERS (FINNISH CITIZENS AND RESIDENTS), CREW STAYING IN FINLAND (NOT RECOMMENDED) , NUMBER OF DEPARTING PASSENGERS, DEPARTURE TIME, DESTINATION AIRPORT, POSSIBLE ADDITIONAL INFORMATION. OPERATOR SHALL RECEIVE AN ACCEPTANCE MESSAGE FROM APPROPRIATE BORDER GUARD DISTRICT BEFORE THE FLIGHT CAN BE CONDUCTED CREATED: 26 Mar 2020 12:21:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

A0628/20 - EFIN (Finland): Aircraft entry requirements Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-18T22:00:00.000Z - 2020-04-02T21:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (OEXX): Other InformationOther InformationOtherAircraft entry requirementsPlain language
COVID-19: FLIGHT RESTRICTIONS. THE FINNISH TRANSPORT AND COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY IS SUSPENDING ALL FLIGHTS ARRIVING FROM OUTSIDE FINLAND’S BORDERS IN FINNISH AIRSPACE IN THE ENTIRETY OF FINLAND’S FLIGHT INFORMATION REGION (HELSINKI FIR) WITH EFFECT FROM 22:00 UTC ON 18 MARCH 2020 TO 21:59 UTC ON 2 APRIL 2020, WITH THE EXCEPTIONS SPECIFIED BELOW. THE FOLLOWING ARRIVALS ARE PERMITTED AT HELSINKI, TURKU AND MARIEHAMN AIRPORTS: CARGO FLIGHTS, RETURN FLIGHTS OF FINNISH CITIZENS AND PERSONS RESIDING IN FINLAND OR IN ANOTHER EU MEMBER STATE, NECESSARY BUSINESS TRAVEL AND OTHER NECESSARY TRAVEL. ONLY CARGO FLIGHT ARRIVALS ARE PERMITTED AT ENONTEKIO, IVALO, JOENSUU, JVASKYLA, KAJAANI, KEMI-TORNIO, KITILÄ, KOKKOLA-PIETARSAARI, KUOPIO, KUUSAMO, LAPPEENRANTA, MIKKELI, OULU, POURI, ROVANIEMI, SAVONLINNA, SEINAJOKI, TAMPERE-PIRKKALA AND VAASA AIRPORTS. NECESSARY TRAVEL IS CONSIDERED TO INCLUDE STATE AVIATION, SEARCH AND RESCUE SERVICES, FIRE PREVENTION, MEDICAL SERVICE FLIGHTS AND OTHER COMPARABLE FLIGHTS CARRIED OUT FOR PARTICULAR REASONS. FURTHERMORE, THE DECISION SHALL NOT APPLY TO FLIGHTS FOR WHICH THE FINNISH BORDER GUARD HAS ISSUED A BORDER CROSSING PERMIT, OVERFLIGHTS IN FINNISH AIRSPACE, OR TECHNICAL STOPOVERS CREATED: 18 Mar 2020 19:21:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

F0487/20 - LFRR (France): Meteorological service Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-20T11:34:00.000Z - 2020-04-01T17:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FMXX): AGAFacilities and servicesOtherMeteorological servicePlain language

COVID-19: MET SERVICES MAY NOT BE PROVIDED IN NORMAL CONDITIONS WITHIN WHOLE FRENCH FIR, UIR AND AERODROMES. CREATED: 20 Mar 2020 11:37:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

A1133/20 - LFMT (France): Runway Limited to

- Period: 2020-03-16T06:00:00.000Z - 2020-04-15T23:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (MRLT): AGAMovement and landing areaLimitationsRunwayLimited to

DUE TO CORONAVIRUS RESTRICTIONS: AD CIRCUIT RWY 30L/12R AND 30R/12L PROHIBITED. CREATED: 14 Mar 2020 15:22:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

B1229/20 - LFMH (France): Meteorological service Limited to

- Period: 2020-03-20T17:12:00.000Z - 2020-03-29T23:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FMLT): AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsMeteorological serviceLimited to

COVID-19: TAF SUSPENDED CREATED: 20 Mar 2020 17:12:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

A1398/20 - LFOB (France): Aerodrome Available, prior permission required

- Period: 2020-03-25T23:00:00.000Z - 2020-04-28T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAAP): AGAFacilities and servicesAvailabilityAerodromeAvailable, prior permission required
DUE TO COVID-19, AD LIMITED: - AD RESERVED FOR STATE ACFT AND FOR MEDICAL RESCUE MISSIONS, EMERGENCY OR SANITARY FLIGHTS ON PPR 2HR BY DAY, ON PPR 4HR BY NIGHT. - AD RESERVED FOR PAX REPATRIATION FLIGHTS, FOR CARGO FLIGHTS AND 'IGN' FLIGHTS ON PREFECT DECISION ON PPR 12HR CONTACTS: FOR AIRLINES: +33(0)677056715 (+33(0)615287674) FOR INSTITUTIONAL OPERATORS: +33(0)626460680 (+33(0)615287674 CREATED: 25 Mar 2020 22:05:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

C1016/20 - LGFA (France): Firefighting and rescue Downgraded to

- Period: 2020-03-30T00:00:00.000Z - 2020-05-03T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FFCG): AGAFacilities and servicesChangesFirefighting and rescueDowngraded to


A1132/20 - LFMT (France): Terminal control area Limited to

- Period: 2020-03-16T06:00:00.000Z - 2020-04-15T23:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (ATLT): ATMAirspace organizationLimitationsTerminal control areaLimited to

DUE TO CORONAVIRUS RESTRICTIONS: VFR AND IFR TRAINING IN MONTPELLIER CTR AND TMA PROHIBITED. CREATED: 14 Mar 2020 15:18:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

F0492/20 - LFRR (France): Flight information region Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-21T13:10:00.000Z - 2020-04-17T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (AFXX): ATMAirspace organizationOtherFlight information regionPlain language

COVID-19 - PASSENGER RESTRICTIONS: I. IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE FRENCH PRIME MINISTER'S INSTRUCTION DATED MARCH 18 ABOUT BORDER CONTROLS, FRANCE STRENGTHENS INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL BORDER CONTROLS. BORDER CONTROLS RESULT IN ACCESS BAN FOR FOREIGN NATIONALS, EXC IN THE FOLLOWING CASES: - CITIZENS OF THE EUROPEAN UNION AND ASSIMILATED (NATIONALS OF UNITED KINGDOM, ICELAND, LIECHTENSTEIN, NORWAY, ANDORRA, MONACO, SWITZERLAND, VATICAN, SAN MARINO), AS WELL AS THEIR SPOUSES AND CHILDREN. - THIRD-COUNTRY NATIONALS WHO HAVE A RESIDENCE PERMIT OR LONG-STAY VISA IN FRANCE OR IN THE EUROPEAN UNION, AND WHO RETURN TO THEIR HOME. - THIRD-COUNTRY NATIONALS OR NATIONALS OF THE EUROPEAN UNION OR ASSIMILATED, WHO ENSURE INTERNATIONAL FREIGHT TRANSPORT. - HEALTH PROFESSIONNALS WHO ARE THIRD-COUNTRY NATIONALS OR NATIONALS OF THE EUROPEAN UNION OR ASSIMILATED, IN ORDER TO FIGHT AGAINST THE SPREAD OF COVID-19. DEPARTURES ARE NOT SUBJECT TO ANY RESTRICTION. II. AIRLINES INFORM THEIR PASSENGERS ABOUT RESTRICTIONS APPLICABLE TO THEM AT THE PLACE OF DESTINATION. AIRLINES DENY BOARDING TO PASSENGERS SUBJECT TO ACCESS BAN AT THE PLACE OF DESTINATION. PASSENGERS IN INTERNATIONAL TRANSIT MAY BOARD, PROVIDED THEIR CONNECTING FLIGHT DEPARTS FROM THE SAME TERMINAL, AND THAT THEIR CONNECTING FLIGHT IS CONFIRMED. END PART 1 OF 2 CREATED: 21 Mar 2020 13:32:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN
C0987/20 - LFLP (France): Meteorological service Limited to

- Period: 2020-03-20T17:09:00.000Z - 2020-03-29T23:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FMLT): AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsMeteorological serviceLimited to

COVID-19: TAF SUSPENDED CREATED: 20 Mar 2020 17:10:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

F0487/20 - LFFF (France): Meteorological service Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-20T11:34:00.000Z - 2020-04-01T17:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FMXX): AGAFacilities and servicesOtherMeteorological servicePlain language

COVID-19 : MET SERVICES MAY NOT BE PROVIDED IN NORMAL CONDITIONS WITHIN WHOLE FRENCH FIR, UIR AND AERODROMES. CREATED: 20 Mar 2020 11:37:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

F0492/20 - LFFF (France): Flight information region Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-21T13:10:00.000Z - 2020-04-17T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (AFXX): ATMAirspace organizationOtherFlight information regionPlain language

COVID-19 - PASSENGER RESTRICTIONS : I. IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE FRENCH PRIME MINISTER'S INSTRUCTION DATED MARCH 18 ABOUT BORDER CONTROLS, FRANCE STRENGTHENS INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL BORDER CONTROLS. BORDER CONTROLS RESULT IN ACCESS BAN FOR FOREIGN NATIONALS, EXC IN THE FOLLOWING CASES: - CITIZENS OF THE EUROPEAN UNION AND ASSIMILATED (NATIONALS OF UNITED KINGDOM, ICELAND, LIECHTENSTEIN, NORWAY, ANDORRA, MONACO, SWITZERLAND, VATICAN, SAN MARINO), AS WELL AS THEIR SPOUSES AND CHILDREN. - THIRD-COUNTRY NATIONALS WHO HAVE A RESIDENCE PERMIT OR LONG-STAY VISA IN FRANCE OR IN THE EUROPEAN UNION, AND WHO RETURN TO THEIR HOME. - THIRD-COUNTRY NATIONALS OR NATIONALS OF THE EUROPEAN UNION OR ASSIMILATED, WHO ENSURE INTERNATIONAL FREIGHT TRANSPORT. - HEALTH PROFESSIONNALS WHO ARE THIRD-COUNTRY NATIONALS OR NATIONALS OF THE EUROPEAN UNION OR ASSIMILATED, IN ORDER TO FIGHT AGAINST THE SPREAD OF COVID-19. DEPARTURES ARE NOT SUBJECT TO ANY RESTRICTION. II. AIRLINES INFORM THEIR PASSENGERS ABOUT RESTRICTIONS APPLICABLE TO THEM AT THE PLACE OF DESTINATION. AIRLINES DENY BOARDING TO PASSENGERS SUBJECT TO ACCESS BAN AT THE PLACE OF DESTINATION. PASSENGERS IN INTERNATIONAL TRANSIT MAY BOARD, PROVIDED THEIR CONNECTING FLIGHT DEPARTS FROM THE SAME TERMINAL, AND THAT THEIR CONNECTING FLIGHT IS CONFIRMED. END PART 1 OF 2 CREATED: 21 Mar 2020 13:32:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

F0487/20 - LFMM (France): Meteorological service Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-20T11:34:00.000Z - 2020-04-01T17:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FMXX): AGAFacilities and servicesOtherMeteorological servicePlain language
COVID-19: MET SERVICES MAY NOT BE PROVIDED IN NORMAL CONDITIONS WITHIN WHOLE FRENCH FIR, UIR AND AERODROMES. CREATED: 20 Mar 2020 11:37:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

F0492/20 - LFBB (France): Flight information region Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-21T13:10:00.000Z - 2020-04-17T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (AFXX): ATMAirspace organizationOtherFlight information regionPlain language

COVID-19 - PASSENGER RESTRICTIONS: I. IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE FRENCH PRIME MINISTER'S INSTRUCTION DATED MARCH 18 ABOUT BORDER CONTROLS, FRANCE STRENGTHENS INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL BORDER CONTROLS. BORDER CONTROLS RESULT IN ACCESS BAN FOR FOREIGN NATIONALS, EXC IN THE FOLLOWING CASES: - CITIZENS OF THE EUROPEAN UNION AND ASSIMILATED (NATIONALS OF UNITED KINGDOM, ICELAND, LIECHTENSTEIN, NORWAY, ANDORRA, MONACO, SWITZERLAND, VATICAN, SAN MARINO), AS WELL AS THEIR SPOUSES AND CHILDREN, - THIRD-COUNTRY NATIONALS WHO HAVE A RESIDENCE PERMIT OR LONG-STAY VISA IN FRANCE OR IN THE EUROPEAN UNION, AND WHO RETURN TO THEIR HOME. - THIRD-COUNTRY NATIONALS OR NATIONALS OF THE EUROPEAN UNION OR ASSIMILATED, WHO ENSURE INTERNATIONAL FREIGHT TRANSPORT. - HEALTH PROFESSIONNALS WHO ARE THIRD-COUNTRY NATIONALS OR NATIONALS OF THE EUROPEAN UNION OR ASSIMILATED, IN ORDER TO FIGHT AGAINST THE SPREAD OF COVID-19. DEPARTURES ARE NOT SUBJECT TO ANY RESTRICTION. II. AIRLINES INFORM THEIR PASSENGERS ABOUT RESTRICTIONS APPLICABLE TO THEM AT THE PLACE OF DESTINATION. AIRLINES DENY BOARDING TO PASSENGERS SUBJECT TO ACCESS BAN AT THE PLACE OF DESTINATION. PASSENGERS IN INTERNATIONAL TRANSIT MAY BOARD, PROVIDED THEIR CONNECTING FLIGHT DEPARTS FROM THE SAME TERMINAL, AND THAT THEIR CONNECTING FLIGHT IS CONFIRMED. END PART 1 OF 2 CREATED: 21 Mar 2020 13:32:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

F0492/20 - LFEE (France): Flight information region Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-21T13:10:00.000Z - 2020-04-17T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (AFXX): ATMAirspace organizationOtherFlight information regionPlain language

COVID-19 - PASSENGER RESTRICTIONS: I. IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE FRENCH PRIME MINISTER'S INSTRUCTION DATED MARCH 18 ABOUT BORDER CONTROLS, FRANCE STRENGTHENS INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL BORDER CONTROLS. BORDER CONTROLS RESULT IN ACCESS BAN FOR FOREIGN NATIONALS, EXC IN THE FOLLOWING CASES: - CITIZENS OF THE EUROPEAN UNION AND ASSIMILATED (NATIONALS OF UNITED KINGDOM, ICELAND, LIECHTENSTEIN, NORWAY, ANDORRA, MONACO, SWITZERLAND, VATICAN, SAN MARINO), AS WELL AS THEIR SPOUSES AND CHILDREN. - THIRD-COUNTRY NATIONALS WHO HAVE A RESIDENCE PERMIT OR LONG-STAY VISA IN FRANCE OR IN THE EUROPEAN UNION, AND WHO RETURN TO THEIR HOME. - THIRD-COUNTRY NATIONALS OR NATIONALS OF THE EUROPEAN UNION OR ASSIMILATED, WHO ENSURE INTERNATIONAL FREIGHT TRANSPORT. - HEALTH PROFESSIONNALS WHO ARE THIRD-COUNTRY NATIONALS OR NATIONALS OF THE EUROPEAN UNION OR ASSIMILATED, IN ORDER TO FIGHT AGAINST THE SPREAD OF COVID-19. DEPARTURES ARE NOT SUBJECT TO ANY RESTRICTION. II. AIRLINES INFORM THEIR PASSENGERS
ABOUT RESTRICTIONS APPLICABLE TO THEM AT THE PLACE OF DESTINATION. AIRLINES DENY BOARDING TO PASSENGERS SUBJECT TO ACCESS BAN AT THE PLACE OF DESTINATION. PASSENGERS IN INTERNATIONAL TRANSIT MAY BOARD, PROVIDED THEIR CONNECTING FLIGHT DEPARTS FROM THE SAME TERMINAL, AND THAT THEIR CONNECTING FLIGHT IS CONFIRMED. END PART 1 OF 2 CREATED: 21 Mar 2020 13:32:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

F0487/20 - LFBB (France): Meteorological service Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-20T11:34:00.000Z - 2020-04-01T17:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FMXX): AGAFacilities and servicesOtherMeteorological servicePlain language

COVID-19 : MET SERVICES MAY NOT BE PROVIDED IN NORMAL CONDITIONS WITHIN WHOLE FRENCH FIR, UIR AND AERODROMES. CREATED: 20 Mar 2020 11:37:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

F0487/20 - LFEE (France): Meteorological service Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-20T11:34:00.000Z - 2020-04-01T17:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FMXX): AGAFacilities and servicesOtherMeteorological servicePlain language

COVID-19 : MET SERVICES MAY NOT BE PROVIDED IN NORMAL CONDITIONS WITHIN WHOLE FRENCH FIR, UIR AND AERODROMES. CREATED: 20 Mar 2020 11:37:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

B1331/20 - LFKF (France): Aerodrome Available, prior permission required

- Period: 2020-03-26T09:15:00.000Z - 2020-04-20T21:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAAP): AGAFacilities and servicesAvailabilityAerodromeAvailable, prior permission required

COVID-19 ADDITIONAL RESTRICTION: PPR 72HR MNM FOR INSIDE AND OUTSIDE SCHENGEN AREA SKED FLIGHTS. TO BOTH FLW ADDRESSES: FSC.PPR(A)SUCORSE.CCI.FR CPO.FSC(A)SUCORSE.CCI.FR CREATED: 26 Mar 2020 09:15:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

F0492/20 - LFMM (France): Flight information region Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-21T13:10:00.000Z - 2020-04-17T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (AFXX): ATMAirspace organizationOtherFlight information regionPlain language

COVID-19 - PASSENGER RESTRICTIONS : I. IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE FRENCH PRIME MINISTER’S INSTRUCTION DATED MARCH 18 ABOUT BORDER CONTROLS, FRANCE STRENGTHENS INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL BORDER CONTROLS. BORDER CONTROLS RESULT IN ACCESS BAN FOR FOREIGN NATIONALS, EXC IN THE FOLLOWING CASES: - CITIZENS OF THE EUROPEAN UNION AND ASSIMILATED (NATIONALS OF UNITED KINGDOM, ICELAND, LIECHTENSTEIN, NORWAY, ANDORRA, MONACO, SWITZERLAND, VATICAN, SAN MARINO), AS WELL AS THEIR SPOUSES AND CHILDREN. - THIRD-COUNTRY NATIONALS WHO HAVE A RESIDENCE PERMIT OR LONG-STAY VISA IN
FRANCE OR IN THE EUROPEAN UNION, AND WHO RETURN TO THEIR HOME. - THIRD-COUNTRY NATIONALS OR NATIONALS OF THE EUROPEAN UNION OR ASSIMILATED, WHO ENSURE INTERNATIONAL FREIGHT TRANSPORT. - HEALTH PROFESSIONNELS WHO ARE THIRD-COUNTRY NATIONALS OR NATIONALS OF THE EUROPEAN UNION OR ASSIMILATED, IN ORDER TO FIGHT AGAINST THE SPREAD OF COVID-19. DEPARTURES ARE NOT SUBJECT TO ANY RESTRICTION. II. AIRLINES INFORM THEIR PASSENGERS ABOUT RESTRICTIONS APPLICABLE TO THEM AT THE PLACE OF DESTINATION. AIRLINES DENY BOARDING TO PASSENGERS SUBJECT TO ACCESS BAN AT THE PLACE OF DESTINATION. PASSENGERS IN INTERNATIONAL TRANSIT MAY BOARD, PROVIDED THEIR CONNECTING FLIGHT DEPARTS FROM THE SAME TERMINAL, AND THAT THEIR CONNECTING FLIGHT IS CONFIRMED. END PART 1 OF 2 CREATED: 21 Mar 2020 13:32:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

C1018/20 - LFGA (France): Firefighting and rescue Hours of service

- Period: 2020-03-25T14:09:00.000Z - 2020-03-29T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FFAH): AGAFacilities and servicesAvailabilityFirefighting and rescueHours of service


A0134/20 - SOOO (French Guiana): Flight information region Prohibited to

- Period: 2020-03-26T23:00:00.000Z - 2020-04-15T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (AFLP): ATMairspace organizationLimitationsFlight information regionProhibited to

COVID-19: FLIGHT RESTRICTIONS IN ACCORDANCE WITH COVID HANDLING GENERAL RULES, FLIGHT FOR LEISURE AND SPORTS AVIATION ARE PROHIBITED IN FIR LOWER AIRSPACE

A0130/20 - SOCA (French Guiana): Aerodrome Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-26T23:00:00.000Z - 2020-04-15T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGAFacilities and servicesOtherAerodromePlain language

COVID-19 PASSENGER RESTRICTIONS: ARE APPLIED ON COMMERCIAL FLIGHTS TO AND FROM CAYENNE FELIX EBOUE AIRPORT: ONLY PASSENGERS TRAVELLING FOR COMPELLING FAMILIAR REASONS, FOR HEALTH CARE OR FOR A PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES THAT CANNOT BE POSTPONED WILL BE AUTHORIZED. SPECIAL DECLARATION REQUEST BEFORE BOARDING. SPECIFIC WRITTEN COMMITMENT WILL BE REQUIRED BEFORE BOARDING AND ASSESSED ON ARRIVAL, UNDER THE RESPONSABILITY OR THE AIR COMPANY. CREATED: 26 Mar 2020 23:13:00 SOURCE: SOOOYNYX

A0131/20 - SOOO (French Guiana): Rescue coordination centre Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-26T23:00:00.000Z - 2020-04-15T23:59:00.000Z
COVID-19 : PASSENGER RESTRICTIONS ARE APPLIED ON COMMERCIAL FLIGHTS TO AND FROM CAYENNE FELIX EBOUE AIRPORT : ONLY PASSENGERS TRAVELLING FOR COMPELLING FAMILIAR REASONS, FOR HEALTH CARE OR FOR A PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES THAT CANNOT BE POSTPONED WILL BE AUTHORIZED. SPECIAL DECLARATION REQUEST BEFORE BOARDING. SPECIFIC WRITTEN COMMITMENT WILL BE REQUIRED BEFORE BOARDING AND ASSESSED ON ARRIVAL, UNDER THE RESPONSABILITY OF THE AIR COMPANY. CREATED: 26 Mar 2020 23:15:00 SOURCE: SOOOYNYX

A0132/20 - SOOO (French Guiana): Flight information region Closed

- Period: 2020-03-22T00:06:00.000Z - 2020-04-15T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (AFLC): ATMAirspace organizationLimitationsFlight information regionClosed

COVID-19 : FLIGHT RESTRICTIONS IN FIR LOWER AIRSPACE INCLUDING ALL AIRPORTS,ULTRALIGHTS PLATFORMS AND HELISTATIONS,ATS SERVICES ARE CLOSED EXCEPT FOR SANITARY FLIGHTS,STATE FLIGHTS,ALTERNATES AND EMERGENCIES. PRIOR COORDINATION FOR OTHER FLIGHTS TO DUTY OFFICER +594694916262 CREATED: 26 Mar 2020 23:17:00 SOURCE: SOOOYNYX

A0130/20 - NTTT (France Polynesia): Not listed Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-27T03:51:00.000Z - 2020-04-01T09:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (XXXX): Other InformationOther InformationOtherNot listedPlain language


A0131/20 - NTTT (French Polynesia): Not listed Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-27T03:54:00.000Z - 2020-04-03T09:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (XXXX): Other InformationOther InformationOtherNot listedPlain language

A0132/20 - NTAA (French Polynesia): Not listed Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-27T04:13:00.000Z - 2020-04-03T09:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (XXXX): Other Information Other Information Other Not listed Plain language

COVID-19: PASSENGER RESTRICTIONS IN ORDER TO LIMIT COVID-19 CONTAGION, THE TRANSPORT OF PASSENGERS BETWEEN ISLANDS BY COMMERCIAL OR PRIVATE FLIGHT IS STRICTLY REDUCED TO IMPERIOUS REASONS, THOSE CAN BE OF THREE KINDS: 1-PROFESSIONAL JUSTIFIABLE REASONS 2-MEDICAL REASON 3-IMPERIOUS FAMILY MOTIVE. THE CARRIER IS RESPONSIBLE TO ENSURE THAT PASSENGERS BOARDING THEIR FLIGHT ARE IN POSSESSION OF A DOCUMENT STATING THE REASON FOR TRAVEL CREATED: 27 Mar 2020 04:14:00 SOURCE: NTAAYNYX

A0133/20 - NTAA (French Polynesia): Meteorological service Not available

- Period: 2020-03-27T04:17:00.000Z - 2020-04-02T04:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FMAU): AGAFacilities and services Availability Meteorological service Not available


A0134/20 - NTAA (French Polynesia): Meteorological service Not available

- Period: 2020-03-27T04:20:00.000Z - 2020-04-03T06:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FMAU): AGAFacilities and services Availability Meteorological service Not available

COVID-19: INFORMATION DUE TO COVID 19, STOP OF HUMAN OBSERVATION, AUTOMATIC PRODUCTION OF METAR H24, METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS AND SPECIAL NOT AVBL. CREATED: 27 Mar 2020 04:21:00 SOURCE: NTAAYNYX

A0447/20 - GBYD (Gambia): Aerodrome Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-23T23:59:00.000Z - 2020-04-13T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGAFacilities and services Other Aerodrome Plain language

DUE TO COVID-19 PANDEMIC, ALL FLIGHTS INTO AND OUT OF BANJUL/YUNDUM INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT, EXCEPT MEDICAL OR CARGO FLIGHTS ARE SUSPENDED FROM MID-NIGHT ON MONDAY 23RD MARCH 2020 FOR A PERIOD OF 21 DAYS. MEDICAL
OR CARGO FLIGHTS AND SPECIAL FLIGHTS REQUIRED LANDING PERMIT BEFORE ARRIVAL CREATED: 22 Mar 2020 20:11:00 SOURCE: GOOOYNYX

A0409/20 - GBYD (Gambia): Aerodrome Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-20T00:58:00.000Z - 2020-04-19T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGAFacilities and servicesOtherAerodromePlain language

DUE TO COVID-19 PANDEMIC. ALL FLIGHTS FROM THE UNITED KINGDOM SPAIN, FRANCE, POLAND, GERMANY, SWEDEN, DANMARK, SWITZERLAND, NETHERLANDS, NORWAY, AUSTRALIA, BELGIUM AND PORTUGAL ARE SUSPENDED WITH IMMEDIATE EFFECT CREATED: 20 Mar 2020 01:01:00 SOURCE: GOOOYNYX

G0036/20 - UGGG (Georgia): Flight information region Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-20T20:00:00.000Z - 2020-04-20T20:20:00.000Z
- Q-Code (AFXX): ATMAirspace organizationOtherFlight information regionPlain language

REF COVID-19 ALL INTERNATIONAL SCHEDULED FLIGHTS TO/FROM GEORGIA ARE RESTRICTED. RESTRICTIONS DOES NOT APPLY TO: A. FLIGHTS WHEN AIRCRAFT ARRIVES AT GEORGIAN AIRPORTS WITHOUT PASSENGERS (FERRY FLIGHT) TO CARRY PASSENGERS DESTINED FOR THE FOREIGN COUNTRIES. B. CARGO FLIGHTS, GOVERNMENTAL FLIGHTS, AMBULANCE FLIGHTS, EMERGENCY LANDINGS, LANDING WITH TECHNICAL REASONS (TECHNICAL STOP), AERIAL WORKS AND SEARCH AND RESCUE OPERATIONS. FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION PLEASE CALL 1505 OR 116001 OR VISIT WEBSITE WWW.MFA.GOV.GE OR WWW.STOPCOV.GE CREATED: 20 Mar 2020 15:48:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

G0034/20 - UGGG (Georgia): Flight information region Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-18T00:01:00.000Z - 2020-03-31T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (AFXX): ATMAirspace organizationOtherFlight information regionPlain language

REF COVID-19 1. ANY FOREIGN NATIONALS ARE NOT ALLOWED TO ENTER GEORGIA, EXCEPT: A. REPRESENTATIVES OF DIPLOMATIC MISSIONS AND INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS ACCREDITED TO GEORGIA AND THEIR FAMILY MEMBERS. B. MIXED FAMILIES WHERE ONE OF THE SPOUSES OR THEIR UNDER AGE CHILD IS A CITIZEN OF GEORGIA. C. PERSONS ARRIVING IN GEORGIA AS PART OF HUMANITARIAN MISSION IF TRIP OF SUCH MISSION (DOCTORS, VOLUNTEERS) TO GEORGIA BECOMES A NECESSITY. D. INDIVIDUALS WHO HAVE BEEN GRANTED THE STATUS OF STATELESS PERSON BY RESPECTIVE AUTHORITIES OF GEORGIA. E. INDIVIDUALS HOLDING STATUS NEUTRAL TRAVEL DOCUMENTS. F. INDIVIDUALS HAVING A REFUGEE STATUS IN GEORGIA. G. AIRCRAFT CREW MEMBERS. 2. THE ISSUE OF OFFICIAL DELEGATIONS WILL BE DECIDED CASE BY CASE. 3. ANY PERSON WILL HAVE TO GO INTENSIVE CHECKING PROCEDURES AT GEORGIAN BORDER AND WILL REMAIN 14 DAY QUARANTINE OR WILL BE REQUESTED TO PRESENT CORONAVIRUS FREE (PCR) CERTIFICATE ISSUED BY A LABORATORY OF THE COUNTRY OF DEPARTURE OR, IN CASE OF TRANSIT, BY A LABORATORY OF THE TRANSIT COUNTRY. 4. THE AIRLINE IS RESPONSIBLE TO FOR RETURNING THE PASSENGER WHOSE ENTRY INTO GEORGIA IS DENIED TO AIRPORT OF
ORIGIN. 5. CREW MEMBERS ARE STRONGLY RECOMMENDED TO AVOID CROWDED PUBLIC SPACES AND PLACES WHERE THEY CANNOT EASILY SEPARATE THEMSELVES FROM OTHERS. FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION PLEASE CALL 1505 OR 116 001 OR VISIT THE WEBSITE WWW.MFA.GOV.GE OR WWW.STOPCOV.GE. CREATED: 16 Mar 2020 18:02:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

A1847/20 - EDDT (Germany): Control zone Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-23T10:53:00.000Z - 2020-04-20T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (ACXX): ATMAirspace organizationOtherControl zonePlain language

VFR RESTRICTION WILL TAKE PLACE FOR INTERNATIONAL AIRPORTS. FOLLOWING AIRPORTS ARE AFFECTED: EDDW, EDDH, EDDV, EDDB, EDDT, EDDE, EDDC, EDDP, EDDG, EDDL, EDDK, EDDR, EDDF, EDDS, EDDM AND EDDN. VFR FLIGHTS SHOULD AVOID AIRSPACE D CTR FOR INTERNATIONAL AIRPORTS AND VFR FLIGHTS ARE RESTRICTED TO THE ABSOLUTE MINIMUM DUE TO HEALTH AND SAFETY COVID-19 MEASURES IMPLEMENTATION. EXPECT DELAY FOR ATC-CLEARANCES FOR ENTERING OR LEAVING AIRSPACE D CTR OR EXPECT ATC-CLEARANCES ONLY FOR VFR FLIGHTS FLYING DIRECTLY FROM AND TO AN AIRPORT WITHIN THE CTR. FOLLOWING FLIGHTS ARE EXEMPTED: EMERGENCY, SAR AND HUMANITARIAN FLIGHTS, GOVERNMENT FLIGHTS, MILITARY FLIGHTS, POLICE FLIGHTS. CREATED: 23 Mar 2020 10:54:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

B0295/20 - EDWW (Germany): Flight information region Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-18T14:41:00.000Z - 2020-06-17T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (AFXX): ATMAirspace organizationOtherFlight information regionPlain language

A1851/20 - EDDG (Germany): Control zone Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-23T11:00:00.000Z - 2020-04-20T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (ACXX): ATMAirspace organizationOtherControl zonePlain language

VFR RESTRICTION WILL TAKE PLACE FOR INTERNATIONAL AIRPORTS. FOLLOWING AIRPORTS ARE AFFECTED: EDDW, EDDH, EDDV, EDDB, EDDT, EDDE, EDDC, EDDP, EDDG, EDDL, EDDK, EDDR, EDDF, EDDS, EDDM AND EDDN. VFR FLIGHTS SHOULD AVOID AIRSPACE D CTR FOR INTERNATIONAL AIRPORTS AND VFR FLIGHTS ARE RESTRICTED TO THE ABSOLUTE MINIMUM DUE TO HEALTH AND SAFETY COVID-19 MEASURES IMPLEMENTATION. EXPECT DELAY FOR ATC-CLEARANCES FOR ENTERING OR LEAVING AIRSPACE D CTR OR EXPECT ATC-CLEARANCES ONLY FOR VFR FLIGHTS FLYING DIRECTLY FROM AND TO AN AIRPORT WITHIN THE CTR. FOLLOWING FLIGHTS ARE EXEMPTED: EMERGENCY, SAR AND HUMANITARIAN FLIGHTS, GOVERNMENT FLIGHTS, MILITARY FLIGHTS, POLICE FLIGHTS. CREATED: 23 Mar 2020 11:01:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

A1855/20 - EDDF (Germany): Control zone Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-23T11:08:00.000Z - 2020-04-20T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (ACXX): ATMAirspace organizationOtherControl zonePlain language

VFR RESTRICTION WILL TAKE PLACE FOR INTERNATIONAL AIRPORTS. FOLLOWING AIRPORTS ARE AFFECTED: EDDW, EDDH, EDDV, EDDB, EDDT, EDDE, EDDC, EDDP, EDDG, EDDL, EDDK, EDDR, EDDF, EDDS, EDDM AND EDDN. VFR FLIGHTS SHOULD AVOID AIRSPACE D CTR FOR INTERNATIONAL AIRPORTS AND VFR FLIGHTS ARE RESTRICTED TO THE ABSOLUTE MINIMUM DUE TO HEALTH AND SAFETY COVID-19 MEASURES IMPLEMENTATION. EXPECT DELAY FOR ATC-CLEARANCES FOR ENTERING OR LEAVING AIRSPACE D CTR OR EXPECT ATC-CLEARANCES ONLY FOR VFR FLIGHTS FLYING DIRECTLY FROM AND TO AN AIRPORT WITHIN THE CTR. FOLLOWING FLIGHTS ARE EXEMPTED: EMERGENCY, SAR AND HUMANITARIAN FLIGHTS, GOVERNMENT FLIGHTS, MILITARY FLIGHTS, POLICE FLIGHTS. CREATED: 23 Mar 2020 11:09:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

A1813/20 - EDDT (Germany): Aerodrome Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-21T14:19:00.000Z - 2020-04-03T21:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGAFacilities and servicesOtherAerodromePlain language

THE RESTRICTIONS FOR NIGHT FLYING ACCORDING AIP GERMANY EDDT AD 2.20 SUSPENDED FOR ALL ARRIVING INTERNATIONAL AIR TRAFFIC. THE DECISION IS MADE IN THE CONTEXT OF MEASURES TO CONTAIN THE NOVEL CORONAVIRUS (SARS-COV-2). CREATED: 21 Mar 2020 14:19:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

A1848/20 - EDDE (Germany): Control zone Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-23T10:55:00.000Z - 2020-04-20T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (ACXX): ATMAirspace organizationOtherControl zonePlain language
VFR RESTRICTION WILL TAKE PLACE FOR INTERNATIONAL AIRPORTS. FOLLOWING AIRPORTS ARE AFFECTED: EDDW, EDDH, EDDV, EDDB, EDDT, EDDC, EDDP, EDDG, EDDL, EDDK, EDDR, EDDF, EDDS, EDDM AND EDDN. VFR FLIGHTS SHOULD AVOID AIRSPACE D CTR FOR INTERNATIONAL AIRPORTS AND VFR FLIGHTS ARE RESTRICTED TO THE ABSOLUTE MINIMUM DUE TO HEALTH AND SAFETY COVID-19 MEASURES IMPLEMENTATION. EXPECT DELAY FOR ATC-CLEARANCES FOR ENTERING OR LEAVING AIRSPACE D CTR OR EXPECT ATC-CLEARANCES ONLY FOR VFR FLIGHTS FLYING DIRECTLY FROM AND TO AN AIRPORT WITHIN THE CTR. FOLLOWING FLIGHTS ARE EXEMPTED: EMERGENCY, SAR AND HUMANITARIAN FLIGHTS, GOVERNMENT FLIGHTS, MILITARY FLIGHTS, POLICE FLIGHTS. CREATED: 23 Mar 2020 10:56:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

A1849/20 - EDDC (Germany): Control zone Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-23T10:56:00.000Z - 2020-04-20T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (ACXX): ATMAirspace organizationOtherControl zonePlain language

A1853/20 - EDDK (Germany): Control zone Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-23T11:04:00.000Z - 2020-04-20T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (ACXX): ATMAirspace organizationOtherControl zonePlain language

E0730/20 - EDRA (Germany): Aerodrome Limited to

- Period: 2020-03-20T13:06:00.000Z - 2020-04-17T18:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FALT): AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsAerodromeLimited to
AD CLSD FOR ALL NOT HOME BASED ACFT, DUE TO COVID-19 RESTRICTIONS. CREATED: 20 Mar 2020 13:07:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

A1878/20 - EDDC (Germany): Aerodrome Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-23T23:00:00.000Z - 2020-04-23T11:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGAFacilities and servicesOtherAerodromePlain language


A1850/20 - EDDP (Germany): Control zone Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-23T10:58:00.000Z - 2020-04-20T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (ACXX): ATMAirspace organizationOtherControl zonePlain language

VFR RESTRICTION WILL TAKE PLACE FOR INTERNATIONAL AIRPORTS. FOLLOWING AIRPORTS ARE AFFECTED: EDDW, EDDH, EDDV, EDDB, EDDT, EDDE, EDDC, EDDP, EDDG, EDDL, EDDK, EDDR, EDDF, EDDS, EDDM AND EDDN. VFR FLIGHTS SHOULD AVOID AIRSPACE D CTR FOR INTERNATIONAL AIRPORTS AND VFR FLIGHTS ARE RESTRICTED TO THE ABSOLUTE MINIMUM DUE TO HEALTH AND SAFETY COVID-19 MEASURES IMPLEMENTATION. EXPECT DELAY FOR ATC-CLEARANCES FOR ENTERING OR LEAVING AIRSPACE D CTR OR EXPECT ATC-CLEARANCES ONLY FOR VFR FLIGHTS FLYING DIRECTLY FROM AND TO AN AIRPORT WITHIN THE CTR. FOLLOWING FLIGHTS ARE EXEMPTED: EMERGENCY, SAR AND HUMANITARIAN FLIGHTS, GOVERNMENT FLIGHTS, MILITARY FLIGHTS, POLICE FLIGHTS. CREATED: 23 Mar 2020 10:59:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

A1854/20 - EDDR (Germany): Control zone Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-23T11:05:00.000Z - 2020-04-20T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (ACXX): ATMAirspace organizationOtherControl zonePlain language
VFR RESTRICTION WILL TAKE PLACE FOR INTERNATIONAL AIRPORTS. FOLLOWING AIRPORTS ARE AFFECTED: EDDW, EDDH, EDDV, EDDB, EDDT, EDDE, EDDC, EDDP, EDDG, EDDL, EDDK, EDDR, EDDF, EDDS, EDDM AND EDDN. VFR FLIGHTS SHOULD AVOID AIRSPACE D CTR FOR INTERNATIONAL AIRPORTS AND VFR FLIGHTS ARE RESTRICTED TO THE ABSOLUTE MINIMUM DUE TO HEALTH AND SAFETY COVID-19 MEASURES IMPLEMENTATION. EXPECT DELAY FOR ATC-CLEARANCES FOR ENTERING OR LEAVING AIRSPACE D CTR OR EXPECT ATC-CLEARANCES ONLY FOR VFR FLIGHTS FLYING DIRECTLY FROM AND TO AN AIRPORT WITHIN THE CTR. FOLLOWING FLIGHTS ARE EXEMPTED: EMERGENCY, SAR AND HUMANITARIAN FLIGHTS, GOVERNMENT FLIGHTS, MILITARY FLIGHTS, POLICE FLIGHTS. CREATED: 23 Mar 2020 11:06:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

A1844/20 - EDDH (Germany): Control zone Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-23T10:48:00.000Z - 2020-04-20T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (ACXX): ATMAirspace organizationOtherControl zonePlain language

VFR RESTRICTION WILL TAKE PLACE FOR INTERNATIONAL AIRPORTS. FOLLOWING AIRPORTS ARE AFFECTED: EDDW, EDDH, EDDV, EDDB, EDDT, EDDE, EDDC, EDDP, EDDG, EDDL, EDDK, EDDR, EDDF, EDDS, EDDM AND EDDN. VFR FLIGHTS SHOULD AVOID AIRSPACE D CTR FOR INTERNATIONAL AIRPORTS AND VFR FLIGHTS ARE RESTRICTED TO THE ABSOLUTE MINIMUM DUE TO HEALTH AND SAFETY COVID-19 MEASURES IMPLEMENTATION. EXPECT DELAY FOR ATC-CLEARANCES FOR ENTERING OR LEAVING AIRSPACE D CTR OR EXPECT ATC-CLEARANCES ONLY FOR VFR FLIGHTS FLYING DIRECTLY FROM AND TO AN AIRPORT WITHIN THE CTR. FOLLOWING FLIGHTS ARE EXEMPTED: EMERGENCY, SAR AND HUMANITARIAN FLIGHTS, GOVERNMENT FLIGHTS, MILITARY FLIGHTS, POLICE FLIGHTS. CREATED: 23 Mar 2020 10:50:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

E0721/20 - EDGE (Germany): Aerodrome Limited to

- Period: 2020-03-20T10:00:00.000Z - 2020-04-30T23:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FALT): AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsAerodromeLimited to

AD NOT AVBL FOR ACFT DEPARTING IN SARS-COV-2 (CORONA) RISK AREAS. CREATED: 20 Mar 2020 09:04:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

A1857/20 - EDDM (Germany): Control zone Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-23T11:09:00.000Z - 2020-04-20T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (ACXX): ATMAirspace organizationOtherControl zonePlain language

VFR RESTRICTION WILL TAKE PLACE FOR INTERNATIONAL AIRPORTS. FOLLOWING AIRPORTS ARE AFFECTED: EDDW, EDDH, EDDV, EDDB, EDDT, EDDE, EDDC, EDDP, EDDG, EDDL, EDDK, EDDR, EDDF, EDDS, EDDM AND EDDN. VFR FLIGHTS SHOULD AVOID AIRSPACE D CTR FOR INTERNATIONAL AIRPORTS AND VFR FLIGHTS ARE RESTRICTED TO THE ABSOLUTE MINIMUM DUE TO HEALTH AND SAFETY COVID-19 MEASURES IMPLEMENTATION. EXPECT DELAY FOR ATC-CLEARANCES FOR ENTERING OR LEAVING AIRSPACE D CTR OR EXPECT ATC-CLEARANCES ONLY FOR VFR FLIGHTS FLYING DIRECTLY FROM AND TO AN AIRPORT WITHIN THE CTR. FOLLOWING FLIGHTS ARE
EXEMPTED: EMERGENCY, SAR AND HUMANITARIAN FLIGHTS, GOVERNMENT FLIGHTS, MILITARY FLIGHTS, POLICE FLIGHTS. CREATED: 23 Mar 2020 11:11:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

A1843/20 - EDDW (Germany): Control zone Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-23T10:45:00.000Z - 2020-04-20T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (ACXX): ATMAirspace organizationOtherControl zonePlain language

VFR RESTRICTION WILL TAKE PLACE FOR INTERNATIONAL AIRPORTS. FOLLOWING AIRPORTS ARE AFFECTED: EDDW, EDDH, EDDV, EDDB, EDDT, EDDC, EDDP, EDDG, EDDL, EDDK, EDDR, EDDF, EDDS, EDDM AND EDDN. VFR FLIGHTS SHOULD AVOID AIRSPACE D CTR FOR INTERNATIONAL AIRPORTS AND VFR FLIGHTS ARE RESTRICTED TO THE ABSOLUTE MINIMUM DUE TO HEALTH AND SAFETY COVID-19 MEASURES IMPLEMENTATION. EXPECT DELAY FOR ATC-CLEARANCES FOR ENTERING OR LEAVING AIRSPACE D CTR OR EXPECT ATC-CLEARANCES ONLY FOR VFR FLIGHTS FLYING DIRECTLY FROM AND TO AN AIRPORT WITHIN THE CTR. FOLLOWING FLIGHTS ARE EXEMPTED: EMERGENCY, SAR AND HUMANITARIAN FLIGHTS, GOVERNMENT FLIGHTS, MILITARY FLIGHTS, POLICE FLIGHTS. CREATED: 23 Mar 2020 10:48:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

A1856/20 - EDDS (Germany): Control zone Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-23T11:09:00.000Z - 2020-04-20T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (ACXX): ATMAirspace organizationOtherControl zonePlain language

VFR RESTRICTION WILL TAKE PLACE FOR INTERNATIONAL AIRPORTS. FOLLOWING AIRPORTS ARE AFFECTED: EDDW, EDDH, EDDV, EDDB, EDDT, EDDC, EDDP, EDDG, EDDL, EDDK, EDDR, EDDF, EDDS, EDDM AND EDDN. VFR FLIGHTS SHOULD AVOID AIRSPACE D CTR FOR INTERNATIONAL AIRPORTS AND VFR FLIGHTS ARE RESTRICTED TO THE ABSOLUTE MINIMUM DUE TO HEALTH AND SAFETY COVID-19 MEASURES IMPLEMENTATION. EXPECT DELAY FOR ATC-CLEARANCES FOR ENTERING OR LEAVING AIRSPACE D CTR OR EXPECT ATC-CLEARANCES ONLY FOR VFR FLIGHTS FLYING DIRECTLY FROM AND TO AN AIRPORT WITHIN THE CTR. FOLLOWING FLIGHTS ARE EXEMPTED: EMERGENCY, SAR AND HUMANITARIAN FLIGHTS, GOVERNMENT FLIGHTS, MILITARY FLIGHTS, POLICE FLIGHTS. CREATED: 23 Mar 2020 11:10:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

B0295/20 - EDMM (Germany): Flight information region Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-18T14:41:00.000Z - 2020-06-17T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (AFXX): ATMAirspace organizationOtherFlight information regionPlain language


A1852/20 - EDDL (Germany): Control zone Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-23T11:00:00.000Z - 2020-04-20T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (ACXX): ATMAirspace organizationOtherControl zonePlain language

VFR RESTRICTION WILL TAKE PLACE FOR INTERNATIONAL AIRPORTS. FOLLOWING AIRPORTS ARE AFFECTED: EDDW, EDDH, EDDV, EDDB, EDDT, EDDE, EDDC, EDDP, EDDG, EDDL, EDDK, EDDR, EDDF, EDDS, EDDM AND EDDN. VFR FLIGHTS SHOULD AVOID AIRSPACE D CTR FOR INTERNATIONAL AIRPORTS AND VFR FLIGHTS ARE RESTRICTED TO THE ABSOLUTE MINIMUM DUE TO HEALTH AND SAFETY COVID-19 MEASURES IMPLEMENTATION. EXPECT DELAY FOR ATC-CLEARANCES FOR ENTERING OR LEAVING AIRSPACE D CTR OR EXPECT ATC-CLEARANCES ONLY FOR VFR FLIGHTS FLYING DIRECTLY FROM AND TO AN AIRPORT WITHIN THE CTR. FOLLOWING FLIGHTS ARE EXEMPTED: EMERGENCY, SAR AND HUMANITARIAN FLIGHTS, GOVERNMENT FLIGHTS, MILITARY FLIGHTS, POLICE FLIGHTS. CREATED: 23 Mar 2020 11:01:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

E0753/20 - EDMY (Germany): Aerodrome Closed

- Period: 2020-03-21T11:45:00.000Z - 2020-04-19T21:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FALC): AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsAerodromeClosed

AIRFIELD CLSD FOR ALL FLIGHTS EXCEPT STATE, MILITARY AND RESCUE FLIGHTS DUE TO THE GENERAL DIRECTIVE RELEASED BY THE STATE GOVERNMENT OF BAVARIA CONCERNING THE CORONA VIRUS PANDEMIA. EXEMPTIONS FOR MAINTENANCE AND BUSINESS FLIGHTS POSSIBLE, PPR REQUIRED. CREATED: 21 Mar 2020 11:46:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

A1846/20 - EDDB (Germany): Control zone Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-23T10:51:00.000Z - 2020-04-20T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (ACXX): ATMAirspace organizationOtherControl zonePlain language

VFR RESTRICTION WILL TAKE PLACE FOR INTERNATIONAL AIRPORTS. FOLLOWING AIRPORTS ARE AFFECTED: EDDW, EDDH, EDDV, EDDB, EDDT, EDDE, EDDC, EDDP, EDDG, EDDL, EDDK, EDDR, EDDF, EDDS, EDDM AND EDDN. VFR FLIGHTS SHOULD AVOID AIRSPACE D CTR FOR INTERNATIONAL AIRPORTS AND VFR FLIGHTS ARE RESTRICTED
TO THE ABSOLUTE MINIMUM DUE TO HEALTH AND SAFETY COVID-19 MEASURES IMPLEMENTATION. EXPECT DELAY FOR ATC-CLEARANCES FOR ENTERING OR LEAVING AIRSPACE D CTR OR EXPECT ATC-CLEARANCES ONLY FOR VFR FLIGHTS FLYING DIRECTLY FROM AND TO AN AIRPORT WITHIN THE CTR. FOLLOWING FLIGHTS ARE EXEMPTED: EMERGENCY, SAR AND HUMANITARIAN FLIGHTS, GOVERNMENT FLIGHTS, MILITARY FLIGHTS, POLICE FLIGHTS. CREATED: 23 Mar 2020 10:52:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

A1845/20 - EDDV (Germany): Control zone Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-23T10:50:00.000Z - 2020-04-20T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (ACXX): ATMAirspace organizationOtherControl zonePlain language

VFR RESTRICTION WILL TAKE PLACE FOR INTERNATIONAL AIRPORTS. FOLLOWING AIRPORTS ARE AFFECTED: EDDW, EDDH, EDDV, EDBB, EDDT, EDEE, EDDC, EDDP, EDDG, EDDL, EDDK, EDDR, EDDF, EDDS, EDDM AND EDDN. VFR FLIGHTS SHOULD AVOID AIRSPACE D CTR FOR INTERNATIONAL AIRPORTS AND VFR FLIGHTS ARE RESTRICTED TO THE ABSOLUTE MINIMUM DUE TO HEALTH AND SAFETY COVID-19 MEASURES IMPLEMENTATION. EXPECT DELAY FOR ATC-CLEARANCES FOR ENTERING OR LEAVING AIRSPACE D CTR OR EXPECT ATC-CLEARANCES ONLY FOR VFR FLIGHTS FLYING DIRECTLY FROM AND TO AN AIRPORT WITHIN THE CTR. FOLLOWING FLIGHTS ARE EXEMPTED: EMERGENCY, SAR AND HUMANITARIAN FLIGHTS, GOVERNMENT FLIGHTS, MILITARY FLIGHTS, POLICE FLIGHTS. CREATED: 23 Mar 2020 10:51:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

B0295/20 - EDGG (Germany): Flight information region Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-18T14:41:00.000Z - 2020-06-17T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (AFXX): ATMAirspace organizationOtherFlight information regionPlain language

COVID-19: PASSENGER RESTRICTIONS ALL NON SCHENGEN NATIONALS ARE PROHIBITED TO ENTER THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY BY ORDER OF THE FEDERAL MINISTRY OF INTERIOR. EXEMPTED FROM TRAVEL RESTRICTIONS ARE: 1. FOR THE REASON TO RETURN TO THEIR HOME: A) CITIZENS OF THE SCHENGEN ASSOCIATED STATES B) THIRD COUNTRY NATIONALS WHO ARE LONG TERM RESIDENTS UNDER THE LONG TERM RESIDENCE DIRECTIVE AND PERSONS DERIVING THEIR RIGHT TO RESIDE FROM OTHER EU DIRECTIVES OR NATIONAL LAW OR WHO HOLD NATIONAL LONG TERM VISAS. 2. OTHER TRAVELLERS WITH AN ESSENTIAL FUNCTION OR NEED, INCLUDING: A) HEALTHCARE PROFESSIONALS, HEALTH RESEARCHERS AND ELDERLY CARE PROFESSIONALS B) FRONTIER WORKERS C) TRANSPORT PERSONNEL INCLUDING FLIGHT CREW ENGAGED IN HAULAGE OF GOODS AND OTHER TRANSPORT STAFF TO THE EXTENT NECESSARY D) DIPLOMATS, STAFF OF INTERNATIONAL ORGANISATIONS, MILITARY PERSONNEL AND HUMANITARIAN AID WORKERS IN THE EXERCISE OF THEIR FUNCTIONS E) PASSENGERS IN TRANSIT

VFR RESTRICTION WILL TAKE PLACE FOR INTERNATIONAL AIRPORTS. FOLLOWING AIRPORTS ARE AFFECTED: EDDW, EDDH, EDDV, EDDB, EDDT, EDDE, EDDC, EDDP, EDDG, EDDL, EDDK, EDDR, EDDF, EDDS, EDDM AND EDDN. VFR FLIGHTS SHOULD AVOID AIRSPACE D CTR FOR INTERNATIONAL AIRPORTS AND VFR FLIGHTS ARE RESTRICTED TO THE ABSOLUTE MINIMUM DUE TO HEALTH AND SAFETY COVID-19 MEASURES IMPLEMENTATION. EXPECT DELAY FOR ATC-CLEARANCES FOR ENTERING OR LEAVING AIRSPACE D CTR OR EXPECT ATC-CLEARANCES ONLY FOR VFR FLIGHTS FLYING DIRECTLY FROM AND TO AN AIRPORT WITHIN THE CTR. FOLLOWING FLIGHTS ARE EXEMPTED: EMERGENCY, SAR AND HUMANITARIAN FLIGHTS, GOVERNMENT FLIGHTS, MILITARY FLIGHTS, POLICE FLIGHTS. CREATED: 23 Mar 2020 11:12:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

DUE TO COVID-19 PANDEMIC. ALL TRAVELS TO GHANA IS STRONGLY DISCOURAGED. CREATED: 16 Mar 2020 15:18:00 SOURCE: DGAAAISX

A0953/20 - LGGG (Greece): Aircraft entry requirements Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-23T22:00:00.000Z - 2020-03-23T22:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (OEXX): Other InformationOther InformationOther InformationOther Aircraft entry requirements Plain language


A0923/20 - LGGG (Greece): Flight information region Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-20T10:00:00.000Z - 2020-03-20T21:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (AFXX): ATMA Airspace organization Other Flight information region Plain language


COVID-19. BASED ON DECISION TAKEN BY THE DANISH AND GREENLANDIC AUTHORITIES. IN CONNECTION WITH NON SCHEDULED FLIGHTS FROM ABROAD, BGCO AFIS MUST BE CONTACTED ON TELEPHONE 00299 99 38 54 BEFORE DEPARTING FOR GREENLAND. IN CASE OF FERRY FLIGHTS, ONLY TRANSIENT FLIGHTS CAN BE ALLOWED WHERE THE PURPOSE IS TECHNICAL STOPS EG. REFUELING. FLIGHTS MUST BE CONTINUED IMMEDIATELY AFTER A TECHNICAL STOP WITHOUT AN EXTENDED STAY. CREATED: 14 Mar 2020 15:20:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

COVID-19. BASED ON DECISION TAKEN BY THE DANISH AND GREENLANDIC AUTHORITIES. IN CONNECTION WITH NON SCHEDULED FLIGHTS FROM ABROAD, BGUQ AFIS MUST BE CONTACTED ON TELEPHONE 00299 38 27 55 BEFORE DEPARTING FOR GREENLAND. IN CASE OF FERRY FLIGHTS, ONLY TRANSIENT FLIGHTS CAN BE ALLOWED WHERE THE PURPOSE IS TECHNICAL STOPS EG. REFUELING. FLIGHTS MUST BE CONTINUED IMMEDIATELY AFTER A TECHNICAL STOP WITHOUT AN EXTENDED STAY. CREATED: 14 Mar 2020 15:37:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

COVID-19. BASED ON DECISION TAKEN BY THE DANISH AND GREENLANDIC AUTHORITIES. IN CONNECTION WITH NON SCHEDULED FLIGHTS FROM ABROAD, BGGH AFIS MUST BE CONTACTED ON TELEPHONE 00299 38 27 55 BEFORE DEPARTING FOR GREENLAND. IN CASE OF FERRY FLIGHTS, ONLY TRANSIENT FLIGHTS CAN BE ALLOWED WHERE THE PURPOSE IS TECHNICAL STOPS EG. REFUELING. FLIGHTS MUST BE CONTINUED IMMEDIATELY AFTER A TECHNICAL STOP WITHOUT AN EXTENDED STAY. CREATED: 14 Mar 2020 15:37:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN
COVID-19. BASED ON DECISION TAKEN BY THE DANISH AND GREENLANDIC AUTHORITIES. IN CONNECTION WITH NON SCHEDULED FLIGHTS FROM ABROAD, BGGH AFIS MUST BE CONTACTED ON TELEPHONE 00299 32 75 53 BEFORE DEPARTING FOR GREENLAND. IN CASE OF FERRY FLIGHTS, ONLY TRANSIENT FLIGHTS CAN BE ALLOWED WHERE THE PURPOSE IS TECHNICAL STOPS EG. REFUELING. FLIGHTS MUST BE CONTINUED IMMEDIATELY AFTER A TECHNICAL STOP WITHOUT AN EXTENDED STAY. CREATED: 14 Mar 2020 15:25:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

B0271/20 - BGJN (Greenland): Aerodrome Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-14T15:00:00.000Z - 2020-04-14T03:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGAFacilities and servicesOtherAerodromePlain language

COVID-19. BASED ON DECISION TAKEN BY THE DANISH AND GREENLANDIC AUTHORITIES. IN CONNECTION WITH NON SCHEDULED FLIGHTS FROM ABROAD, BGJN AFIS MUST BE CONTACTED ON TELEPHONE 00299 94 41 44 BEFORE DEPARTING FOR GREENLAND. IN CASE OF FERRY FLIGHTS, ONLY TRANSIENT FLIGHTS CAN BE ALLOWED WHERE THE PURPOSE IS TECHNICAL STOPS EG. REFUELING. FLIGHTS MUST BE CONTINUED IMMEDIATELY AFTER A TECHNICAL STOP WITHOUT AN EXTENDED STAY. CREATED: 14 Mar 2020 15:36:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

B0273/20 - BGUK (Greenland): Aerodrome Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-14T15:00:00.000Z - 2020-04-14T03:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGAFacilities and servicesOtherAerodromePlain language

COVID-19. BASED ON DECISION TAKEN BY THE DANISH AND GREENLANDIC AUTHORITIES. IN CONNECTION WITH NON SCHEDULED FLIGHTS FROM ABROAD, BGUK AFIS MUST BE CONTACTED ON TELEPHONE 00299 96 11 14 BEFORE DEPARTING FOR GREENLAND. IN CASE OF FERRY FLIGHTS, ONLY TRANSIENT FLIGHTS CAN BE ALLOWED WHERE THE PURPOSE IS TECHNICAL STOPS EG. REFUELING. FLIGHTS MUST BE CONTINUED IMMEDIATELY AFTER A TECHNICAL STOP WITHOUT AN EXTENDED STAY. CREATED: 14 Mar 2020 15:38:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

B0270/20 - BGAA (Greenland): Aerodrome Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-14T15:00:00.000Z - 2020-04-14T03:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGAFacilities and servicesOtherAerodromePlain language

COVID-19. BASED ON DECISION TAKEN BY THE DANISH AND GREENLANDIC AUTHORITIES. IN CONNECTION WITH NON SCHEDULED FLIGHTS FROM ABROAD, BGAA AFIS MUST BE CONTACTED ON TELEPHONE 00299 89 13 44 BEFORE DEPARTING FOR GREENLAND. IN CASE OF FERRY FLIGHTS, ONLY TRANSIENT FLIGHTS CAN BE ALLOWED WHERE THE PURPOSE IS TECHNICAL STOPS EG. REFUELING. FLIGHTS MUST BE CONTINUED IMMEDIATELY AFTER A TECHNICAL STOP WITHOUT AN EXTENDED STAY. CREATED: 14 Mar 2020 15:35:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN
COVID-19. BASED ON DECISION TAKEN BY THE DANISH AND GREENLANDIC AUTHORITIES. IN CONNECTION WITH NON SCHEDULED FLIGHTS FROM ABROAD, BGBW AFIS MUST BE CONTACTED ON TELEPHONE 00299 38 28 55 BEFORE DEPARTING FOR GREENLAND. IN CASE OF FERRY FLIGHTS, ONLY TRANSIENT FLIGHTS CAN BE ALLOWED WHERE THE PURPOSE IS TECHNICAL STOPS EG. REFUELING. FLIGHTS MUST BE CONTINUED IMMEDIATELY AFTER A TECHNICAL STOP WITHOUT AN EXTENDED STAY.
CREATED: 14 Mar 2020 15:31:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

COVID-19. BASED ON DECISION TAKEN BY THE DANISH AND GREENLANDIC AUTHORITIES. IN CONNECTION WITH NON SCHEDULED FLIGHTS FROM ABROAD, BGKK AFIS MUST BE CONTACTED ON TELEPHONE 00299 98 69 01 BEFORE DEPARTING FOR GREENLAND. IN CASE OF FERRY FLIGHTS, ONLY TRANSIENT FLIGHTS CAN BE ALLOWED WHERE THE PURPOSE IS TECHNICAL STOPS EG. REFUELING. FLIGHTS MUST BE CONTINUED IMMEDIATELY AFTER A TECHNICAL STOP WITHOUT AN EXTENDED STAY.
CREATED: 14 Mar 2020 15:21:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

COVID-19. BASED ON DECISION TAKEN BY THE DANISH AND GREENLANDIC AUTHORITIES. IN CONNECTION WITH NON SCHEDULED FLIGHTS FROM ABROAD, BGPT AFIS MUST BE CONTACTED ON TELEPHONE 00299 68 42 01 BEFORE DEPARTING FOR GREENLAND. IN CASE OF FERRY FLIGHTS, ONLY TRANSIENT FLIGHTS CAN BE ALLOWED WHERE THE PURPOSE IS TECHNICAL STOPS EG. REFUELING. FLIGHTS MUST BE CONTINUED IMMEDIATELY AFTER A TECHNICAL STOP WITHOUT AN EXTENDED STAY.
CREATED: 14 Mar 2020 15:23:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

COVID-19. BASED ON DANISH GOVERNMENT DECISION NON-DANISH CITIZENS (CITIZENS OF COUNTRIES OUTSIDE THE DANISH REALM) WILL NOT BE ALLOWED TO ENTER GREENLAND UNLESS THEY HAVE WORTHY REASON. TURISM AND NORMAL VISITS TO
FAMILY WITHOUT SPECIAL REASON WILL NOT BE CONSIDERED A WORTHY REASON.
CREATED: 14 Mar 2020 18:20:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

B0266/20 - BGSS (Greenland): Aerodrome Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-14T15:00:00.000Z - 2020-04-14T03:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGAFacilities and servicesOtherAerodromePlain language

COVID-19. BASED ON DECISION TAKEN BY THE DANISH AND GREENLANDIC AUTHORITIES. IN CONNECTION WITH NON SCHEDULED FLIGHTS FROM ABROAD, BGSS AFIS MUST BE CONTACTED ON TELEPHONE 00299 38 26 91 BEFORE DEPARTING FOR GREENLAND. IN CASE OF FERRY FLIGHTS, ONLY TRANSIENT FLIGHTS CAN BE ALLOWED WHERE THE PURPOSE IS TECHNICAL STOPS EG. REFUELING. FLIGHTS MUST BE CONTINUED IMMEDIATELY AFTER A TECHNICAL STOP WITHOUT AN EXTENDED STAY.
CREATED: 14 Mar 2020 15:28:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

B0265/20 - BGMQ (Greenland): Aerodrome Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-14T15:00:00.000Z - 2020-04-14T03:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGAFacilities and servicesOtherAerodromePlain language

COVID-19. BASED ON DECISION TAKEN BY THE DANISH AND GREENLANDIC AUTHORITIES. IN CONNECTION WITH NON SCHEDULED FLIGHTS FROM ABROAD, BGMQ AFIS MUST BE CONTACTED ON TELEPHONE 00299 38 27 86 BEFORE DEPARTING FOR GREENLAND. IN CASE OF FERRY FLIGHTS, ONLY TRANSIENT FLIGHTS CAN BE ALLOWED WHERE THE PURPOSE IS TECHNICAL STOPS EG. REFUELING. FLIGHTS MUST BE CONTINUED IMMEDIATELY AFTER A TECHNICAL STOP WITHOUT AN EXTENDED STAY.
CREATED: 14 Mar 2020 15:27:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

A0121/20 - BGSF (Greenland): Aerodrome Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-14T15:00:00.000Z - 2020-04-14T03:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGAFacilities and servicesOtherAerodromePlain language

COVID-19. BASED ON DECISION TAKEN BY THE DANISH AND GREENLANDIC AUTHORITIES. IN CONNECTION WITH NON SCHEDULED FLIGHTS FROM ABROAD, BGSF ARO MUST BE CONTACTED ON TELEPHONE 00299 38 29 05 BEFORE DEPARTING FOR GREENLAND. IN CASE OF FERRY FLIGHTS, ONLY TRANSIENT FLIGHTS CAN BE ALLOWED WHERE THE PURPOSE IS TECHNICAL STOPS EG. REFUELING. FLIGHTS MUST BE CONTINUED IMMEDIATELY AFTER A TECHNICAL STOP WITHOUT AN EXTENDED STAY.
CREATED: 14 Mar 2020 16:00:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

B0274/20 - BGQQ (Greenland): Aerodrome Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-14T15:00:00.000Z - 2020-04-14T03:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGAFacilities and servicesOtherAerodromePlain language
COVID-19. BASED ON DECISION TAKEN BY THE DANISH AND GREENLANDIC AUTHORITIES. IN CONNECTION WITH NON SCHEDULED FLIGHTS FROM ABROAD, BGQQ AFIS MUST BE CONTACTED ON TELEPHONE 00299 38 27 75 BEFORE DEPARTING FOR GREENLAND. IN CASE OF FERRY FLIGHTS, ONLY TRANSIENT FLIGHTS CAN BE ALLOWED WHERE THE PURPOSE IS TECHNICAL STOPS EG. REFUELING. FLIGHTS MUST BE CONTINUED IMMEDIATELY AFTER A TECHNICAL STOP WITHOUT AN EXTENDED STAY.

CREATED: 14 Mar 2020 15:40:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

A0668/20 - TGPZ (Grenada): Aerodrome Hours of service

- Period: 2020-03-26T12:00:00.000Z - 2020-04-20T20:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAAH): AGAFacilities and servicesAvailabilityAerodromeHours of service

CHANGE IN AD OPR HR, DUE TO THE CURRENT STATE OF EMERGENCY ARISING FROM THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC CREATED: 26 Mar 2020 00:11:00 SOURCE: TTPPYNYX

A0665/20 - TGPY (Grenada): Aerodrome Hours of service

- Period: 2020-03-26T12:00:00.000Z - 2020-04-20T20:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAAH): AGAFacilities and servicesAvailabilityAerodromeHours of service

CHANGE IN AD OPR HR, DUE TO THE CURRENT STATE OF EMERGENCY ARISING FROM THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC CREATED: 25 Mar 2020 23:49:00 SOURCE: TTPPYNYX

A0213/20 - TGPY (Grenada): Not listed Plain language

- Period: 2020-02-01T00:10:00.000Z - 2020-04-30T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (XXXX): Other InformationOther InformationOtherNot listedPlain language

DUE TO THE CORONAVIRUS OUTBREAK, ALL AIRLINES INCLUDING PRIVATE OPERATORS NEED TO ADVISE ATC ON THE HEALTH STATUS OF ARRIVING PASSENGERS ACCORDING TO HEALTH DECLARATION FORMS. CREATED: 01 Feb 2020 00:11:00 SOURCE: TTPPYNYX

A0572/20 - TFFC (Guadeloupe): Aerodrome Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-20T18:42:00.000Z - 2020-04-15T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGAFacilities and servicesOtherAerodromePlain language

COVID-19 - PASSENGER RESTRICTIONS : I. GUADELOUPE IS CLOSING THE BORDER TO FOREIGN NATIONALS WHO LACK A RESIDENCE PERMIT IN ONE OF THE SCHENGEN MEMBER AND ASSOCIATED STATES, EUROPEAN UNION OR UNITED KINGDOM UNLESS THEY ARE ARRIVING ON A FLT FROM THOSE AREAS. II. THE AIRPORTS WILL BE OPEN FOR INTL FLIGHTS ENABLING FOREIGN NATIONALS TO TRAVEL OUT OF GUADELOUPE. AIRLINES SHALL INFORM OUTBOUND PAX ABOUT RESTRICTIONS APPLICABLE TO THEM AT THE PLACE OF DEST. AIRLINE SHALL NOT EMBARK PAX SUBJECT TO ACCESS BAN AT THE PLACE OF DEST. III. ALL CREW AND MINIMUM SUPPORT STAFF THAT ARE REQUIRED TO CARRY OUT CARGO AND PAX FLIGHTS ARE EXEMPT FROM THE TRAVEL
COVID-19 - PASSENGER RESTRICTIONS: I. ST MARTIN IS CLOSING THE BORDER TO FOREIGN NATIONALS WHO LACK A RESIDENCE PERMIT IN ONE OF THE SCHENGEN MEMBER AND ASSOCIATED STATES, EUROPEAN UNION OR UNITED KINGDOM, UNLESS THEY ARE ARRIVING ON A FLIGHT FROM THOSE AREAS. II. THE AIRPORT WILL BE OPEN FOR INTERNATIONAL FLIGHTS ENABLING FOREIGN NATIONALS TO TRAVEL OUT OF ST-MARTIN. AIRLINES SHALL INFORM OUTBOUND PASSENGERS ABOUT RESTRICTIONS APPLICABLE TO THEM AT THE PLACE OF DESTINATION. AIRLINES SHALL NOT EMBARK PASSENGERS SUBJECT TO ACCESS BAN AT THE PLACE OF DESTINATION. III. ALL CREW AND MINIMUM SUPPORT STAFF THAT ARE REQUIRED TO CARRY OUT CARGO AND PASSENGER FLIGHTS, ARE EXEMPT FROM THE TRAVEL RESTRICTIONS (OVERNIGHT STAYS SHOULD BE AVOIDED UNLESS NECESSARY)

TO AVOID THE SPREAD OF COVID-19, AIR TFC IS LTD TO THE CONDITIONS STATED BELOW. INTENDED TRAVELLERS MUST FULFIL ONE OR MORE OF THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS: 1) IMPERATIVE FAMILY REASON 2) SERIOUS PERSONAL HEALTH RELATED REASON 3) PROFESSIONAL TRAVEL WHICH CANNOT BE POSTPONED. PRIOR TO FLT, THE ACFT CARRIER IS RESPONSIBLE FOR ASSESSING ALL PAX WITH RESPECT TO ONE OF THE STATED CONDITIONS. ALL PAX MUST PROVIDE A WRITTEN COMMITMENT STATING THE PRECISE REASON FOR TRAVEL. THE ACFT CARRIER HAS TO PROVIDE THE REGIONAL HEALTH AGENCY (PATRICK.SAINT-MARTIN(AT)ARS.SANTE.FR) WITH AN EXTENSIVE LIST OF PAX DETAILS INCLUDING NAMES, PHONE NUMBERS AND POSTAL ADDRESSES.

TO AVOID THE SPREAD OF COVID-19, AIR TFC IS LTD TO THE CONDITIONS STATED BELOW. INTENDED TRAVELLERS MUST FULFIL ONE OR MORE OF THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS: 1) IMPERATIVE FAMILY REASON 2) SERIOUS PERSONAL HEALTH RELATED REASON 3) PROFESSIONAL TRAVEL WHICH CANNOT BE POSTPONED. PRIOR TO FLT, THE ACFT CARRIER IS RESPONSIBLE FOR ASSESSING ALL PAX WITH RESPECT TO ONE OF THE STATED CONDITIONS. ALL PAX MUST PROVIDE A WRITTEN COMMITMENT STATING THE PRECISE REASON FOR TRAVEL. THE ACFT CARRIER HAS TO PROVIDE THE REGIONAL HEALTH AGENCY (PATRICK.SAINT-MARTIN(AT)ARS.SANTE.FR) WITH AN EXTENSIVE
LIST OF PAX DETAILS INCLUDING NAMES, PHONE NUMBERS AND POSTAL ADDRESSES.
CREATED: 26 Mar 2020 14:54:00 SOURCE: TTPPYNYX

A0667/20 - TFFJ (Guadeloupe): Aerodrome Limited to

- Period: 2020-03-26T00:01:00.000Z - 2020-04-15T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FALT): AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsAerodromeLimited to

DUE TO COVID-19 FLT RESTRICTIONS, FLIGHTS FOR LEISURE AND SPORT AVIATION ARE PROHIBITED
CREATED: 26 Mar 2020 00:07:00 SOURCE: TTPPYNYX

A0581/20 - TFFJ (Guadeloupe): Not listed

- Period: 2020-03-23T04:00:00.000Z - 2020-04-16T03:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (XXXX): Other InformationOtherInformationOtherNot listed

TO AVOID THE SPREAD OF COVID-19, TFFJ IS RESTRICTED TO STATE, EVASAN AND COMMERCIAL FLIGHTS. OUTBOUND COMMERCIAL AIR TFC IS LTD TO THE CONDITIONS STATED BELOW. INTENDED PAX MUST FULFIL ONE OR MORE OF THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS: 1)COVID-19 FLT RELATED REASON 2)IMPERATIVE FAMILY REASON 3)SERIOUS PERSONAL HEALTH RELATED REASON SUPPORTED BY A MEDICAL 4)PROFESSIONAL TRAVEL WHICH CANNOT BE POSTPONED. PRIOR TO FLT, THE ACFT CARRIER IS RESPONSIBLE FOR ASSESSING ALL PAX WITH RESPECT TO ONE OF THE STATED CONDITIONS. TRAVELLERS MUST PROVIDE A WRITTEN COMMITMENT STATING THE PRECISE REASON FOR TRAVEL. ACFT CARRIER HAS TO PROVIDE THE REGIONAL HEALTH AGENCY WITH AN EXTENSIVE LIST OF PAX DETAILS INCLUDING THEIR NAMES, PHONE NUMBERS AND POSTAL ADDRESSES, TO AEROPORT-COVID195(AT)COMSTBARTH.FR

A0563/20 - TFFA (Guadeloupe): Aerodrome

- Period: 2020-03-20T17:00:00.000Z - 2020-04-15T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGAFacilities and servicesOtherAerodrome

COVID-19 - PASSENGER RESTRICTIONS : I. GUADELOUPE IS CLOSING THE BORDER TO FOREIGN NATIONALS WHO LACK A RESIDENCE PERMIT IN ONE OF THE SCHENGEN MEMBER AND ASSOCIATED STATES, EUROPEAN UNION OR UNITED KINGDOM, UNLESS THEY ARE ARRIVING ON A FLT FROM THOSE AREAS. II. THE AIRPORTS WILL BE OPEN FOR INTL FLIGHTS ENABLING FOREIGN NATIONALS TO TRAVEL OUT OF GUADELOUPE. AIRLINES SHALL INFORM OUTBOUND PAX ABOUT RESTRICTIONS APPLICABLE TO THEM AT THE PLACE OF DEST. AIRLINE SHALL NOT EMBARK PAX SUBJECT TO ACCESS BAN AT THE PLACE OF DEST. III. ALL CREW AND MINIMUM SUPPORT STAFF THAT ARE REQUIRED TO CARRY OUT CARGO AND PAX FLIGHTS, ARE EXEMPT FROM THE TRAVEL RESTRICTIONS OVERNIGHT STAYS SHOULD BE AVOIDED UNLESS NECESSARY.
CREATED: 20 Mar 2020 17:05:00 SOURCE: TTPPYNYX

A0560/20 - TFFR (Guadeloupe): Aerodrome

- Period: 2020-03-20T16:10:00.000Z - 2020-04-15T23:00:00.000Z
COVID-19 - PASSENGER RESTRICTIONS: I. GUADELOUPE IS CLOSING THE BORDER TO FOREIGN NATIONALS WHO LACK A RESIDENCE PERMIT IN ONE OF THE SCHENGEN MEMBER AND ASSOCIATED STATES, EUROPEAN UNION OR UNITED KINGDOM, UNLESS THEY ARE ARRIVING ON A FLT FROM THOSE AREAS. II. THE AIRPORTS WILL BE OPEN FOR INTL FLIGHTS ENABLING FOREIGN NATIONALS TO TRAVEL OUT OF GUADELOUPE. AIRLINES SHALL INFORM OUTBOUND PAX ABOUT RESTRICTIONS APPLICABLE TO THEM AT THE PLACE OF DEST. AIRLINE SHALL NOT EMBARK PAX SUBJECT TO ACCESS BAN AT THE PLACE OF DEST. III. ALL CREW AND MINIMUM SUPPORT STAFF THAT ARE REQUIRED TO CARRY OUT CARGO AND PAX FLIGHTS, ARE EXEMPT FROM THE TRAVEL RESTRICTIONS. OVERNIGHT STAYS SHOULD BE AVOIDED UNLESS NECESSARY.

A0543/20 - TFFF (Guadeloupe): Aerodrome Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-23T04:00:00.000Z - 2020-04-16T04:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGAFacilities and servicesOtherAerodromePlain language

DUE TO COVID-19 PANDEMIC, RESTRICTIONS ARE APPLIED ON COMMERCIAL FLIGHTS TO AND FROM MARTINIQUE AIRPORT: ONLY PASSENGERS TRAVELLING FOR COMPELLING FAMILY REASONS, FOR HEALTH CARE OR FOR PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES THAT CANNOT BE POSTPONED WILL BE AUTHORIZED. SPECIAL DECLARATION REQUESTED BEFORE BOARDING. SPECIFIC WRITTEN COMMITMENT WILL BE REQUIRED BEFORE BOARDING AND ASSESSED ON ARRIVAL UNDER THE RESPONSIBILITY ON THE AIR COMPANY.

A0652/20 - TFFR (Guadeloupe): Not listed Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-25T16:10:00.000Z - 2020-04-15T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (XXXX): Other InformationOther InformationOtherNot listedPlain language

IN ORDER TO AVOID THE SPREAD OF COVID-19, AIR TFC IS LTD TO THE CONDITIONS STATED BELOW. INTENDED TRAVELLERS MUST FULFIL ONE OR MORE OF THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS: 1) IMPERATIVE FAMILY REASON 2) SERIOUS PERSONAL HEALTH RELATED REASON 3) PROFESSIONAL TRAVEL WHICH CANNOT BE POSTPONED. PRIOR TO FLT, THE ACFT CARRIER IS RESPONSIBLE FOR ASSESSING ALL PAX WITH RESPECT TO ONE OF THE STATED CONDITIONS. ALL PAX MUST PROVIDE A WRITTEN COMMITMENT STATING THE PRECISE REASON FOR TRAVEL. THE ACFT CARRIER HAS TO PROVIDE THE REGIONAL HEALTH AGENCY (PATRICK.SAINT-MARTIN(AT)ARS.SANTE.FR) WITH AN EXTENSIVE LIST OF PAX DETAILS INCLUDING NAMES, PHONE NUMBERS AND POSTAL ADDRESSES.

A0553/20 - TFFG (Guadeloupe): Not listed Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-20T04:08:00.000Z - 2020-04-15T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (XXXX): Other InformationOther InformationOtherNot listedPlain language
TO AVOID THE SPREAD OF COVID-19, TFFG IS RESTRICTED TO STATE, EVASAN AND COMMERCIAL FLIGHTS. INBOUND COMMERCIAL AIR TFC IS LTD TO THE CONDITIONS STATED BELOW. INTENDED TRAVELLERS MUST FULFIL ONE OR MORE OF THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS: 1) IMPERATIVE FAMILY REASON 2) SERIOUS PERSONAL HEALTH RELATED REASON SUPPORTED BY A MEDICAL 3) PROFESSIONAL TRAVEL WHICH CANNOT BE POSTPONED. PRIOR TO FLT, THE ACFT CARRIER IS RESPONSIBLE FOR ASSESSING ALL PAX WITH RESPECT TO ONE OF THE STATED CONDITIONS. ALL PAX MUST PROVIDE A WRITTEN COMMITMENT STATING THE PRECISE REASON FOR TRAVEL. THE ACFT CARRIER HAS TO PROVIDE THE REGIONAL HEALTH AGENCY WITH AN EXTENSIVE LIST OF PAX DETAILS INCLUDING NAMES, REASON FOR TRAVEL, PHONE NUMBERS AND POSTAL ADDRESSES TO BRICE.DAVERTON(AT)ARS.SANTE.FR

A0568/20 - TFFJ (Guadeloupe): Aerodrome Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-20T18:12:00.000Z - 2020-04-15T23:03:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGA

IN ORDER TO AVOID SPREAD OF COVID-19 VIRUS. SAINT BARTHELEMY AIRPORT (TFFJ) IS RESTRICTED TO STATE, EVASAN AND COMMERCIAL FLIGHTS. INBOUND COMMERCIAL AIR TFC FROM SAINT BARTHELEMY AIRPORT (TFFJ) IS LTD UNDER CONDITIONS STATED BELOW. PAX FLT INTENT MUST FULFIL ONE OR MORE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS: 1) COVID-19 FLT RELATED REASON 2) IMPERATIVE FAMILY REASON 3) SERIOUS PERSONAL HEALTH RELATED REASON SUPPORTED BY A MEDICAL 4) PROFESSIONAL TRAVEL REQUIREMENT WHICH CANNOT BE POSTPONED. THE AIRCRAFT CARRIER IS RESPONSIBLE FOR ASSESSING PRIOR TO FLT THAT ALL PAX TRAVEL INTENTS ARE WITH RESPECT TO ONE OF THE STATED CONDITIONS. AIR PAX MUST PROVIDE A WRITTEN COMMITMENT STATING THE PRECISE REASON WHY THEY TRAVEL. THE AIRCRAFT CARRIER HAS TO PROVIDE THE REGIONAL HEALTH AGENCY WITH AN EXTENSIVE LIST OF PAX DETAILS CONTAINING THEIR NAME, PHONE NUMBERS, TRAVEL REASONS AND POSTAL ADDRESSES TO AEROPORT- COVID19(AT)COMSTBARTH.FR

A0583/20 - TFFG (Guadeloupe): Not listed Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-23T04:00:00.000Z - 2020-04-16T03:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (XXXX): Other Information

TO AVOID THE SPREAD OF COVID-19, TFFG IS RESTRICTED TO STATE, EVASAN AND COMMERCIAL FLIGHTS. OUTBOUND COMMERCIAL AIR TFC IS LTD TO THE CONDITIONS STATED BELOW. INTENDED PAX MUST FULFIL ONE OR MORE OF THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS: 1) COVID-19 FLT RELATED REASON 2) IMPERATIVE FAMILY REASON 3) SERIOUS PERSONAL HEALTH RELATED REASON SUPPORTED BY A MEDICAL 4) PROFESSIONAL TRAVEL WHICH CANNOT BE POSTPONED. PRIOR TO FLT, THE ACFT CARRIER IS RESPONSIBLE FOR ASSESSING ALL PAX WITH RESPECT TO ONE OF THE STATED CONDITIONS. TRAVELLERS MUST PROVIDE A WRITTEN COMMITMENT STATING THE PRECISE REASON FOR TRAVEL. ACFT CARRIER HAS TO PROVIDE THE REGIONAL HEALTH AGENCY WITH AN EXTENSIVE LIST OF PAX DETAILS INCLUDING THEIR NAMES, PHONE NUMBERS AND POSTAL ADDRESSES, TO BRICE.DAVERTON(AT)ARS.SANTE.FR
COVID-19 - PASSENGER RESTRICTIONS: 1. MARTINIQUE IS CLOSING THE BORDER TO FOREIGN NATIONALS WHO LACK A RESIDENT PERMIT IN ONE OF THE SCHENGEN MEMBER AND ASSOCIATED STATES, EUROPEAN UNION OR UNITED KINGDOM, UNLESS THEY ARE ARRIVING ON A FLT FROM THOSE AREAS. II. MARTINIQUE AIRPORT WILL BE OPEN FOR INTL FLIGHTS ENABLING FOREIGN NATIONALS TO TRAVEL OUT OF MARTINIQUE. AIRLINES SHALL INFORM OUTBOUND PAX ABOUT RESTRICTIONS APPLICABLE TO THEM AT THE PLACE OF DEST. AIRLINES SHALL NOT EMBARK PAX, SUBJECT TO ACCESS BAN AT THE PLACE OF DEST. III. ALL CREW AND MINIMUM SUPPORT STAFF THAT ARE REQUIRED TO CARRY OUT CARGO AND PAX FLIGHTS, ARE EXEMPT FROM THE TRAVEL RESTRICTIONS OVERNIGHT STAYS SHOULD BE AVOIDED UNLESS NECESSARY. CREATED: 20 Mar 2020 16:48:00 SOURCE: TTPPYNYX

COVID-19 - PASSENGER RESTRICTIONS: 1. ST-BARTELEMY IS CLOSING THE BORDER TO FOREIGN NATIONALS WHO LACK A RESIDENCE PERMIT IN ONE OF THE SCHENGEN MEMBER AND ASSOCIATED STATES, EUROPEAN UNION OR UNITED KINGDOM, UNLESS THEY ARE ARRIVING ON A FLT FROM THOSE AREAS. II. THE AIRPORTS WILL BE OPEN FOR INTL FLIGHTS ENABLING FOREIGN NATIONALS TO TRAVEL OUT OF ST-BARTELEMY. AIRLINES SHALL INFORM OUTBOUND PASSENGERS ABOUT RESTRICTIONS APPLICABLE TO THEM AT THE PLACE OF DEST. AIRLINE SHALL NOT EMBARK PAX SUBJECT TO ACCESS BAN AT THE PLACE OF DEST. III. ALL CREW AND MINIMUM SUPPORT STAFF THAT ARE REQUIRED TO CARRY OUT CARGO AND PAX FLIGHTS ARE EXEMPT FROM THE TRAVEL RESTRICTIONS OVERNIGHT STAYS SHOULD BE AVOIDED UNLESS NECESSARY. CREATED: 20 Mar 2020 18:25:00 SOURCE: TTPPYNYX

COVID-19 - PASSENGER RESTRICTIONS: 1. GUADELOUPE IS CLOSING THE BORDER TO FOREIGN NATIONALS WHO LACK A RESIDENCE PERMIT IN ONE OF THE SCHENGEN MEMBER AND ASSOCIATED STATES, EUROPEAN UNION OR UNITED KINGDOM, UNLESS THEY ARE ARRIVING ON A FLT FROM THOSE AREAS. II. THE AIRPORTS WILL BE OPEN FOR INTL FLIGHTS ENABLING FOREIGN NATIONALS TO TRAVEL OUT OF GUADELOUPE. AIRLINES SHALL INFORM OUTBOUND PAX ABOUT RESTRICTIONS APPLICABLE TO THEM AT THE PLACE OF DEST. AIRLINE SHALL NOT EMBARK PAX, SUBJECT TO ACCESS BAN AT THE PLACE OF DEST. III. ALL CREW AND MINIMUM SUPPORT STAFF THAT ARE REQUIRED TO CARRY OUT CARGO AND PAX FLIGHTS ARE EXEMPT FROM THE TRAVEL RESTRICTIONS OVERNIGHT STAYS SHOULD BE AVOIDED UNLESS NECESSARY. CREATED: 20 Mar 2020 16:48:00 SOURCE: TTPPYNYX
RESTRICTIONS, OVERNIGHT STAYS SHOULD BE AVOIDED UNLESS NECESSARY. CREATED: 20 Mar 2020 17:13:00 SOURCE: TTPPYNYX

A0663/20 - TFFM (Guadeloupe): Not listed Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-25T18:00:00.000Z - 2020-04-15T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (XXXX): Other Information

TO AVOID THE SPREAD OF COVID-19, AIR TFC IS LTD TO THE CONDITIONS STATED BELOW. INTENDED TRAVELLERS MUST FULFIL ONE OR MORE OF THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS: 1) IMPERATIVE FAMILY REASON 2) SERIOUS PERSONAL HEALTH RELATED REASON 3) PROFESSIONAL TRAVEL WHICH CANNOT BE POSTPONED. PRIOR TO FLT, THE ACFT CARRIER IS RESPONSIBLE FOR ASSESSING ALL PAX WITH RESPECT TO ONE OF THE STATED CONDITIONS. ALL PAX MUST PROVIDE A WRITTEN COMMITMENT STATING THE PRECISE REASON FOR TRAVEL. THE ACFT CARRIER HAS TO PROVIDE THE REGIONAL HEALTH AGENCY (PATRICK.SAINT-MARTIN(AT)ARS.SANTE.FR) WITH AN EXTENSIVE LIST OF PAX DETAILS INCLUDING NAMES, PHONE NUMBERS AND POSTAL ADDRESSES.

A0677/20 - TFFB (Guadeloupe): Not listed Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-26T14:30:00.000Z - 2020-04-15T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (XXXX): Other Information

TO AVOID THE SPREAD OF COVID-19, AIR TFC IS LTD TO THE CONDITIONS STATED BELOW. INTENDED TRAVELLERS MUST FULFIL ONE OR MORE OF THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS: 1) IMPERATIVE FAMILY REASON 2) SERIOUS PERSONAL HEALTH RELATED REASON 3) PROFESSIONAL TRAVEL WHICH CANNOT BE POSTPONED. PRIOR TO FLT, THE ACFT CARRIER IS RESPONSIBLE FOR ASSESSING ALL PAX WITH RESPECT TO ONE OF THE STATED CONDITIONS. ALL PAX MUST PROVIDE A WRITTEN COMMITMENT STATING THE PRECISE REASON FOR TRAVEL. THE ACFT CARRIER HAS TO PROVIDE THE REGIONAL HEALTH AGENCY (PATRICK.SAINT-MARTIN(AT)ARS.SANTE.FR) WITH AN EXTENSIVE LIST OF PAX DETAILS INCLUDING NAMES, PHONE NUMBERS AND POSTAL ADDRESSES.

A0571/20 - TFFM (Guadeloupe): Aerodrome Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-20T18:35:00.000Z - 2020-04-15T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGAFacilities and services

COVID-19 - PASSENGER RESTRICTIONS : I. GUADELOUPE IS CLOSING THE BORDER TO FOREIGN NATIONALS WHO LACK A RESIDENCE PERMIT IN ONE OF THE SCHENGEN MEMBER AND ASSOCIATED STATES, EUROPEAN UNION OR UNITED KINGDOM, UNLESS THEY ARE ARRIVING ON A FLT FROM THOSE AREAS. II. THE AIRPORTS WILL BE OPEN FOR INTL FLIGHTS ENABLING FOREIGN NATIONALS TO TRAVEL OUT OF GUADELOUPE. AIRLINES SHALL INFORM OUTBOUND PAX ABOUT RESTRICTIONS APPLICABLE TO THEM AT THE PLACE OF DEST. AIRLINES SHALL NOT EMBARK PAX SUBJECT TO ACCESS BAN AT THE PLACE OF DEST. III. ALL CREW AND MINIMUM SUPPORT STAFF THAT ARE REQUIRED TO CARRY OUT CARGO AND PAX FLIGHTS, ARE EXEMPT FROM THE TRAVEL
RESTRICTIONS OVERNIGHT STAYS SHOULD BE AVOIDED UNLESS NECESSARY CREATED: 20 Mar 2020 18:38:00 SOURCE: TTPPYNYX

A0684/20 - TFFR (Guadeloupe): Aerodrome Limited to

- Period: 2020-03-26T19:49:00.000Z - 2020-03-31T16:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FALT): AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsAerodromeLimited to

DUE TO COVID-19 PANDEMIC, AD RESERVED FOR SCHEDULED COMMERCIAL ACFT, MEDEVAC AND STATE ACFT. FOR NON SCHEDULED COMMERCIAL ACFT 72H PPR AT +590 690 57 92 55. CREATED: 26 Mar 2020 20:02:00 SOURCE: TTPPYNYX

A0674/20 - TFFA (Guadeloupe): Not listed Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-26T13:45:00.000Z - 2020-04-15T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (XXXX): Other InformationOther InformationOtherNot listedPlain language

TO AVOID THE SPREAD OF COVID-19, AIR TFC IS LTD TO THE CONDITIONS STATED BELOW. INTENDED TRAVELLERS MUST FULFILL ONE OR MORE OF THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS: 1) IMPERATIVE FAMILY REASON 2) SERIOUS PERSONAL HEALTH RELATED REASON 3) PROFESSIONAL TRAVEL WHICH CANNOT BE POSTPONED. PRIOR TO FLT, THE ACFT CARRIER IS RESPONSIBLE FOR ASSESSING ALL PAX WITH RESPECT TO ONE OF THE STATED CONDITIONS. ALL PAX MUST PROVIDE A WRITTEN COMMITMENT STATING THE PRECISE REASON FOR TRAVEL. THE ACFT CARRIER HAS TO PROVIDE THE REGIONAL HEALTH AGENCY (PATRICK.SAINT-MARTIN(AT)ARS.SANTE.FR) WITH AN EXTENSIVE LIST OF PAX DETAILS INCLUDING NAMES, PHONE NUMBERS AND POSTAL ADDRESSES. CREATED: 26 Mar 2020 14:12:00 SOURCE: TTPPYNYX

A0570/20 - TFFS (Guadeloupe): Aerodrome Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-20T15:15:00.000Z - 2020-04-15T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGAFacilities and servicesOtherAerodromePlain language

COVID-19 - PASSENGER RESTRICTIONS : I. GUADELOUPE IS CLOSING THE BORDER TO FOREIGN NATIONALS WHO LACK A RESIDENCE PERMIT IN ONE OF THE SCHENGEN MEMBER AND ASSOCIATED STATES, EUROPEAN UNION OR UNITED KINGDOM, UNLESS THEY ARE ARRIVING ON A FLIGHT FROM THOSE AREAS. II. THE AIRPORTS WILL BE OPEN FOR INTL FLIGHTS ENABLING FOREIGN NATIONALS TO TRAVEL OUT OF GUADELOUPE. AIRLINES SHALL INFORM OUTBOUND PAX ABOUT RESTRICTIONS APPLICABLE TO THEIR DEST. THE AIRLINE SHALL NOT EMBARK PAX SUBJECT TO ACCESS BAN AT THE PLACE OF DEST. III. ALL CREW AND MINIMUM SUPPORT STAFF THAT ARE REQUIRED TO CARRY OUT CARGO AND PAX FLIGHTS ARE EXEMPT FROM THE TRAVEL RESTRICTIONS OVERNIGHT STAYS SHOULD BE AVOIDED UNLESS NECESSARY. CREATED: 20 Mar 2020 18:32:00 SOURCE: TTPPYNYX

A0516/20 - MGGT (Guatemala): Aerodrome Closed

- Period: 2020-03-20T22:03:00.000Z - 2020-04-03T05:59:00.000Z
• Q-Code (FALC): AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsAerodromeClosed

LA AURORA INTL AP CLSD FOR ALL INTL AVIATION, EXC CARGO FLT, AMBULANCES FLT, HUMANITARIAN AID FLT, DOMESTIC FLT, TECHNICAL STOPS WHERE PASSANGERS DO NOT DISEMBARK OR AT ALTERNATE IDENTIFIED IN A FPL TO ADDRESS WX OR ACFT SAFETY SITUATIONS AND MILITARY FLT. THIS MEASURE IS PART OF A RESOLUTION DECREE 5-2020 FM GUATEMALA GOVERNMENT DUE TO COVID-19 EMERG CREATED: 20 Mar 2020 22:06:00 SOURCE: MHCCNYX

C0125/20 - MGGT (Guatemala): Aerodrome Limited to

• Period: 2020-03-22T11:00:00.000Z - 2020-03-29T21:00:00.000Z
• Q-Code (FALT): AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsAerodromeLimited to


A0517/20 - MGMM (Guatemala): Aerodrome Closed

• Period: 2020-03-20T22:07:00.000Z - 2020-04-03T05:59:00.000Z
• Q-Code (FALC): AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsAerodromeClosed

MUNDO MAYA INTL AP CLSD FOR ALL INTL AVIATION, EXC CARGO FLT, AMBULANCES FLT, HUMANITARIAN AID FLT, DOMESTIC FLT, TECHNICAL STOPS WHERE PASSANGERS DO NOT DISEMBARK OR AT ALTERNATE IDENTIFIED IN A FPL TO ADDRESS WX OR ACFT SAFETY SITUATIONS AND MILITARY FLT. THIS MEASURE IS PART OF A RESOLUTION DECREE 5-2020 FM GUATEMALA GOVERNMENT DUE TO COVID-19 EMERG CREATED: 20 Mar 2020 22:07:00 SOURCE: MHCCNYX

A0031/20 - GUCY (Guinea): Aerodrome Plain language

• Period: 2020-03-22T23:59:00.000Z - 2020-05-06T23:59:00.000Z
• Q-Code (FAXX): AGAFacilities and servicesOtherAerodromePlain language
CONAKRY GBESSIA INTL AIRPORT CLSD TO ALL PUBLIC TRAFFIC. EXCEPT (NOT INCLUDIN

A0407/20 - GGOV (Guinea-Bissau): Aerodrome Closed

- Period: 2020-03-19T17:30:00.000Z - 2020-04-04T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FALC): AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsAerodromeClosed

DUE TO COVID-19 PANDEMIC ALERT. INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT OSVALDO VIEIRA IS CLOSED TO ALL INTERNATIONAL FLIGHTS (ARRIVAL AND DEPARTURE) EXCEPT FOR HUMANITARY AND CARGO FLIGHTS CREATED: 19 Mar 2020 17:30:00 SOURCE: GOOOYNYX

A0023/20 - SYCJ (Guyana): Aerodrome Limited to

- Period: 2020-03-19T04:00:00.000Z - 2020-04-01T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FALT): AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsAerodromeLimited to

IN ACCORDANCE WITH A DIRECTIVE FROM THE GUYANA CIVIL AVIATION AUTHORITY IN AN EFFORT TO ENHANCE PUBLIC HEALTH IN WAKE OF THE NOVEL CORONAVIRUS (COVID-19) GLOBAL PANDEMIC, AD CLSD TO ALL INTL ARRIVALS EXCEPT FOR OUTGOING FLIGHTS, CARGO FLIGHTS, MEDIVAC FLIGHTS, SEARCH AND RESCUE FLIGHTS, TECHNICAL STOPS FOR FUEL ONLY AND SPECIAL AUTHORISED FLIGHTS. THIS DIRECTIVE IS NOT APPLICABLE TO INTERNATIONAL OVERFLIGHTS AND DOMESTIC FLIGHTS.

A0010/20 - MTPP (Haiti):

- Period: 2020-03-20T04:53:00.000Z - PERM
- Q-Code ():

IN ACCORDANCE WITH GOVERNMENT INSTRUCTIONS REGARDING CORONAVIRUS (COVID-19) AND DUE TO STATE OF EMERGENCY, ALL SCHEDULED AND NON-SCHEDULED FLT TO PORT-AU-PRINCE INTL AIRPORT ARE SUSPENDED. CARGO, DOMESTIC FLT, EMER, SAR, HUM, MEDEVAC AND GOVERNMENT FLT ARE EXCLUDED. CREATED: 20 Mar 2020 04:56:00 SOURCE: MTEGYNYX

A0011/20 - MTCH (Haiti): Aerodrome Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-20T04:58:00.000Z - PERM
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGAFacilities and servicesOtherAerodromePlain language

IN ACCORDANCE WITH GOVERNMENT INSTRUCTIONS REGARDING CORONAVIRUS (COVID-19) AND DUE TO STATE OF EMERGENCY, ALL SCHEDULED AND NON-SCHEDULED FLT TO CAP-HAITIAN INTL AIRPORT ARE SUSPENDED. CARGO, DOMESTIC FLT, EMER, SAR, HUM, MEDEVAC AND GOVERNMENT FLT ARE EXCLUDED. CREATED: 20 Mar 2020 04:59:00 SOURCE: MTEGYNYX

A0526/20 - MHLM (Honduras): Aerodrome Plain language

83
RAMON VILLEDA MORALES INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT ONLY AVBL FOR CARGO FLT
THIS RESTRICTION DO NOT APPLY TO ACFT OPR IN THE FLW CIRCUMSTANCES:
TECHNICAL STOPS WHERE PASSENGERS DO NOT DISEMBARK, OR-AT ALTN AP
IDENTIFIED IN A FPL TO ADDRESS WX OR ACFT SAFETY SITUATIONS. ANY OTHER ACFT
REQUESTING TO ARR MUST WAIT FOR A SPECIAL CLEARANCE, THIS MEASURE IS PART
OF A RESOLUTION FM HONDURAN GOVERNMENT DUE TO COVID-19 EMERG CREATED: 22
Mar 2020 20:51:00 SOURCE: MHCCNYX

A0527/20 - MHTG (Honduras): Aerodrome Closed

- Period: 2020-03-22T23:03:00.000Z - 2020-03-30T06:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FALC): AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsAerodromeClosed

TONCONTIN INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT CLSD FOR ALL GA, COMMERCIAL AND CARGO
FLT. THIS MEASURE IS PART OF A RESOLUTION FM HONDURAN GOVERNMENT DUE TO
COVID-19 EMERG CREATED: 22 Mar 2020 23:03:00 SOURCE: MHCCNYX

A0529/20 - MHRO (Honduras): Aerodrome Closed

- Period: 2020-03-22T23:05:00.000Z - 2020-03-30T06:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FALC): AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsAerodromeClosed

JUAN MANUEL GALVEZ INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT CLSD FOR ALL GA, COMMERCIAL
AND CARGO FLT. THIS MEASURE IS PART OF A RESOLUTION FM HONDURAN GOVERNMENT DUE TO
COVID-19 EMERG CREATED: 22 Mar 2020 23:05:00 SOURCE: MHCCNYX

A0528/20 - MHLC (Honduras): Aerodrome Closed

- Period: 2020-03-22T23:04:00.000Z - 2020-03-30T06:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FALC): AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsAerodromeClosed

GOLOSIN INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT CLSD FOR ALL GA, COMMERCIAL AND CARGO FLT.
THIS MEASURE IS PART OF A RESOLUTION FM HONDURAN GOVERNMENT DUE TO COVID
19 EMERG CREATED: 22 Mar 2020 23:04:00 SOURCE: MHCCNYX

A0988/20 - LHCC (Hungary): Flight information region Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-21T09:40:00.000Z - 2020-05-20T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (AFXX): ATMAirspace organizationOtherFlight information regionPlain language

DUE TO COVID-19 MEASURES, ONLY REDUCED STAFF IS ON DUTY AT FLIGHT
INFORMATION SERVICES. HENCE SUBMISSION OF AFIL IS NOT AVBL IN BUDAPEST FIR
FOR THE TIME BEING. CREATED: 21 Mar 2020 09:40:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYIN
A0898/20 - LHCC (Hungary): Flight information region Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-14T23:00:00.000Z - 2020-03-28T23:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (AFXX): ATMAirspace organizationOtherFlight information regionPlain language

ANY PAX FLIGHTS INTENDED TO DEPART FROM ANY AERODROMES OF CHINA, IRAN, ITALY, SOUTH-KOREA AND STATE OF ISRAEL WITH THE PURPOSE TO OPERATE AT ANY HUNGARIAN AERODROMES ARE PROHIBITED TO LAND IN HUNGARY IN ACCORDANCE WITH HUNGARIAN GOVERNMENT DECISION NR 40/2020 OF MARCH 11, IN RELATION TO COVID-19 RESTRICTION MEASURES. CREATED: 14 Mar 2020 18:25:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

B0026/20 - LHUD (Hungary): Aerodrome Limited to

- Period: 2020-03-18T13:02:00.000Z - 2020-03-31T07:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FALT): AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsAerodromeLimited to

IN LINE WITH HUNGARIAN GOVERNMENT ORDER TO REDUCE COVID-19 SPREAD TRAINING OPERATIONS ARE LIMITED TO HUNGARIAN CITIZENS. CREATED: 18 Mar 2020 13:03:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

B0016/20 - BIHU (Iceland): Aerodrome Limited to

- Period: 2020-03-23T18:00:00.000Z - 2020-04-30T23:50:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FALT): AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsAerodromeLimited to


A0145/20 - BIRD (Iceland): Flight information region Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-24T14:27:00.000Z - 2020-04-16T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (AFXX): ATMAirspace organizationOtherFlight information regionPlain language

COVID-19: PASSENGER RESTRICTIONS. ALL PASSENGERS ARE PROHIBITED TO ENTER ICELAND EXCEPT EU/EEA, EFTA OR UK NATIONALS. THE FOLLOWING ARE EXEMPTED: 1. FOREIGN NATIONALS WITH IMMIGRATION STATUS IN SCHENGEN STATES, OR THOSE WHO HAVE FAMILY MEMBERS IN THE SAME COUNTRIES. 2. PASSENGERS IN TRANSIT. 3. HEALTH AND CARE WORKERS ON PROFESSIONAL TRAVEL. 4. TRANSPORTATION CREWS (AIRCRAFT AND FREIGHTERS). 5. INDIVIDUALS REQUIRING INTERNATIONAL PROTECTION. 6. INDIVIDUALS TRAVELLING BECAUSE OF ACUTE FAMILY INCIDENTS AND DIPLOMATS, INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS STAFF, MEMBERS OF ARMED FORCES TRAVELLING TO ICELAND FOR DUTY, OR HUMANITARIAN AID WORKERS. CREATED: 24 Mar 2020 14:34:00 SOURCE: BIRKYNYX

A0138/20 - BIRK (Iceland): Aerodrome Limited to
COVID-19: INFORMATION. DUE TO COVID-19 BIRK ATC OPERATIONAL HOURS AMENDED AS FOLLOWS: DAILY: 07:00 - 20:00. WEEKENDS AND PUBLIC HOLIDAYS: 08:00-20:00 REF: AIP ICELAND BIRK AD 2.3. CREATED: 22 Mar 2020 17:25:00 SOURCE: BIRK NYX

A0151/20 - BIAR (Iceland): Aerodrome Limited to

- Period: 2020-03-27T17:30:00.000Z - 2020-04-30T23:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FALT): AGA Facilities and services Limitations Aerodrome Limited to


A0149/20 - BIAR (Iceland): Aerodrome Limited to

- Period: 2020-03-27T17:30:00.000Z - 2020-04-30T23:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FALT): AGA Facilities and services Limitations Aerodrome Limited to


G0204/20 - VECF (India): Not listed

- Period: 2020-03-22T00:01:00.000Z - 2020-03-29T00:01:00.000Z
- Q-Code (XXXX): Other Information Other Information Other Not listed

IN ORDER TO PREVENT THE SPREAD OF COVID-19 (NOVEL CORONA VIRUS 2019) DISEASE IN INDIA, ALL SCHEDULED INDIAN AND FOREIGN AIRLINES ENGAGED IN INTERNATIONAL AIR TRANSPORTATION TO/FROM INDIA ARE DIRECTED AS UNDER: 1. NO SCHEDULED INTERNATIONAL COMMERCIAL PASSENGER AIRCRAFT SHALL TAKE OFF FROM ANY FOREIGN AIRPORT FOR ANY AIRPORT IN INDIA FROM 0001 UTC OF 22 MAR 2020 TO 0001 UTC OF 29 MAR 2020. 2. A MAXIMUM TRAVEL TIME OF 20 HOURS IS PERMISSIBLE FOR SUCH COMMERCIAL PASSENGER AIRCRAFT TO LAND IN INDIA. 3. AS SUCH, NO INCOMING SCHEDULED INTERNATIONAL COMMERCIAL PASSENGER AIRCRAFT SHALL BE ALLOWED TO DISEMBARK ITS PASSENGERS ON INDIAN SOIL (FOREIGNER OR INDIAN) AFTER 0001 UTC OF 22 MAR 2020. 4. THESE INSTRUCTIONS ARE IN ADDITION TO THE TRAVEL RESTRICTIONS/ ADVISORIES ALREADY ISSUED AND UNDER IMPLEMENTATION. 5. THE ABOVE ARE TEMPORARY MEASURES TO RESTRICT THE SPREAD OF COVID-19, AND ARE SUBJECT TO REVIEW BY GOVERNMENT. CREATED: 20 Mar 2020 13:03:00 SOURCE: VIDPY NYX

G0204/20 - VOMF (India): Not listed
IN ORDER TO PREVENT THE SPREAD OF COVID-19 (NOVEL CORONA VIRUS 2019) DISEASE IN INDIA, ALL SCHEDULED INDIAN AND FOREIGN AIRLINES ENGAGED IN INTERNATIONAL AIR TRANSPORTATION TO/FROM INDIA ARE DIRECTED AS UNDER:

1. NO SCHEDULED INTERNATIONAL COMMERCIAL PASSENGER AIRCRAFT SHALL TAKE OFF FROM ANY FOREIGN AIRPORT FOR ANY AIRPORT IN INDIA FROM 0001 UTC OF 22 MAR 2020 TO 0001 UTC OF 29 MAR 2020.
2. A MAXIMUM TRAVEL TIME OF 20 HOURS IS PERMISSIBLE FOR SUCH COMMERCIAL PASSENGER AIRCRAFT TO LAND IN INDIA.
3. AS SUCH, NO INCOMING SCHEDULED INTERNATIONAL COMMERCIAL PASSENGER AIRCRAFT SHALL BE ALLOWED TO DISEMBARK ITS PASSENGERS ON INDIAN SOIL (FOREIGNER OR INDIAN) AFTER 2001 UTC OF 22 MAR 2020.
4. THESE INSTRUCTIONS ARE IN ADDITION TO THE TRAVEL RESTRICTIONS/ ADVISORIES ALREADY ISSUED AND UNDER IMPLEMENTATION.
5. THE ABOVE ARE TEMPORARY MEASURES TO RESTRICT THE SPREAD OF COVID-19, AND ARE SUBJECT TO REVIEW BY GOVERNMENT.

CREATED: 20 Mar 2020 13:03:00 SOURCE: VIDPYNX

A0802/20 - VOMF (India): Not listed Plain language

CONTINGENCY MEASURES IMPLEMENTED IN CHENNAI FIR ON ACCOUNT OF COVID-19 AS DETAILED BLW.
1. UPPER TRIVANDRUM SECT(UTV) CONSOLIDATED WITH LOWER TRIVANDRUM ACC(LTV) OPR FREQ 125.95MHZ(MAIN), 132.25MHZ(SDBY)
2. UPPER HYDERBAD SECT(UHS) CONSOLIDATED WITH LOWER HYDERABAD ACC(LHS) OPR FREQ 120.95MHZ(MAIN), 128.35MHZ(SDBY)
3. UPPER MANGALORE SECT(UML) CONSOLIDATED WITH LOWER MANGALORE ACC(LML) OPR FREQ 127.55MHZ(MAIN), 128.7MHZ(SDBY)

CREATED: 20 Mar 2020 14:06:00 SOURCE: VOMMYNYX

A0371/20 - VILK (India): Aerodrome Hours of service

REVISED WATCH HRS OF AERODROME CONTROL SERVICE AT LUCKNOW TO REDUCE MANPOWER DUE COVID-19 OUTBREAK. 30 MIN PN REQUIRED FOR ANY WATCH EXTN.

CREATED: 26 Mar 2020 13:32:00 SOURCE: VIDPYNX

A0370/20 - VILK (India): Firefighting and rescue Plain language

ARFF CAT V AVBL AT LUCKNOW TO REDUCE MANPOWER DUE COVID-19 OUTBREAK. 30 MIN PN REQUIRED FOR UPGRADE TO CAT VII.

CREATED: 26 Mar 2020 13:25:00 SOURCE: VIDPYNX
G0204/20 - VIDF (India): Not listed Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-22T00:01:00.000Z - 2020-03-29T00:01:00.000Z
- Q-Code (XXXX): Other Information

IN ORDER TO PREVENT THE SPREAD OF COVID-19 (NOVEL CORONA VIRUS 2019) DISEASE IN INDIA, ALL SCHEDULED INDIAN AND FOREIGN AIRLINES ENGAGED IN INTERNATIONAL AIR TRANSPORTATION TO/FROM INDIA ARE DIRECTED AS UNDER: 1. NO SCHEDULED INTERNATIONAL COMMERCIAL PASSENGER AIRCRAFT SHALL TAKE OFF FROM ANY FOREIGN AIRPORT FOR ANY AIRPORT IN INDIA FROM 0001 UTC OF 22 MAR 2020 TO 0001 UTC OF 29 MAR 2020. 2. A MAXIMUM TRAVEL TIME OF 20 HOURS IS PERMISSIBLE FOR SUCH COMMERCIAL PASSENGER AIRCRAFT TO LAND IN INDIA. 3. AS SUCH, NO INCOMING SCHEDULED INTERNATIONAL COMMERCIAL PASSENGER AIRCRAFT SHALL BE ALLOWED TO DISEMBARK ITS PASSENGERS ON INDIAN SOIL (FOREIGNER OR INDIAN) AFTER 0001 UTC OF 22 MAR 2020. 4. THESE INSTRUCTIONS ARE IN ADDITION TO THE TRAVEL RESTRICTIONS/ ADVISORIES ALREADY ISSUED AND UNDER IMPLEMENTATION. 5. THE ABOVE ARE TEMPORARY MEASURES TO RESTRICT THE SPREAD OF COVID-19, AND ARE SUBJECT TO REVIEW BY GOVERNMENT. CREATED: 20 Mar 2020 13:03:00 SOURCE: VIDPYNYX

G0204/20 - VABF (India): Not listed Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-22T00:01:00.000Z - 2020-03-29T00:01:00.000Z
- Q-Code (XXXX): Other Information

IN ORDER TO PREVENT THE SPREAD OF COVID-19 (NOVEL CORONA VIRUS 2019) DISEASE IN INDIA, ALL SCHEDULED INDIAN AND FOREIGN AIRLINES ENGAGED IN INTERNATIONAL AIR TRANSPORTATION TO/FROM INDIA ARE DIRECTED AS UNDER: 1. NO SCHEDULED INTERNATIONAL COMMERCIAL PASSENGER AIRCRAFT SHALL TAKE OFF FROM ANY FOREIGN AIRPORT FOR ANY AIRPORT IN INDIA FROM 0001 UTC OF 22 MAR 2020 TO 0001 UTC OF 29 MAR 2020. 2. A MAXIMUM TRAVEL TIME OF 20 HOURS IS PERMISSIBLE FOR SUCH COMMERCIAL PASSENGER AIRCRAFT TO LAND IN INDIA. 3. AS SUCH, NO INCOMING SCHEDULED INTERNATIONAL COMMERCIAL PASSENGER AIRCRAFT SHALL BE ALLOWED TO DISEMBARK ITS PASSENGERS ON INDIAN SOIL (FOREIGNER OR INDIAN) AFTER 0001 UTC OF 22 MAR 2020. 4. THESE INSTRUCTIONS ARE IN ADDITION TO THE TRAVEL RESTRICTIONS/ ADVISORIES ALREADY ISSUED AND UNDER IMPLEMENTATION. 5. THE ABOVE ARE TEMPORARY MEASURES TO RESTRICT THE SPREAD OF COVID-19, AND ARE SUBJECT TO REVIEW BY GOVERNMENT. CREATED: 20 Mar 2020 13:03:00 SOURCE: VIDPYNYX

A0120/20 - ORNI (Iraq): Aerodrome Closed

- Period: 2020-03-24T15:00:00.000Z - 2020-03-28T20:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FALC): AGAFacilities and services

AIRPORT CLOSED FOR ALL PASSENGER FLIGHTS, TO REDUCE THE RISK OF CORONAVIRUS SPREADING. RED CROSS, MEDEVAC, EMERGENCY, MILITARY AND CARGO FLIGHTS ARE STILL ALLOWED TO OPERATE. CREATED: 23 Mar 2020 10:26:00 SOURCE: ORBIYNYX
A0121/20 - ORMM (Iraq): Aerodrome Closed

- Period: 2020-03-24T15:00:00.000Z - 2020-03-28T20:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FALC): AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsAerodromeClosed

AIRPORT CLOSED FOR ALL PASSENGER FLIGHTS, TO REDUCE THE RISK OF CORONAVIRUS SPREADING. RED CROSS, MEDEVAC, EMERGENCY, MILITARY AND CARGO FLIGHTS ARE STILL ALLOWED TO OPERATE. CREATED: 23 Mar 2020 10:30:00
SOURCE: ORBIYNYX

A0119/20 - ORBI (Iraq): Aerodrome Closed

- Period: 2020-03-24T15:00:00.000Z - 2020-03-28T20:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FALC): AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsAerodromeClosed

AIRPORT CLOSED FOR ALL PASSENGER FLIGHTS, TO REDUCE THE RISK OF CORONAVIRUS SPREADING. RED CROSS, MEDEVAC, EMERGENCY, MILITARY AND CARGO FLIGHTS ARE STILL ALLOWED TO OPERATE. CREATED: 23 Mar 2020 10:21:00
SOURCE: ORBIYNYX

A0118/20 - ORSU (Iraq): Aerodrome Closed

- Period: 2020-03-24T15:00:00.000Z - 2020-03-28T20:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FALC): AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsAerodromeClosed

AIRPORT CLOSED FOR ALL PASSENGER FLIGHTS, TO REDUCE THE RISK OF CORONAVIRUS SPREADING. RED CROSS, MEDEVAC, EMERGENCY, MILITARY AND CARGO FLIGHTS ARE STILL ALLOWED TO OPERATE. CREATED: 23 Mar 2020 10:17:00
SOURCE: ORBIYNYX

A0117/20 - ORER (Iraq): Aerodrome Closed

- Period: 2020-03-24T15:00:00.000Z - 2020-03-28T20:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FALC): AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsAerodromeClosed

AIRPORT CLOSED FOR ALL PASSENGER FLIGHTS, TO REDUCE THE RISK OF CORONAVIRUS SPREADING. RED CROSS, MEDEVAC, EMERGENCY, MILITARY AND CARGO FLIGHTS ARE STILL ALLOWED TO OPERATE. CREATED: 23 Mar 2020 10:13:00
SOURCE: ORBIYNYX

B0194/20 - EISN (Ireland): Flight information region Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-20T20:05:00.000Z - 2020-06-20T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (AFXX): ATMAirspace organizationOtherFlight information regionPlain language


B0186/20 - EISN (Ireland): Flight information region Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-19T10:15:00.000Z - 2020-06-12T16:30:00.000Z
- Q-Code (AFXX): ATMAirspace organizationOtherFlight information regionPlain language


C0403/20 - LIRJ (Italy): Aerodrome Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-26T10:33:00.000Z - 2020-04-03T21:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGAFacilities and servicesOtherAerodromePlain language


C0399/20 - LIDR (Italy): Aerodrome Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-25T20:24:00.000Z - 2020-04-03T23:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGAFacilities and servicesOtherAerodromePlain language
B1468/20 - LIRQ (Italy): Aerodrome Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-25T16:00:00.000Z - 2020-04-03T21:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGAFacilities and servicesOtherAerodromePlain language

COVID-19: AERODROME CLOSED TO ALL TRAFFIC EXCEPT FOR CARGO, STATE, MILITARY, MEDICAL, EMERGENCY AND FERRY FLT IN COMPLIANCE WITH MINISTRY OF INFRASTRUCTURE AND TRANSPORTATION DECREES 112/2020 AND 117/2020 AND ITALIAN CIVIL AVIATION AUTHORITY (ENAC) PROVISIONS REF AIP AD2 LIRQ 1-1 CREATED: 25 Mar 2020 16:01:00 SOURCE: LIIAYNYX

B1452/20 - LIEA (Italy): Aerodrome Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-25T13:21:00.000Z - 2020-04-03T21:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGAFacilities and servicesOtherAerodromePlain language

COVID-19: AERODROME CLOSED TO ALL TRAFFIC EXCEPT FOR STATE, MILITARY, RESCUE, HELICOPTER EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICE (HEMS), NAV AIDS FLTCK OPERATED BY ENAV, HOSPITAL FLT, FERRY AND EMERGENCY FLT IN COMPLIANCE WITH MINISTRY OF INFRASTRUCTURE AND TRANSPORTATION DECREES 112/2020 AND 117/2020 AND ITALIAN CIVIL AVIATION AUTHORITY (ENAC) PROVISIONS REF AIP AD2 LIEA 1-1 CREATED: 25 Mar 2020 13:21:00 SOURCE: LIIAYNYX

B1496/20 - LIMZ (Italy): Aerodrome Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-26T06:41:00.000Z - 2020-04-03T19:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGAFacilities and servicesOtherAerodromePlain language

COVID-19: AD CLOSED TO ALL TRAFFIC EXC FOR FLIGHTS AND STATE AIRCRAFT, MILITARY, EMERGENCY AND MEDICAL, HEMS, NAV AIDS FLTCK OPERATED BY ENAV, FIRE FIGHTING, SEARCH AND RESCUE. REF AIP AD 2 LIMZ 1-1 CREATED: 26 Mar 2020 06:41:00 SOURCE: LIIAYNYX

A1756/20 - LIBB (Italy): Airspace reservation Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-23T19:18:00.000Z - 2020-04-19T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (RAXX): Navigation WarningsAirspace restrictionsOtherAirspace reservationPlain language

COVID-19 FLIGHT RESTRICTION FOR THE CONTAINMENT OF THE COVID-19 EMERGENCY, WITH REFERENCES TO ITALIAN DECREES, OPERATIONS CAN BE CONDUCTED WITH REMOTELY PILOTED AIRCRAFT SYSTEM (RPAS) WITH TAKE-OFF MASS OF LESS THAN 25 KG, IN VISUAL LINE OF SIGHT (VLOS), BY ALL THE STATE ACFT ACCORDING TO ART. 744 OF THE AIR NAVIGATION CODE AND LOCAL POLICE OF
THE ITALIAN MUNICIPALITIES. THESE RPAS, WHEN USED IN THE EMERGENCY CONDITIONS DUE TO THE COVID-19, CAN BE OPERATED ALSO IN THE AREAS NEAR ALL CIVIL AIRPORTS (RED AREAS AS FOR ENAC ATM 09 CIRCULAR), AT A MAXIMUM HEIGHT OF 15 METERS, IN DEROGATION TO ENAC REGULATION 'MEZZI AEREI A PILOTAGGIO REMOTO' (ART. 27) AND THE ABOVE CIRCULAR (PARA 7). IN THAT CASE, THE OPERATOR MUST PREVIOUSLY COMMUNICATE WITH THE ATS UNIT OF THE AIRPORT ADJACENT TO THE AREA OF OPERATIONS IN ORDER TO END PART 1 OF 2 CREATED: 23 Mar 2020 19:20:00 SOURCE: LIIAYNYX

B1479/20 - LICR (Italy): Aerodrome Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-25T18:25:00.000Z - 2020-04-03T22:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGAFacilities and servicesOtherAerodromePlain language

COVID-19: AERODROME CLOSED TO ALL TFC EXC FOR: HEL EMERG MEDICAL SER (HEMS), HOSP, AMBULANCE FLT, EMERG FLIGHT, STATE AND MIL ACFT FLT, BUSTER AIR TFC, NAV AIDS FLTCK OPERATED BY ENAV, CARGO AND FERRY FLT AND PUBLIC SERVICE OBLIGATION FLT ALLOWED 0500-2300 (0400-2200) WITH 2HR PN 2300-0500 (2200-0400) WITH 4HR PN AT PHONE NUMBER +39 334 1287556 (AD OPERATION MANAGER). FIREFIGHTING CAT 5 GUARANTEED, CAT 7 WITH 2 HR PN. IN COMPLIANCE WITH MINISTRY OF INFRASTRUCTURE AND TRANSPORTATION DECREES 112/2020 AND ITALIAN CAA (ENAC) PROVISIONS. REF AIP AD 2 LICR 1-1 CREATED: 25 Mar 2020 18:25:00 SOURCE: LIIAYNYX

B1435/20 - LIPQ (Italy): Aerodrome Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-25T09:34:00.000Z - 2020-04-03T21:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGAFacilities and servicesOtherAerodromePlain language

COVID-19: AERODROME CLOSED TO ALL TFC EXC FOR: STATE, SANITARY, FERRY, NAV AIDS FLTCK OPERATED BY ENAV WITH 2HR PN BTN 0500-2000 (0400-1900) AT PHONE NUMBER +39 3382718550 (OPERATION MANAGER) KKTRSA(AT)TRIESTE AIRPORT.IT REF AIP AD 2 LIPQ 1-1 CREATED: 25 Mar 2020 09:34:00 SOURCE: LIIAYNYX

C0396/20 - LIDH (Italy): Aerodrome Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-25T16:22:00.000Z - 2020-04-19T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGAFacilities and servicesOtherAerodromePlain language


C0337/20 - LIRR (Italy): Aircraft entry requirements Plain language
TESTO ITALIANO: COVID-19: AD ECCEZIONE DELLE REGIONI SICILIA E SARDEGNA, IN TUTTI GLI AEROPORTI APERTI ALL’ATTIVITA’ DI AVIAZIONE GENERALE, SU TUTTE LE AVIOSUPERFICI/ELISUPERFICI/IDROSUPERFICI ANCHE OCCASIONALI E’ CONSENTITA ATTIVITA’ DI LAVORO AEREO. SUGLI AEROPORTI LISTATI NEL COMMA 1 DELL’ARTICOLO 2 DEL DECRETO NR. 112 EMESSO IN DATA 12 MARZO 2020 DAL MINISTRO DELLE INFRASTRUTTURE E DEI TRASPORTI (LIPY, LIBD, LIPE, LIMJ, LICA, LIMC, LIRN, LIBP, LIRP, LIMF, LIPZ, LIR

B1471/20 - LIPB (Italy): Aerodrome Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-25T16:57:00.000Z - 2020-04-19T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGAFacilities and servicesOtherAerodromePlain language

COVID-19: AD CLOSED TO ALL CIVIL TFC EXC FOR STATE FLT, STATE ACFT, EMERG AND MEDICAL, SEARCH AND RESCUE. GENERAL AVIATION FLT AND AERAL WORK ACTIVITY IS AUTHORIZED AS REGULATED BY REVEVANT NOTAM IN FORCE REF AIP AD 2 LIPB 1-1 CREATED: 25 Mar 2020 16:57:00 SOURCE: LIIAYNYX

A1725/20 - LIBB (Italy): Aircraft entry requirements Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-20T14:33:00.000Z - 2020-04-19T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (OEXX): Other InformationOther InformationOtherAircraft entry requirementsPlain language

COVID-19: WITH EXCEPTION FOR SICILY AND SARDINIA REGIONS, IN ALL ITALIAN AIRPORT OPENED TO GENERAL AVIATION ACTIVITY, AIRFIELDS/HELISURFACES/HYDROSURFACES ALSO OCCASIONAL AERIAL WORK ACTIVITY IS PERMITTED. IN THOSE AIRPORTS LISTED AT ARTICLE 2, PARAGRAPH 1 OF DECREE NR 112 ISSUED ON 12 MARCH 2020 BY MINISTER OF INFRASTRUCTURES AND TRANSPORTS (LIPY, LIBD, LIPE, LIMJ, LICA, LIMC, LIRN, LIBP, LIRP, LIMF, LIPZ, LIR

B1387/20 - LIMW (Italy): Aerodrome Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-22T12:58:00.000Z - 2020-04-19T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGAFacilities and servicesOtherAerodromePlain language

COVID-19 AERODROME CLOSED TO ALL TFC IN ACCORDANCE WITH MINISTERIAL DEGREE 112/2020 AND PROVISION ENAC (ITALIAN CIVIL AVIATION AUTHORITY) NR 30225 DATED 13/03/2020 EXCEPT: - HEL EMERG MEDICAL SER (HEMS) - STATE AND MIL ACFT - GENERAL AVIATION INCLUDING AERIAL WORK RMK: GENERAL AVIATION AND AERAL WORK FLT AUTH ONLY IF THE PILOT GIVES TO THE PUBLIC SECURITY AUTHORITY HAVING JURISDICTION IN THE TERRITORY WHERE THE AERODROME/AIRFIELD/HELISURFACE/HYDROSURFACE OF DESTINATION IS LOCATED, AT LEAST 2HR IN ADVANCE, COMMUNICATIONS ACCORDING TO ARTICLE 9 OF
MINISTERIAL DECREE ISSUED ON 1ST FEB 2006 TOGETHER WITH THE SELF-DECLARATION OF PROVEN WORK, NECESSITY, HEALTH OR RETURNING HOME REASONS, AS REGULATED IN RELEVANT DECREE ISSUED BY MINISTER OF INTERIOR REF AIP AD 2 LIMW 1-1 CREATED: 22 Mar 2020 12:58:00 SOURCE: LIIAYNYX

A1710/20 - LIMM (Italy): Not listed Changed

- Period: 2020-03-19T21:29:00.000Z - 2020-04-30T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (XXCH): Other InformationOther InformationChangesNot listedChanged

ITALY MFU (METEOROLOGICAL FORECAST UNIT) OPERATIONS COULD NOT BE TIMELY ASSURED DUE TO HEALTH AND SAFETY COVID-19 MEASURES IMPLEMENTATION. MET SERVICE PROVIDED AS FOLLOWS: - TAF/TAF AMD, WIND SHEAR AND AERODROME WARNING MSG PROVIDED ON A REGULAR BASIS ONLY DURING AD OPERATIONAL HOURS - TAF/TAF AMD, WIND SHEAR AND AERODROME WARNING MSG NOT PROVIDED ON A REGULAR BASIS FOR AD WITH METAR/SPECI NOT AVBL. IN COMPLIANCE WITH MINISTRY OF INFRASTRUCTURE AND TRANSPORTATION DECREE 112/2020 AND RELATED ITALIAN CIVIL AVIATION AUTHORITY (ENAC) PROVISIONS REF AIP GEN 3.5-1 CREATED: 19 Mar 2020 21:29:00 SOURCE: LIIAYNYX

C0332/20 - LILA (Italy): Aerodrome Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-20T11:05:00.000Z - 2020-06-14T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGAFacilities and servicesOtherAerodromePlain language


A0574/20 - LIMM (Italy): Aircraft entry requirements Plain language

- Period: 2020-01-30T13:21:00.000Z - 2020-04-28T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (OEXX): Other InformationOther InformationOtherAircraft entry requirementsPlain language

WITH REFERENCE TO THE ACTIVATION OF THE MEDICAL PROCEDURE AND TO IMPROVE APPROPRIATE INFECTION PREVENTION AND CONTROL MEASURES IN CASE OF PRESENCE OF ONE OR MORE PASSENGERS SUSPECTED TO BE AFFECTED BY SYNDROME ASSOCIATED WITH A NOVEL CORONAVIRUS, SUCH AS, COUGH, BREATHING DIFFICULTIES, FEVER, COLD, THE PILOT IN COMMAND OF THE FLIGHT, BEFORE TAKE FURTHER ACTION SHOULD VERIFY IF THE SICK PASSENGER HAS SOJOURNED IN CHINA IN THE LAST 14 DAYS PRIOR THE DATE OF THE FLIGHT. ACCORDING TO THE INFORMATION RECEIVED BY THE PASSENGER THE FLIGHT CAN BE CARRIED OUT AS FOLLOW: A. IF NO SOJOURN HAS BEEN REPORTED IN CHINA FLIGHT CAN PROCEED ACCORDING TO ITS FLIGHT PLAN UNLESS DIFFERENT MEDICAL CARE FORCE THE PILOT TO DIVERT TO THE FIRST AVAILABLE AIRPORT. B. IF THE SICK PASSENGER REPORTS

TESTO ITALIANO: COVID-19 RESTRIZIONI DI VOLO PER IL CONTENIMENTO DELL'EMERGENZA COVID-19 IN CONSIDERAZIONE DEI DECRETI MINISTERIALI EMESSI, POSsono ESSERE CONDOTTE OPERAZIONI CON AEROMOBILI A PILOTAGGIO REMOTO (APR) DI MASSA INFERIORE A 25 KG, IN CONTINUO CONTATTO VISIVO CON IL MEZZO AEREO (VLOS), DA TUTTI GLI AEROMOBILI DI STATO DI CUI ALL'ART. 744 DEL CODICE DELLA NAVIGAZIONE E DELLE POLIZIE LOCALI DEI COMUNI ITALIANI ANCHE SU AREE URBANE.TALI APR, QUANDO IMPIEGATI NELL'AMBITO DELLE CONDIZIONI EMERGENZIALI DOVUTE ALL'EPIDEMIA COVID-19, POSSONO ESSERE OPERATI ANCHE NELLE VICinanze DEGLI AEROPORTI CIVILI (AREE ROSE DELLA CIRCOLARE ENAC ATM 09), AD UNA QUOTA MASSIMA DI 15 METRI, IN DEROGA AL REGOLAMENTO ENAC 'MEZZI AEREI A PILOTAGGIO REMOTO' (ART 27) E ALLA SUDDETTA CIRCOLARE (PARA 7). END PART 1 OF 3 CREATED: 23 Mar 2020 19:21:00 SOURCE: LIIAYNYX

C0337/20 - LIMM (Italy): Aircraft entry requirements Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-20T14:54:00.000Z - 2020-04-19T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (OEXX): Other InformationOther InformationOtherAircraft entry requirementsPlain language

TESTO ITALIANO: COVID-19: AD ECCEZIONE DELLE REGIONI SICILIA E SARDEGNA, IN TUTTI GLI AEROPORTI APERTI ALL'ATTIVITA' DI AVIAZIONE GENERALE, SU TUTTE LE AVIOSUPERFICI/ELISUPERFICI/IDROSUPERFICI ANCHE OCCASIONALI E' CONSENTITA ATTIVITA' DI LAVORO AEREO. SUGLI AEROPORTI LISTATI NEL COMMA 1 DELL'ARTICOLO 2 DEL DECRETO NR. 112 EMESSO IN DATA 12 MARZO 2020 DAL MINISTRO DELLE INFRASTRUTTURE E DEI TRASPORTI (LIPY, LIBD, LIPE, LIMJ, LICA, LIMC, LIRN, LIBP, LIRP, LIMF, LIPZ, LIR

C0349/20 - LIDE (Italy): Aerodrome Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-21T10:46:00.000Z - 2020-04-19T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGAFacilities and servicesOtherAerodromePlain language


B1473/20 - LICC (Italy): Aerodrome Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-25T17:03:00.000Z - 2020-04-03T22:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGAFacilities and servicesOtherAerodromePlain language

COVID-19: FLIGHT RESTRICTIONS AD CLOSED TO ALL PASSENGERS FLIGHTS EXCEPT FOR AUTHORIZED AIRLINE CARRIER ACCORDING TO DECREE 118/2020 AND 127/2020 ISSUED BY MINISTER OF INFRASTRUCTURES AND TRANSPORT. REF AIP AD2 LICC 1-1 CREATED: 25 Mar 2020 17:03:00 SOURCE: LIIAYNYX

C0398/20 - LIDV (Italy): Aerodrome Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-25T20:23:00.000Z - 2020-04-03T23:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGAFacilities and servicesOtherAerodromePlain language

C0369/20 - LIRR (Italy): Airspace reservation Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-23T19:20:00.000Z - 2020-04-19T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (RAXX): Navigation WarningsAirspace restrictionsOtherAirspace reservationPlain language

TESTO ITALIANO: COVID-19 RESTRIZIONI DI VOLO PER IL CONTENIMENTO DELL'EMERGENZA COVID-19 IN CONSIDERAZIONE DEI DECRETI MINISTERIALI EMESSI, POSSONO ESSERE CONDOTTE OPERAZIONI CON AEROMOBILI A PILOTAGGIO REMOTO (APR) DI MASSA INFERIORE A 25 KG, IN CONTINUO CONTATTO VISIVO CON IL MEZZO AEREO (VLOS), DA TUTTI GLI AEROMOBILI DI STATO DI CUI ALL'ART. 744 DEL CODICE DELLA NAVIGAZIONE E DELLE POLIZIE LOCALI DEI COMUNI ITALIANI ANCHE SU AREE URBANE.TALI APR, QUANDO IMPIEGATI NELL'AMBITO DELLE CONDIZIONI EMERGENZIALI DOVUTE ALL'EPIDEMIA COVID-19, POSSONO ESSERE OPERATI ANCHE NELLE VICINANZE DEGLI AEROPORTI CIVILI (AREE ROSSE DELLA CIRCOLARE ENAC ATM 09), AD UNA QUOTA MASSIMA DI 15 METRI, IN DEROGA AL REGOLAMENTO ENAC 'MEZZI AEREI A PILOTAGGIO REMOTO' (ART 27) E ALLA SUDDETTA CIRCOLARE (PARA 7). END PART 1 OF 3 CREATED: 23 Mar 2020 19:21:00 SOURCE: LIIAYNYX

C0367/20 - LIQB (Italy): Aerodrome Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-23T17:39:00.000Z - 2020-04-19T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGAFacilities and servicesOtherAerodromePlain language


A1722/20 - LIBB (Italy): Aircraft entry requirements Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-20T11:39:00.000Z - 2020-04-19T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (OEXX): Other InformationOther InformationOtherAircraft entry requirementsPlain language

97
COVID-19: PASSENGER RESTRICTIONS. ALL PASSENGERS ARE PROHIBITED TO ENTER SCHENGEN AREA FOR THE NEXT 30 DAYS. EXEMPTED FROM THE TRAVEL RESTRICTION ARE: 1) FOR THE REASON ONLY TO RETURN TO THEIR HOME: -CITIZENS OF THE SCHENGEN ASSOCIATED STATES, -THIRD-COUNTRY NATIONALS WHO ARE LONG TERM RESIDENTS UNDER THE LONG TERM RESIDENCE DIRECTIVE AND PERSONS DERIVING THEIR RIGHT TO RESIDE FROM OTHER EU DIRECTIVES OR NATIONAL LAW OR WHO HOLD NATIONAL LONG TERM VISAS. 2) OTHER TRAVELLERS WITH AN ESSENTIAL FUNCTION OR NEED, INCLUDING: -HEALTHCARE PROFESSIONALS, HEALTH RESEARCHERS AND ELDERLY CARE PROFESSIONALS, -FRONTIER WORKERS, -TRANSPORT PERSONNEL INCLUDING FLIGHT CREW ENGAGED IN HAULAGE OF GOODS AND OTHER TRANSPORT STAFF TO THE EXTENT NECESSARY, -DIPLOMATS, STAFF OF INTERNATIONAL ORGANISATIONS, MILITARY PERSONNEL AND HUMANITARIAN AID WORKERS IN THE EXERCISE OF THEIR FUNCTIONS, END PART 1 OF 2 CREATED: 20 Mar 2020 11:59:00 SOURCE: LIIAYNYX

C0353/20 - LILI (Italy): Aerodrome Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-22T12:59:00.000Z - 2020-04-19T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGAFacilities and servicesOtherAerodromePlain language

TESTO ITALIANO: COVID-19 AEROPORTO CHIUSO A TUTTO IL TRAFFICO IN OTTEMPERANZA AL DECRETO MINISTERIALE 112/2020 E PROVVEDIMENTO ENAC (ENTE NAZIONALE AVIAZIONE CIVILE) 30225 DEL 13/3/2020 AD ECCEZIONE DI SERVIZIO MEDICO D'EMERGENZA CON ELICOTTERI (HEMS), AEROMOBILI DI STATO, MILITARI, AVIAZIONE GENERALE INCLUSO LAVORO AEREO. RMK: ATTIVITA' AVIAZIONE GENERALE E LAVORO AEREO AUTORIZZATA SOLO SE, CON ALMENO 2 ORE DI PREAVVISO, IL PILOTA DA COMUNICAZIONE DI QUANTO STABILITO NELL'ARTICOLO 9 DEL DECRETO MINISTERIALE DEL 1 FEBBRAIO 2006 ALL'AUTORITA' DI PUBBLICA SICUREZZA COMPETENTE PER IL TERRITORIO IN CUI E' UBICATO L'AEROPORTO/ AVIOSUPERFICIE/ ELISUPERFICIE/IDROSUPERFICIE DI DESTINAZIONE UNITAMENTE ALL'AUTODICHIAVARAZIONE DI UNA COMPROVABILE MOTIVAZIONE DI LAVORO, NECESSITA', SALUTE O DI RITORNO ALLA PROPRIA ABITAZIONE, COME PREVISTO NELLO SPECIFICO DECRETO EMesso DAL MINISTRO DELL'INTERNO, RICHIESTO INOLTRE AVVISO DI 3 ORE AI CONTATTI MAINTENANCE(AT)AEROCLUBVERCELLI IT E +39337242560 END PART 1 OF 2 CREATED: 22 Mar 2020 13:02:00 SOURCE: LIIAYNYX

C0364/20 - LIQS (Italy): Aerodrome Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-23T17:35:00.000Z - 2020-04-19T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGAFacilities and servicesOtherAerodromePlain language

COVID-19 RESTRIZIONI AI VOLI AEROPORTO CHIUSO A TUTTO IL TRAFFICO AD ECCEZIONE DI: SERVIZIO MEDICO D'EMERGENZA CON ELICOTTERI (HEMS), AEROMOBILI DI STATO E MILITARI E LAVORO AEREO. RMK: VOLI DI LAVORO AEREO SONO AUTORIZZATI SOLO SE, CON ALMENO DUE ORE DI PREAVVISO, IL PILOTA DA COMUNICAZIONE DI QUANTO STABILITO NELL'ARTICOLO 9 DEL DECRETO MINISTERIALE DEL 1 FEBBRAIO 2006, ALL'AUTORITA' DI PUBBLICA SICUREZZA COMPETENTE PER L'AEROPORTO DI SIENA/AMPUGNANO (LIQS) UNITAMENTE ALL'AUTODICHIAVARAZIONE DI UNA COMPROVABILE MOTIVAZIONE DI LAVORO,
NECESSITÀ', SALUTE O DI RITORNO ALLA PROPRIA ABITAZIONE, COME PREVISTO NELLO SPECIFICO DECRETO EMESSO DAL MINISTRO DELL'INTERNO. ENGLISH TEXT: COVID-19 FLIGHT RESTRICTIONS AD CLOSED TO ALL TRAFFIC EXCEPT FOR: HEL EMERG MEDICAL SER (HEMS), STATE AND MILITARY AIRCRAFT AND AERIAL WORK FLT. CREATED: 23 Mar 2020 17:39:00 SOURCE: LIIAYNYX

**B1478/20 - LIBC (Italy): Aerodrome Plain language**

- Period: 2020-03-25T18:22:00.000Z - 2020-04-03T22:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGAFacilities and servicesOtherAerodromePlain language

COVID-19: AERODROME CLSD TO ALL TFC EXC FOR: HEL EMERG MEDICAL SER (HEMS), HOSP, AMBULANCE FLIGHT, EMERG FLIGHT, STATE AND MIL ACFT/FLT, BUSTER AIR TFC, NAV AIDS FLT CK OPERATED BY ENAV, CARGO, FERRY FLT AND PUBLIC SERVICE OBLIGATION FLT ALLOWED WITH 2HR PN AT PHONE NUMBER: +393341287556 (AD OPERATION MANAGER), FIREFIGHTING ICAO CAT 5 GUARANTEED, CAT 6 WITH 2HR PN IN COMPLIANCE WITH MINISTRY OF INFRASTRUCTURE AND TRANSPORTATION DECREE NR 112/2020 AND ITALIAN CAA (ENAC) PROVISIONS REF AIP AD2 LIBC 1-1 CREATED: 25 Mar 2020 18:22:00 SOURCE: LIIAYNYX

**C0400/20 - LIPM (Italy): Aerodrome Plain language**

- Period: 2020-03-25T20:25:00.000Z - 2020-04-03T23:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGAFacilities and servicesOtherAerodromePlain language


**A1784/20 - LIME (Italy): Aerodrome Plain language**

- Period: 2020-03-25T12:19:00.000Z - 2020-04-03T21:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGAFacilities and servicesOtherAerodromePlain language

COVID-19 FLIGHT RESTRICTIONS ALL FLT NOT ALLOWED EXCEPT FOR CARGO, STATE, MILITARY, MEDICAL, EMERGENCY, MAINTENANCE, POSITIONING AND FERRY FLT IN COMPLIANCE WITH MINISTRY OF INFRASTRUCTURE AND TRANSPORTATION DECREE 112/2020 AND TO ITALIAN CAA (ENAC) PROVISIONS. REF AIP AD 2 LIME 1-1 CREATED: 25 Mar 2020 12:19:00 SOURCE: LIIAYNYX

**A1710/20 - LIBB (Italy): Not listed Changed**

- Period: 2020-03-19T21:29:00.000Z - 2020-04-30T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (XXCH): Other InformationOther InformationChangesNot listedChanged

ITALY MFU (METEOROLOGICAL FORECAST UNIT) OPERATIONS COULD NOT BE TIMELY ASSURED DUE TO HEALTH AND SAFETY COVID-19 MEASURES IMPLEMENTATION. MET SERVICE PROVIDED AS FOLLOWS: - TAF/TAF AMD, WIND SHEAR AND AERODROME
WARNING MSG PROVIDED ON A REGULAR BASIS ONLY DURING AD OPERATIONAL HOURS - TAF/TAF AMD, WIND SHEAR AND AERODROME WARNING MSG NOT PROVIDED ON A REGULAR BASIS FOR AD WITH METAR/SPECI NOT AVBL. IN COMPLIANCE WITH MINISTRY OF INFRASTRUCTURE AND TRANSPORTATION DECREE 112/2020 AND RELATED ITALIAN CIVIL AVIATION AUTHORITY (ENAC) PROVISIONS REF AIP GEN 3.5-1 CREATED: 19 Mar 2020 21:29:00 SOURCE: LIIAYNYX

B1490/20 - LIEO (Italy): Aerodrome Plain language
- Period: 2020-03-25T23:00:00.000Z - 2020-03-29T04:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGAFacilities and servicesOtherAerodromePlain language

COVID-19. AERODROME CLOSED TO ALL TRAFFIC EXC FOR: A) HEMS (HEL EMERG MEDICAL SER) OPERATED BY 'AIRGREEN'. B) STATE, MIL, HUMANITARIAN, HOSP, NAVAIDS FLTCK OPERATED BY 'ENAV', CARGO AND FERRY, FIRE FIGHTING FLT ALLOWED WITH PPR ON ARRIVAL. PRIOR PERMISSION HAS TO BE REQUESTED TO AERODROME OPERATOR 2HR IN ADVANCE BY E-MAIL CONTROLLO.PIAZZALE(AT)GEASAR.IT OR PHONE NUMBER: +39 3456060364 (AD OPERATION MANAGER). IN COMPLIANCE WITH MINISTRY OF INFRASTRUCTURE AND TRANSPORTATION DECREES 112/2020 AND 117/2020 AND ITALIAN CIVIL AVIATION AUTHORITY (ENAC) PROVISIONS REF AIP AD 2 LIEO 1-1 CREATED: 25 Mar 2020 21:18:00 SOURCE: LIIAYNYX

A0574/20 - LIBB (Italy): Aircraft entry requirements Plain language
- Period: 2020-01-30T13:21:00.000Z - 2020-04-28T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (OEXX): Other InformationOther InformationOtherAircraft entry requirementsPlain language

WITH REFERENCE TO THE ACTIVATION OF THE MEDICAL PROCEDURE AND TO IMPROVE APPROPRIATE INFECTION PREVENTION AND CONTROL MEASURES IN CASE OF PRESENCE OF ONE OR MORE PASSENGERS SUSPECTED TO BE AFFECTED BY SYNDROME ASSOCIATED WITH A NOVEL CORONAVIRUS, SUCH AS, COUGH, BREATHING DIFFICULTIES, FEVER, COLD, THE PILOT IN COMMAND OF THE FLIGHT, BEFORE TAKE FURTHER ACTION SHOULD VERIFY IF THE SICK PASSENGER HAS SOJOURNED IN CHINA IN THE LAST 14 DAYS PRIOR THE DATE OF THE FLIGHT. ACCORDING TO THE INFORMATION RECEIVED BY THE PASSENGER THE FLIGHT CAN BE CARRIED OUT AS FOLLOW: A. IF NO SOJOURN HAS BEEN REPORTED IN CHINA FLIGHT CAN PROCEED ACCORDING TO ITS FLIGHT PLAN UNLESS DIFFERENT MEDICAL CARE FORCE THE PILOT TO DIVERT TO THE FIRST AVAILABLE AIRPORT. B. IF THE SICK PASSENGER REPORTS SOJOURNED IN CHINA THEN USE OF A PART 1 OF 4 CREATED: 30 Jan 2020 13:23:00 SOURCE: LIIAYNYX

C0350/20 - LIMB (Italy): Aerodrome Plain language
- Period: 2020-03-21T15:56:00.000Z - 2020-04-19T18:45:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGAFacilities and servicesOtherAerodromePlain language

A0574/20 - LIRR (Italy): Aircraft entry requirements Plain language

- Period: 2020-01-30T13:21:00.000Z - 2020-04-28T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (OEXX): Other InformationOther InformationOther Aircraft entry requirementsPlain language

WITH REFERENCE TO THE ACTIVATION OF THE MEDICAL PROCEDURE AND TO IMPROVE APPROPRIATE INFECTION PREVENTION AND CONTROL MEASURES IN CASE OF PRESENCE OF ONE OR MORE PASSENGERS SUSPECTED TO BE AFFECTED BY SYNDROME ASSOCIATED WITH A NOVEL CORONAVIRUS, SUCH AS, COUGH, BREATHING DIFFICULTIES, FEVER, COLD, THE PILOT IN COMMAND OF THE FLIGHT, BEFORE TAKE FURTHER ACTION SHOULD VERIFY IF THE SICK PASSENGER HAS SOJOURNED IN CHINA IN THE LAST 14 DAYS PRIOR THE DATE OF THE FLIGHT. ACCORDING TO THE INFORMATION RECEIVED BY THE PASSENGER THE FLIGHT CAN BE CARRIED OUT AS FOLLOW: A. IF NO SOJOURN HAS BEEN REPORTED IN CHINA FLIGHT CAN PROCEED ACCORDING TO ITS FLIGHT PLAN UNLESS DIFFERENT MEDICAL CARE FORCE THE PILOT TO DIVERT TO THE FIRST AVAILABLE AIRPORT. B. IF THE SICK PASSENGER REPORTS SOJOURNED IN CHINA THEN USE OF A PART 1 OF 4 CREATED: 30 Jan 2020 13:23:00 SOURCE: LIIAYNYX

B1447/20 - LIPX (Italy): Aerodrome Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-25T12:20:00.000Z - 2020-04-03T21:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGA Facilities and services Other Aerodrome Plain language

COVID-19 AD CLOSED TO ALL TRAFFIC EXCEPT FOR CARGO, MAIL, STATE, MILITARY, EMERGENCY, FERRY, MAINTENANCE, NAVAIDS FLTCK OPERATED BY ENAV IN COMPLIANCE WITH MINISTRY OF INFRASTRUCTURE AND TRANSPORTATION DECREE 112/2020 AND TO ITALIAN CAA (ENAC) PROVISIONS. REF AIP AD 2 LIPX 1-1 CREATED: 25 Mar 2020 12:20:00 SOURCE: LIIAYNYX

A1710/20 - LIRR (Italy): Not listed Changed

- Period: 2020-03-19T21:29:00.000Z - 2020-04-30T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (XXCH): Other Information Other Information Changes Not listed Changed
ITALY MFU (METEOROLOGICAL FORECAST UNIT) OPERATIONS COULD NOT BE TIMELY ASSURED DUE TO HEALTH AND SAFETY COVID-19 MEASURES IMPLEMENTATION. MET SERVICE PROVIDED AS FOLLOWS: - TAF/TAF AMD, WIND SHEAR AND AERODROME WARNING MSG PROVIDED ON A REGULAR BASIS ONLY DURING AD OPERATIONAL HOURS - TAF/TAF AMD, WIND SHEAR AND AERODROME WARNING MSG NOT PROVIDED ON A REGULAR BASIS FOR AD WITH METAR/SPECI NOT AVBL. IN COMPLIANCE WITH MINISTRY OF INFRASTRUCTURE AND TRANSPORTATION DECREE 112/2020 AND RELATED ITALIAN CIVIL AVIATION AUTHORITY (ENAC) PROVISIONS REF AIP GEN 3.5-1 CREATED: 19 Mar 2020 21:29:00 SOURCE: LIIAYNYX

A1795/20 - LIBR (Italy): Aerodrome Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-25T23:37:00.000Z - 2020-04-03T21:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGAFacilities and servicesOtherAerodromePlain language

COVID-19 AERODROME CLOSED TO ALL TRAFFIC EXC FOR: -BABCOCK COMPANY ACTIVITY -STATE, MIL, HUMANITARIAN, HOSPITAL, NAV AIDS FLTCK OPERATED BY ENAV, CARGO AND FERRY FLIGHT ALLOWED PN TO AERODROME OPERATOR BY E-MAIL ADDRESS: SAFETYBRINDISI(AT)AEROPORTIDIPUGLIA.IT OR BY TELEPHONE NUMBER: +393462169496 IN ACCORDANCE WITH MINISTRY DECREE 127 OF 24 MARCH 2020 AND WITH ITALIAN CIVIL AVIATION AUTHORITY (ENAC) PROVISIONS REF AIP AD 2 LIBR 1-1 CREATED: 25 Mar 2020 23:38:00 SOURCE: LIIAYNYX

A1722/20 - LIRR (Italy): Aircraft entry requirements Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-20T11:39:00.000Z - 2020-04-19T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (OEXX): Other InformationOther InformationOtherAircraft entry requirementsPlain language

COVID-19: PASSENGER RESTRICTIONS. ALL PASSENGERS ARE PROHIBITED TO ENTER SCHENGEN AREA FOR THE NEXT 30 DAYS. EXEMPTED FROM THE TRAVEL RESTRICTION ARE: 1) FOR THE REASON ONLY TO RETURN TO THEIR HOME: -CITIZENS OF THE SCHENGEN ASSOCIATED STATES, -THIRD-COUNTRY NATIONALS WHO ARE LONG TERM RESIDENTS UNDER THE LONG TERM RESIDENCE DIRECTIVE AND PERSONS DERIVING THEIR RIGHT TO RESIDE FROM OTHER EU DIRECTIVES OR NATIONAL LAW OR WHO HOLD NATIONAL LONG TERM VISAS. 2) OTHER TRAVELLERS WITH AN ESSENTIAL FUNCTION OR NEED, INCLUDING: -HEALTHCARE PROFESSIONALS, HEALTH RESEARCHERS AND ELDERLY CARE PROFESSIONALS, -FRONTIER WORKERS, -TRANSPORT PERSONNEL INCLUDING FLIGHT CREW ENGAGED IN HAULAGE OF GOODS AND OTHER TRANSPORT STAFF TO THE EXTENT NECESSARY, -DIPLOMATS, STAFF OF INTERNATIONAL ORGANISATIONS, MILITARY PERSONNEL AND HUMANITARIAN AID WORKERS IN THE EXERCISE OF THEIR FUNCTIONS, END PART 1 OF 2 CREATED: 20 Mar 2020 11:59:00 SOURCE: LIIAYNYX

B1442/20 - LIMP (Italy): Aerodrome Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-25T11:29:00.000Z - 2020-04-03T21:30:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGAFacilities and servicesOtherAerodromePlain language
COVID-19 AERODROME CLOSED TO ALL TRAFFIC. TFC NOT AFFECTED: MILITARY, STATE FLIGHT, FERRY FLIGHT, NAV AIDS FLTCK OPERATED BY ENAV, EMERGENCY AND MEDICAL FLIGHT 1HR PN IN COMPLIANCE WITH MINISTRY OF INFRASTRUCTURE AND TRANSPORTATION DECREE 112/2020 AND TO ITALIAN CAA (ENAC) PROVISIONS REF AIP AD 2 LIMP 1-1 CREATED: 25 Mar 2020 11:29:00 SOURCE: LIIAYNYX

B1449/20 - LICD (Italy): Aerodrome Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-25T13:30:00.000Z - 2020-04-30T19:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGAFacilities and servicesOtherAerodromePlain language


C0391/20 - LIPU (Italy): Aerodrome Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-25T16:09:00.000Z - 2020-04-19T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGAFacilities and servicesOtherAerodromePlain language


B1438/20 - LICT (Italy): Aerodrome Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-25T10:12:00.000Z - 2020-03-28T22:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGAFacilities and servicesOtherAerodromePlain language

COVID-19. AD CLOSED TO CIVIL TFC. TFC NOT AFFECTED: STATE, EMERGENCY, HEL EMERG MEDICAL SER (HEMS), BUSTER AIR TRAFFIC (BAT), SECURITY AIR TRAFFIC, NAVAIDS FLTCK OPERATED BY ENAV, PUBLIC SERVICE OBLIGATION (PSO) FLT WITH 1HR PN TO AD OPERATOR BY EMAIL AT OPERATIVO(AT)AIRGEST.IT AND BY PHONE NUMBERS +393492685476 (OPS MANAGER), +393290588636 (OPERATIONAL SERVICES MANAGER) RMK: FOLLOWING AD SER NOT PROVIDED: HANDLING, FUELLING, CUSTOMS AND IMMIGRATION, HEALTH AND SANITATION. REF AIP AD 2 LICT 1-1 CREATED: 25 Mar 2020 10:12:00 SOURCE: LIIAYNYX

B1441/20 - LIPH (Italy): Aerodrome Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-25T10:43:00.000Z - 2020-03-28T22:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGAFacilities and servicesOtherAerodromePlain language
COVID-19 AD CLOSED TO ALL TFC EXC FOR RESCUE FLT, STATE ACFT/FLT, HEL EMERG MEDICAL SER (HEMS) HOSP/AMBULANCE, EMERG MEDICAL SER (EMS) NAV AIDS FLTCK OPERATED BY ENAV AND FERRY FLT WITH 2HR PN TO BE SUBMITTED BTN 0600-1700 BY PHONE AT +39 0422315123 (AD COORDINATOR) IN COMPLIANCE WITH MINISTRY OF INFRASTRUCTURE AND TRANSPORTATION DECREE 112/2020 AND TO ITALIAN CAA (ENAC) PROVISIONS REF AIP AD 2 LIPH 1-1 CREATED: 25 Mar 2020 10:43:00 SOURCE: LIIAYNYX

A1725/20 - LIRR (Italy): Aircraft entry requirements Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-20T14:33:00.000Z - 2020-04-19T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (OEXX): Other Information

COVID-19: WITH EXCEPTION FOR SICILY AND SARDINIA REGIONS, IN ALL ITALIAN AIRPORT OPENED TO GENERAL AVIATION ACTIVITY, AIRFIELDS/HELISURFACES/HYDROSURFACES ALSO OCCASIONAL AERIAL WORK ACTIVITY IS PERMITTED. IN THOSE AIRPORTS LISTED AT ARTICLE 2, PARAGRAPH 1 OF DECREE NR 112 ISSUED ON 12 MARCH 2020 BY MINISTER OF INFRASTRUCTURES AND TRANSPORTS (LIPI, LIBD, LIPE, LIMJ, LICA, LIMC, LIRN, LIBP, LIRP, LIMF, LIPZ, LIR

B1500/20 - LICD (Italy): Aerodrome Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-26T19:00:00.000Z - 2020-04-04T20:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGAFacilities and services


A1756/20 - LIRR (Italy): Airspace reservation Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-23T19:18:00.000Z - 2020-04-19T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (RAXX): Navigation Warnings

COVID-19 FLIGHT RESTRICTION FOR THE CONTAINMENT OF THE COVID-19 EMERGENCY, WITH REFERENCES TO ITALIAN DECREES, OPERATIONS CAN BE CONDUCTED WITH REMOTELY PILOTED AIRCRAFT SYSTEM (RPAS) WITH TAKE-OFF MASS OF LESS THAN 25 KG, IN IN VISUAL LINE OF SIGHT (VLOS), BY ALL THE STATE ACFT ACCORDING TO ART. 744 OF THE AIR NAVIGATION CODE AND LOCAL POLICE OF THE ITALIAN MUNICIPALITIES. THESE RPAS, WHEN USED IN THE EMERGENCY CONDITIONS DUE TO THE COVID-19, CAN BE OPERATED ALSO IN THE AREAS NEAR ALL CIVIL AIRPORTS (RED AREAS AS FOR ENAC ATM 09 CIRCULAR), AT A MAXIMUM HEIGHT OF 15 METERS, IN DEROGATION TO ENAC REGULATION 'MEZZI AEREI A PILOTAGGIO REMOTO' (ART. 27) AND THE ABOVE CIRCULAR (PARA 7). IN THAT CASE, THE OPERATOR MUST PREVIOUSLY COMMUNICATE WITH THE ATS UNIT OF THE AIRPORT ADJACENT TO
THE AREA OF OPERATIONS IN ORDER TO END PART 1 OF 2 CREATED: 23 Mar 2020 19:20:00 SOURCE: LIIAYNYX

B1476/20 - LIRS (Italy): Aerodrome Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-25T18:13:00.000Z - 2020-04-03T21:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGAFacilities and servicesOtherAerodromePlain language

COVID-19: AERODROME CLOSED TO CIVIL TRAFFIC EXCEPT FOR STATE, MEDICAL, EMERGENCY AND FERRY FLT IN COMPLIANCE WITH ITALIAN TRANSPORT MINISTERIAL DECREE 112/2020 AND 127/2020 AND WITH ITALIAN CIVIL AVIATION AUTHORITY (ENAC) PROVISIONS REF AIP AD2 LIRS 1-1 CREATED: 25 Mar 2020 18:13:00 SOURCE: LIIAYNYX

A1769/20 - LIMC (Italy): Aerodrome Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-24T20:19:00.000Z - 2020-04-03T22:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGAFacilities and servicesOtherAerodromePlain language

COVID-19 PASSENGER RESTRICTIONS IN COMPLIANCE WITH MINISTRY OF INFRASTRUCTURE AND TRANSPORTATION DECREE 112/2020 AND TO ITALIAN CAA (ENAC) PROVISIONS ALL COMMERCIAL PASSENGER FLT WILL BE OPERATED FROM AIR TERMINAL 2, AIR PASSENGER TERMINAL 1 WILL BE CLOSED FOR HANDLING OPERATIONS AND CREW TRANSIT REF AIP AD 2 LIMC 1-1 CREATED: 24 Mar 2020 20:19:00 SOURCE: LIIAYNYX

C0376/20 - LIRL (Italy): Aerodrome Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-24T13:01:00.000Z - 2020-03-25T18:18:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGAFacilities and servicesOtherAerodromePlain language


C0395/20 - LIPN (Italy): Aerodrome Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-25T16:19:00.000Z - 2020-04-19T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGAFacilities and servicesOtherAerodromePlain language

B1458/20 - LIPO (Italy): Aerodrome Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-25T13:52:00.000Z - 2020-04-03T22:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGAFacilities and servicesOtherAerodromePlain language


A1791/20 - LICJ (Italy): Aerodrome Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-25T16:22:00.000Z - 2020-04-03T21:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGAFacilities and servicesOtherAerodromePlain language

COVID-19: AD CLOSED TO ALL PASSENGER FLIGHTS EXCEPT FOR AUTHORIZED AIRLINE CARRIER IN ACCORDING TO DECREE 118/2020 ISSUED BY MINISTER OF INFRASTRUCTURES AND TRANSPORT. RMK: TERRITORIAL CONNECTION NEEDS WITH LAMPEDUSA AD /LICD/ AND PANTELLERIA AD /LICG/ NOT AFFECTED. REF AIP AD 2 LICJ 1-1 CREATED: 25 Mar 2020 16:23:00 SOURCE: LIIAYNYX

C0404/20 - LIRJ (Italy): Aerodrome Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-26T10:46:00.000Z - 2020-04-03T11:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGAFacilities and servicesOtherAerodromePlain language

TESTO ITALIANO: AMMINISTRAZIONE AEROPORTUALE, ATS, RIFORNIMENTO, HANDLING E SERVIZI DI SICUREZZA SARANNO FORNITI SOLO PER IL TRAFFICO AUTORIZZATO DA NOTAM EMESSO PER COVID-19 IL TRAFFICO CHE RICHIedesse UN ORARIO DIVERSO DOVRA' CONTATTARE +39 3892685246 OPPURE +39 3351737001 ENGLISH TEXT: AD ADMINISTRATION, ATS, FUELLING, HANDLING AND SECURITY WILL BE PROVIDED ONLY FOR TFC AUTH BY NOTAM COVID-19 IN FORCE. TFC REQUESTING A DIFFERENT HR MUST CONTACT +39 3892685246 OR +39 3351737001 REF AIP AD 2 LIRJ 1-1 CREATED: 26 Mar 2020 10:46:00 SOURCE: LIIAYNYX

C0369/20 - LIBB (Italy): Airspace reservation Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-23T19:20:00.000Z - 2020-04-19T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (RAXX): Navigation WarningsAirspace restrictionsOtherAirspace reservationPlain language

TESTO ITALIANO: COVID-19 RESTRIZIONI DI VOLO PER IL CONTENIMENTO DELL'EMERGENZA COVID-19 IN CONSIDERAZIONE DEI DECRETI MINISTERIALI EMESSI, POSSONO ESSERE CONDOTTE OPERAZIONI CON AEROMOBILI A PILOTAGGIO REMOTO (APR) DI MASSA INFERIORE A 25 KG, IN CONTINUO CONTATTO VISIVO CON IL MEZZO Aereo (VLOS), DA TUTTI GLI AEROMOBILI DI STATO DI CUI ALL'ART. 744 DEL CODICE DELLA NAVIGAZIONE E DELLE POLIZIE LOCALI DEI COMUNI ITALIANI ANCHE SU AREE URBANE. TALI APR, QUANDO IMPIEGATI NELL'AMBITO DELLE CONDIZIONI EMERGENZIALI DOVUTE ALL'EPIDEMIA COVID-19, POSSONO ESSERE OPERATI ANCHE
NELLE VICINANZE DEGLI AEROPORTI CIVILI (AREE ROSSE DELLA CIRCOLARE ENAC ATM 09), AD UNA QUOTA MASSIMA DI 15 METRI, IN DEROGA AL REGOLAMENTO ENAC 'MEZZI AEREI A PILOTAGGIO REMOTO' (ART 27) E ALLA SUDDETTA CIRCOLARE (PARA 7).

---

**C0394/20 - LIPG (Italy): Aerodrome Plain language**

- **Period:** 2020-03-25T16:13:00.000Z - 2020-04-19T23:59:00.000Z
- **Q-Code (FAXX):** AGAFacilities and servicesOtherAerodromePlain language

TESTO ITALIANO: COVID-19 AEROPORTO CHIUSO A TUTTO IL TRAFFICO CIVILE AD ECCEZIONE DI VOLI DI STATO, AEROMOBILI DI STATO, EMERGENZA E SANITARI, RICERCA E SOCCORSO. I VOLI DI AVIAZIONE GENERALE E DI LAVORO AEREO SONO CONSENTITI COME PREVISTO DAL NOTAM DI RIFERIMENTO IN VIGORE. ENGLISH TEXT: COVID-19 AD CLOSED TO ALL CIVIL TFC EXC FOR STATE FLT, STATE ACFT, EMERG AND MEDICAL, SEARCH AND RESCUE. GENERAL AVIATION FLT AND AERIAL WORK ACTIVITY IS AUTHORIZED AS REGULATED BY REVENVANT NOTAM IN FORCE REF AIP AD 2 LIPG 1-1

---

**C0352/20 - LILE (Italy): Aerodrome Plain language**

- **Period:** 2020-03-22T12:57:00.000Z - 2020-04-19T23:59:00.000Z
- **Q-Code (FAXX):** AGAFacilities and servicesOtherAerodromePlain language


---

**C0389/20 - LIPD (Italy): Aerodrome Plain language**

- **Period:** 2020-03-25T15:59:00.000Z - 2020-04-19T23:59:00.000Z
- **Q-Code (FAXX):** AGAFacilities and servicesOtherAerodromePlain language

TESTO ITALIANO: COVID-19 AEROPORTO CHIUSO A TUTTO IL TRAFFICO CIVILE ECCETTO VOLI DI STATO, AEROMOBILI DI STATO, SERVIZIO MEDICO DI EMERGENZA (EMS), CONTROLLO IN VOLO APPARATI OPERATI DA ENAV, ANTINCENDIO E RICERCA E SOCCORSO. ENGLISH TEXT: COVID-19: AD CLOSED TO ALL CIVIL TRAFFIC EXC FOR STATE FLIGHTS AND STATE AIRCRAFTS, EMERGENCY AND MEDICAL FLIGHTS (EMS),
B1444/20 - LIRI (Italy): Aerodrome Plain language

- **Period:** 2020-03-25T11:38:00.000Z - 2020-04-03T16:00:00.000Z
- **Q-Code (FAXX): AGAFacilities and servicesOtherAerodromePlain language

COVID-19. AERODROME CLOSED TO ALL TFC EXCEPT FOR STATE, MILITARY, MEDICAL, RESCUE AND EMERGENCY FLT IN COMPLIANCE WITH MINISTRY OF INFRASTRUCTURE AND TRANSPORTATION DECREES 112/2020, 127/2020 AND WITH ITALIAN CIVIL AVIATION AUTHORITY (ENAC) PROVISIONS. RMK: FUELLING IS AVAILABLE 48 HOURS PN. HANDLING NOT AVAILABLE. REF AIP AD 2 LIRI 1-1 CREATED: 25 Mar 2020 11:38:00 SOURCE: LIIAYNYX

A1841/20 - LIML (Italy): Aerodrome Plain language

- **Period:** 2020-03-29T00:00:00.000Z - 2020-04-29T23:59:00.000Z
- **Q-Code (FAXX): AGAFacilities and servicesOtherAerodromePlain language

COVID-19. AD CLOSED TO ALL TFC EXC RESCUE FLT, HEL EMERG MEDICAL SER (HEMS), EMERG MEDICAL SER (EMS), HOSP/AMBULANCE AND BASED ACFT FOR MAINTENANCE. ASSURED WITH 2HR PN TO BE SUBMITTED BY PHONE AT +3902745853477 (AD COORDINATOR) IN COMPLIANCE WITH MINISTRY OF INFRASTRUCTURE AND TRANSPORTATION DECREES 112/2020 AND TO ITALIAN CAA (ENAC) PROVISIONS. REF AIP AD 2 LIML 1-1 CREATED: 26 Mar 2020 17:27:00 SOURCE: LIIAYNYX

C0337/20 - LIBB (Italy): Aircraft entry requirements Plain language

- **Period:** 2020-03-20T14:54:00.000Z - 2020-04-19T23:59:00.000Z
- **Q-Code (OEXX): Other InformationOther InformationOtherAircraft entry requirementsPlain language

TESTO ITALIANO: COVID-19: AD ECCEZIONE DELLE REGIONI SICILIA E SARDEGNA, IN TUTTI GLI AEROPORTI APERTI ALL'ATTIVITA' DI AVIAZIONE GENERALE, SU TUTTE LE AVIOSUPERFICI/ELISUPERFICI/IDROSUPERFICI ANCHE OCCASIONALI E' CONSENTITA ATTIVITA' DI LAVORO AEREO. SUGLI AEROPORTI LISTATI NEL COMMA 1 DELL'ARTICOLO 2 DEL DECRETO NR. 112 EMESSO IN DATA 12 MARZO 2020 DAL MINISTRO DELLE INFRASTRUTTURE E DEI TRASPORTI (LIPY, LIBD, LIPE, LIMJ, LICA, LIMC, LIRN, LIBP, LIRP, LIMF, LIPZ, LIR

A1775/20 - LIML (Italy): Aerodrome Plain language

- **Period:** 2020-03-25T09:26:00.000Z - 2020-03-28T23:59:00.000Z
- **Q-Code (FAXX): AGAFacilities and servicesOtherAerodromePlain language

COVID-19. AD CLOSED TO ALL TFC EXC: RESCUE FLT, STATE ACFT/FLT, HEL EMERG MEDICAL SER (HEMS), HOSP/AMBULANCE, NAV AID FLICK OPERATED BY ENAV, FERRY
FLT AND EMERGENCY FLT IN COMPLIANCE WITH MINISTRY OF INFRASTRUCTURE AND TRANSPORTATION DECREES 112/2020 AND TO ITALIAN CAA (ENAC) PROVISIONS. REF AIP AD 2 LIML 1-1 CREATED: 25 Mar 2020 09:27:00 SOURCE: LIIAYNYX

C0390/20 - LIDA (Italy): Aerodrome Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-25T16:03:00.000Z - 2020-04-19T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGAFacilities and servicesOtherAerodromePlain language


C0377/20 - LIRU (Italy): Aerodrome Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-24T14:18:00.000Z - 2020-03-28T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGAFacilities and servicesOtherAerodromePlain language


C0402/20 - LIDP (Italy): Aerodrome Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-25T20:28:00.000Z - 2020-04-03T23:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGAFacilities and servicesOtherAerodromePlain language

TESTO ITALIANO: COVID-19 AEROPORTO CHIUSO A TUTTO IL TRAFFICO AD ECCEZIONE DI SERVIZIO MEDICO DI EMERGENZA CON ELICOTTERI (HEMS), AEROMOBILI DI STATO E MILITARI ENGLISH TEXT: COVID-19 AERODROME CLOSED TO ALL TRAFFIC EXCEPT FOR HEL EMERG MEDICAL SER (HEMS), STATE AND MILITARY ACFT REF AIP AD2 LIDP 1-1 CREATED: 25 Mar 2020 20:28:00 SOURCE: LIIAYNYX

A1783/20 - LIRA (Italy): Aerodrome Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-25T11:59:00.000Z - 2020-04-03T21:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGAFacilities and servicesOtherAerodromePlain language
COVID-19 AERODROME CLOSED TO ALL TRAFFIC EXC FOR: -RESCUE AND STATE ACFT FLT -HELICOPTER EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICE (HEMS), HOSP, FIRE-FIGHTING FLT -NAV AIDS FLT/CK OPERATED BY ENAV -CARGO FLT MAINTENANCE AND FERRY FLT IN COMPLIANCE WITH MINISTRY OF INFRASTRUCTURE AND TRANSPORTATION DECREES 112/2020 AND WITH ITALIAN CIVIL AVIATION AUTHORITY (ENAC) PROVISIONS REF AIP AD2 LIRA 1-1 CREATED: 25 Mar 2020 11:59:00 SOURCE: LIIAYNYX

C0401/20 - LIDU (Italy): Aerodrome Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-25T20:27:00.000Z - 2020-04-03T23:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGAFacilities and servicesOtherAerodromePlain language

TESTO ITALIANO: COVID-19 AEROPORTO CHIUSO A TUTTO IL TRAFFICO AD ECCEZIONE DI SERVIZIO MEDICO DI EMERGENZA CON ELICOTTERI (HEMS), AEROMOBILI DI STATO, MILITARI E TRAFFICO AUTORIZZATO ELICOMPANY ENGLISH TEXT: COVID-19 AERODROME CLOSED TO ALL TRAFFIC EXCEPT FOR HEL EMERG MEDICAL SER (HEMS), STATE, MILITARY ACFT AND ELICOMPANY AUTH FLT REF AIP AD2 LIDU 1-1 CREATED: 25 Mar 2020 20:27:00 SOURCE: LIIAYNYX

B1498/20 - LIMG (Italy): Aerodrome Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-26T08:03:00.000Z - 2020-04-03T18:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGAFacilities and servicesOtherAerodromePlain language

COVID-19: AD CLOSED TO ALL TFC IN ACCORDANCE WITH MINISTERIAL DECREE 112/2020. TRAFFIC NOT AFFECTED: STATE, SANITARY, FERRY, EMERGENCY FLT AND NAV AIDS FLT/CK OPERATED BY ENAV. GENERAL AVIATION FLT ACTIVITY IS AUTH AS REGULATED BY RELEVANT NOTAM IN FORCE REF AIP AD2 LIMG 1-1 CREATED: 26 Mar 2020 08:03:00 SOURCE: LIIAYNYX

C0346/20 - LILM (Italy): Aerodrome Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-20T26:00:00.000Z - 2020-04-19T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGAFacilities and servicesOtherAerodromePlain language

TESTO ITALIANO: COVID-19 AEROPORTO CHIUSO A TUTTO IL TRAFFICO IN OTTEMPERANZA AL DECRETO MINISTERIALE 112/2020 E PROVVEDIMENTO ENAC (ENTE NAZIONALE PER L'AVIAZIONE CIVILE) NR 30225 DEL 13/3/2020 AD ECCEZIONE DI SERVIZIO MEDICO D’EMERGENZA CON ELICOTTERI (HEMS) PN 30MIN AI SEGUENTI CONTATTI AEROPORTOMONFERRATO(AT)GMAIL.COM +393407707025 +393454630197 ENGLISH TEXT: COVID-19 AERODROME CLOSED TO ALL TFC IN ACCORDANCE WITH MINISTERIAL DECREE 112/2020 AND PROVISION ENAC (ITALIAN CIVIL AVIATION AUTHORITY) NR 30225 DATED 13/03/2020. TFC NOT AFFECTED: HEL EMERG MEDICAL SER (HEMS) PN 30MIN AT FLW CONTACTS AEROPORTOMONFERRATO(AT)GMAIL.COM +393407707025 +393454630197 REF AIP AD2 LILM 1-1 CREATED: 20 Mar 2020 20:26:00 SOURCE: LIIAYNYX

C0374/20 - LIRV (Italy): Aerodrome Plain language
• Period: 2020-03-24T12:59:00.000Z - 2020-04-03T18:19:00.000Z
• Q-Code (FAXX): AGAFacilities and servicesOtherAerodromePlain language

CREATED: 24 Mar 2020 12:59:00 SOURCE: LIIAYNYX

A1756/20 - LIMM (Italy): Airspace reservation Plain language

• Period: 2020-03-23T19:18:00.000Z - 2020-04-19T23:59:00.000Z
• Q-Code (RAXX): Navigation WarningsAirspace restrictionsOtherAirspace reservationPlain language

SOURCE: LIIAYNYX

B1533/20 - LIBG (Italy): Aerodrome Plain language

• Period: 2020-03-26T20:18:00.000Z - 2020-04-03T21:59:00.000Z
• Q-Code (FAXX): AGAFacilities and servicesOtherAerodromePlain language

COVID-19 AERODROME CLOSED TO ALL TRAFFIC. MILITARY BASE TRAFFIC AND CARGO ACTIVITY NOT AFFECTED. RMK: STATE, HUMANITARIAN, HOSPITAL, NAV AIDS FLTCK OPERATED BY ENAV, FERRY FLIGHT ALLOWED PN TO AERODROME OPERATOR BY EMAIL ADDRESS: SAFETYTARANTO(AT)AEROPORTIDIPUGLIA.IT OR BY TELEPHONE NUMBER: +39346 2169496 IN ACCORDANCE WITH MINISTRY DECREE 127 OF 24 MARCH 2020 AND WITH ITALIAN CIVIL AVIATION AUTHORITY (ENAC) PROVISIONS REF AIP AD 2 LIBG 1-1 CREATED: 26 Mar 2020 20:18:00 SOURCE: LIIAYNYX

A1725/20 - LIMM (Italy): Aircraft entry requirements Plain language

• Period: 2020-03-20T14:33:00.000Z - 2020-04-19T23:59:00.000Z
• Q-Code (OEXX): Other InformationOther InformationOtherAircraft entry requirementsPlain language

COVID-19: WITH EXCEPTION FOR SICILY AND SARDINIA REGIONS, IN ALL ITALIAN AIRPORT OPENED TO GENERAL AVIATION ACTIVITY,
AIRFIELDS/HELISURFACES/HYDROSURFACES ALSO OCCASIONAL AERIAL WORK ACTIVITY IS PERMITTED. IN THOSE AIRPORTS LISTED AT ARTICLE 2, PARAGRAPH 1 OF DECREETE NR 112 ISSUED ON 12 MARCH 2020 BY MINISTER OF INFRASTRUCTURES AND TRANSPORTS (LIPY, LIBD, LIPE, LIMJ, LICA, LIMC, LIRN, LIBP, LIRP, LIMF, LIPZ, LIR

C0362/20 - LILQ (Italy): Aerodrome Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-23T17:25:00.000Z - 2020-04-19T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGAFacilities and servicesOtherAerodromePlain language


A1722/20 - LIMM (Italy): Aircraft entry requirements Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-20T11:39:00.000Z - 2020-04-19T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (OEXX): Other InformationOther InformationOtherAircraft entry requirementsPlain language

COVID-19: PASSENGER RESTRICTIONS. ALL PASSENGERS ARE PROHIBITED TO ENTER SCHENGEN AREA FOR THE NEXT 30 DAYS. EXEMPTED FROM THE TRAVEL RESTRICTION ARE: 1) FOR THE REASON ONLY TO RETURN TO THEIR HOME: -CITIZENS OF THE SCHENGEN ASSOCIATED STATES, -THIRD-COUNTRY NATIONALS WHO ARE LONG TERM RESIDENTS UNDER THE LONG TERM RESIDENCE DIRECTIVE AND PERSONS DERIVING THEIR RIGHT TO RESIDE FROM OTHER EU DIRECTIVES OR NATIONAL LAW OR WHO HOLD NATIONAL LONG TERM VISAS. 2) OTHER TRAVELLERS WITH AN ESSENTIAL FUNCTION OR NEED, INCLUDING: -HEALTHCARE PROFESSIONALS, HEALTH RESEARCHERS AND ELDERLY CARE PROFESSIONALS, -FRONTIER WORKERS, -TRANSPORT PERSONNEL INCLUDING FLIGHT CREW ENGAGED IN HAULAGE OF GOODS AND OTHER TRANSPORT STAFF TO THE EXTENT NECESSARY, -DIPLOMATS, STAFF OF INTERNATIONAL ORGANISATIONS, MILITARY PERSONNEL AND HUMANITARIAN AID WORKERS IN THE EXERCISE OF THEIR FUNCTIONS, END PART 1 OF 2 CREATED: 20 Mar 2020 11:59:00 SOURCE: LIIAYNYX

C0331/20 - LIRM (Italy): Aerodrome Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-20T11:04:00.000Z - 2020-06-14T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGAFacilities and servicesOtherAerodromePlain language

C0351/20 - LIMA (Italy): Aerodrome Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-22T12:55:00.000Z - 2020-04-19T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGAFacilities and servicesOtherAerodromePlain language


C0393/20 - LIPV (Italy): Aerodrome Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-25T16:10:00.000Z - 2020-04-19T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGAFacilities and servicesOtherAerodromePlain language

TESTO ITALIANO: COVID-19 AEROPORTO CHIUSO A TUTTO IL TRAFFICO IN ACCORDANCE WITH MINISTRY DEGREE NR 112 DATED 12/03/20, ITS EXTENSION NR 127 DATED 24/03/20 AND ENAC (CIVIL AVIATION AUTHORITY) PROVISION NR 0030225-P. EXCEPTION REGULATED AS FLW: 1. 0800-1800 (0700-1600) TRAFFIC ALLOWED MILITARY AND STATE BASED HELICOPTERS,
HUMANITARIAN, STATE, MIL, AMBULANCE, FERRY FLIGHTS AND NAV AIDS FLIGHT-CHECK OPERATED BY ENAV MAY BE AUTHORIZED UPON REQUEST 1 HR IN ADVANCE TO BE SUBMITTED TO OPS(AT)RIMINIAIRPORT.COM. CAT 5 IS GUARANTEED. REQUESTS TO CAT 8 MUST BE SUBMITTED 6 HR IN ADVANCE TO OPS(AT)RIMINIAIRPORT.COM. 2. 1800-0800 (1600-0700) ONLY UMANITARIAN/AMBULANCE FLIGHTS MAY BE AUTHORIZED UPON REQUEST 2 HR IN ADVANCE TO BE SUBMITTED TO OPS(AT)RIMINIAIRPORT.COM. CAT 4 IS GUARANTEED. REQUESTS TO CAT 8 MUST BE SUBMITTED 6 HR IN ADVANCE TO OPS(AT)RIMINIAIRPORT.COM. REF AIP AD 2 LIPR 1-1 CREATED: 25 Mar 2020 17:00:00 SOURCE: LIIAYNYX

C0392/20 - LIDB (Italy): Aerodrome Plain language
- Period: 2020-03-25T16:09:00.000Z - 2020-04-19T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGAFacilities and servicesOtherAerodromePlain language

TESTO ITALIANO: COVID-19: AEROPORTO CHIUSO A TUTTO IL TRAFFICO CIVILE ECCETTO VOLI DI STATO, AEROMOBILI DI STATO, EMERGENZA E SANITARI, RICERCA E SOCCORSO. I VOLI DI AVIAZIONE GENERALE E DI LAVORO AEREO SONO CONSENTITI COME PREVISTO DAL NOTAM DI RIFERIMENTO IN VIGORE. ENGLISH TEXT: COVID-19: AD CLOSED TO ALL CIVIL TRAFFIC EXC FOR STATE FLIGHTS, STATE AIRCRAFTS, EMERGENCY, SEARCH AND RESCUE. GENERAL AVIATION FLT AND AERIAL WORK ACTIVITY IS AUTH AS REGULATED BY RELEVANT NOTAM IN FORCE REF AIP AD 2 LIDB 1-1 CREATED: 25 Mar 2020 17:00:00 SOURCE: LIIAYNYX

A0135/20 - MKBS (Jamaica): Aerodrome Limited to
- Period: 2020-03-26T19:59:00.000Z - 2020-04-07T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FALT): AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsAerodromeLimited to

DUE TO CORONAVIRUS(COVID-19) PANDEMIC, IAN FLEMING INTL AIRPORT IS LIMITED TO ONLY DOMESTIC, OUTBOUND, CARGO, COURIER, HUMANITARIAN, DIPLOMATIC, EMERGENCY, MEDDEVAC FLIGHTS AND TECHNICAL STOPS WHERE PASSENGERS DO NOT DISEMBARK. NO PERSON SHALL BE PERMITTED TO ENTER JAMAICA. THIS SHALL NOT APPLY TO ANY PERSON/CATEGORY AUTH BY THE GOVERNMENT OF JAMAICA. FLIGHT CREW MEMBERS WHO HAVE TRANSITTED THROUGH COUNTRIES OF INTEREST WILL BE LANDED AND SHALL COMPLY WITH SELF-QUARANTINE MEASURES. REFERENCE AIC A10/20. CREATED: 26 Mar 2020 20:00:00 SOURCE: MKJKYNYX

A0101/20 - MKJP (Jamaica): Flight plan processing, filing and related contingency Limited to
- Period: 2020-03-13T22:56:00.000Z - 2020-03-31T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (PLL): ATMAir traffic proceduresLimitationsFlight plan processing, filing and related contingencyLimited to

FPL PROCESSING LTD TO THE FLW DUE COVID-19 PANDEMIC: FAX 8769248112 TEL 8769327193 EMAIL AINSMIA(A)JCAA.GOV.JM AD/ARO RESTRICTED TO STAFF ONLY, TO LIMIT RISK OF EXPOSURE. REF AIC 06/20. CREATED: 13 Mar 2020 22:56:00 SOURCE: MKJKYNYX
A0134/20 - MKJS (Jamaica): Aerodrome Limited to

- Period: 2020-03-26T19:47:00.000Z - 2020-04-07T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FALT): AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsAerodromeLimited to

DUE TO CORONAVIRUS(COVID-19) PANDEMIC, DONALD SANSTER INTL AIRPORT IS LIMITED TO ONLY DOMESTIC, OUTBOUND, CARGO, COURIER, HUMANITARIAN, DIPLOMATIC, EMERGENCY, MEDEVAC FLIGHTS AND TECHNICAL STOPS WHERE PASSENGERS DO NOT DISEMBARK. NO PERSON SHALL BE PERMITTED TO ENTER JAMAICA. THIS SHALL NOT APPLY TO ANY PERSON/CATEGORY AUTH BY THE GOVERNMENT OF JAMAICA. FLIGHT CREW MEMBERS WHO HAVE TRANSITED THROUGH COUNTRIES OF INTEREST WILL BE LANDED AND SHALL COMPLY WITH SELF-QUARANTINE MEASURES. REFERENCE AIC A10/20. CREATED: 26 Mar 2020 19:48:00 SOURCE: MKJKYNYX

A0133/20 - MKJP (Jamaica): Aerodrome Limited to

- Period: 2020-03-26T19:37:00.000Z - 2020-04-07T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FALT): AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsAerodromeLimited to

DUE TO CORONAVIRUS(COVID-19) PANDEMIC, NORMAN MANLEY INTL AIRPORT IS LIMITED TO ONLY DOMESTIC, OUTBOUND, CARGO, COURIER, HUMANITARIAN, DIPLOMATIC, EMERGENCY, MEDEVAC FLIGHTS AND TECHNICAL STOPS WHERE PASSENGERS DO NOT DISEMBARK. NO PERSON SHALL BE PERMITTED TO ENTER JAMAICA. THIS SHALL NOT APPLY TO ANY PERSON/CATEGORY AUTH BY THE GOVERNMENT OF JAMAICA. FLIGHT CREW MEMBERS WHO HAVE TRANSITED THROUGH COUNTRIES OF INTEREST WILL BE LANDED AND SHALL COMPLY WITH SELF-QUARANTINE MEASURES. REFERENCE AIC A10/20. CREATED: 26 Mar 2020 19:37:00 SOURCE: MKJKYNYX

M0081/20 - ROTM (Japan): Aerodrome Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-18T02:39:00.000Z - 2020-06-15T13:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGAFacilities and servicesOtherAerodromePlain language

UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE, IAW COVID-19 PROTOCOLS, ALL PASSENGERS ARRIVING FROM OUTSIDE OF OKINAWA OR DEPARTING OKINAWA SHALL BE PROCESSED THROUGH THE PASSENGER TERMINAL FOR MEDICAL SCREENING. CREATED: 18 Mar 2020 02:39:00 SOURCE: ROTM

A0052/20 - OJAC (Jordan): Not listed Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-13T16:02:00.000Z - 2020-06-13T16:02:00.000Z
- Q-Code (XXXX): Other InformationOther InformationOtherNot listedPlain language

TO LIMIT CORONA VIRUS SPREAD, ALL PASSENGER FLIGHTS BETWEEN JORDAN AND EGYPT (VICE VERSA) ARE SUSPENDED FROM 16/3. ADDITIONALLY, ALL PASSENGERS WHO LEFT EGYPT WITHIN 14 DAYS PRIOR TO TRAVEL TO JORDAN WILL NOT BE
ALLOWED TO ENTER OR TRANSIT. THESE RESTRICTIONS ARE NOT APPLIED TO JORDANIAN NATIONALS, SPOUSES AND THEIR CHILDREN, AND THEY WILL BE SUBJECT TO THE MINISTRY OF HEALTH, CLINICAL EVALUATION AND OTHER REQUIRED HEALTH PROCEDURES UPON THEIR ARRIVAL TO JORDAN. CREATED: 13 Mar 2020 16:03:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

K0513/20 - UAAA (Kazakhstan): Flight information region Plain language

- Period: 2020-01-30T09:38:00.000Z - 2020-04-30T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (AFXX): ATMAirspace organizationOtherFlight information regionPlain language

WHEN SOMEONE ON BOARD DETECTED WITH SYMPTOMS COMPATIBLE WITH SEVERE RESPIRATORY DISEASE ASSOCIATED WITH NOVEL CORONAVIRUS, THE PILOT-IN-COMMAND SHALL NOTIFY KAZAKHSTAN ATC UNIT ON FIRST CONTACT. CREATED: 30 Jan 2020 09:38:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

K0513/20 - UAI (Kazakhstan): Flight information region Plain language

- Period: 2020-01-30T09:38:00.000Z - 2020-04-30T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (AFXX): ATMAirspace organizationOtherFlight information regionPlain language

WHEN SOMEONE ON BOARD DETECTED WITH SYMPTOMS COMPATIBLE WITH SEVERE RESPIRATORY DISEASE ASSOCIATED WITH NOVEL CORONAVIRUS, THE PILOT-IN-COMMAND SHALL NOTIFY KAZAKHSTAN ATC UNIT ON FIRST CONTACT. CREATED: 30 Jan 2020 09:38:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

A0120/20 - HKNA (Kenya): Not listed Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-04T12:40:00.000Z - 2020-05-04T12:15:00.000Z
- Q-Code (XXXX): Other InformationOther InformationOtherNot listedPlain language

DUE TO OUTBREAK OF CORONAVIRUS (COVID-19), ALL FLTS FM CHINA AND THOSE ORIGINATING FROM NORTHERN ITALY, SPECIFICALLY VERONA AND MILAN ARE SUSPENDED FROM LANDING IN KENYA UFN. ALL PAX FM OTHER AREAS SUSPECTED TO BE AFFECTED BY CORONAVIRUS (COVID-19) WILL BE SUBJECTED TO PHYSICAL AND TEMPERATURE SCREENING ON ARR AT KENYA PORTS OF ENTRY. UPON ARR, ALL AIRLINES SHOULD: A. FILL AND SUBMIT TO PORT HEALTH GENERAL DECLARATION FORM ON HEALTH PART OF ACFT AND FLT MANIFEST B. IF SUSPECTED CASES OF THE VIRUS ARE IDENTIFIED, INFORM PORT HEALTH THRU ATC THE FLW INFO:- I) ACFT ID II) DEP AD III) ETA IV) NR OF SUSPECTED CASES ON BOARD V) NR OF POB VI) SIGNS AND SYMPTOMS C. PAX WILL BE REQUIRED TO DECLARE IF THEY HAVE BEEN TO CHINA OR NORTHERN ITALY WITHIN THE LAST 14 DAYS. CREATED: 04 Mar 2020 12:39:00 SOURCE: HKJKYNYX

A0074/20 - HKNA (Kenya): Aircraft entry requirements Plain language

- Period: 2020-02-10T14:55:00.000Z - 2020-04-30T23:59:00.000Z
Q-Code (OEXX): Other Information

Q-Code (OEXX): Other Information

Q-Code (OEXX): Other Information

Q-Code (OEXX): Other Information

DUE OUTBREAK OF CORONA-VIRUS, ALL PAX ORIGINATING FROM PEOPLES REPUBLIC OF CHINA AND/OR ANY OTHER POINT OF ORIGIN SUSPECTED TO BE AFFECTED BY THE VIRUS WILL BE SUBJECTED TO PHYSICAL AND TEMPERATURE SCREENING. ALL AIRLINES SHOULD INFORM ALL PASSENGERS THAT THEY WILL BE SUBJECTED TO PHYSICAL AND TEMPERATURE SCREENING ON ARRIVAL AT KENYA PORTS OF ENTRY. UPON ARR AT ALL POINTS OF ENTRY INTO KENYA. ALL AIRLINES SHOULD: 1) FILL AND SUBMIT TO PORT HEALTH GENERAL DECLARATION FORM ON HEALTH PART OF ACFT AND FLT MANIFEST 2) IF SUSPECTED CASES OF THE VIRUS ARE IDENTIFIED, INFORM PORT HEALTH THRU ATC THE FLW INFO:- A/ ACFT ID B/ DEP AD C/ ETA D/ NR OF SUSPECTED CASES ON BOARD E/ NR OF POB F/ SIGNS AND SYMPTOMS 3) PASSENGERS WILL BE REQUIRED TO DECLARE IF THEY HAVE BEEN TO CHINA WITHIN THE LAST 14 DAY CREATED: 01 Mar 2020 03:51:00 SOURCE: EUECYIN

A0071/20 - BKPR (Kosovo): Not listed

- Period: 2020-02-27T15:00:00.000Z - 2020-05-26T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (XXXX): Other Information

IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE HEALTH INSTRUCTIONS FROM THE KOSOVO PUBLIC HEALTH AUTHORITIES AIMING AT PREVENTING THE INTRODUCTION OR SPREAD OF 2019-NCOV VIRUS: ALL PASSENGERS SHOWING THE FOLLOWING SYMPTOMS DURING FLIGHT WHO HAVE STAYED IN THE LAST 10 DAYS IN A COUNTRY WITH CONFIRMED CASES OF COVID-19, MUST IMMEDIATELY INFORM FLIGHT CREW: I. TEMPERATURE OVER 38°C (100.4°F)?

A0119/20 - BKPR (Kosovo): Threshold Displaced

- Period: 2020-04-10T00:01:00.000Z - 2020-06-26T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (MTCM): AGAMovement and landing area

ENTRY INTO FORCE OF THE AIRAC AIP SUP 03/2020 HAS BEEN DELAYED UNTIL 10 APRIL 2020 DUE TO CORONAVIRUS PANDEMIC. REF AIP AIRAC SUP 03/2020 ? DECLARING DISTANCES AND DISPLACING THRESHOLD CREATED: 24 Mar 2020 11:04:00 SOURCE: BKPRZPZX

A0114/20 - OKBK (Kuwait): Aerodrome

- Period: 2020-03-08T07:27:00.000Z - 2020-06-07T12:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGAFacilities and services

DUE TO THE DISCOVERY OF NUMBER OF CASES IN THE ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF IRAN EFFECTED BY CORONA VIRUS. WE REGRET TO INFORM YOU THAT ALL FLIGHTS FROM ALL AIRPORTS IN THE ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF IRAN ARE SUSPENDED TO OPERATE TO KUWAIT INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT TILL FURTHER NOTICE. CREATED: 08 Mar 2020 07:27:00 SOURCE: OKNOYNYX
DUE TO THE DISCOVERY OF NUMBER OF CASES IN THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH KOREA EFFECTED BY CORONA VIRUS ALL FLIGHTS FROM ALL AIRPORTS IN THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH KOREA ARE SUSPENDED TO OPERATE TO KUWAIT INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT TILL FURTHER NOTICE CREATED: 08 Mar 2020 06:29:00 SOURCE: OKNOYNYX

DUE TO THE DISCOVERY OF NUMBER OF CASES IN THE REPUBLIC OF SINGAPORE EFFECTED BY CORONA VIRUS ALL FLIGHTS FROM ALL AIRPORTS IN THE REPUBLIC OF SINGAPORE ARE SUSPENDED TO OPERATE TO KUWAIT INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT TILL FURTHER NOTICE CREATED: 08 Mar 2020 06:31:00 SOURCE: OKNOYNYX

DUE TO THE DISCOVERY OF NUMBER OF CASES IN THE REPUBLIC OF IRAQ EFFECTED BY CORONA VIRUS . WE REGRET TO INFORM YOU THAT ALL FLIGHTS FROM ALL AIRPORTS IN THE REPUBLIC OF IRAQ ARE SUSPENDED TO OPERATE TO KUWAIT INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT TILL FURTHER NOTICE CREATED: 08 Mar 2020 06:28:00 SOURCE: OKNOYNYX

ACCORDING TO THE INSTRUCTIONS OF HEALTH AUTHORITIES IN THE STATE OF KUWAIT REGARDING THE OUTBREAK OF THE NOVEL CORONA VIRUS, THE FOLLOWING MEASURES FOR PRIVATE FLIGHTS HAVE BEEN DETERMINED. 1-SEND OPERATION REQUEST TO THE DGCA WITH FLIGHT INFORMATION OF PASSENGERS, AND CREW DETAILS. FILL OUT APPROVED HEALTH CARD AND SEND TO SCHEDULES AT DGCA.GOV.KW . 2-APPROVAL FROM MINISTRIES OF HEALTH AND INTERIOR IS REQUIRED. FINAL APPROVAL BY DGCA. FLIGHTS LIMITED TO KUWAIT CITIZENS, THEIR FIRST-DEGREE RELATIVES AND DOMESTIC WORKERS ACCOMPANYING THEM. NON-KUWAITIS PROHIBITED FROM ENTRY. 3-AIRCROWS ALLOWED TO USE HOTEL SUBJECT TO HEALTH PROCEDURES BEING APPLIED . CREATED: 15 Mar 2020 14:09:00 SOURCE: OKNOYNYX
ACCORDING TO THE INSTRUCTIONS OF HEALTH AUTHORITIES IN THE STATE OF KUWAIT REGARDING THE OUTBREAK OF THE NOVEL CORONA VIRUS, THE FOLLOWING MEASURES FOR CARGO FLIGHTS HAVE BEEN DETERMINED:

1. Send an operation request to the DGCA, provided that the request must include the information of flight, details of the shipment, and aircrew. Aircrews must adhere to the procedures of the health authorities at Kuwait International Airport. The request can be sent to the following e-mail schedules at DGCA.gov.kw.

2. Aircrews are allowed to use the Kuwait International Airport transit hotel if they wish, noting that health procedures are mandatory and will be applied.

CREATED: 15 Mar 2020 14:10:00
SOURCE: OKNOYNYX

A0141/20 - OKBK (Kuwait): Aerodrome Plain language


1. All arrivals from the following countries will have a compulsory 14 day quarantine (Egypt - China - Hong Kong - South Korea - Italy - Iran - Iraq - Germany - France - Spain - United Kingdom of Great Britain and United States of America).

2. All arrivals from any other country will enter a 14 day mandatory self-quarantine.

CREATED: 18 Mar 2020 07:23:00
SOURCE: OKNOYNYX

A0113/20 - OKBK (Kuwait): Aerodrome Plain language

DUE TO DISCOVERY OF NUMBER OF CASES IN THE REPUBLIC OF JAPAN EFFECTED BY CORONA VIRUS WE REGRET TO INFORM YOU THAT ALL FLIGHTS FROM ALL AIRPORTS IN THE REPUBLIC OF JAPAN ARE SUSPENDED TO OPERATE TO KUWAIT INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT TILL FURTHER NOTICE.

CREATED: 08 Mar 2020 06:31:00
SOURCE: OKNOYNYX

A0110/20 - OKBK (Kuwait): Aerodrome Plain language

DUE TO THE DISCOVERY OF NUMBER OF CASES IN THE REPUBLIC OF ITALY EFFECTED BY CORONA VIRUS ALL FLIGHTS FROM ALL AIRPORTS IN THE REPUBLIC OF ITALY ARE SUSPENDED TO OPERATE TO KUWAIT INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT TILL FURTHER NOTICE.

CREATED: 08 Mar 2020 06:29:00
SOURCE: OKNOYNYX
AIRCRAFT ORIGINATING OUTSIDE THE CENTCOM AOR MUST SUBMIT A PRIOR PERMISSION REQUEST NO LATER THAN 72HRS PRIOR TO ARRIVAL AT ALI AL SALEM AB. NOTE: THIS INCLUDES AMC RCH AIRCRAFT. TO MEET COVID-19 REPORTING REQUIREMENTS, AIRCRAFT ARRIVING FROM OUTSIDE THE CENTCOM AOR MUST REPORT THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION TO CORNERSTONE CONTROL (UHF 253.00, DSN: (318) 442-2920, OR COMM: +965 457 0372) NO LATER THAN 3 HOURS PRIOR TO ARRIVAL: (A) NUMBER OF SOULS ON BOARD? (B) ARE ANY PERSONNEL ON-BOARD EXHIBITING COVID-19 SYMPTOMS (FEVER, COUGH, SHORTNESS OF BREATH, FLU-LIKE SYMPTOMS)? (C) WHAT COUNTRIES WILL YOU HAVE VISITED IN THE 14 DAYS PRIOR TO YOUR ARRIVAL? (D) DID ANY MEMBERS OF THE CREW OR PASSENGERS LEAVE THE CONFINES OF THE AIRPORT(S)? INTER-THEATER AIRCRAFT ARRIVALS FROM OUTSIDE THE CENTCOM AOR WILL CONTACT CORNERSTONE CONTROL ON UHF 253.0 (386 AEW COMMAND POST) 30 MINUTES PRIOR TO ARRIVAL. CORNERSTONE WILL DISPATCH AUTHORITIES TO CONDUCT COVID-19 SCREENING OF PASSENGERS/AIRCREW UPON ARRIVAL. CREATED: 24 Mar 2020 19:13:00 SOURCE: OKAS

CARGO CITY: US DOD, COALITION, AND COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT TO MEET COVID-19 REPORTING REQUIREMENTS, INTER-THEATER AIRCRAFT ARRIVING FROM OUTSIDE THE CENTCOM AOR MUST REPORT THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION TO 387 AEG/FORCE PROTECTION (DSN: (318) 450-1414, COMM: +965 6222 1815 OR +965 6222 4209) NO LATER THAN 3 HOURS PRIOR TO ARRIVAL: (A) NUMBER OF SOULS ON BOARD? (B) ARE ANY PERSONNEL ON-BOARD EXHIBITING COVID-19 SYMPTOMS (FEVER, COUGH, SHORTNESS OF BREATH, FLU-LIKE SYMPTOMS)? (C) DID ANY MEMBERS OF THE CREW OR PASSENGERS LEAVE THE CONFINES OF THE AIRPORT(S)? INTER-THEATER AIRCRAFT ARRIVALS FROM OUTSIDE THE CENTCOM AOR WILL CONTACT 387 AEG/FORCE PROTECTION (DSN: (318) 450-1414, COMM: +965 6222 1815 OR +965 6222 4209) 30 MINUTES PRIOR TO ARRIVAL. 387 AEG/FORCE PROTECTION WILL DISPATCH AUTHORITIES TO CONDUCT COVID-19 SCREENING OF PASSENGERS/AIRCREW UPON ARRIVAL. CREATED: 25 Mar 2020 15:16:00 SOURCE: OKBK

DUE TO THE DISCOVERY OF NUMBER OF CASES IN THE KINGDOM OF THAILAND EFFECTED BY CORONA VIRUS ALL FLIGHTS FROM ALL AIRPORTS IN THE KINGDOM OF THAILAND ARE SUSPENDED TO OPERATE TO KUWAIT INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT TILL FURTHER NOTICE CREATED: 08 Mar 2020 06:30:00 SOURCE: OKNOYNYX
A0035/20 - VLVT (Lao People's Democratic Republic): Flight information region Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-18T08:42:00.000Z - 2020-04-17T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (AFXX): ATMAirspace organizationOtherFlight information regionPlain language

CREATED: 18 Mar 2020 09:03:00 SOURCE: VLVTYNYX

A0256/20 - EVRA (Latvia): Aerodrome Limited to

- Period: 2020-03-16T22:00:00.000Z - 2020-04-14T21:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FALT): AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsAerodromeLimited to

DUE TO COVID-19: ACCORDING TO GOVERNMENT DECISION ALL INTERNATIONAL PASSENGER FLIGHTS TO AND FROM EVRA AD ARE SUSPENDED EXCLUDING EMERGENCY. EXEMPTIONS ARE AUTHORIZED UPON REQUEST FROM THE MINISTRY OF TRANSPORT OF REPUBLIC OF LATVIA. CREATED: 15 Mar 2020 12:30:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

A0285/20 - EVRR (Latvia): Flight information region Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-18T07:45:00.000Z - 2020-04-14T21:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (AFXX): ATMAirspace organizationOtherFlight information regionPlain language


A0255/20 - EVRR (Latvia): Flight information region Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-16T22:00:00.000Z - 2020-04-14T21:59:00.000Z
Based on the protective coronavirus (COVID-19) measures of the Cabinet of Ministers of Republic of Latvia all scheduled and non-scheduled international passenger flight operations to/from aerodromes of Latvia are prohibited. Exemptions are authorized upon request from the Ministry of transport of Republic of Latvia (e-mail: aviacija(a)sam.gov.lv). RMK: Overflying passenger aircraft are not affected in case of emergency or diversion. Created: 15 Mar 2020 11:54:00 Source: EUECYIYN

A0290/20 - EVRR (Latvia): Flight information region Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-18T20:00:00.000Z - 2020-04-14T21:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (AFXX): ATMAirspace organizationOtherFlight information regionPlain language

COVID-19: crews/passengers requirements: Captain of the aircraft shall ensure that all passengers arriving to aerodromes of Republic of Latvia fill out mandatory COVID-19 virus information form available upon request from the Ministry of transport of Republic of Latvia (e-mail: aviacija(a)sam.gov.lv). Captain shall return all forms to the Republic of Latvia border guard after landing. Created: 18 Mar 2020 14:53:00 Source: EUECYIYN

A0029/20 - GLRB (Liberia): Aerodrome Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-23T11:59:00.000Z - 2020-04-12T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGAFacilities and servicesOtherAerodromePlain language

Due to precautions measures for prevention of COVID-19 spread, all commercial FLT to and FM Roberts intl AP are suspended. Exempted FLT: cargo, medevac, emergency, Red Cross, charter and special FLT. Crew members must remain on board and stopovers shortened created: 22 Mar 2020 12:46:00 Source: GLRBYNYX

A0780/20 - EYVL (Lithuania): Aircraft entry requirements Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-26T08:18:00.000Z - 2020-04-13T21:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (OEXX): Other InformationOther InformationOtherAircraft entry requirementsPlain language

COVID-19: Passenger information a transit of persons returning to their country of residence will be allowed until 13 April 2100UTC through the territory of the Republic of Lithuania without a necessary stop. In formed groups of persons or vehicles with ensured compulsory escort (convoy) of these groups from the entry into the Republic of Lithuania to the international border crossing points created: 26 Mar 2020 08:18:00 Source: EUECYIYN

A0784/20 - EYVL (Lithuania): Aircraft entry requirements Plain language

A0783/20 - EYPA (Lithuania): Runway Closed

- Period: 2020-03-26T08:30:00.000Z - 2020-03-31T21:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (MRLC): AGAMovement and landing areaLimitationsRunwayClosed

RWY 01/19 CLOSED DUE TO CORONAVIRUS COVID-19 CREATED: 26 Mar 2020 08:51:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

B0011/20 - EYKS (Lithuania): Aircraft entry requirements Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-26T13:31:00.000Z - 2020-04-13T21:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (OEXX): Other InformationOther InformationOtherAircraft entry requirementsPlain language

COVID-19. FLIGHT AND PASSENGER INFORMATION. ALL FLIGHTS TO LOC AD S.DARIAUS AND S.GIRENO ARE PROHIBITED. ALSO FORBIDDEN ARR/DEP TO ALL FOREIGNERS EXC AS REFERRED TO NOTAM SERIES ALFA A0784/20 CREATED: 26 Mar 2020 13:32:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

A0796/20 - EYVL (Lithuania): Aircraft entry requirements Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-26T11:10:00.000Z - 2020-04-13T21:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (OEXX): Other InformationOther InformationOtherAircraft entry requirementsPlain language

COVID-19: PASSENGER INFORMATION TO PROHIBIT CITIZENS OF THE REPUBLIC OF LITHUANIA FROM LEAVING THE REPUBLIC OF LITHUANIA, EXCEPT FOR CASES WHEN THEY ARE RETURNING TO THE PLACES OF THEIR PERMANENT RESIDENCE, TRAVEL TO THEIR WORKPLACES, ARE MEMBERS OF THE CREWS, WORK IN LITHUANIAN COMPANIES EXECUTING INTERNATIONAL COMMERCIAL TRANSPORTATIONS OR EXECUTE INTERNATIONAL COMMERCIAL TRANSPORTATIONS USING ALL TYPES OF VEHICLES, ALSO UNDER THE PERMISSION OF THE HEAD OF THE STATE BORDER GUARD
A0777/20 - EYVL (Lithuania): Aircraft entry requirements Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-26T07:00:00.000Z - 2020-04-13T21:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (OEXX): Other InformationOther InformationOtherAircraft entry requirementsPlain language


A0486/20 - FMMM (Madagascar): Terminal control area Activated

- Period: 2020-03-25T06:41:00.000Z - 2020-03-29T16:45:00.000Z
- Q-Code (ATCA): ATMAirspace organizationChangesTerminal control areaActivated


A0333/20 - FMCZ (Madagascar): Not listed Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-05T14:12:00.000Z - 2020-03-31T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (XXXX): Other InformationOther InformationOtherNot listedPlain language


A1309/20 - WMKJ (Malaysia): Aerodrome Hours of service

- Period: 2020-03-23T00:00:00.000Z - 2020-03-31T14:30:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAAH): AGAFacilities and servicesAvailabilityAerodromeHours of service
NEW OPR HR FM 0000 - 1430 DUE TO COVID-19 CRISIS CREATED: 21 Mar 2020 08:36:00
SOURCE: WMKKNYX

A1298/20 - WMKM (Malaysia): Aerodrome Hours of service

- Period: 2020-03-21T02:00:00.000Z - 2020-03-31T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAAH): AGA Facilities and services
Availability
Aerodrome
Hours of service

REF TO AIP MALAYSIA AD 2 WMKM AD 2.3 ITEM 1, 2, 4, 5, 7,12. AS A MEASURE TO REDUCE
CREATED: 20 Mar 2020 09:52:00 SOURCE: WMKKNYX

A0401/20 - GABS (Mali): Aerodrome Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-21T00:01:00.000Z - 2020-04-20T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGA Facilities and services
Other
Aerodrome
Plain language

ALL COMMERCIALS TRAFFICS FROM COUNTRIES AFFECTED BY PANDEMIC "CORONA
VIRUS" ARE SUSPENDED EXCEPTED CARGO FLIGHTS. CREATED: 19 Mar 2020 16:02:00
SOURCE: GOOOYNYX

A0406/20 - GAKL (Mali): Aerodrome Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-21T00:01:00.000Z - 2020-04-20T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGA Facilities and services
Other
Aerodrome
Plain language

ALL COMMERCIALS TRAFFICS FROM COUNTRIES AFFECTED BY PANDEMIC "CORONA
VIRUS" ARE SUSPENDED EXCEPTED CARGO FLIGHTS. CREATED: 19 Mar 2020 16:05:00
SOURCE: GOOOYNYX

A0420/20 - GATB (Mali): Aerodrome Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-21T00:01:00.000Z - 2020-04-20T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGA Facilities and services
Other
Aerodrome
Plain language

ALL COMMERCIAL TRAFFICS FROM COUNTRIES AFFECTED BY PANDEMIC "CORONA
VIRUS" ARE SUSPENDED EXCEPTED CARGO FLIGHTS CREATED: 20 Mar 2020 17:36:00
SOURCE: GOOOYNYX

A0403/20 - GASO (Mali): Aerodrome Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-21T00:01:00.000Z - 2020-04-20T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGA Facilities and services
Other
Aerodrome
Plain language

ALL COMMERCIALS TRAFFICS FROM COUNTRIES AFFECTED BY PANDEMIC "CORONA
VIRUS" ARE SUSPENDED EXCEPTED CARGO FLIGHTS. CREATED: 19 Mar 2020 16:03:00
SOURCE: GOOOYNYX
A0402/20 - GAKD (Mali): Aerodrome Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-21T00:01:00.000Z - 2020-04-20T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGA Facilities and services Other Aerodrome Plain language

ALL COMMERCIALS TRAFFICS FROM COUNTRIES AFFECTED BY PANDEMIC "CORONA VIRUS" ARE SUSPENDED EXCEPTED CARGO FLIGHTS. CREATED: 19 Mar 2020 16:02:00 SOURCE: GOOOYNYX

A0405/20 - GAGO (Mali): Aerodrome Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-21T00:01:00.000Z - 2020-04-20T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGA Facilities and services Other Aerodrome Plain language

ALL COMMERCIALS TRAFFICS FROM COUNTRIES AFFECTED BY PANDEMIC "CORONA VIRUS" ARE SUSPENDED EXCEPTED CARGO FLIGHTS. CREATED: 19 Mar 2020 16:04:00 SOURCE: GOOOYNYX

A0404/20 - GAMB (Mali): Aerodrome Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-21T00:01:00.000Z - 2020-04-20T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGA Facilities and services Other Aerodrome Plain language

ALL COMMERCIALS TRAFFICS FROM COUNTRIES AFFECTED BY PANDEMIC "CORONA VIRUS" ARE SUSPENDED EXCEPTED CARGO FLIGHTS. CREATED: 19 Mar 2020 16:04:00 SOURCE: GOOOYNYX

A0364/20 - GQXX (Mauritania): Aerodrome Closed

- Period: 2020-03-17T08:00:00.000Z - 2020-03-31T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FALC): AGA Facilities and services Limitations Aerodrome Closed

(COVID-19) PANDEMIC ALERT ALL AIRPORTS IN MAURITANIA ARE CLOSED TO COMMERCIAL TRAFFIC (ARRIVAL, DEPARTURE CREATED: 16 Mar 2020 19:37:00 SOURCE: GOOOYNYX

A0024/20 - FIMP (Mauritius): Not listed Plain language

- Period: 2020-02-12T11:45:00.000Z - 2020-05-10T12:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (XXXX): Other Information Other Information Other Not listed Plain language

TO FACILITATE THE IMPLEMENTATION OF PREVENTIVE MEASURES AGAINST THE INTRODUCTION OF THE CORONA VIRUS INTO MAURITIUS, PILOTS OF ALL ARRIVING ACFT ARE REQUIRED TO REPORT ANY SUSPECTED CASE OF THIS DISEASE (FEVER, SORE THROAT, COUGH OR SHORTNESS OF BREATH) ON BOARD THEIR ACFT TO THE APPROPRIATE ATS UNIT IN MAURITIUS WELL IN ADVANCE OF ARRIVAL. CREATED: 12 Feb 2020 11:44:00 SOURCE: FIMPYNYX
A0259/20 - GMMM (Morocco): Flight information region Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-19T11:42:00.000Z - 2020-03-31T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (AFXX): ATMAirspace organizationOtherFlight information regionPlain language

(COVID-19) ALL PRIVATE FLIGHT FROM OR TO MOROCCO ARE SUSPENDED UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE - THE VIP FLIGHT MUST REQUEST AUTHORIZATION TO THE MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS OF KINGDOM OF MOROCCO VIA DIPLOMATIC CHANNELS. CREATED: 19 Mar 2020 11:42:00 SOURCE: GMMMYNYX

A0243/20 - GMMM (Morocco): Flight information region Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-16T22:59:00.000Z - 2020-03-31T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (AFXX): ATMAirspace organizationOtherFlight information regionPlain language

(COVID-19), ALL INTERNATIONAL FLIGHTS FROM OR TO MOROCCO ARE SUSPENDED UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE EXCEPT OVER FLIGHT AND CARGO. CREW MEMBERS FOR CARGO FLIGHT MUST REMAIN ON BOARD AND STOPOVERS SHORTENED. CREATED: 15 Mar 2020 14:58:00 SOURCE: GMMMYNYX

A0082/20 - GMMM (Morocco): Aerodrome Plain language

- Period: 2020-02-14T15:21:00.000Z - 2020-05-13T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGAFacilities and servicesOtherAerodromePlain language

IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE NATIONAL MONITORING AND RESPONSE PLAN FOR THE NEW CORONAVIRUS, OPERATORS OF AIRCRAFT OPERATING TO MOROCCO ARE REQUIRED TO COMMUNICATE THE PASSENGER INFORMATION LIST (PIL) FILLED IN ACCORDANCE WITH IATA RECOMMENDATIONS TO MOROCCAN AERODROME'S DIRECTOR IMMEDIATELY AFTER PASSENGERS BOARDING. CREATED: 14 Feb 2020 15:21:00 SOURCE: GMMMYNYX

A0061/20 - GMMM (Morocco): Flight information region Plain language

- Period: 2020-02-04T15:33:00.000Z - 2020-05-04T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (AFXX): ATMAirspace organizationOtherFlight information regionPlain language

IN ORDRE TO IMPROVE APPROPRIATE INFECTION PREVENTION AND CONTROL MEASURES IN CASE OF PRESENCE OF ONE OR MORE PASSENGERS SUSPECTED TO BE AFFECTED BY SYNDROME ASSOCIATED WITH CORONAVIRUS 2019 ON BOARD OF ANY FLIGHT ARRIVING OR DEPARTING IN MORROCAN AIRPORTS, THE FLIGHT CREW SHALL REPORT IMMEDIATELY ALL RELATED INFORMATION TO THE APPROPRIATE ATC UNIT. HTTP://SIAMAROC.ONDAs.MA/02B-DGAC-DAC-2020.PDF CREATED: 04 Feb 2020 15:33:00 SOURCE: GMMMYNYX

A0061/20 - VYYY (Myanmar): Not listed Plain language

- Period: 2020-02-18T09:06:00.000Z - 2020-05-17T23:59:00.000Z
WHEN SOMEONE ON BOARD A FLIGHT INBOUND TO YANGON INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT IS DETECTED WITH SYMPTOMS COMPATIBLE WITH SEVERE RESPIRATORY DISEASE ASSOCIATED WITH NOVEL CORONAVIRUS THE PILOT-IN-COMMAND SHALL NOTIFY ATC ON FIRST CONTACT OR IF ALREADY IN CONTACT WITH ATC AS SOON AS SYMPTOMS ARE OBSERVED. SO THAT ATC CAN ALERT THE HEALTH DEPARTMENT AT RESPECTED AIRPORTS CREATED: 18 Feb 2020 15:57:00 SOURCE: VYYYNYX

A0062/20 - VYMD (Myanmar): Not listed Plain language

- Period: 2020-02-18T09:09:00.000Z - 2020-05-17T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (XXXX): Other InformationOther InformationOtherNot listedPlain language

WHEN SOMEONE ON BOARD A FLIGHT INBOUND TO MANDALAY INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT IS DETECTED WITH SYMPTOMS COMPATIBLE WITH SEVERE RESPIRATORY DISEASE ASSOCIATED WITH NOVEL CORONAVIRUS THE PILOT-IN-COMMAND SHALL NOTIFY ATC ON FIRST CONTACT OR IF ALREADY IN CONTACT WITH ATC AS SOON AS SYMPTOMS ARE OBSERVED. SO THAT ATC CAN ALERT THE HEALTH DEPARTMENT AT RESPECTED AIRPORTS CREATED: 18 Feb 2020 16:00:00 SOURCE: VYYYNYX

A0063/20 - VYNT (Myanmar): Not listed Plain language

- Period: 2020-02-18T09:15:00.000Z - 2020-05-17T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (XXXX): Other InformationOther InformationOtherNot listedPlain language

WHEN SOMEONE ON BOARD A FLIGHT INBOUND TO NAYPYITAW INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT IS DETECTED WITH SYMPTOMS COMPATIBLE WITH SEVERE RESPIRATORY DISEASE ASSOCIATED WITH NOVEL CORONAVIRUS THE PILOT-IN-COMMAND SHALL NOTIFY ATC ON FIRST CONTACT OR IF ALREADY IN CONTACT WITH ATC AS SOON AS SYMPTOMS ARE OBSERVED. SO THAT ATC CAN ALERT THE HEALTH DEPARTMENT AT RESPECTED AIRPORTS CREATED: 18 Feb 2020 16:02:00 SOURCE: VYYYNYX

A0078/20 - VYYF (Myanmar): Not listed Plain language

- Period: 2020-02-29T00:01:00.000Z - 2020-05-28T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (XXXX): Other InformationOther InformationOtherNot listedPlain language


A0123/20 - FYWB (Namibia): Aerodrome control tower Closed
• Period: 2020-03-27T05:00:00.000Z - 2020-04-16T17:00:00.000Z
• Q-Code (STLC): ATMAir traffic and VOLMET services

Limitations

Aerodrome control tower Closed

FYWB ATS UNIT CLSD DUE TO COVID-19 STATE OF EMERG AND LOCLDOWN. ATS PERSONNEL ONLY AVBL ON CALL-OUT BASIS FOR EMERG AND SPECIALLY AUTH FLT
CREATED: 26 Mar 2020 16:25:00 SOURCE: FYWHNYXY

B0189/20 - EHST (Netherlands): Aerodrome Available, prior permission required

• Period: 2020-03-20T06:51:00.000Z - 2020-04-05T18:36:00.000Z
• Q-Code (FAAP): AGAFacilities and services

Availability Aerodrome Available, prior permission required


B0183/20 - EHHO (Netherlands): Aerodrome Hours of service

• Period: 2020-03-18T09:48:00.000Z - 2020-04-06T08:00:00.000Z
• Q-Code (FAAH): AGAFacilities and services

Availability Aerodrome Hours of service

COVID-19: AD HOURS OF SERVICE ARE NOW 0900-1600 (0800-1500) DAILY. CREATED: 18 Mar 2020 09:49:00 SOURCE: EUCEYIYN

A0610/20 - EHGG (Netherlands): Aerodrome Hours of service

• Period: 2020-03-29T00:00:00.000Z - 2020-06-01T23:59:00.000Z
• Q-Code (FAAH): AGAFacilities and services

Availability Aerodrome Hours of service


A0592/20 - EHGG (Netherlands): Aerodrome Hours of service

• Period: 2020-03-22T16:21:00.000Z - 2020-03-28T23:59:00.000Z
• Q-Code (FAAH): AGAFacilities and services

Availability Aerodrome Hours of service


B0209/20 - EHTE (Netherlands): Aerodrome Hours of service

B0198/20 - EHTW (Netherlands): Aerodrome Limited to

- Period: 2020-03-24T07:00:00.000Z - 2020-06-01T16:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FALT): AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsAerodromeLimited to

COVID-19 AD CLOSED FOR VISITING GENERAL AVIATION AIRCRAFT. CREATED: 24 Mar 2020 07:18:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

B0166/20 - EHAL (Netherlands): Aerodrome Limited to

- Period: 2020-03-16T13:27:00.000Z - 2020-04-06T08:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FALT): AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsAerodromeLimited to

COVID-19 AD LIMITED TO HOME BASED ACFT ONLY DUE TO COVID-19 VIRUS. HEMS FLIGHTS EXEMPTED. CREATED: 16 Mar 2020 13:27:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

B0201/20 - EHDR (Netherlands): Aerodrome Closed

- Period: 2020-03-25T10:42:00.000Z - 2020-06-03T08:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FALC): AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsAerodromeClosed


A0572/20 - EHAA (Netherlands): Aircraft entry requirements Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-19T17:31:00.000Z - 2020-04-18T17:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (OEXX): Other InformationOther InformationOtherAircraft entry requirementsPlain language

COVID-19: PASSENGER RESTRICTIONS ALL NON SCHENGEN NATIONALS ARE PROHIBITED TO ENTER THE NETHERLANDS BY ORDER OF THE MINISTRY OF JUSTICE AND SECURITY. EXEMPTED FROM THE TRAVEL RESTRICTION ARE: 1. FOR THE REASON TO RETURN TO THEIR HOME: A. ALL EU CITIZENS AND CITIZENS OF THE SCHENGEN ASSOCIATED STATES AND THEIR FAMILY MEMBERS B. THIRD-COUNTRY NATIONALS WHO ARE LONG-TERM RESIDENTS UNDER THE LONGTERM RESIDENCE DIRECTIVE AND PERSONS DERIVING THEIR RIGHT TO RESIDE FROM OTHER EU DIRECTIVES OR NATIONAL LAW OR WHO HOLD NATIONAL LONGTERM VISAS 2. OTHER TRAVELLERS WITH AN ESSENTIAL FUNCTION OR NEED, INCLUDING: A. HEALTHCARE PROFESSIONALS, HEALTH RESEARCHERS AND ELDERLY CARE PROFESSIONALS B. FRONTIER WORKERS C. TRANSPORT PERSONNEL INCLUDING FLIGHT CREW ENGAGED IN HAULAGE OF GOODS AND OTHER TRANSPORT STAFF TO THE EXTENT NECESSARY D.
DIPLOMATS, STAFF OF INTERNATIONAL ORGANISATIONS, MILITARY PERSONNEL AND HUMANITARIAN AID WORKERS IN THE EXERCISE OF THEIR FUNCTIONS. E. PASSENGERS IN TRANSIT. F. PASSENGERS TRAVELLING FOR IMPERATIVE FAMILY REASONS. G. PERSONS IN NEED OF INTERNATIONAL PROTECTION OR FOR OTHER HUMANITARIAN REASONS. THE TEMPORARY TRAVEL RESTRICTION IS APPLICABLE FOR 30 DAYS. ANY POSSIBLE PROLONGATION OF THIS PERIOD SHOULD BE ASSESSED DEPENDING ON FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS. CREATED: 19 Mar 2020 17:31:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

A0529/20 - EHGG (Netherlands): Firefighting and rescue Changed

- Period: 2020-03-16T13:39:00.000Z - 2020-04-05T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FFCH): AGA Facilities and services Changes Firefighting and rescue Changed


A0595/20 - EHAA (Netherlands): Aircraft entry requirements Changed

- Period: 2020-03-22T18:22:00.000Z - 2020-04-04T18:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (OECH): Other Information Changes Aircraft entry requirements Changed


B0177/20 - EHBĐ (Netherlands): Aerodrome Hours of service

- Period: 2020-03-17T10:09:00.000Z - 2020-03-28T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAAH): AGA Facilities and services Availability Aerodrome Hours of service


B0179/20 - EHBĐ (Netherlands): Aerodrome Hours of service

- Period: 2020-03-29T00:00:00.000Z - 2020-04-06T23:59:00.000Z
COVID-19. AD HOURS OF SERVICE ARE NOW 0700-1600 DAILY. OUTSIDE OPERATING HOURS PPR 24H IN ADVANCE. CREATED: 17 Mar 2020 10:11:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

A0603/20 - EHAA (Netherlands): Aircraft entry requirements Changed

- Period: 2020-03-23T20:00:00.000Z - 2020-04-06T19:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (OECH): Other Information


A0597/20 - EHAA (Netherlands): Aircraft entry requirements Changed

- Period: 2020-03-22T21:03:00.000Z - 2020-03-27T17:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (OECH): Other Information


B0208/20 - EHTE (Netherlands): Aerodrome Hours of service
- Period: 2020-03-28T07:00:00.000Z - 2020-03-28T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAAH): AGA


A0616/20 - EHAM (Netherlands): Not listed Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-25T10:21:00.000Z - 2020-06-01T09:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (XXXX): Other Information

AT THE DIRECTION OF THE DUTCH CABINET AND ON THE ORDER OF THE MAYOR OF HAARLEMMERMEER SOCIAL DISTANCING MUST BE TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT AT AMSTERDAM AIRPORT SCHIPHOL. AN APPROPRIATE DISTANCE OF 1,5 METERS HAS TO BE TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT WHERE POSSIBLE. THEREFORE, AIRLINES ARE INSTRUCTED TO BROADCAST THE FOLLOWING MESSAGE TO PASSENGERS ON BOARD, PRIOR TO DISEMBARKING UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE: WELCOME TO AMSTERDAM AIRPORT SCHIPHOL: TO MINIMIZE THE SPREAD OF THE COVID-19 DISEASE, PASSENGERS ARE OBLIGED TO KEEP APPROPRIATE DISTANCE OF 1,5 METER TO EACH OTHER UPON DISEMBARKING THE AIRCRAFT AND THROUGHOUT THEIR STAY IN THE TERMINAL BUILDINGS. STAY HEALTHY AND GIVE EACH OTHER SPACE. THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION. CREATED: 25 Mar 2020 10:22:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

A0504/20 - MNMG (Nicaragua): Aerodrome Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-19T16:09:00.000Z - 2020-05-10T23:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGA


A0397/20 - DRXX (Niger): Aerodrome Closed

- Period: 2020-03-19T22:59:00.000Z - 2020-04-02T22:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FALC): AGA

DUE TO COVID-19 PANDEMIC, ALL INTERNATIONAL AIRPORTS IN NIGER ARE CLOSED TO INTERNATIONAL COMMERCIAL TRAFFIC PASSENGERS CREATED: 19 Mar 2020 11:55:00 SOURCE: GOOOYNYX

A0111/20 - DNKK (Nigeria): Not listed Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-21T23:00:00.000Z - 2020-04-21T23:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (XXXX): Other Information

THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT OF NIGERIA IN ORDER TO CONTROL THE SPREAD OF COVID-19 IS RESTRICTING ENTRY INTO THE COUNTRY FOR TRAVELLERS FROM THE
FOLLOWING FIFTEEN (15) COUNTRIES: CHINA, FRANCE, GERMANY, IRAN, ITALY, JAPAN, NETHERLAND, NORWAY, SOUTH KOREA, SPAIN, SWITZERLAND, UNITED KINGDOM, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, AUSTRIA AND SWEDEN. ALL OPERATORS TO ENSURE STRICT COMPLIANCE CREATED: 20 Mar 2020 15:30:00 SOURCE: DNLLNYNX

M0408/20 - PGUA (Northern Mariana Islands): Not listed Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-26T04:57:00.000Z - 2020-06-23T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (XXXX): Other Information

36 WING HAS DECLARED HPCON CHARLIE FOR ANDERSEN AFB. TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT, US AND FOREIGN MILITARY AIRCREW SHOULD REMAIN ON ANDERSEN AFB FOR LODGING AND MEALS. CONTACT JOINT RECEPTION TEAM AT DSN 362-5512 OR COMMAND POST (24/7 DSN 366-2981) FOR AIRCREW AND PASSENGER LODGING GUIDANCE. AIRCREW ARE ADVISED TO BRING ADEQUATE PERSONAL HYGIENE PRODUCTS FOR 72 HRS. AIRCREW NOT LODGING ON ANDERSEN SHOULD BE AWARE OF GUAM GOVERNMENT PROCEDURES FOR COVID-19 SCREENING. CURRENT GUAM EXECUTIVE ORDERS CAN BE FOUND AT HTTPS://GOVERNOR.GUAM.GOV/EXECUTIVE-ORDER-PAGE CREATED: 26 Mar 2020 04:57:00 SOURCE: PGUA

A0023/20 - PGSN (Northern Mariana Islands): Not listed Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-26T22:00:00.000Z - 2020-04-26T02:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (XXXX): Other Information

NOTICE IS GIVEN THAT THE FRANCISCO C. ADA SAIPAN INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT (SIA) WILL LIMIT ACFT LANDING/FLIGHT OPS TO THE HOURS DAILY BTN 0800-1200 LOCAL EXC FOR EMERGENCIES AND COVID-19 RELATED FLIGHT OPS. THE SUSPENSION OF AIRLINE TRAVEL TO THE COMMONWEALTH OF NORTHERN MARIANA ISLANDS SINCE FEBRUARY 8, 2020 AS A RESULT OF THE GLOBAL IMPACT OF COVID-19, COUPLED WITH INCREASED COSTS FROM ONGOING SUPER TYPHOON YUTU RECOVERY EFFORTS HAS IMPACTED THE COMMONWEALTH PORTS AUTHORITY ABILITY TO FULLY STAFF AIRPORT OPS DUE TO SUBSTANTIALLY REDUCED INCOME FOR AIRPORT OPS. THE OPERATION LIMITATIONS SCHEDULE SHALL BE EFFECTIVE UNLESS OTHERWISE RESCINDED OR MODIFIED BY THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, COMMONWEALTH PORTS AUTHORITY. CREATED: 24 Mar 2020 03:59:00 SOURCE: PGSN

A0025/20 - PGWT (Northern Mariana Islands): Aerodrome Closed

- Period: 2020-03-27T03:42:00.000Z - 2020-04-21T22:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FALC): AGA Facilities and services

AD CLSD EXC EMERG, CARGO, AND COVID-19 RELATED FLTS CREATED: 27 Mar 2020 03:44:00 SOURCE: PGWT

A0021/20 - PGRO (Northern Mariana Islands): Aerodrome Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-21T22:00:00.000Z - 2020-09-21T02:00:00.000Z

A0958/20 - ENOR (Norway): Not listed

COVID-19: FLIGHT RESTRICTIONS - VFR AND SCHOOL FLIGHTS IN NORWAY. ACCORDING TO A NEW TEMPORARY NATIONAL REGULATION PROMULGATED 14.03.2020 BY THE NORWEGIAN CAA, A RESTRICTED AREA HAS BEEN ESTABLISHED IN ALL NORWEGIAN AIRSPACE (NORWAY FIR). ALL FLIGHTS ACCORDING TO VISUAL FLIGHT RULES (VFR) IN NORWEGIAN AIRSPACE ARE PROHIBITED UNLESS PRE-APPROVED BY AVINOR ANS. ALL SCHOOL FLIGHTS IN NORWEGIAN AIRSPACE ARE PROHIBITED UNLESS PRE-APPROVED BY AVINOR ANS. REQUESTS FOR PRE-APPROVAL OF FLIGHTS MUST BE FORWARDED TO OPERATIVSTOTTENACC(AT)AVINOR.NO (MANNED 08-22 LOCAL TIME MON-FRI AND 10-17 LOCAL TIME SAT-SUN), NO LATER THAN 1HR PRIOR TO PLANNED DEPARTURE. FOR CRITICAL FLIGHTS OUTSIDE THESE HOURS, CONTACT LOCAL ATS UNITS DIRECTLY. PRE-APPROVAL WILL NORMALLY NOT BE GIVEN UNLESS THE FLIGHT HAS A SPECIAL SOCIETAL USEFULNESS. THESE RESTRICTIONS DO NOT APPLY TO MILITARY, POLICE, AMBULANCE AND SAR FLIGHTS. OBSERVATION FLIGHTS CONDUCTED UNDER THE TREATY ON OPEN SKIES ARE ALSO EXEMPTED. CREATED: 20 Mar 2020 16:11:00 SOURCE: EUEICYIYN

A1011/20 - ENOR (Norway): Not listed

COVID-19: FLIGHT RESTRICTIONS: ALL GENERAL USE OF AVINOR OPERATED AERODROMES OUTSIDE OPENING HOURS IS SUSPENDED. REF AIP NORWAY AD 1.1. EFFECTIVE UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE, ALL AGREEMENTS OF SUCH USE PER THE PFLY ID CARD IS SUSPENDED. CREATED: 26 Mar 2020 10:44:00 SOURCE: EUEICYIYN

A0958/20 - ENOB (Norway): Not listed
COVID-19: FLIGHT RESTRICTIONS - VFR AND SCHOOL FLIGHTS IN NORWAY. ACCORDING TO A NEW TEMPORARY NATIONAL REGULATION PROMULGATED 14.03.2020 BY THE NORWEGIAN CAA, A RESTRICTED AREA HAS BEEN ESTABLISHED IN ALL NORWEGIAN AIRSPACE (NORWAY FIR). ALL FLIGHTS ACCORDING TO VISUAL FLIGHT RULES (VFR) IN NORWEGIAN AIRSPACE ARE PROHIBITED UNLESS PRE-APPROVED BY AVINOR ANS. ALL SCHOOL FLIGHTS IN NORWEGIAN AIRSPACE ARE PROHIBITED UNLESS PRE-APPROVED BY AVINOR ANS. REQUESTS FOR PRE-APPROVAL OF FLIGHTS MUST BE FORWARDED TO OPERATIVSTOTTE.NACC(AT)AVINOR.NO (MANNED 08-22 LOCAL TIME MON-FRI AND 10-17 LOCAL TIME SAT-SUN), NO LATER THAN 1HR PRIOR TO PLANNED DEPARTURE. FOR CRITICAL FLIGHTS OUTSIDE THESE HOURS, CONTACT LOCAL ATS UNITS DIRECTLY. PRE-APPROVAL WILL NORMALLY NOT BE GIVEN UNLESS THE FLIGHT HAS A SPECIAL SOCIETAL USEFULNESS. THESE RESTRICTIONS DO NOT APPLY TO MILITARY, POLICE, AMBULANCE AND SAR FLIGHTS. OBSERVATION FLIGHTS CONDUCTED UNDER THE TREATY ON OPEN SKIES ARE ALSO EXEMPTED. CREATED: 20 Mar 2020 16:11:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

A0113/20 - OOMM (Oman): Not listed Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-29T08:00:00.000Z - 2020-04-30T08:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (XXXX): Other InformationOther InformationOther InformationOtherNot listedPlain language

OMAN COVID-19 PANDEMIC RQMNTS REF ARTICLE 14 OF THE CHICAGO CONVENTION IN COOR WITH OMAN MINISTRY OF HEALTH AND PACA IN EFFORTS TO PREVENT THE SPREAD COMMUNICABLE DISEASE 1. ALL INTL AND DOM PAX FLIGHTS ARRIVING OR DEPARTING AD WI OOMM FIR ARE SUSPENDED 2. OOMS AND OOSA AVBL FOR EMERG DIVERSION ONLY. PPR 15MIN NOTICE REQ VIA ATC 3. THIS RESTRICTION DOES NOT APPLY TO A. CARGO FLT APPROVED BY THE PACA AIR TRANSPORT DEPARTMENT B. DOM FLIGHTS TO OOKB C. ACFT OVF THE OOMM FIR D. ACFT OPY BY RAFO, ROP, OMAN ROYAL FLIGHT E . ACFT EXEMPTED BY THE AUTHORITY 4. REQ FOR EXEMPTION FOR HUM, REPATRIATION AND DIPLOMATIC FLT TO BE APPROVED BY PACA PRIOR TO OPR. CREATED: 25 Mar 2020 11:41:00 SOURCE: OOMSYNYX

A0197/20 - OPKR (Pakistan): Not listed Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-17T11:50:00.000Z - 2020-04-03T07:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (XXXX): Other InformationOther InformationOther InformationOtherNot listedPlain language


A0211/20 - OPKR (Pakistan): Aerodrome Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-21T15:01:00.000Z - 2020-04-04T15:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGAFacilities and servicesOtherAerodromePlain language

GOVERNMENT OF PAKISTAN HAS DECIDED TO SUSPEND OPERATION OF ALL INTERNATIONAL PASSENGER, CHARTERED AND PRIVATE AIRCRAFT INBOUND FLIGHTS TO PAKISTAN. EFFECTIVE FROM MARCH 21, 2020, 1501 UTC / 2001 PST TO APRIL 04, 2020.
1500 UTC / 2000 PST. THIS IS A TEMPORARY SUSPENSION IMPOSED DUE TO EXCEPTIONAL CIRCUMSTANCES. UPON RESUMPTION OF INTERNATIONAL PASSENGER, CHARTERED AND PRIVATE AIRCRAFT FLIGHT OPERATIONS TO PAKISTAN, THE COVID-19 RT-PCR TEST CERTIFICATION FROM POINTS OF ORIGIN WILL NOT BE MANDATORY. THE ONLY EXCEPTION TO THE ABOVE WOULD BE THE DIPLOMATIC, SPECIAL/CARGO FLIGHTS, HOWEVER, THEY WILL BE SubjectED TO HEALTH SCREENINGS ON ARRIVAL IN PAKISTAN. THEY CAN ALSO BE SUBJECTED TO ISOLATION/QUARANTINE AS PER ADVICE OF THE HEALTH PROFESSIONALS. CREATED: 21 Mar 2020 11:24:00 SOURCE: OPKCYNYX

A0211/20 - OPLR (Pakistan): Aerodrome Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-21T15:01:00.000Z - 2020-04-04T15:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGA Facilities and services Other Aerodrome Plain language

GOVERNMENT OF PAKISTAN HAS DECIDED TO SUSPEND OPERATION OF ALL INTERNATIONAL PASSENGER, CHARTERED AND PRIVATE AIRCRAFT INBOUND FLIGHTS TO PAKISTAN. EFFECTIVE FROM MARCH 21, 2020, 1501 UTC / 2001 PST TO APRIL 04, 2020, 1500 UTC / 2000 PST. THIS IS A TEMPORARY SUSPENSION IMPOSED DUE TO EXCEPTIONAL CIRCUMSTANCES. UPON RESUMPTION OF INTERNATIONAL PASSENGER, CHARTERED AND PRIVATE AIRCRAFT FLIGHT OPERATIONS TO PAKISTAN, THE COVID-19 RT-PCR TEST CERTIFICATION FROM POINTS OF ORIGIN WILL NOT BE MANDATORY. THE ONLY EXCEPTION TO THE ABOVE WOULD BE THE DIPLOMATIC, SPECIAL/CARGO FLIGHTS, HOWEVER, THEY WILL BE SUBJECTED TO HEALTH SCREENINGS ON ARRIVAL IN PAKISTAN. THEY CAN ALSO BE SUBJECTED TO ISOLATION/QUARANTINE AS PER ADVICE OF THE HEALTH PROFESSIONALS. CREATED: 21 Mar 2020 11:24:00 SOURCE: OPKCYNYX

A0304/20 - MPZL (Panama): Not listed Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-23T13:58:00.000Z - 2020-04-30T23:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (XXXX): Other Information Other Information Other Not listed Plain language

IN SUPPORT OF HEALTH MEASURES IMPLEMENTED BY PANAMA GOVERNMENT AND TO AVOID THE DISSEMINATION OF CORONAVIRUS INFECTIONS (COVID-19). ACROBATIC FLIGHTS AND SKYDIVING JUMPS ARE PROHIBITED CREATED: 23 Mar 2020 14:04:00 SOURCE: MPTOYNYX

A0261/20 - MPZL (Panama): Not listed Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-15T04:59:00.000Z - 2020-04-15T04:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (XXXX): Other Information Other Information Other Not listed Plain language

THE CIVIL AVIATION AUTHORITY OF PANAMA HAS SUSPENDED ALL FLIGHTS FROM EUROPE AND ASIA EXCEPT CARGO AND HUMANITARIAN FLIGHTS TO THE INTERNATIONAL AIRPORTS IN PANAMA IN SUPPORT OF HEALTH MEASURES IMPLEMENTED BY THE MINISTRY OF HEALTH TO PREVENT THE INTRODUCTION OR DISSEMINATION OF CORONAVIRUS INFECTIONS (COVID-19). REQUESTS FOR HUMANITARIAN FLIGHTS WILL BE PROCESSED ON INDIVIDUAL BASIS THROUGH CORRESPONDING AUTHORITY. CREATED: 14 Mar 2020 22:06:00 SOURCE: MPTOYNYX
IN SUPPORT OF HEALTH MEASURES IMPLEMENTED BY PANAMA GOVERNMENT AND TO AVOID THE DISSEMINATION OF CORONAVIRUS INFECTIONS (COVID-19), PANAMA ALLOWS ONLY THE ARRIVAL OF CITIZENS, NATURALIZED CITIZENS AND RESIDENTS, EXC FLIGHT CREWS AND CARGO FLIGHTS. TRANSIT PASSENGERS WILL BE ALLOWED WITHOUT ENTERING THE COUNTRY AND LOCATED AT THE AREAS AUTORIZED BY THE HEALTH AND CUSTOMS AUTHORITIES CREATED: 19 Mar 2020 17:31:00 SOURCE: MPTOYNXY

IN SUPPORT OF HEALTH MEASURES IMPLEMENTED BY PANAMA GOVERNMENT AND TO AVOID THE DISSEMINATION OF CORONAVIRUS INFECTIONS (COVID-19), PANAMA WILL SUSPEND ALL INTERNATIONALS COMERCIAL FLIGHTS ARRIVALS AND DEPARTURES. CARGO AND DOMESTIC FLIGHTS ARE AUTHORIZED. HUMANITARY AND MEDEVAC FLIGHTS WILL BE APPROVED PRIOR COORDINATION CREATED: 23 Mar 2020 13:45:00 SOURCE: MPTOYNXY

BY GOVERNMENT DISPOSITION TO PREVENT THE SPREAD OF THE CORONAVIRUS (COVID-19) ALL OPERATIONS OF COMMERCIAL AND GENERAL AVIATION FLIGHTS FROM FOREIGN COUNTRIES ARE PROHIBITED. FOREIGN FLIGHTS FOR REPATRIATION PURPOSES, CARGO FLT, SAR, EMER FLT, INSPECTION FLT, ARE AUTHORIZED. RMK: HUMANITARIAN FLT, MEDEVAC AND TECHNICAL STOP WILL BE APPROVED BY THE CORRESPONDING AUTHORITY PRIOR COORDINATION CREATED: 26 Mar 2020 23:56:00 SOURCE: SGASYNYY

IN ACCORDANCE WITH GOVERNMENT INSTRUCTION RESOLUTION DINAC NR 288/2020 (COVID-19) TEMPORARY SUSPENSION OF THE FLIGHTS OF THE INTERNATIONAL GENERAL AVIATION DESTINATION TO THE PARAGUAY TERRITORY WITH CREW AND PASSENGERS NOT RESIDENT IN THE COUNTRY (NATURAL AND NATURALIZED PASSENGERS AND CREW WITH PARAGUAYAN NATIONALITY, FOREIGNERS WITH
RESIDENCE IN PARAGUAY, AS WELL AS MEMBERS OF ACCREDITED DIPLOMATIC MISSIONS AND INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS AND WITH AUTHORIZED ENTRY TO NATIONAL TERRITORY ARE EXCEPTED CREATED: 24 Mar 2020 17:14:00 SOURCE: SGASYNYY

A1660/20 - SPIM (Peru): Aeronautical information service Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-22T00:00:00.000Z - 2020-03-31T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (OAXX): Other InformationOther InformationOtherAeronautical information servicePlain language

DUE TO EMERGENCY STATE (COVID-19) ALL AIR TRAFFIC SERVICES REPORTING OFFICE (ARO) WILL BE RECEIVED FPL VIA E-MAIL. ARO SPJC: AISLIMA()CORPAC.GOB.PE. OTHER ARO MUST COOR. CREATED: 21 Mar 2020 02:23:00 SOURCE: SPIMYNYD

A1569/20 - SPIM (Peru): Flight information region Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-17T04:59:00.000Z - 2020-03-31T05:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (AFXX): ATMAirspace organizationOtherFlight information regionPlain language

IN ACCORDANCE WITH GOVERNMENT INSTRUCTION D.S. NR 044-2020-PCM (COVID-19) DUE TO EMERGENCY STATE, ALL FLT SCHEDULED, NON-SCHEDULED AND GEN AVIATION IN PERUVIAN AIRPORTS ARE SUSPENDED. CARGO, EMER, SAR, HUM, MEDEVAC AND STATE FLT ARE EXCLUDED CREATED: 16 Mar 2020 23:20:00 SOURCE: SPIMYNYD

B0711/20 - RPVM (Philippines): Aerodrome Limited to

- Period: 2020-03-27T02:42:00.000Z - 2020-04-14T16:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FALT): AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsAerodromeLimited to


B0702/20 - RPLL (Philippines): Apron Limited to

- Period: 2020-03-27T16:00:00.000Z - 2020-04-14T16:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (MNLT): AGAMovement and landing areaLimitationsApronLimited to

COVID-19: INFO NINOY AQUINO INTL AP (NAIA) TERMINAL 3 PAX FLT OPS SUSPENDED. ALL INTL PAX FLT SHALL BE TRANSFERRED TO NAIA TERMINAL 1. CREATED: 26 Mar 2020 06:52:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN
C0311/20 - RPVD (Philippines): Aerodrome Limited to

- Period: 2020-03-26T08:02:00.000Z - 2020-04-14T16:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FALT): AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsAerodromeLimited to


C0332/20 - EPWW (Poland): Flight information region Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-20T11:37:00.000Z - 2020-06-19T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (AFXX): ATMAirspace organizationOtherFlight information regionPlain language


C0344/20 - EPWW (Poland): Flight information region Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-25T12:55:00.000Z - 2020-04-11T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (AFXX): ATMAirspace organizationOtherFlight information regionPlain language

FLIGHT OPERATIONS ARE EXEMPTED FROM ABOVE: 1) CARGO FLIGHTS, FLIGHTS WITHOUT CARGO AND WITHOUT PASSENGERS, 2) FLIGHTS WITH STATUS: HOSP, HUM, HEAD AND OTHER FLIGHTS PERFORMED IN ORDER TO SAVE PEOPLE'S LIVES OR HEALTH (E.G. WITH THE RESCUE PAROLE), FLIGHTS TO PROTECT PUBLIC ORDER (E.G. WITH THE GUARD PAROLE), 3) FLIGHTS TO THE REPUBLIC OF POLAND BY AIRCRAFT CHARTERED AT THE ORDER OF TOUR OPERATORS OR AN ENTITY ACTING ON THEIR BEHALF BEFORE MARCH 15, 2020 OR AT THE ORDER OF THE PRIME MINISTER, END PART 1 OF 3 CREATED: 25 Mar 2020 13:10:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

**A0933/20 - LPPC (Portugal): Aircraft entry requirements Plain language**

- Period: 2020-03-19T00:00:00.000Z - 2020-04-17T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (OEXX): Other InformationOther InformationOtherAircraft entry requirementsPlain language

COVID-19: FLIGHT RESTRICTIONS FLIGHTS FROM/TO NON EUROPEAN UNION MEMBER STATES ARE PROHIBITED TO LAND AT/DEPART FROM PORTUGUESE AIRPORTS/AERODROMES. EXEMPTED ARE ICELAND, NORWAY, SWITZERLAND, ANGOLA, CAPE VERDE, GUINEA-BISSAU, MOZAMBIQUE, SAO TOME AND PRINCIPE, CANADA, SOUTH AFRICA, UNITED KINGDOM, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, VENEZUELA, FLIGHTS FROM/TO BRASIL AIRPORTS SAO PAULO AND RIO DE JANEIRO, FLIGHTS FOR REPATRIATION OF PORTUGUESE CITIZENS AND HOLDERS OF RESIDENCE PERMIT IN PORTUGAL, HEAD OF STATE, STATE, CARGO, MAIL, HOSP, HUM, MEDEVAC AND TECHNICAL STOPOVERS FOR NON-COMERCIAL PURPOSES. FLIGHTS SCHEDULED TO ARRIVE ON 20200318 ARE ALLOWED TO LAND ON 20200319 IN CASE OF DELAY DUE TO OPERATIONAL REASONS. CREATED: 18 Mar 2020 12:36:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

**A0926/20 - LPPC (Portugal): Aeronautical information service Plain language**

- Period: 2020-03-17T14:45:00.000Z - 2020-05-06T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (OAXX): Other InformationOther InformationOtherAeronautical information servicePlain language


**A0915/20 - LPPC (Portugal): Aircraft entry requirements Plain language**

- Period: 2020-03-16T23:00:00.000Z - 2020-04-15T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (OEXX): Other InformationOther InformationOtherAircraft entry requirementsPlain language

IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE PORTUGUESE GOVERNMENT INSTRUCTIONS AIMING TO IMPROVE APPROPRIATED INFECTION PREVENTION AND TO MITIGATE COVID-19 SPREAD, ALL FLIGHTS BTN SPANISH AND PORTUGUESE AIRPORTS ARE FORBIDDEN, EXC HEAD, STATE, CARGO, MAIL, HOSP, HUM, MEDEVAC AND TECHNICAL STOPOVERS FOR NON-COMERCIAL PURPOSES. CREATED: 16 Mar 2020 22:20:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN
A0933/20 - LPPO (Portugal): Aircraft entry requirements Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-19T00:00:00.000Z - 2020-04-17T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (OEXX): Other InformationOther InformationOtherAircraft entry requirementsPlain language

COVID-19: FLIGHT RESTRICTIONS FLIGHTS FROM/TO NON EUROPEAN UNION MEMBER STATES ARE PROHIBITED TO LAND AT/DEPART FROM PORTUGUESE AIRPORTS/AERODROMES. EXEMPTED ARE ICELAND, NORWAY, SWITZERLAND, ANGOLA, CAPE VERDE, GUINEA-BISSAU, MOZAMBIQUE, SAO TOME AND PRINCIPE, CANADA, SOUTH AFRICA, UNITED KINGDOM, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, VENEZUELA, FLIGHTS FROM/TO BRASIL AIRPORTS SAO PAULO AND RIO DE JANEIRO, FLIGHTS FOR REPATRIATION OF PORTUGUESE CITIZENS AND HOLDERS OF RESIDENCE PERMIT IN PORTUGAL, HEAD OF STATE, STATE, CARGO, MAIL, HOSP, HUM, MEDEVAC AND TECHNICAL STOPOVERS FOR NON-COMERCIAL PURPOSES. FLIGHTS SCHEDULED TO ARRIVE ON 20200318 ARE ALLOWED TO LAND ON 20200319 IN CASE OF DELAY DUE TO OPERATIONAL REASONS. CREATED: 18 Mar 2020 12:36:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

A0968/20 - LPEV (Portugal): Aerodrome Hours of service

- Period: 2020-03-22T00:00:00.000Z - 2020-04-16T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAAH): AGAFacilities and servicesAvailabilityAerodromeHours of service

DUE TO SARS-COV( COVID-19) CONTINGENCY, AERODROME HOURS OF SERVICE ARE NOW: 0900-1800LT, EXCEPT FOR STATE AUTHORITIES, HUMANITARIAN, SAR, MEDICAL AND EMERGENCY FLIGHTS. EXCEPTIONAL FLT MAY BE AUTHORIZED BY THE AIRPORT AUTHORITY WITH TWO HOURS PRIOR PERMISSION REQUEST. CREATED: 21 Mar 2020 19:17:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

A1014/20 - LPFR (Portugal): Aerodrome Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-27T00:01:00.000Z - 2020-03-27T05:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGAFacilities and servicesOtherAerodromePlain language


A0957/20 - LPPD (Portugal): ATS reporting office Hours of service

- Period: 2020-03-20T13:13:00.000Z - 2020-04-30T23:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (SBAH): ATM Air traffic and VOLMET servicesAvailabilityATS reporting officeHours of service


AD CLOSED DUE TO COVID-19 INFECTION PREVENTION EXCEPT FOR HEAD OF STATE, STATE, CIVIL PROTECTION, HOSPITAL, HUMANITARIAN, MEDEVAC AND PUBLIC SERVICE OBLIGATION FLIGHTS. CREATED: 15 Mar 2020 19:14:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

COVID-19 INFORMATION: AD CLOSED DUE TO INFECTION PREVENTION EXCEPT FOR MEDICAL EMERGENCY, CIVIL PROTECTION, MILITARY AND STATE FLIGHTS. CREATED: 20 Mar 2020 16:31:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

AD CLOSED DUE TO COVID-19 INFECTION PREVENTION EXCEPT FOR HEAD OF STATE, STATE, CIVIL PROTECTION, HOSPITAL, HUMANITARIAN, MEDEVAC, PUBLIC SERVICE OBLIGATION FLIGHTS AND POSITION FLIGHTS SUBJECT TO PREVIOUS COORDINATION WITH AD. CREATED: 16 Mar 2020 18:23:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

AD CLOSED DUE TO COVID-19 INFECTION PREVENTION EXCEPT FOR HEAD OF STATE, STATE, CIVIL PROTECTION, HOSPITAL, HUMANITARIAN, MEDEVAC, PUBLIC SERVICE OBLIGATION FLIGHTS AND POSITION FLIGHTS SUBJECT TO PREVIOUS COORDINATION WITH AD. CREATED: 16 Mar 2020 18:23:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

AD CLOSED DUE TO COVID-19 INFECTION PREVENTION EXCEPT FOR HEAD OF STATE, STATE, CIVIL PROTECTION, HOSPITAL, HUMANITARIAN, MEDEVAC, PUBLIC SERVICE OBLIGATION FLIGHTS AND POSITION FLIGHTS SUBJECT TO PREVIOUS COORDINATION WITH AD. CREATED: 16 Mar 2020 18:23:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN
FIS PROVIDED BY LISBOA INFORMATION ON FREQ 123.750MHZ, 130.900MHZ, 131.050MHZ, 23.750MHZ, 244.450MHZ AND 355.725MHZ MIGHT NOT BE AVAILABLE DUE TO IMPOSED CONTINGENCIES REGARDING COVID-19. IN CASE OF NEGATIVE CONTACT ON LISBOA INFORMATION FREQUENCIES FOR FIS BELOW FL055 CONTACT THE APPROPRIATE ATC UNIT, PORTO APP FREQ 118.855MHZ, LISBOA APP FREQ 119.105MHZ, FARO APP FREQ 119.405MHZ OR LISBOA CONTROL FREQ 125.550MHZ. CREATED: 24 Mar 2020 13:39:00
SOURCE: EUECYIYN

A0987/20 - LPPC (Portugal): Aircraft entry requirements Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-23T18:15:00.000Z - 2020-04-08T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (OEXX): Other Information

IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE PORTUGUESE GOVERNMENT INSTRUCTIONS AIMING TO IMPROVE APPROPRIATED INFECTION PREVENTION AND TO MITIGATE COVID-19 SPREAD, ALL FLIGHTS BTN ITALIAN AND PORTUGUESE AIRPORTS ARE FORBIDDEN, EXC HEAD, STATE, CARGO, MAIL, HOSP, HUM, MEDEVAC AND TECHNICAL STOPOVERS FOR NON-COMMERCIAL PURPOSES. CREATED: 23 Mar 2020 18:18:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

A0915/20 - LPPO (Portugal): Aircraft entry requirements Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-16T23:00:00.000Z - 2020-04-15T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (OEXX): Other Information

IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE PORTUGUESE GOVERNMENT INSTRUCTIONS AIMING TO IMPROVE APPROPRIATED INFECTION PREVENTION AND TO MITIGATE COVID-19 SPREAD, ALL FLIGHTS BTN SPANISH AND PORTUGUESE AIRPORTS ARE FORBIDDEN, EXC HEAD, STATE, CARGO, MAIL, HOSP, HUM, MEDEVAC AND TECHNICAL STOPOVERS FOR NON-COMMERCIAL PURPOSES. CREATED: 16 Mar 2020 22:20:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

A0987/20 - LPPO (Portugal): Aircraft entry requirements Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-23T18:15:00.000Z - 2020-04-08T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (OEXX): Other Information

IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE PORTUGUESE GOVERNMENT INSTRUCTIONS AIMING TO IMPROVE APPROPRIATED INFECTION PREVENTION AND TO MITIGATE COVID-19 SPREAD, ALL FLIGHTS BTN ITALIAN AND PORTUGUESE AIRPORTS ARE FORBIDDEN, EXC HEAD, STATE, CARGO, MAIL, HOSP, HUM, MEDEVAC AND TECHNICAL STOPOVERS FOR NON-COMMERCIAL PURPOSES. CREATED: 23 Mar 2020 18:18:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

A0888/20 - LPMA (Portugal): Aerodrome Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-15T00:00:00.000Z - 2020-03-31T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGAFacilities and services

IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE PORTUGUESE GOVERNMENT INSTRUCTIONS AIMING TO IMPROVE APPROPRIATED INFECTION PREVENTION AND TO MITIGATE COVID-19 SPREAD, ALL FLIGHTS BTN ITALIAN AND PORTUGUESE AIRPORTS ARE FORBIDDEN, EXC HEAD, STATE, CARGO, MAIL, HOSP, HUM, MEDEVAC AND TECHNICAL STOPOVERS FOR NON-COMMERCIAL PURPOSES. CREATED: 23 Mar 2020 18:18:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

A0926/20 - LPPO (Portugal): Aeronautical information service Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-17T14:45:00.000Z - 2020-05-06T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (OAXX): Other InformationOther InformationOtherAeronautical information servicePlain language


A0021/20 - TJZS (Puerto Rico): Not listed Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-25T03:59:00.000Z - 2020-04-25T03:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (XXXX): Other InformationOther InformationOtherNot listedPlain language

ALL COMMERCIAL AIR CARRIER PASSENGER OPERATIONS ORIGINATING OUTSIDE PUERTO RICO WITH INTENTIONS TO LAND ON AN AIRPORT WITHIN PUERTO RICO (INCLUDING TJVQ, TJCP) OTHER THAN TJSJ, MUST CHANGE DESTINATION TO LAND AT TJSJ OR EXPECT TO BE DIVERTED TO LAND AT TJSJ FOR COVID-19 HEALTH SCREENING BEFORE PROCEEDING TO THEIR ORIGINAL DESTINATION. ALL CARGO FlIGHTS ARE EXCLUDED. ALL GENERAL AVIATION AND CHARTER PASSENGER FLIGHTS ORIGINATING OUTSIDE PUERTO RICO WITH INTENTIONS TO LAND ON ANY AIRPORT WITHIN PUERTO RICO, MUST CHANGE DESTINATION TO LAND AT EITHER TJSJ, TJIG, TJBQ OR CAN EXPECT TO BE DIVERTED TO LAND AT TJSJ, TJIG, TJBQ FOR COVID-19 HEALTH SCREENING BEFORE PROCEEDING TO THE ORIGINAL DESTINATION. QUESTIONS REGARDING THIS NOTAM SHOULD BE DIRECTED TO THE SAN JUAN CERAP AT 787-253-8664 OR THE COMMAND CENTER AT 540-422-4144 CREATED: 24 Mar 2020 14:36:00 SOURCE: TJZS

M0554/20 - OTBH (Qatar): Not listed Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-16T13:11:00.000Z - 2020-06-08T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (XXXX): Other InformationOther InformationOtherNot listedPlain language

INBOUND MEDICAL SCREENING PROCEDURE-COVID-19: ALL INBOUND AIRCREW OR PASSENGERS IMMIGRATING INTO QATAR MUST CONTACT 379 AEW CMD PST (GRANDSLAM OPS) OR AMCC (BOATER ALPHA) ASAP/NLT 2 HOURS PRIOR TO ARRIVAL TO FACILITATE HOST NATION MEDICAL SCREENING. PROVIDE CMD POST WITH 1) TOTAL NUMBER OF PERSONNEL ONBOARD 2) ETA 3) ALL COUNTRIES TRANSITED SINCE ORIGINATION. CREATED: 16 Mar 2020 13:11:00 SOURCE: OTBH
G0282/20 - OTHH (Qatar): Not listed Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-17T10:53:00.000Z - 2020-03-31T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (XXXX): Other InformationOther InformationOtherNot listedPlain language

ALL PASSENGER FLIGHTS INBOUND TO QATAR AERODROMES ARE SUSPENDED EXCEPT FOR FLIGHTS WITH TRANSFER PASSENGERS, QATARI NATIONALS AND CARGO FLIGHTS AS A PREVENTIVE MEASURE FOR THE PREVAILING COVID-19. CREATED: 17 Mar 2020 10:56:00 SOURCE: OTNOYNYX

A0084/20 - LUKK (Republic of Moldova): Meteorological service Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-26T13:45:00.000Z - 2020-05-15T20:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FMXX): AGAFacilities and servicesOtherMeteorological servicePlain language

COVID-19: INFORMATION WITHIN PERIOD OF EXCEPTIONALLY SITUATION DECLARED IN REPUBLIC OF MOLDOVA, CONSIDERING CONTINGENCY PLAN IN FORCE TO PREVENT SPREADING OF COVID19, DURING THE NIGHTS WHEN NO FLTS ARE SCHEDULED AND NO SIGNIFICANT WEATHER PHENOMENA IS OBSERVED, THE AUTOMATIC METARS(AUTOMETAR) AND LOCAL METREPORTS (AUTOMETREPORT) WILL BE ISSUED FOR AD LUKK. CREATED: 26 Mar 2020 13:47:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

A0274/20 - FMEE (Reunion): Not listed Plain language

- Period: 2020-02-25T05:20:00.000Z - 2020-03-31T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (XXXX): Other InformationOther InformationOtherNot listedPlain language


A0331/20 - FMEE (Reunion): Not listed Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-05T14:57:00.000Z - 2020-03-31T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (XXXX): Other InformationOther InformationOtherNot listedPlain language

A0332/20 - FMEP (Reunion): Not listed Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-05T14:58:00.000Z - 2020-03-31T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (XXXX): Other InformationOther InformationOther InformationNot listedPlain language


A0439/20 - FMEE (Reunion): Not listed Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-20T02:47:00.000Z - 2020-04-15T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (XXXX): Other InformationOther InformationOther InformationNot listedPlain language

'COVID-19' - PAX RESTRICTIONS: 1.'LA REUNION' AS A FRENCH TERRITORY, HAS CLSD ITS BORDER TO FOREIGN NATIONALS WHO LACK A RESIDENCE PERMIT IN ONE OF THE SCHENGEN MEMBERS AND ASSOCIATED STATES, EUROPEAN UNION OR UNITED KINGDOM, UNLESS THEY ARE ARRIVING ON A FLT FM THOSE AREAS 2.'LA REUNION ROLAND GARROS AP WILL BE OPEN TO INTL FLT ENABLING FOREIGN NATIONALS TO TRAVEL OUT OF 'LA REUNION' - AIRLINES SHALL INFORM OUBD PAX ABT RESTRICTIONS
APPLICABLE TO THEM AT THE PLACE OF DESTINATION - AIRLINE SHALL NOT EMBARK PASSENGERS SUBJECT TO ACCESS BAN AT THE PLACE OF DEST. ALL CREW AND MNM SUPPORT STAFF THAT ARE REQUIRED TO CARRY OUT CARGO AND PAX FLT ARE EXEMPT FROM THE TRAVEL RESTRICTIONS (OVERNIGHT STAYS SHOULD BE AVOIDED UNLESS NECESSARY). CREATED: 20 Mar 2020 02:56:00 SOURCE: FMMMYNYX

A0275/20 - FMEP (Reunion): Not listed

- Period: 2020-02-25T05:27:00.000Z - 2020-03-31T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (XXXX): Other Information


A0489/20 - FMEE (Reunion): Control zone Activated

- Period: 2020-03-26T06:58:00.000Z - 2020-03-29T16:45:00.000Z
- Q-Code (ACCA): ATMAirspace organization


A0777/20 - LRBB (Romania): Flight information region

- Period: 2020-03-23T08:05:00.000Z - 2020-04-04T10:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (AFXX): ATMAirspace organization

COVID-19: FLIGHT RESTRICTIONS BASED ON THE DECISION OF STATE AUTHORITIES, ALL DEPARTING FLIGHTS ORIGINATED FROM AIRPORTS LOCATED WITHIN THE TERRITORY OF ITALY ARE FORBIDDEN TO LAND ON AIRPORTS LOCATED WITHIN BUCHAREST FIR. FLIGHTS PERFORMED WITH STATE ACFT, CARGO, HUMANITARIAN OR MEDICAL
EMERGENCY FLTS, AS WELL AS NON COMMERCIAL TECHNICAL FLTS ARE EXEMPTED.
CREATED: 23 Mar 2020 08:09:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

A0800/20 - LRBB (Romania): Flight information region Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-24T13:59:00.000Z - 2020-04-14T21:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (AFXX): ATMAirspace organizationOtherFlight information regionPlain language


A0626/20 - LRBB (Romania): Flight information region Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-09T10:00:00.000Z - 2020-03-31T21:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (AFXX): ATMAirspace organizationOtherFlight information regionPlain language

COVID-19 BASED ON THE DECISION OF STATE AUTHORITIES, AIRCRAFT OPERATORS SHALL NOT ALLOW BOARDING OF FOREIGN CITIZENS TRAVELLING FROM ITALIAN REPUBLIC, ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF IRAN, PEOPLES REPUBLIC OF CHINA, REPUBLIC OF KOREA TO ROMANIA, INCLUDING LAYOVER/STOPOVER FLIGHTS

A0627/20 - LRBB (Romania): Flight information region Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-09T10:00:00.000Z - 2020-03-31T21:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (AFXX): ATMAirspace organizationOtherFlight information regionPlain language

COVID-19 BASED ON THE DECISION OF STATE AUTHORITIES, AIRCRAFT OPERATORS SHALL INFORM ROMANIAN CITIZENS BOARDING FROM ITALIAN REPUBLIC, ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF IRAN, PEOPLES REPUBLIC OF CHINA, REPUBLIC OF KOREA TO ROMANIA, INCLUDING LAYOVER/STOPOVER FLIGHTS, THAT UPON ARRIVAL IN ROMANIA THEY WILL BE PUT INTO QUARANTINE/SELF-ISOLATION AND THEY SHALL ASSUME THIS OBLIGATION BY FILLING A DECLARATION ON THEIR OWN RESPONSABILITY. THE DECLARATION FORM WILL BE PUBLISHED

A0674/20 - LRBB (Romania): Flight information region Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-15T19:00:00.000Z - 2020-03-31T23:59:00.000Z
COVID-19 BASED ON THE DECISION OF STATE AUTHORITIES, AIRCRAFT OPERATORS SHALL INFORM ALL ON-BOARD PASSENGERS TRAVELLING TO ROMANIA THAT ALL ASYMPTOMATIC PEOPLE COMING FROM COUNTRIES WITH OVER 500 CONFIRMED COVID-19 CASES WILL BE PUT INTO 14 DAYS OF SELF-ISOLATION AT A RESIDENCE DECLARED BY THEIR OWN RESPONSIBILITY UPON ARRIVAL AT THE AIRPORT. CREATED: 15 Mar 2020 13:24:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

A0809/20 - LRBB (Romania): Flight information region Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-25T10:00:00.000Z - 2020-04-14T21:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (AFXX): ATMAirspace organizationOtherFlight information regionPlain language

COVID-19 - PASSENGERS RESTRICTIONS BASED ON THE DECISION OF STATE AUTHORITIES, ALL INDIVIDUALS ENTERING INTO THE TERRITORY OF ROMANIA WILL BE ISOLATED INTO QUARANTINE OR SELF-ISOLATION TO THEIR RESIDENCE, DEPENDING ON CASE BY CASE. AIRCRAFT OPERATORS SHALL INFORM ALL PASSENGERS ACCORDINGLY. PLS ALSO CHECK NOTAM A0799/20 AND A0800/20 FOR PASSENGER ENTRY RESTRICTIONS. CREATED: 25 Mar 2020 09:24:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

A0728/20 - LRBB (Romania): Flight information region Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-18T16:00:00.000Z - 2020-03-31T15:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (AFXX): ATMAirspace organizationOtherFlight information regionPlain language

COVID-19: FLIGHT RESTRICTIONS BASED ON THE DECISION OF STATE AUTHORITIES, FLIGHTS DEPARTING FROM AIRPORTS LOCATED WITHIN BUCHAREST FIR TO AIRPORTS LOCATED WITHIN TERRITORY OF SPAIN ARE FORBIDDEN. FLIGHTS PERFORMED WITH STATE AIRCRAFTS, CARGO, HUMANITARIAN OR MEDICAL EMERGENCY FLIGHTS, AS WELL AS NON COMMERCIAL TECHNICAL FLIGHTS ARE EXEMPTED. CREATED: 18 Mar 2020 09:18:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

A0778/20 - LRBB (Romania): Flight information region Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-23T08:08:00.000Z - 2020-04-04T10:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (AFXX): ATMAirspace organizationOtherFlight information regionPlain language

COVID-19: FLIGHT RESTRICTIONS BASED ON THE DECISION OF STATE AUTHORITIES, ALL FLIGHTS DEPARTING FROM AIRPORTS LOCATED WITHIN BUCHAREST FIR TO AIRPORTS LOCATED WITHIN TERRITORY OF ITALY ARE FORBIDDEN. FLIGHTS PERFORMED WITH STATE ACFT, CARGO, HUMANITARIAN OR MEDICAL EMERGENCY FLTS, AS WELL AS NON COMMERCIAL TECHNICAL FLTS ARE EXEMPTED. CREATED: 23 Mar 2020 08:09:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

A0799/20 - LRBB (Romania): Flight information region Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-24T13:55:00.000Z - 2020-04-14T21:00:00.000Z

A0808/20 - LRBB (Romania): Flight information region Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-25T21:00:00.000Z - 2020-04-07T20:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (AFXX): ATMAirspace organizationOtherFlight information regionPlain language

COVID-19: FLIGHT RESTRICTIONS BASED ON THE DECISION OF STATE AUTHORITIES, ALL DEPARTING FLIGHTS ORIGINATE FROM AIRPORTS LOCATED WITHIN THE TERRITORY OF FRENCH REPUBLIC AND FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY ARE FORBIDDEN TO LAND ON AIRPORTS LOCATED WITHIN BUCHAREST FIR. ALSO FLIGHTS DEPARTING FROM AIRPORTS LOCATED WITHIN BUCHAREST FIR TO AIRPORTS LOCATED WITHIN TERRITORY OF FRENCH REPUBLIC AND FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY ARE FORBIDDEN. FLIGHTS PERFORMED WITH STATE AIRCRAFT, CARGO AND MAIL, HUMANITARIAN OR MEDICAL EMERGENCY FLIGHTS, AS WELL AS NON-COMMERCIAL TECHNICAL FLIGHTS ARE EXEMPTED. CREATED: 25 Mar 2020 09:20:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

A0726/20 - LRBB (Romania): Flight information region Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-18T16:00:00.000Z - 2020-03-31T15:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (AFXX): ATMAirspace organizationOtherFlight information regionPlain language

COVID-19: FLIGHT RESTRICTIONS BASED ON THE DECISION OF STATE AUTHORITIES, ALL DEPARTING FLIGHTS ORIGINATED FROM AIRPORTS LOCATED WITHIN THE TERRITORY OF SPAIN ARE FORBIDDEN TO LAND ON AIRPORTS LOCATED WITHIN BUCHAREST FIR. FLIGHTS PERFORMED WITH STATE AIRCRAFTS, CARGO, HUMANITARIAN OR MEDICAL EMERGENCY FLIGHTS, AS WELL AS NON COMMERCIAL TECHNICAL FLIGHTS ARE EXEMPTED. CREATED: 18 Mar 2020 09:17:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

A0031/20 - HRYR (Rwanda): Aircraft entry requirements Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-20T22:01:00.000Z - 2020-04-20T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (OEXX): Other InformationOther InformationOtherAircraft entry requirementsPlain language

TO FURTHER MITIGATE THE COVID-19 OUTBREAK, ALL ARRIVING AND DEPARTING COMMERCIAL PASSENGER FLIGHTS INCLUDING RWANDAIR, WILL BE HALTED FOR AN INITIAL PERIOD OF 30 DAYS. ONLY CARGO AND EMERGENCY FLIGHTS WILL OPERATE CREATED: 19 Mar 2020 07:54:00 SOURCE: HRYRNYX

A0027/20 - HRYR (Rwanda): Aircraft entry requirements Plain language
FOLLOWING THE DECLARATION OF WHO, MINISTRY OF HEALTH RECOMMENDS PREVENTIVE MEASURES TO PROTECT ALL RESIDENTS AND VISITORS OF RWANDA. THESE ARE INSTRUCTIONS TO FOLLOW AT ALL PORTS OF ENTRY ACROSS THE COUNTRY
1. ALL TRAVELERS ARRIVING IN RWANDA AT ALL POINTS OF ENTRY WILL BE SCREENED
5. SUSPECTED CASE IN SELF-QUARANTINE CONDITIONS MUST ABIDE BY THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS: WEAR MASKS ALL TIME, SELF-ISOLATE FROM OTHERS IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD AND CALL 114 FOR FURTHER DIRECTION. 6. ANY ASYMPTOMATIC TRAVELLER COMING FROM COUNTRIES WITH CONFIRMED COVID-19 CASES WILL BE CONSIDERED AT RISK, AND WILL BE RECORDED IN A REGISTER AND ELECTRONIC TOOLS FOR CONTINUED DAILY MONITORING FOR 14 DAYS COUNTED FROM THE DAY HE/SHE LEFT COUNTRY WITH COVID-19 CASES. PART 1 OF 2 CREATED: 09 Mar 2020 16:52:00 SOURCE: HRYRYNYX

A0638/20 - TKPK (Saint Kitts and Nevis): Not listed Plain language

DUE TO THE COVID-19 OUTBREAK, THE GOVERNMENT OF ST. KITTS-NEVIS HAS UPDATED ITS TRAVEL ADVISORY WITH IMMEDIATE EFFECT TO DENY ENTRY TO NON-CITIZENS AND NON-RESIDENTS WHO HAVE TRAVELLED TO CHINA, IRAN, HONG KONG, SINGAPORE, SOUTH KOREA, JAPAN, EUROPE, THE UNITED KINGDOM AND THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. NATIONALS AND LEGAL CITIZENS OF THE FEDERATION ARE STRONGLY ADVISED TO AVOID ALL NON-ESSENTIAL TRAVEL TO COUNTRIES OR JURISDICTIONS WHERE COVID-19 CASES HAVE BEEN REPORTED AND WHERE THERE IS LOCAL/COMMUNITY TRANSMISSION. NATIONALS AND LEGAL CITIZENS OF ST. KITTS-NEVIS ARRIVING FROM THE AFOREMENTIONED DESTINATIONS OR ANY OTHER DESTINATION WILL BE SUBJECT TO ENTRY SCREENING AND A MANDATORY FOURTEEN (14) DAY QUARANTINE PERIOD UPON ARRIVAL. ALL NON-NATIONAL TRAVELLERS ARRIVING FROM ANY OTHER INTERNATIONAL DESTINATION: 1) WILL GO THROUGH AN ADVANCED SCREENING PROCESS AT POINT OF ENTRY, REGARDLESS OF YOUR POINT OF ORIGIN 2) WILL BE SUBJECT TO A MANDATORY QUARANTINED PERIOD OF NOT LESS THAN FOURTEEN (14) DAYS AT A GOVERNMENT DESIGNATED QUARANTINE SITE 3) WILL RECEIVE HEALTH CHECKS BY THE MINISTRY OF HEALTH'S DESIGNATED QUARANTINE OFFICIALS ON A DAILY BASIS 4) MAY BE REFUSED ENTRY CREATED: 24 Mar 2020 13:01:00 SOURCE: TTPPYNYX
DUE TO THE COVID-19 OUTBREAK, THE GOVERNMENT OF ST. KITTS-NEVIS HAS UPDATED ITS TRAVEL ADVISORY WITH IMMEDIATE EFFECT TO DENY ENTRY TO NON-CITIZENS AND NON-RESIDENTS WHO HAVE TRAVELLED TO CHINA, IRAN, HONG KONG, SINGAPORE, SOUTH KOREA, JAPAN, EUROPE, THE UNITED KINGDOM AND THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. NATIONALS AND LEGAL CITIZENS OF THE FEDERATION ARE STRONGLY ADVISED TO AVOID ALL NON-ESSENTIAL TRAVEL TO COUNTRIES OR JURISDICTIONS WHERE COVID-19 CASES HAVE BEEN REPORTED AND WHERE THERE IS LOCAL/COMMUNITY TRANSMISSION. NATIONALS AND LEGAL CITIZENS OF ST. KITTS-NEVIS ARRIVING FROM THE AFOREMENTIONED DESTINATIONS OR ANY OTHER DESTINATION WILL BE SUBJECT TO ENTRY SCREENING AND A MANDATORY FOURTEEN (14) DAY QUARANTINE PERIOD UPON ARRIVAL. ALL NON-NATIONAL TRAVELLERS ARRIVING FROM ANY OTHER INTERNATIONAL DESTINATION: 1) WILL GO THROUGH AN ADVANCED SCREENING PROCESS AT POINT OF ENTRY, REGARDLESS OF YOUR POINT OF ORIGIN 2) WILL BE SUBJECT TO A MANDATORY QUARANTINED PERIOD OF NOT LESS THAN FOURTEEN (14) DAYS AT A GOVERNMENT DESIGNATED QUARANTINE SITE 3) WILL RECEIVE HEALTH CHECKS BY THE MINISTRY OF HEALTH'S DESIGNATED QUARANTINE OFFICIALS ON A DAILY BASIS 4) MAY BE REFUSED ENTRY CREATED: 24 Mar 2020 13:08:00 SOURCE: TTPPYNX

AD OPR HOURS CHANGED DUE TO COVID-19 PANDEMIC. CREATED: 26 Mar 2020 16:50:00 SOURCE: TTPPYNX

DUE TO THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC, ALL AIRLINES, GROUND HANDLERS, AND FLIGHT CREW (INCLUDING GENERAL AVIATION OPERATORS) MUST NOTIFY ATC OF ARRIVING PASSENGERS, OR CREW, DISPLAYING SYMPTOMS OF ILLNESS OR REQUIRING MEDICAL CARE CREATED: 13 Mar 2020 22:37:00 SOURCE: TTPPYNX
DUE TO THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC, ALL AIRLINES, GROUND HANDLERS, AND FLIGHT CREW (INCLUDING GENERAL AVIATION OPERATORS) MUST NOTIFY ATC OF ARRIVING PASSENGERS, OR CREW, DISPLAYING SYMPTOMS OF ILLNESS OR REQUIRING MEDICAL CARE. CREATED: 13 Mar 2020 22:37:00 SOURCE: TTPPYNYX

A0357/20 - OEJD (Saudi Arabia): Not listed

- Period: 2020-03-19T00:01:00.000Z - 2020-04-19T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (XXXX): Other Information

DUE TO THE PRECAUTINARY MEASURES AGAINST THE CORONA VIRUS (COVID-19) AND THE IMPOSSIBILTY TO DISTRIBUTE ON TIME THE KSA E-AIP DVD; THE E-AIP IN SANS WEBSITE IS CONSIDER TEMPO OFFICIAL SOURCE OF KSA PUBLICATION. FOR ANY FURTHER INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT SANS/AIM: AIMD(A)SANS.COM.SA. CREATED: 19 Mar 2020 18:27:00 SOURCE: OEJDNYYX

A0431/20 - GOXX (Senegal): Aerodrome

- Period: 2020-03-20T23:59:00.000Z - 2020-04-17T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGA Facilities and services

DUE TO COVID-19 PANDEMIC ALL FLIGHTS FROM OR TO SENEGAL AND NATIONAL FLIGHTS ARE SUSPENDED, EXCEPT CARGO FLIGHT, SANITARY FLIGHT AND SPECIAL FLIGHT WHICH REQUIRE AUTHORIZATION BEFORE. AUTHORIZED FERRY FLIGHTS FOR RAPATRIATION MUST BE EMPTY AT THEIR ARRIVAL AND STOPOVERS DURATION SHORTENED. CREATED: 20 Mar 2020 21:25:00 SOURCE: GOOYNYYX

A1291/20 - LYN I (Serbia): Aerodrome Closed

- Period: 2020-03-18T18:51:00.000Z - 2020-03-28T23:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FALC): AGA Facilities and services

AD KONSTANTIN VELIKI/NIS TEMPORARILY CLSD FOR INTERNATIONAL TRAFFIC TO PREVENT INFECTIOUS DISEASE COVID-19. CREATED: 18 Mar 2020 18:51:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

A1372/20 - LYKV (Serbia): Aerodrome Limited to

- Period: 2020-03-26T19:29:00.000Z - 2020-05-12T21:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FALT): AGA Facilities and services

COVID-19: INFORMATION AD MORAVA/KRALJEVO OPEN FOR DOMESTIC TRAFFIC ONLY ON REQUEST 24 HOURS BEFORE TAKE-OFF/LANDING EXPECTED TIME. CREATED: 26 Mar 2020 19:30:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

A1369/20 - LYKV (Serbia): Aerodrome Limited to

- Period: 2020-03-26T19:24:00.000Z - 2020-05-12T21:59:00.000Z
COVID-19: INFORMATION AD MORAVA/KRALJEVO TEMPORARILY CLSD FOR INTERNATIONAL TRAFFIC. CREATED: 26 Mar 2020 19:25:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

A1340/20 - LYBA (Serbia): Aerodrome Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-20T20:33:00.000Z - 2020-07-31T21:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FALT): AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsAerodromeLimited to

COVID-19: CREWS/PASSENGERS REQUIREMENTS IN THE REPUBLIC OF SERBIA, IN FORCE SAFETY ORDER NO. 02/2020: 1. AIR OPERATORS MUST PROVIDE CLEANING AND COMPLETE DISINFECTION OF AIRCRAFT WITH A DISINFECTANT SUITABLE FOR THE DISINFECTION OF AIRCRAFT (CLEANERS CONTAINING 62 - 71 PERCENT ETHANOL, 0.5 PERCENT HYDROGEN PEROXIDE OR 0.1 PERCENT HYPOCHLORITE WHICH IS MANDATORY TO BE CORROBORATED WITH THE AIRCRAFT MANUFACTURER), AFTER EACH FLIGHT DEPARTING FROM AN AERODROME LOCATED IN THE AREAS WITH HIGH LEVELS OF RISK OF CONTAMINATION WITH COVID-19 INFECTION (BASED ON THE LIST AS LAID OUT IN ANNEX TO THIS ORDER). AIR OPERATORS MAY APPLY ANOTHER AIRCRAFT DISINFECTION FREQUENCY AFTER PERFORMING RISK ASSESSMENT THAT MUST TAKE INTO ACCOUNT OPERATIONAL FACTS AND THE DURATION OF THE DISINFECTANT USED BY THE OPERATOR IN THE AIRCRAFT DISINFECTION PROCESS. NOTWITHSTANDING THE ABOVE, AIR OPERATORS MUST ENSURE THAT AIRCRAFT ARE COMPLETELY CLEANED AND DISINFECTED NOT LATER THAN 24 HOURS AFTER THE AIRCRAFT DEPARTED FROM AN AERODROME LOCATED IN THE AREA WITH HIGH LEVELS OF RISK OF COVID-19 INFECTION. END PART 1 OF 2 CREATED: 20 Mar 2020 20:35:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

A0437/20 - LYBA (Serbia): Flight information region Plain language

- Period: 2020-02-04T09:02:00.000Z - 2020-06-30T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (AFXX): ATMAirspace organizationOtherFlight information regionPlain language

OBTAINED. - IN THE RESPONSIBLE INSTITUTION QUARANTINE PRESCRIBED MEDICAL PROCEDURE SHALL BE FOLLOWED. - MEDICAL AND AIRPORT STAFF TRAINED AND INFORMED ABOUT ALL STEPS OF PRESENT PROCEDURE. CREATED: 04 Feb 2020 09:02:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

A1256/20 - LYBA (Serbia): Flight information region Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-18T09:12:00.000Z - 2020-06-16T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (AFXX): ATMAirspace organizationOtherFlight information regionPlain language


A1259/20 - LYBA (Serbia): Flight information region Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-18T09:41:00.000Z - 2020-04-30T21:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (AFXX): ATMAirspace organizationOtherFlight information regionPlain language

COVID-19: PASSENGER RESTRICTION ALL FOREIGN NATIONALS, EXCEPT THOSE WITH PERMANENT OR TEMPORARY RESIDENCE, ARE PROHIBITED TO ENTER MONTENEGRO. 14 DAYS OF MANDATORY SELF-ISOLATION IS INTRODUCED FOR ALL PERSONS ARRIVING FROM ABROAD. FOR ALL NATIONALS OF MONTENEGRO TRAVEL FROM MONTENEGRO INTO ITALY, SPAIN, SOUTH KOREA, IRAN, CHINA - HUBEI PROVINCE, JAPAN, FRANCE, GERMANY, SWITZERLAND, DENMARK AND AUSTRIA IS PROHIBITED. CREATED: 18 Mar 2020 09:41:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

A1300/20 - LYUZ (Serbia): Aerodrome Limited to

- Period: 2020-03-19T10:01:00.000Z - 2020-04-22T14:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FALT): AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsAerodromeLimited to

AD TEMPORARILY CLSD FOR INTERNATIONAL TRAFFIC TO PREVENT INFECTIOUS DISEASE COVID-19. CREATED: 19 Mar 2020 10:01:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

A1258/20 - LYBA (Serbia): Aircraft entry requirements Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-18T09:38:00.000Z - 2020-04-30T21:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (OEXX): Other InformationOther InformationOtherAircraft entry requirementsPlain language

COVID-19: FLIGHT RESTRICTION ALL INTERNATIONAL FLIGHTS WITH THE PURPOSE OF PUBLIC TRANSPORT OF PASSENGERS ARE PROHIBITED TO TAKE OFF / LAND IN MONTENEGRO. CREATED: 18 Mar 2020 09:38:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN
A1152/20 - LYVR (Serbia): Aerodrome Limited to

- Period: 2020-03-12T15:11:00.000Z - 2020-04-12T23:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FALT): AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsAerodromeLimited to

AD TEMPORARILY CLSD FOR INTERNATIONAL TRAFFIC TO PREVENT INFECTION DISEASE COVID-19. CREATED: 12 Mar 2020 15:11:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

A0027/20 - GFLL (Sierra Leone): Aerodrome Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-22T23:59:00.000Z - 2020-06-22T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGAFacilities and servicesOtherAerodromePlain language

DUE TD COVID-19 PANDEMIC, ALL SCHEDULED FLT TO AND FM FREETOWN (LUNGI)INTL AP ARE SUSPENDED. CARGO, MEDEVAC, EMERGENCY, RED CROSS, CHARTER AND SPECIAL NEED FLT ARE ALLOWED TO OPERATE. CREW MEMBERS MUST REMAIN ON BOARD AND STOPOVERS SHORTENED. CREATED: 21 Mar 2020 10:10:00 SOURCE: GLRBYNYX

A1172/20 - WSSS (Singapore): Aerodrome Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-27T15:59:00.000Z - 2020-06-27T15:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGAFacilities and servicesOtherAerodromePlain language


A1173/20 - WSSL (Singapore): Aerodrome Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-27T15:59:00.000Z - 2020-06-27T15:59:00.000Z

A0099/20 - TNCM (Sint Maarten (Dutch part)): Not listed

- Period: 2020-03-18T18:00:00.000Z - 2020-03-31T05:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (XXXX): Other Information

COVID-19 PANDEMIC MEASURES: THE GOVT OF ST MAARTEN IS PROHIBITING TRANSPORT OF PASSENGRS TO TNCM WHO ARE NOT LEGAL RESIDENTS OF ST MAARTEN/ST MARTIN. EXEMPT: CARGO FLIGHTS, AIRLINE CREW, SPECIALIST ON INVITATION OF ST MAARTEN GOVT, ESSENTIAL FLIGHTS FROM SABA AND SINT EUSTATIUS, REPATRIATION FLIGHTS AND MEDICAL EMERGENCY FLIGHTS. CREATED: 18 Mar 2020 18:01:00 SOURCE: TNCCYNXY

A0422/20 - LZBB (Slovakia): Aircraft entry requirements

- Period: 2020-02-28T00:00:00.000Z - 2020-05-31T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (OEXX): Other Information


A0580/20 - LZSL (Slovakia): Aerodrome Limited to

- Period: 2020-03-26T12:54:00.000Z - 2020-06-23T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FALT): AGAF


A0586/20 - LZBB (Slovakia): Flight information region Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-26T17:33:00.000Z - 2020-04-10T06:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (AFXX): ATMA


A0584/20 - LKZK (Slovakia): Runway Closed

- Period: 2020-03-26T15:00:00.000Z - 2020-04-01T08:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (MRLC): AGA

COVID-19: FLIGHT RESTRICTIONS RWY 01/19 CLSD. OUTSIDE RWY CLOSURE HOURS ALL GENERAL AVIATION FLIGHTS MUST OBTAIN CONFIRMATION OF THE HANDLING SERVICES FROM AD OPERATOR AT LEAST 2 HR IN ADVANCE BEFORE PLANNED ARRIVAL. CONTACTS: SITA: KSCOP7X, E-MAIL: DISPECING(A)AIRPORTKOSICE.SK. CREATED: 26 Mar 2020 15:00:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

A0581/20 - LZSL (Slovakia): Terminal control area Changed
• Period: 2020-03-26T13:03:00.000Z - 2020-06-23T23:59:00.000Z
• Q-Code (ATCH): ATMAirspace organizationChangesTerminal control areaChanged


A0587/20 - LZIB (Slovakia): Aerodrome Limited to

• Period: 2020-03-27T01:00:00.000Z - 2020-04-10T06:00:00.000Z
• Q-Code (FALT): AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsAerodromeLimited to

COVID-19: FLIGHT RESTRICTIONS RWY 13/31 AND RWY 04/22 CLSD DAILY 0600-1800. AT THESE HOURS AD LZIB USABLE AS DESTINATION AND DEPARTURE ONLY AFTER PRIOR PERMISSION OF AD OPERATOR AFTER FLIGHT PLAN SUBMISSION AND PURPOSE OF FLIGHT VIA EMAIL: OCC(A)BTS.AERO AT LEAST 12 HR BEFORE PERFORMING THE FLIGHT. THESE RESTRICTIONS DO NOT APPLY FOR: CARGO AND POSTAL FLIGHTS, FLIGHTS ENGAGED IN A SEARCH AND RESCUE MISSION, FIRE-FIGHTING FLIGHTS, RESCUE OPERATIONS FLIGHTS IN EMERGENCIES, FLIGHTS OPERATING ON A HUMANITARIAN MISSION, MEDICAL FLIGHTS DECLARED BY MEDICAL AUTHORITIES. CREATED: 27 Mar 2020 01:01:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

A0578/20 - LZIB (Slovakia): Aerodrome Plain language

• Period: 2020-03-25T20:42:00.000Z - 2020-06-12T23:59:00.000Z
• Q-Code (FAXX): AGAFacilities and servicesOtherAerodromePlain language


A0582/20 - LZTT (Slovakia): Firefighting and rescue Downgraded to

• Period: 2020-03-26T13:12:00.000Z - 2020-03-29T15:00:00.000Z
• Q-Code (FFCG): AGAFacilities and servicesChangesFirefighting and rescueDowngraded to


A0576/20 - LZTT (Slovakia): Terminal control area Changed

• Period: 2020-03-26T06:15:00.000Z - 2020-03-29T17:00:00.000Z
• Q-Code (ATCH): ATMAirspace organizationChangesTerminal control areaChanged

A0585/20 - LZKZ (Slovakia): Heliport Closed

- Period: 2020-03-26T15:00:00.000Z - 2020-04-01T08:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FPLC): AGA Facilities and services Limitations Heliport Closed

COVID-19: FLIGHT RESTRICTIONS HELIPORT CLSD. OUTSIDE HELIPORT CLOSURE HOURS ALL GENERAL AVIATION FLIGHTS MUST OBTAIN CONFIRMATION OF THE HANDLING SERVICES FROM AD OPERATOR AT LEAST 2 HR IN ADVANCE BEFORE PLANNED ARRIVAL. CONTACTS: SITA: KSCOP7X, E-MAIL: DISPECING(A)AIRPORTKOSICE.SK.
CREATED: 26 Mar 2020 15:01:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

A0583/20 - LZZI (Slovakia): Firefighting and rescue Downgraded to

- Period: 2020-03-26T14:42:00.000Z - 2020-03-27T11:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FFCG): AGA Facilities and services Changes Firefighting and rescue Downgraded to

COVID-19: INFORMATION AD CAT FOR FIRE FIGHTING DOWNGRADED TO CAT 2.
CREATED: 26 Mar 2020 14:44:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

A0575/20 - LZTT (Slovakia): Aerodrome Hours of service

- Period: 2020-03-26T06:15:00.000Z - 2020-03-29T17:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAAH): AGA Facilities and services Availability Aerodrome Hours of service


A0323/20 - LJLA (Slovenia): Aircraft entry requirements Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-17T15:45:00.000Z - 2020-06-16T23:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (OEXX): Other Information Other Information Other Aircraft entry requirements Plain language

CREATED: 17 Mar 2020 15:48:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

A0325/20 - LJLA (Slovenia): Aircraft entry requirements Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-17T15:59:00.000Z - 2020-03-30T22:00:00.000Z

A0043/20 - AGGH (Solomon Islands): Aerodrome Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-21T06:00:00.000Z - 2020-04-21T06:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGAFacilities and servicesOtherAerodromePlain language

IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE MINISTRY OF HEALTH ADVICE ON THE INCREASED RISKPOSED BY THE SPREAD OF CORONAVIRUS 2019: 1. ANY PERSON WHO HAS TRAVELLED FROM OR TRANSITED THROUGH MAINLAND CHINA, HONG KONG SAR, MACAU, SINGAPORE, JAPAN, ITALY, THAILAND, IRAN, CHINESE TAIPEI AND REPUBLIC OF KOREA AT ANY TIME DURING THE 14 DAYS IMMEDIATELY BEFORE THE DAY ON WHICH THE PERSON ARRIVES IN SOLOMON ISLANDS WILL NOT BE PERMITTED TO ENTER THE COUNTRY. 2. ANY PERSON WHO HAVE COME FROM OR TRANSITED THROUGH ANY OFTHE AFFECTED COUNTRIES NOT MENTIONED IN CONDITION ONE ABOVE DURING THE LAST 14 DAYS IMMEDIATELY BEFORE TRAVEL TO SOLOMON ISLANDS, MAY BE ALLOWED TO ENTER THE COUNTRY THROUGH ANY ROUTE, BUT SUBJECT TO RISK BASED ASSESSMENT AT THE POINT OF ENTRY. 3. TRAVELLERS WITH ANY SYMPTOMS OF COVID-19 MAY BE DENIED ENTRY OR BOARDING AND ADZ TO POSTPONE TRAVEL TO SOLOMON ISLANDS. CREATED: 21 Mar 2020 00:58:00 SOURCE: AGGHYNYX

A0027/20 - HCSM (Somalia): Flight information region Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-23T13:30:00.000Z - 2020-04-02T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (AFXX): ATMAirspace organizationOtherFlight information regionPlain language

DUE TO PREVENTIVE AND PRECAUTION MEASURES OF C.V (COVID-19) OUTBREAK ALL INTERNATIONAL PAX FLIGHTS TO AND FROM ALL SOMALIA AERODROMES ARE SUSPENDED EXCEPT FOOD STUFF, MEDICAL SUPPLIES AND SPARE PARTS. EMERGENCY FLIGHTS INCLUDING MEDEVAC WILL REQUEST SPECIAL PERMIT. CREATED: 23 Mar 2020 13:31:00 SOURCE: HCMMYNYX

A0023/20 - HCSM (Somalia): Flight information region Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-15T20:00:00.000Z - PERM
- Q-Code (AFXX): ATMAirspace organizationOtherFlight information regionPlain language

IN ACCORDANCE OF THE SOMALIA FEDERAL GOVERNMENT(MINISTRY OF HEALTH) AIMING AT THE PREVENTING THE INTRODUCTION AND/OR SPREAD OF INFECTIONS BY THE CORONA VIRUS ALL AIRLINES ARE REUQUIRED TO ABIDE BY THE FOLLOWING:
1. PASSENGERS ORIGINATING FROM CHINA, IRAN, REPUBLIC OF KOREA AND ITALY AND/OR TRANSITING ONE OF THE ABOVE MENTIONED COUNTRIES FOR THE LAST 14 DAYS REGARDLESS OF INTERMEDIATE STOPS ARE NOT ALLOWED TO ENTER SOMALIA. IN CASE OF SUSPECTED CORONA VIRUS DURING THE FLIGHT INBOUND TO SOMALIA ALL AIRMEN ARE REQUIRED TO REPORT IMMEDIATELY BY RADIO AS EARLY AS POSSIBLE BEFORE ARRIVAL TO AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL AND COMPLY WITH HEALTH SCREENING OF PASSENGERS ENTERING ALL INTERNATIONAL AIRPORTS IN SOMALIA.

B1970/20 - GEML (Spain): Aerodrome Hours of service

- Period: 2020-03-29T00:00:00.000Z - 2020-04-30T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAAH): AGAFacilities and servicesAvailabilityAerodromeHours of service


B1847/20 - LELC (Spain): Aerodrome Limited to

- Period: 2020-03-23T13:22:00.000Z - 2020-04-11T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FALT): AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsAerodromeLimited to

MIL AND CIV AD HOURS OF OPERATION LIMITED DUE TO COVID-19 CRISIS: I: MON-FRI 0630-1400 V: MON-FRI 0530-1300 OUTSIDE THESE HOURS AD SERVICES WILL BE ACTIVATED ONLY IN SPECIAL CASES WITH A MAXIMUM DELAY OF 2HR. OTHER CASES WITH PPR 24HR IN ADVANCE. APP SVC REMAINS AVBL AT REGULAR HOURS. CREATED: 23 Mar 2020 13:23:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

B1963/20 - GEML (Spain): Aerodrome Closed

- Period: 2020-03-26T12:33:00.000Z - 2020-04-11T22:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FALC): AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsAerodromeClosed


B1761/20 - LECM (Spain): Flight information region Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-18T13:38:00.000Z - 2020-03-29T22:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (AFXX): ATMAirspace organizationOtherFlight information regionPlain language

AIRPORT OF THE SPANISH TERRITORY ARE PROHIBITED TO LAND AT ANY AIRPORT IN THE CANARY ISLANDS. -FM 2300 HOURS ON MARCH 17, ALL EXECUTIVE AVIATION FLIGHTS, AIR TAXIS OR SIMILAR FLIGHTS ARE PROHIBITED TO LAND AT ANY AIRPORT IN THE CANARY ISLANDS REGARDLESS OF ITS ORIGIN. PLEASE CONSULT ORDER TMA 246/2020 (HTTPS://BOE.ES/BOE/DIAS/2020/03/17/) FOR SPECIFIC EXEMPTIONS FOR COMMERCIAL FLIGHTS. STATE FLIGHTS, ONLY CARGO, FERRY, HUMANITARIAN, MEDICAL AND EMERGENCY FLIGHTS ARE EXEMPTED.

B1862/20 - LECM (Spain): Flight information region Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-23T16:30:00.000Z - 2020-04-21T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (AFXX): ATMAirspace organizationOtherFlight information regionPlain language

COVID-19: PASSENGER RESTRICTIONS MINISTRY OF HOME AFFAIRS ORDER INT/270/2020 ESTABLISHES THE FOLLOWING MEASURES: THIRD COUNTRY NATIONALS SHALL BE DENIED ENTRY, FOR REASONS OF PUBLIC ORDER AND PUBLIC HEALTH, UNLESS BELONGS TO ONE OF THE FOLLOWING CATEGORIES: A) RESIDENTS IN THE EUROPEAN UNION OR SCHENGEN ASSOCIATED STATES, WHO ARE GOING DIRECTLY TO THEIR PLACE OF RESIDENCE. B) HOLDERS OF A LONG-TERM VISA ISSUED BY A MEMBER STATE OR SCHENGEN ASSOCIATED STATE WHO ARE IN THEIR WAY TO SUCH STATE. C) CROSS-BORDER WORKERS. D) HEALTHCARE OR ELDERLY CARE PROFESSIONALS ON THEIR WAY TO CARRY OUT THEIR PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITY. E) PERSONNEL DEDICATED TO THE TRANSPORT OF GOODS, IN THE EXERCISE OF THEIR PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITY AND FLIGHT PERSONNEL NECESSARY TO CARRY OUT COMMERCIAL AIR TRANSPORT ACTIVITIES. END PART 1 OF 2 CREATED: 23 Mar 2020 16:33:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

B1906/20 - LECM (Spain): Flight information region Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-25T07:16:00.000Z - 2020-03-29T23:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (AFXX): ATMAirspace organizationOtherFlight information regionPlain language

COVID-19: FLIGHT RESTRICTIONS SPANISH ORDEN TMA/273/2020 ESTABLISHES THE FOLLOWING MEASURES APPLICABLE TO INTERNAL AIR TRANSPORT: PASSENGERS PUBLIC AIR TRANSPORT OPERATIONS WILL BE REDUCED BY AT LEAST 70 PER CENT. PASSENGERS PUBLIC AIR TRANSPORT SUBJECT TO PUBLIC SERVICE OBLIGATIONS WILL BE REDUCED BY AT LEAST 70 PER CENT. IN BOTH CASES, THIS PERCENTAGE MAY BE MODIFIED BY THE OPERATOR FOR JUSTIFIABLE REASON, CONSIDERING THAT, IN ANY CASE, NECESSARY MEASURES MUST BE TAKEN TO ENSURE THE MAXIMUM POSSIBLE SEPARATION BETWEEN PASSENGERS. ACFT OPERATORS SHALL REDUCE THEIR OPERATIONS ACCORDINGLY. FOR MORE DETAILS SEE WEB BOE: HTTPS://BOE.ES/BOE/DIAS/2020/03/24/ CREATED: 25 Mar 2020 07:17:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

A1899/20 - LEMG (Spain): Aerodrome Limited to

- Period: 2020-03-23T13:34:00.000Z - 2020-04-11T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FALT): AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsAerodromeLimited to
MIL AD SVC NOT AVBL BEYOND FOLLOWING HR DUE TO COVID-19 CRISIS: I: MON-FRI 1400 V: MON-FRI 1300 OUTSIDE THESE HOURS AD SERVICES WILL BE ACTIVATED ONLY IN SPECIAL CASES WITH A MAXIMUM DELAY OF 2HR. OTHER CASES WITH PPR 24HR IN ADVANCE. CREATED: 23 Mar 2020 13:35:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

B1942/20 - LECM (Spain): Flight information region Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-25T13:03:00.000Z - 2020-03-29T23:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (AFXX): ATMAirspace organizationOtherFlight information regionPlain language


B1866/20 - LEVD (Spain): Aerodrome Limited to

- Period: 2020-03-24T06:09:00.000Z - 2020-04-11T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FALT): AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsAerodromeLimited to


B1848/20 - LEBZ (Spain): Aerodrome Limited to

- Period: 2020-03-23T13:23:00.000Z - 2020-04-11T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FALT): AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsAerodromeLimited to


B1850/20 - LESA (Spain): Aerodrome Limited to
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• Period: 2020-03-23T13:25:00.000Z - 2020-04-11T23:59:00.000Z
• Q-Code (FALT): AGA


B1851/20 - LELN (Spain): Aerodrome Limited to

• Period: 2020-03-23T13:32:00.000Z - 2020-04-11T23:59:00.000Z
• Q-Code (FALT): AGA


B1759/20 - LECM (Spain): Flight information region Plain language

• Period: 2020-03-18T13:33:00.000Z - 2020-03-29T22:59:00.000Z
• Q-Code (AFXX): ATMA


B0323/16 - LEGA (Spain): Obstacle Erected

• Period: 2016-01-20T08:25:00.000Z - 2016-04-20T14:00:00.000Z
• Q-Code (OBCE): Other Information

BUILDINGS TO THE SOUTH OF THE FIELD PROLONGATION RWY18 BTN 1800M AND 2500M FM THR36. LEVEL OF MAXIMUM CORONATION 768M SLOPE DEFINED BY OBSTACLES TALLEST FM THR36 OF 3,12 PER CENT CREATED: 20 Jan 2016 08:26:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

A0021/20 - SMJP (Suriname): Aerodrome Closed
IN ACCORDANCE WITH GOVERNMENT INSTRUCTIONS (COVID-19) DUE TO EMERGENCY STATE, AD CLSD FOR INTERNATIONAL ARRIVALS AND DEPARTURES. THE FOLLOWING FLIGHTS: 1. MEDICAL FLIGHTS 2. REPATRIATION FLIGHTS 3. CARGO FLIGHTS MUST HAVE PRIOR APPROVAL FROM THE HEAD OF CIVIL AVIATION DEPT WITH AT LEAST 24 HR NOTICE. FLIGHTS WITH SMJP AS AN ALTERNATE WILL NOT BE ALLOWED. PLEASE EMAIL FLIGHTOPS@JAPI-AIRPORT.COM WITH FLIGHT DETAILS TO HAVE AIRPORT OPERATIONS ACTIVATED. CREATED: 26 Mar 2020 02:29:00 SOURCE: SMJPYNYX

A0287/20 - ESAA (Sweden): Flight information region Plain language


B0369/20 - LSZF (Switzerland): Aerodrome Limited to

COVID-19 FLT RESTRICTIONS ALL FLT PROHIBITED EXC FOR MAINT FLT ALLOWED ON PPR. PPR(A)BIRRFELD.CH CREATED: 20 Mar 2020 08:48:00 SOURCE: LSSNYNYX

A0173/20 - LSGG (Switzerland): Aircraft stands Limited to
COVID-19: FLIGHT RESTRICTIONS MAX OF 48 HR OR 2 NGT STOP GND TIME ALLOWED EXC FOR HOMEBASED OPR DUE TO PKG CONGESTION FOR BUSINESS AVIATION. PPR RESERVATIONS FOR ARR AND DEP MANDATORY. CREATED: 19 Mar 2020 06:55:00 SOURCE: LSSNYNYX

**B0342/20 - LSZR (Switzerland): Aerodrome Available, prior permission required**

- Period: 2020-03-17T18:23:00.000Z - 2020-04-19T18:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAAP): AGAFacilities and servicesAvailabilityAerodromeAvailable, prior permission required

AD CLSD FOR ACFT UP TO 3 TONS MTOM DUE TO COVID-19. ACFT WITH MORE THAN 3 TONS MTOM, REQ PPR MNM 4HR BFR ETD/ETA LSZR DRG PUBLISHED OPN HR. CREATED: 17 Mar 2020 18:23:00 SOURCE: LSSNYNYX

**B0354/20 - LSZC (Switzerland): Aerodrome Limited to**

- Period: 2020-03-18T11:32:00.000Z - 2020-06-18T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FALT): AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsAerodromeLimited to


**A0193/20 - LSAS (Switzerland): Aircraft entry requirements Changed**

- Period: 2020-03-25T12:08:00.000Z - 2020-06-13T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (OECH): Other InformationOther InformationChangesAircraft entry requirementsChanged

COVID-19: RESTRICTIONS AS PRESCRIBED BY THE SWISS FEDERAL COUNCIL, ENTRY INTO SWITZERLAND IS REFUSED TO ALL FOREIGN NATIONALS. EXCEPTIONS: A.) PERSONS WHO HAVE SWISS CITIZENSHIP B.) PERSONS WHO HOLD A SWISS RESIDENCE PERMIT, A CROSS-BORDER COMMUTER PERMIT, A VISA ISSUED BY SWITZERLAND FOR THE PURPOSE OF BUSINESS MEETINGS AS SPECIALISTS IN THE FIELD OF HEALTH OR OFFICIAL VISIT OF GREAT IMPORTANCE, OR WHO HAVE AN ASSURANCE OF A RESIDENCE PERMIT. C.) PERSONS WHO ARE ENTITLED TO FREEDOM OF MOVEMENT AND HAVE A PROFESSIONAL REASON FOR ENTERING SWITZERLAND AND HAVE A CONFIRMATION OF REGISTRATION. D.) PERSONS WHO ENTER SWITZERLAND MERELY FOR THE PURPOSE OF TRANSIT WITH THE INTENTION AND POSSIBILITY OF TRAVELLING ON DIRECTLY TO ANOTHER COUNTRY. E.) PERSONS WHO ARE OF GREAT IMPORTANCE AS SPECIALISTS IN THE HEALTH SECTOR. F.) ALL CREW AND MINIMUM SUPPORT STAFF THAT ARE REQUIRED TO CARRY OUT CARGO AND PASSENGER FLIGHTS. DUE TO APPLICABLE RESTRICTIONS, PASSENGER FLT SHALL ENTER SWITZERLAND ONLY VIA ZURICH, GENEVA AND BASEL AIRPORT. CARGO, MAINTENANCE, AERIAL WORK AND AMBULANCE FLT ARE NOT SUBJECT TO THIS CONSTRAINT. CREATED: 25 Mar 2020 12:16:00 SOURCE: LSSNYNYX

**B0380/20 - LSZA (Switzerland): Control zone Changed**
COVID-19: FLT RESTRICTIONS VFR FLT REQ TO MAKE BLIND PSN REPORTS ON 120.250 WI BORDERS OF LUGANO CTR IN AIRSPACE CLASS E AND G OUTSIDE LUGANO ATC OPR HR. EXP IFR HEMS (HEL EMERG MEDICAL SER) MOV. CREATED: 21 Mar 2020 16:39:00 SOURCE: LSSNYNYX

B0386/20 - LSZG (Switzerland): Aerodrome Hours of service

COVID-19: FLIGHT RESTRICTIONS AD OPR HR CHANGED: MON-SUN 0800-1600 AD OPN, 1600-0800 RMZ (RDO MANDATORY ZONE) PPR, O/R TIL 1500, TEL +41 32 396 96 96. CREATED: 23 Mar 2020 15:45:00 SOURCE: LSSNYNYX

B0386/20 - LSZG (Switzerland): Aerodrome Limited to

COVID-19: PASSENGER RESTRICTIONS ALL FLT WITH MORE THAN 100 PAX ARR AT DOCK B AND ALL NON-SCHENGEN FLT WITH MORE THAN 100 PAX: TO COMPLY WITH SOCIAL DISTANCING REGULATIONS, DEBORDING WILL BE CONTROLLED BY STATE POLICE. DO NOT START DEBORDING TIL ADVISED BY POLICE. CREATED: 24 Mar 2020 22:00:00 SOURCE: LSSNYNYX
- Q-Code (FALC): AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsAerodromeClosed

COVID-19 FLIGHT RESTRICTIONS: AD CLSD. EXCEPTIONS FOR WORK, MAINT AND HEMS (HELIICOPTER EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICE) FLT WITH PERMISSION FM HEAD OF AD TEL +41 79 334 09 55. CREATED: 24 Mar 2020 15:27:00 SOURCE: LSSNYNYX

B0363/20 - LSZQ (Switzerland): Aerodrome Closed

- Period: 2020-03-20T07:00:00.000Z - 2020-04-30T18:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FALC): AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsAerodromeClosed


B0365/20 - LSGE (Switzerland): Aerodrome Limited to

- Period: 2020-03-20T12:00:00.000Z - 2020-04-30T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FALT): AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsAerodromeLimited to


B0362/20 - LSZN (Switzerland): Aerodrome Limited to

- Period: 2020-03-19T11:05:00.000Z - 2020-04-19T21:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FALT): AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsAerodromeLimited to

COVID-19 FLIGHT RESTRICTIONS ALL FLT PROHIBITED EXC FOR MAINT FLT ALLOWED ON PPR. CREATED: 19 Mar 2020 11:05:00 SOURCE: LSSNYNYX

B0391/20 - LSTZ (Switzerland): Aerodrome Closed

- Period: 2020-03-26T08:00:00.000Z - 2020-04-19T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FALC): AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsAerodromeClosed

COVID-19: FLT RESTRICTIONS AD CLSD EXC HEMS (HEL EMERG MEDICAL SER), POLICE AND COMPANY REGA/BOHAG HEL BASE. APPROVAL FOR OTHER FLT ONLY IF ABSOLUTELY NECESSARY SUBJ PPR AD AUTHORITY +41 79 228 75 74. CREATED: 25 Mar 2020 15:53:00 SOURCE: LSSNYNYX

B0357/20 - LSZP (Switzerland): Aerodrome Closed

- Period: 2020-03-18T16:09:00.000Z - 2020-04-19T18:57:00.000Z
• Q-Code (FALC): AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsAerodromeClosed


B0374/20 - LSZT (Switzerland): Aerodrome Closed
• Period: 2020-03-21T07:00:00.000Z - 2020-06-21T23:59:00.000Z
• Q-Code (FALC): AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsAerodromeClosed


B0356/20 - LSGK (Switzerland): Aerodrome Hours of service
• Period: 2020-03-18T15:33:00.000Z - 2020-06-17T22:00:00.000Z
• Q-Code (FAAH): AGAFacilities and servicesAvailabilityAerodromeHours of service


B0381/20 - LSZA (Switzerland): Aerodrome Limited to
• Period: 2020-03-23T04:00:00.000Z - 2020-04-19T20:00:00.000Z
• Q-Code (FALT): AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsAerodromeLimited to

COVID-19: FLIGHT RESTRICTIONS AD CLSD FOR ACFT UP TO 3 TONS MTOM. ACFT WITH MORE THAN 3 TONS MTOM, REQ PPR MNM 1.5 HR BFR ETD/ETA EXC ON REQ FOR STATE, MIL AND AMBULANCE FLT. CREATED: 22 Mar 2020 17:35:00 SOURCE: LSSNYNYX

B0376/20 - LSGC (Switzerland): Aerodrome Limited to
• Period: 2020-03-29T00:00:00.000Z - 2020-06-20T23:59:00.000Z
• Q-Code (FALT): AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsAerodromeLimited to


B0384/20 - LSZL (Switzerland): Aerodrome Closed
• Period: 2020-03-24T07:00:00.000Z - 2020-04-20T07:00:00.000Z
• Q-Code (FALC): AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsAerodromeClosed

COVID-19: FLT RESTRICTIONS AD CLSD EXC HEMS (HEL EMERG MEDICAL SER) AND POLICE. APPROVAL FOR OTHER FLT ONLY IF ABSOLUTELY NECESSARY SUBJ PPR AD AUTHORITY +41 79 452 45 50. CTN: AIRBASE (LSMO), ATC, CTR AND TMA ACT HX. CREATED: 23 Mar 2020 14:06:00 SOURCE: LSSNYNYX
B0366/20 - LSGB (Switzerland): Customs/immigration Not available

- Period: 2020-03-19T12:46:00.000Z - 2020-04-30T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FZAU): AGAFacilities and servicesAvailabilityCustoms/immigrationNot available


B0358/20 - LSZB (Switzerland): Aerodrome Hours of service

- Period: 2020-03-29T00:00:00.000Z - 2020-04-19T18:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAAH): AGAFacilities and servicesAvailabilityAerodromeHours of service


B0364/20 - LSGB (Switzerland): Aerodrome Available, prior permission required

- Period: 2020-03-19T11:27:00.000Z - 2020-04-30T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAAP): AGAFacilities and servicesAvailabilityAerodromeAvailable, prior permission required


B0359/20 - LSZB (Switzerland): Aerodrome Hours of service

- Period: 2020-03-20T05:00:00.000Z - 2020-03-28T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAAH): AGAFacilities and servicesAvailabilityAerodromeHours of service


B0377/20 - LSGY (Switzerland): Aerodrome Reserved for aircraft based therein

- Period: 2020-03-21T10:00:00.000Z - 2020-04-19T21:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FALB): AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsAerodromeReserved for aircraft based therein


B0375/20 - LSGC (Switzerland): Aerodrome Limited to

- Period: 2020-03-21T00:00:00.000Z - 2020-03-28T23:59:00.000Z
• Q-Code (FALT): AGA Facilities and services Limitations Aerodrome Limited to


B0379/20 - LSZK (Switzerland): Aerodrome Closed

• Period: 2020-03-21T14:01:00.000Z - 2020-04-30T23:59:00.000Z
• Q-Code (FALC): AGA Facilities and services Limitations Aerodrome Closed

COVID-19: FLT RESTRICTIONS ALL FLT PROHIBITED EXC SAR, HEL EMERG MEDICAL SER (HEMS) AND MAINT FLT WITH PPR ON +41799286644. CREATED: 21 Mar 2020 14:01:00 SOURCE: LSSNYNYX

B0385/20 - LSZG (Switzerland): Aerodrome Hours of service

• Period: 2020-03-29T00:01:00.000Z - 2020-04-30T20:00:00.000Z
• Q-Code (FAAH): AGA Facilities and services Availability Aerodrome Hours of service

COVID-19: FLIGHT RESTRICTIONS AD OPR HR CHANGED: MON-SUN 0700-1500 AD OPN, 1500-0700 RMZ (RDO MANDATORY ZONE) PPR, O/R TIL 1400, TEL +41 32 396 96 96. CREATED: 23 Mar 2020 15:45:00 SOURCE: LSSNYNYX

B0390/20 - LSZS (Switzerland): Aerodrome Available, prior permission required

• Period: 2020-03-25T11:29:00.000Z - 2020-04-19T23:59:00.000Z
• Q-Code (FAAP): AGA Facilities and services Availability Aerodrome Available, prior permission required

COVID-19: FLIGHT RESTRICTIONS AD CLSD FOR ACFT UP TO 3 TONS MTOM. ACFT WITH MORE THAN 3 TONS MTOM, REQ PPR MMN 4 HR BFR ETD/ETA LSZS DRG PUBLISHED OPN HR BY PHONE +41 81 851 08 20. EXC HOMEBASED HEL AND HEL EMERG MEDICAL SER (HEMS) FLT. CREATED: 25 Mar 2020 11:29:00 SOURCE: LSSNYNYX

A0039/20 - OSAP (Syrian Arab Republic): Aerodrome Closed

• Period: 2020-03-26T18:00:00.000Z - 2020-04-09T18:00:00.000Z
• Q-Code (FALC): AGA Facilities and services Limitations Aerodrome Closed

AS PROACTIVE MEASUR TO REDUCE THE RISK OF CORONA VIRUS ALL INTERNATIONAL COMMERCIAL FLIGHTS TO AND FROM SYRIAN AIRPORTS ARE SUSPENDED, EXCEPT: 1- MILITARY A/C, 2- REFUELING PROVIDED THAT PASSENGERS AND FLIGHT CREW ARE NOT PERMITTED FOR OVERNIGHT STAY OR TO LEAVE THE A/C, 3- CARGO FLIGHTS, 4- FLIGHTS HAVING PERMISSION ISSUED BY SYRIAN MINISTER OF TRANSPORTATION, 5- AMBULANCE, MEDICAL SERVICES AND HUMANITARIAN AIDS A/C BASED ON PRIOR PERMISSION, 6- A/C CONDUCTING EMERGENCY LANDING. 7- SYRIAN AIRSPACE IS OPEN FOR OVER FLIGHT TRAFFIC. CREATED: 26 Mar 2020 11:50:00 SOURCE: OSDIYNYX
A0039/20 - OSDZ (Syrian Arab Republic): Aerodrome Closed

- Period: 2020-03-26T18:00:00.000Z - 2020-04-09T18:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FALC): AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsAerodromeClosed

AS PROACTIVE MEASUR TO REDUCE THE RISK OF CORONA VIRUS ALL INTERNATIONAL COMMERCIAL FLIGHTS TO AND FROM SYRIAN AIRPORTS ARE SUSPENDED, EXCEPT: 1-MILITARY A/C, 2-REFUELING PROVIDED THAT PASSENGERS AND FLIGHT CREW ARE NOT PERMITTED FOR OVERNIGHT STAY OR TO LEAVE THE A/C, 3-CARGO FLIGHTS, 4-FLIGHTS HAVING PERMISSION ISSUED BY SYRIAN MINISTER OF TRANSPORTATION, 5-AMBULANCE, MEDICAL SERVICES AND HUMANITARIAN AIDS A/C BASED ON PRIOR PERMISSION, 6-A/C CONDUCTING EMERGENCY LANDING. 7-SYRIAN AIRSPACE IS OPEN FOR OVER FLIGHT TRAFFIC.

A0039/20 - OSDI (Syrian Arab Republic): Aerodrome Closed

- Period: 2020-03-26T18:00:00.000Z - 2020-04-09T18:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FALC): AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsAerodromeClosed

AS PROACTIVE MEASUR TO REDUCE THE RISK OF CORONA VIRUS ALL INTERNATIONAL COMMERCIAL FLIGHTS TO AND FROM SYRIAN AIRPORTS ARE SUSPENDED, EXCEPT: 1-MILITARY A/C, 2-REFUELING PROVIDED THAT PASSENGERS AND FLIGHT CREW ARE NOT PERMITTED FOR OVERNIGHT STAY OR TO LEAVE THE A/C, 3-CARGO FLIGHTS, 4-FLIGHTS HAVING PERMISSION ISSUED BY SYRIAN MINISTER OF TRANSPORTATION, 5-AMBULANCE, MEDICAL SERVICES AND HUMANITARIAN AIDS A/C BASED ON PRIOR PERMISSION, 6-A/C CONDUCTING EMERGENCY LANDING. 7-SYRIAN AIRSPACE IS OPEN FOR OVER FLIGHT TRAFFIC.

A0039/20 - OSKL (Syrian Arab Republic): Aerodrome Closed

- Period: 2020-03-26T18:00:00.000Z - 2020-04-09T18:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FALC): AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsAerodromeClosed

AS PROACTIVE MEASUR TO REDUCE THE RISK OF CORONA VIRUS ALL INTERNATIONAL COMMERCIAL FLIGHTS TO AND FROM SYRIAN AIRPORTS ARE SUSPENDED, EXCEPT: 1-MILITARY A/C, 2-REFUELING PROVIDED THAT PASSENGERS AND FLIGHT CREW ARE NOT PERMITTED FOR OVERNIGHT STAY OR TO LEAVE THE A/C, 3-CARGO FLIGHTS, 4-FLIGHTS HAVING PERMISSION ISSUED BY SYRIAN MINISTER OF TRANSPORTATION, 5-AMBULANCE, MEDICAL SERVICES AND HUMANITARIAN AIDS A/C BASED ON PRIOR PERMISSION, 6-A/C CONDUCTING EMERGENCY LANDING. 7-SYRIAN AIRSPACE IS OPEN FOR OVER FLIGHT TRAFFIC.

A0039/20 - OSLK (Syrian Arab Republic): Aerodrome Closed

- Period: 2020-03-26T18:00:00.000Z - 2020-04-09T18:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FALC): AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsAerodromeClosed
AS PROACTIVE MEASUR TO REDUCE THE RISK OF CORONA VIRUS ALL INTERNATIONAL COMMERCIAL FLIGHTS TO AND FROM SYRIAN AIRPORTS ARE SUSPENDED, EXCEPT: 1- MILITARY A/C, 2- REFUELING PROVIDED THAT PASSENGERS AND FLIGHT CREW ARE NOT PERMITTED FOR OVERNIGHT STAY OR TO LEAVE THE A/C, 3- CARGO FLIGHTS, 4- FLIGHTS HAVING PERMISSION ISSUED BY SYRIAN MINISTER OF TRANSPORTATION, 5- AMBULANCE, MEDICAL SERVICES AND HUMANITARIAN AIDS A/C BASED ON PRIOR PERMISSION, 6- A/C CONDUCTING EMERGENCY LANDING. 7- SYRIAN AIRSPACE IS OPEN FOR OVER FLIGHT TRAFFIC. CREATED: 26 Mar 2020 11:50:00 SOURCE: OSDIYNYX

O0166/20 - UTDD (Tajikistan): Terminal control area Limited to

- Period: 2020-03-21T12:30:00.000Z - 2020-04-30T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (ATLT): ATMAirspace organizationLimitationsTerminal control areaLimited to

CIVIL AVIATION AGENCY OF REPUBLIC OF TAJIKISTAN SUSPENDS ALL FLT FROM/INTO REPUBLIC OF TAJIKISTAN TO SECURE CITIZENS OF REPUBLIC OF TAJIKISTAN FROM CORONAVIRUS (COVID-19) INFECTION WEF 21 MAR 2020 UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE. CREATED: 21 Mar 2020 12:50:00 SOURCE: UUUUYNYX

C0074/20 - DXXX (Togo): Not listed Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-19T23:59:00.000Z - 2020-04-17T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (XXXX): Other InformationOther InformationOtherNot listedPlain language

ALL FLIGHT FROM SCHENGEN COUNTRIES ARE SUSPENDED DUE TO SPREAD OF COVID-19 PANDEMIC. CREATED: 17 Mar 2020 16:21:00 SOURCE: GOOOYNYX

A0599/20 - TTPP (Trinidad and Tobago): Aerodrome Closed

- Period: 2020-03-23T03:59:00.000Z - 2020-04-23T03:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FALC): AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsAerodromeClosed

IN ACCORDANCE WITH A DIRECTIVE FROM THE MINISTRY OF NATIONAL SECURITY OF TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO IN AN EFFORT TO ENHANCE PUBLIC HEALTH IN THE WAKE OF NOVEL CORONA VIRUS (COVID-19) GLOBAL PANDEMIC. AD CLOSED TO ALL INTL AIRCRAFT OPERATIONS WITH THE EXCEPTION OF CARGO FLIGHTS. CREATED: 21 Mar 2020 19:59:00 SOURCE: TTPPYNYX

A0643/20 - DTTJ (Tunisia): Aerodrome Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-25T10:41:00.000Z - 2020-04-04T07:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGAFacilities and servicesOtherAerodromePlain language

DUE TO COVID-19 AND REF AIRAC AIP SUP 01/20 INFRASTRUCTURE REHABILITATION WORKS OF DJERBA-ZARZIS INTERNATIONAL AERODROME WILL BE POSTPONED UFN CREATED: 25 Mar 2020 10:41:00 SOURCE: DTTCYNYX

A0644/20 - DTTZ (Tunisia): Aerodrome Plain language
DUE TO COVID-19 AND REF AIRAC AIP SUP 02/20 INFRASTRUCTURE REHABILITATION WORKS OF TOZEUR-NEFTA INTERNATIONAL AERODROME WILL BE POSTPONED UFN
CREATED: 25 Mar 2020 10:42:00 SOURCE: DTTCYNYX

A0574/20 - DTTC (Tunisia): Aerodrome Plain language

DUE TO COVID-19, ALL PASSENGERS ARE NOT ALLOWED TO ENTER IN ALL TUNISIAN AIRPORTS EXCEPT CITIZEN AND PERMENANT RESIDENT THAT THEY WILL BE PLACED IN QUARANTINE FOR A CONTINUOUS PERIOD OF 14 DAYS STARTING FROM THEIR ARRIVAL DATE. CREATED: 18 Mar 2020 14:27:00 SOURCE: DTTCYNYX

A0604/20 - DTTC (Tunisia): Aerodrome Plain language

DUE TO COVID-19 RESTRICTIONS, ALL DOMESTIC FLIGHTS WILL BE SUSPENDED EXC A) AIRCRAFT IN A STATE OF EMERGENCY, B) OVERFLIGHTS, C) OPERATIONS RELATED TO HUMANITARIAN AID, MEDICAL AND RELIEF FLIGHTS, D) ALTERNATE AERODROMES IDENTIFIED IN THE FLIGHT PLAN (INCLUDING THOSE BEING USED FOR EXTENDED DIVERSION TIME OPERATIONS (EDTOS)), E) TECHNICAL LANDINGS WERE PASSENGERS DO NOT DISEMBARK,

A0445/20 - DTTX (Tunisia): Not listed Plain language

FOR PRECAUTIONARY MEASURES AGAINST 'CORONAVIRUS' ALL FLIGHTS TO SFAX THYNA AIRPORT ARE INVITED TO INFORM THEIR PASSENGERS THAT THEY MUST FILL OUT THE HEALTH SHEET CAREFULLY AND PRECISELY BEFORE DISEMBARKING THEN HAND THEM OVER TO THE AIRPORT SANITARY SERVICES CREATED: 29 Feb 2020 16:39:00 SOURCE: DTTCYNYX

A0605/20 - DTTC (Tunisia): Aerodrome Plain language

DUE TO COVID-19 RESTRICTIONS, ALL PASSENGER FLIGHTS TO AND FROM TUNISIAN AIRPORTS ARE SUSPENDED EXC A) AIRCRAFT IN A STATE OF EMERGENCY, B) OVERFLIGHTS, C) OPERATIONS RELATED TO HUMANITARIAN AID, MEDICAL AND
RELIEF FLIGHTS, D ) ALTERNATE AERODROMES IDENTIFIED IN THE FLIGHT PLAN (INCLUDING THOSE BEING USED FOR EXTENDED DIVERSION TIME OPERATIONS (EDTOS)), E ) TECHNICAL LANDINGS WERE PASSENGERS DO NOT DISEMBARK, F ) CARGO FLIGHTS, AND G ) OTHER SAFETY-RELATED OPERATIONS. AND ARE SUBJECT TO PRIOR REQUEST ADDRESSED TO THE TUNISIAN CIVIL AVIATION AUTH REF AIP TUNISIA GEN 1.2 RMK: ALL CARGO FLT CREW MEMBERS MUST REMAIN ON BOARD DURING STOPOVERS CREATED: 21 Mar 2020 12:12:00 SOURCE: DTTCNYX

D0439/20 - LTAG (Turkey): Aerodrome Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-14T15:37:00.000Z - 2020-05-13T20:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGAF

INBOUND MEDICAL SCREENING PROCEDURE- COVID-19: ALL INBOUNT AIRCRAFT MUST CONTACT 39 ABW CMD POST NLT 3 HOURS PRIOR TO ARRIVAL TO FACILITATE HOST NATION MEDICAL SCREENING. PROVIDE CMD POST WITH 1 - TOTAL NUMBER OF PERSONNEL ONBOARD 2- ETA 3- ALL COUNTRIES TRANSITED SINCE ORIGINATION. DEVIATIONS MAY EXPECT DELAYS. CREATED: 14 Mar 2020 15:45:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

A1807/20 - LTBB (Turkey): Aircraft entry requirements Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-26T13:00:00.000Z - 2020-04-26T14:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (OEXX): Other Information

COVID-19: FLIGHT RESTRICTIONS-STARTING DATE: 17 MARCH 2020 ALL FLIGHTS REGARDLESS OF SEAT CONFIGURATION FROM/TO ANY AERODROMES OF AUSTRIA, AZERBAIJAN, BELGIUM, CHINA, DENMARK, EGYPT, FRANCE, GEORGIA, GERMANY, IRAN, IRAQ, IRELAND, ITALY, NETHERLANDS, NORWAY, SAUDI ARABIA, SOUTH KOREA, SPAIN, SWEDEN, SWITZERLAND, UNITED ARAB EMIRATES AND UNITED KINGDOM WITH THE PURPOSE TO OPERATE AT ANY TURKISH AERODROMES ARE PROHIBITED. STARTING FROM 21 MARCH LOCAL 17:00 HOURS ALL FLIGHTS REGARDLESS OF SEAT CONFIGURATION FROM/TO ANY AERODROMES OF ALGERIA, ANGOLA, BANGLADESH, CAMEROON, CANADA, CHAD, COLOMBIA, CZECHIA, DJIBOUTI, DOMINICAN REPUBLIC, ECUADOR, EQUATORIAL GUINEA, FINLAND, GUATEMALA, HUNGARY, INDIA, IVORY COAST, JORDAN, KAZAKHSTAN, KENYA, KOSOVO, KUWAIT, LATVIA, LEBANON, MAURITANIA, MOLDOVA, MONGOLIA, MONTENEGRO, MOROCCO, NEPAL, PANAMA, NIGER, NORTH MACEDONIA, PERU, PHILIPPINES, POLAND, PORTUGAL, SLOVENIA, SRILANKA, SUDAN, SULTANATE OF OMAN, TAIWAN, TRNC, UKRAINE, TUNISIA, UZBEKISTAN WITH THE PURPOSE TO OPERATE AT ANY TURKISH AERODROMES ARE PROHIBITED. EXCEPT: 1. RESTRICTED COUNTRIES OPERATORS FLIGHTS TO TURKEY WILL ONLY BE FERRY FLIGHTS FOR CARRYING THEIR CITIZENS FROM TURKEY UNLESS THEY ARE EXCEPTIONALLY AUTHORISED TO CARRY TURKISH CITIZENS AND RESIDENTS OF TURKEY ON THEIR FLIGHTS TO TURKEY. END PART 1 OF 2 CREATED: 26 Mar 2020 14:09:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

A1807/20 - LTAA (Turkey): Aircraft entry requirements Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-26T13:00:00.000Z - 2020-04-26T14:00:00.000Z
COVID-19: FLIGHT RESTRICTIONS-STARTING DATE: 17 MARCH 2020 ALL FLIGHTS REGARDLESS OF SEAT CONFIGURATION FROM/TO ANY AERODROMES OF AUSTRIA, AZERBAIJAN, BELGIUM, CHINA, DENMARK, EGYPT, FRANCE, GEORGIA, GERMANY, IRAN, IRAQ,IRELAND, ITALY, NETHERLANDS, NORWAY, SAUDI ARABIA, SOUTH KOREA, SPAIN, SWEDEN, SWITZERLAND, UNITED ARAB EMIRATES AND UNITED KINGDOM WITH THE PURPOSE TO OPERATE AT ANY TURKISH AERODROMES ARE PROHIBITED. STARTING FROM 21 MARCH LOCAL 17:00 HOURS ALL FLIGHTS REGARDLESS OF SEAT CONFIGURATION FROM/TO ANY AERODROMES OF ALGERIA, ANGOLA, BANGLADESH, CAMEROON, CANADA, CHAD, COLOMBIA, CZECHIA, DJIBOUTI, DOMINICAN REPUBLIC, ECUADOR, EQUATORIAL GUINEA, FINLAND, GUATEMALA, HUNGARY, INDIA, IVORY COAST, JORDAN, KAZAKHSTAN, KENYA, KOSOVO, KUWAIT, LATVIA, LEBANON, MAURITANIA, MOLDOVA, MONGOLIA, MONTENEGRO, MOROCCO, NEPAL, PANAMA, NIGER, NORTH MACEDONIA, PERU, PHILIPPINES, POLAND, PORTUGAL, SLOVENIA, SRI LANKA, SUDAN, SULTANATE OF OMAN, TAIWAN, TRNC, UKRAINE, TUNISIA, UZBEKISTAN WITH THE PURPOSE TO OPERATE AT ANY TURKISH AERODROMES ARE PROHIBITED. EXCEPT: 1. RESTRICTED COUNTRIES OPERATORS FLIGHTS TO TURKEY WILL ONLY BE FERRY FLIGHTS FOR CARRYING THEIR CITIZENS FROM TURKEY UNLESS THEY ARE EXCEPTIONALLY AUTHORISED TO CARRY TURKISH CITIZENS AND RESIDENTS OF TURKEY ON THEIR FLIGHTS TO TURKEY. END PART 1 OF 2 CREATED: 26 Mar 2020 14:09:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

A0044/20 - MBPV (Turks and Caicos Islands): Not listed Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-26T12:58:00.000Z - 2020-04-15T03:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (XXXX): Other InformationOther InformationOtherNot listedPlain language


A0032/20 - MBPV (Turks and Caicos Islands): Not listed Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-11T15:35:00.000Z - 2020-12-30T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (XXXX): Other InformationOther InformationOtherNot listedPlain language

AIRMEN AND AIRLINES OPS ARE ADVISED; EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY DUE TO HEIGHTENED GLOBAL PROLIFERATION OF THE COVID-19 WHICH PRESENT AN INADVERTENT HEALTH RISK TO THE COUNTRY. AIR TRAFFIC SERVICES SHALL BE DENIED AND NO LANDING APPROVAL AT ANY AERODROME WITHIN THE TURKS AND CAICOS ISLANDS SHALL BE GRANTED TO FLIGHTS ORIGINATING FROM CHINA, IRAN, SOUTH KOREA, ITALY, SINGAPORE, MACAU AND JAPAN. THIS NOTAM APPLIES TO ALL
AIRCRAFT OPERATORS WHETHER COMMERCIAL OR PRIVATELY OWNED. CREATED: 11 Mar 2020 15:53:00 SOURCE: MBGYNYX

A0037/20 - HUEC (Uganda): Not listed Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-25T11:30:00.000Z - 2020-04-23T20:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (XXXX): Other InformationOther InformationOtherNot listedPlain language

FOLLOWING THE OUTBREAK OF CORONA VIRUS (COVID-19) AND THE DECLARATION OF A PUBLIC HEALTH EMERGENCY OF INTERNATIONAL CONCERN (PHEIC) BY WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION (WHO), THE GOVERNMENT OF THE REPUBLIC OF UGANDA HAS GIVEN DIRECTIVES INCLUDING MINISTRY OF HEALTH ESCALATING PRECAUTIONARY MEASURES AT ALL POINTS OF ENTRY INTO UGANDA. THE FOLLOWING PROCEDURES SHALL THEREFORE APPLY: 1. ALL INTERNATIONAL PASSENGER FLIGHTS TO AND FROM UGANDAN AERODROMES ARE SUSPENDED FOR THIRTY-TWO (32) DAYS EFFECTIVE 22ND MARCH 2020 AT 2059 UTC. 2. FOREIGN NATIONALS WHO MAY REQUIRE TO BE EVACUATED FROM UGANDA TO THEIR HOME COUNTRIES MAY BE FLOWN OUT PROVIDED THAT THE EVACUATING FLIGHT HAS NO DISEMBARKING PASSENGERS. 3. AIR TRAFFIC SERVICES AND AERODROME SERVICES WILL BE PROVIDED TO THE FOLLOWING OPERATIONS: A. SCHEDULED AND NON-SCHEDULED CARGO FLIGHTS. B. AIRCRAFT IN A STATE OF EMERGENCY. C. OPERATIONS RELATED TO HUMANITARIAN AID, MEDICAL AND RELIEF FLIGHTS. END PART 1 OF 2 CREATED: 25 Mar 2020 12:00:00 SOURCE: HUENYNYX

A0539/20 - UKOV (Ukraine): Flight information region Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-15T22:00:00.000Z - 2020-04-03T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (AFXX): ATMAirspace organizationOtherFlight information regionPlain language

IN ORDER TO COMPLY WITH THE DECISION OF THE UKRAINIAN GOVERNMENT TO TEMPORARILY RESTRICT THE CROSSING OF THE STATE BORDER, AIMED AT PREVENTING THE SPREAD WITHIN THE TERRITORY OF UKRAINE OF ACUTE RESPIRATORY DISEASE COVID-19 CAUSED BY THE SARS-COV-2 CORONAVIRUS, CROSSING OF THE STATE BORDER FOR ENTRY TO UKRAINE FOR FOREIGNERS AND STATELESS PERSONS, IS TEMPORARILY PROHIBITED, EXCEPT FOR THOSE WHO HAVE THE RIGHT TO PERMANENT OR TEMPORARY RESIDENCE IN UKRAINE, ARE SPOUSES OR CHILDREN OF CITIZENS OF UKRAINE, EMPLOYEES OF FOREIGN DIPLOMATIC MISSIONS AND CONSULAR INSTITUTIONS ACCREDITED IN UKRAINE, REPRESENTATIONS OF OFFICIAL INTERNATIONAL MISSIONS, ORGANIZATIONS ACCREDITED IN UKRAINE AND THEIR FAMILIES AND CREW MEMBERS. OTHER CATEGORIES OF FOREIGNERS AND STATELESS PERSONS SHOULD AGREE ENTRY TO UKRAINE WITH THE MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS. CREATED: 15 Mar 2020 11:55:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

A0600/20 - UKLV (Ukraine): Flight information region Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-18T10:40:00.000Z - 2020-04-03T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (AFXX): ATMAirspace organizationOtherFlight information regionPlain language
COVID-19: FLIGHT RESTRICTIONS CHECKPOINTS FOR INTERNATIONAL PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION AT THE BORDER OF UKRAINE ARE TEMPORARILY CLOSED. EXCEPTIONS ARE MADE FOR TRANSPORTATION OF PERSONS WITH THE PURPOSE TO ENSURE THE PROTECTION OF NATIONAL INTERESTS OR FULFILLMENT OF INTERNATIONAL OBLIGATIONS, IN PARTICULAR FLIGHTS OF UKRAINIAN AND FOREIGN OPERATORS WITH THE PURPOSE TO RETURN UKRAINIAN CITIZENS BACK TO UKRAINE AND FOREIGN CITIZENS FROM UKRAINE AS WELL AS TRANSPORTATION OF REPRESENTATIVES OF DIPLOMATIC AND HUMANITARIAN MISSIONS. CREATED: 18 Mar 2020 10:43:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

A0632/20 - UKLV (Ukraine): Flight information region Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-20T21:00:00.000Z - 2020-06-19T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (AFXX): ATMAirspace organizationOtherFlight information regionPlain language


A0632/20 - UKBV (Ukraine): Flight information region Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-20T21:00:00.000Z - 2020-06-19T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (AFXX): ATMAirspace organizationOtherFlight information regionPlain language


A0539/20 - UKLV (Ukraine): Flight information region Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-15T22:00:00.000Z - 2020-04-03T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (AFXX): ATMAirspace organizationOtherFlight information regionPlain language

IN ORDER TO COMPLY WITH THE DECISION OF THE UKRAINIAN GOVERNMENT TO TEMPORARILY RESTRICT THE CROSSING OF THE STATE BORDER, AIMED AT PREVENTING THE SPREAD WITHIN THE TERRITORY OF UKRAINE OF ACUTE RESPIRATORY DISEASE COVID-19 CAUSED BY THE SARS-COV-2 CORONAVIRUS, CROSSING OF THE STATE BORDER FOR ENTRY TO UKRAINE FOR FOREIGNERS AND STATELESS PERSONS, IS TEMPORARILY PROHIBITED, EXCEPT FOR THOSE WHO HAVE THE RIGHT TO PERMANENT OR TEMPORARY RESIDENCE IN UKRAINE, ARE SPOUSES OR CHILDREN OF CITIZENS OF UKRAINE, EMPLOYEES OF FOREIGN DIPLOMATIC MISSIONS AND CONSULAR INSTITUTIONS ACCREDITED IN UKRAINE, REPRESENTATIONS OF OFFICIAL INTERNATIONAL MISSIONS, ORGANIZATIONS ACCREDITED IN UKRAINE AND THEIR FAMILIES AND CREW MEMBERS. OTHER CATEGORIES OF FOREIGNERS AND STATELESS PERSONS SHOULD AGREE ENTRY TO UKRAINE WITH THE MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS. CREATED: 15 Mar 2020 11:55:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

IN ORDER TO COMPLY WITH THE DECISION OF THE UKRAINIAN GOVERNMENT TO TEMPORARILY RESTRICT THE CROSSING OF THE STATE BORDER, AIMED AT PREVENTING THE SPREAD WITHIN THE TERRITORY OF UKRAINE OF ACUTE RESPIRATORY DISEASE COVID-19 CAUSED BY THE SARS-COV-2 CORONAVIRUS, CROSSING OF THE STATE BORDER FOR ENTRY TO UKRAINE FOR FOREIGNERS AND STATELESS PERSONS, IS TEMPORARILY PROHIBITED, EXCEPT FOR THOSE WHO HAVE THE RIGHT TO PERMANENT OR TEMPORARY RESIDENCE IN UKRAINE, ARE SPOUSES OR CHILDREN OF CITIZENS OF UKRAINE, EMPLOYEES OF FOREIGN DIPLOMATIC MISSIONS AND CONSULAR INSTITUTIONS ACCREDITED IN UKRAINE, REPRESENTATIONS OF OFFICIAL INTERNATIONAL MISSIONS, ORGANIZATIONS ACCREDITED IN UKRAINE AND THEIR FAMILIES AND CREW MEMBERS, OTHER CATEGORIES OF FOREIGNERS AND STATELESS PERSONS SHOULD AGREE ENTRY TO UKRAINE WITH THE MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS. CREATED: 15 Mar 2020 11:55:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

COVID-19: FLIGHT RESTRICTIONS CHECKPOINTS FOR INTERNATIONAL PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION AT THE BORDER OF UKRAINE ARE TEMPORARILY CLOSED. EXCEPTIONS ARE MADE FOR TRANSPORTATION OF PERSONS WITH THE PURPOSE TO ENSURE THE PROTECTION OF NATIONAL INTERESTS OR FULFILLMENT OF INTERNATIONAL OBLIGATIONS, IN PARTICULAR FLIGHTS OF UKRAINIAN AND FOREIGN OPERATORS WITH THE PURPOSE TO RETURN UKRAINIAN CITIZENS BACK TO UKRAINE AND FOREIGN CITIZENS FROM UKRAINE AS WELL AS TRANSPORTATION OF
A0632/20 - UKFV (Ukraine): Flight information region

- Period: 2020-03-20T21:00:00.000Z - 2020-06-19T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (AFXX): ATMAirspace organizationOtherFlight information region


A0689/20 - UKFV (Ukraine): Flight information region

- Period: 2020-03-24T10:00:00.000Z - 2020-04-03T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (AFXX): ATMAirspace organizationOtherFlight information region


A0539/20 - UKBV (Ukraine): Flight information region

- Period: 2020-03-15T22:00:00.000Z - 2020-04-03T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (AFXX): ATMAirspace organizationOtherFlight information region

IN ORDER TO COMPLY WITH THE DECISION OF THE UKRAINIAN GOVERNMENT TO TEMPORARILY RESTRICT THE CROSSING OF THE STATE BORDER, AIMED AT PREVENTING THE SPREAD WITHIN THE TERRITORY OF UKRAINE OF ACUTE RESPIRATORY DISEASE COVID-19 CAUSED BY THE SARS-COV-2 CORONAVIRUS, CROSSING OF THE STATE BORDER FOR ENTRY TO UKRAINE FOR FOREIGNERS AND STATELESS PERSONS, IS TEMPORARILY PROHIBITED, EXCEPT FOR THOSE WHO HAVE THE RIGHT TO PERMANENT OR TEMPORARY RESIDENCE IN UKRAINE, ARE SPOUSES OR CHILDREN OF CITIZENS OF UKRAINE, EMPLOYEES OF FOREIGN DIPLOMATIC MISSIONS AND CONSULAR INSTITUTIONS ACCREDITED IN UKRAINE, REPRESENTATIONS OF OFFICIAL INTERNATIONAL MISSIONS, ORGANIZATIONS ACCREDITED IN UKRAINE AND THEIR FAMILIES AND CREW MEMBERS. OTHER CATEGORIES OF FOREIGNERS AND STATELESS PERSONS SHOULD AGREE ENTRY TO UKRAINE WITH THE MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS. CREATED: 15 Mar 2020 11:55:00 SOURCE: EU ECLIYFN


COVID-19: FLIGHT RESTRICTIONS CHECKPOINTS FOR INTERNATIONAL PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION AT THE BORDER OF UKRAINE ARE TEMPORARILY CLOSED. EXEPTIONS ARE MADE FOR TRANSPORTATION OF PERSONS WITH THE PURPOSE TO ENSURE THE PROTECTION OF NATIONAL INTERESTS OR FULFILLMENT OF INTERNATIONAL OBLIGATIONS, IN PARTICULAR FLIGHTS OF UKRAINIAN AND FOREIGN OPERATORS WITH THE PURPOSE TO RETURN UKRAINIAN CITIZENS BACK TO UKRAINE AND FOREIGN CITIZENS FROM UKRAINE AS WELL AS TRANSPORTATION OF REPRESENTATIVES OF DIPLOMATIC AND HUMANITARIAN MISSIONS. CREATED: 18 Mar 2020 10:43:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

A0698/20 - UKBB (Ukraine): Aerodrome Limited to

- Period: 2020-03-24T14:30:00.000Z - 2020-04-03T22:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FALT): AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsAerodromeLimited to
DUE TO ADDITIONAL MEASURES TO PREVENT THE SPREAD OF COVI-19 CORONAVIRUS IN UKRAINE, BORYSPIL AIRPORT PROVIDES THREE ARRIVALS PER HOUR. CREATED: 24 Mar 2020 14:21:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

A0689/20 - UKLV (Ukraine): Flight information region Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-24T10:00:00.000Z - 2020-04-03T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (AFXX): ATMAirspace organizationOtherFlight information regionPlain language


A0600/20 - UKBV (Ukraine): Flight information region Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-18T10:40:00.000Z - 2020-04-03T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (AFXX): ATMAirspace organizationOtherFlight information regionPlain language

COVID-19: FLIGHT RESTRICTIONS CHECKPOINTS FOR INTERNATIONAL PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION AT THE BORDER OF UKRAINE ARE TEMPORARILY CLOSED. EXEPTIONS ARE MADE FOR TRANSPORTATION OF PERSONS WITH THE PURPOSE TO ENSURE THE PROTECTION OF NATIONAL INTERESTS OR FULFILLMENT OF INTERNATIONAL OBLIGATIONS, IN PARTICULAR FLIGHTS OF UKRAINIAN AND FOREIGN OPERATORS WITH THE PURPOSE TO RETURN UKRAINIAN CITIZENS BACK TO UKRAINE AND FOREIGN CITIZENS FROM UKRAINE AS WELL AS TRANSPORTATION OF REPRESENTATIVES OF DIPLOMATIC AND HUMANITARIAN MISSIONS. CREATED: 18 Mar 2020 10:43:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

A0756/20 - OMAE (United Arab Emirates): Not listed Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-27T00:35:00.000Z - 2020-04-07T19:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (XXXX): Other InformationOther InformationOtherNot listedPlain language

COVID-19: FLIGHT RESTRICTIONS ALL INTERNATIONAL FLIGHTS FROM/TO AIRPORTS IN STATE UNITED ARAB EMIRATES (uae) OMAE ARE SUSPENDED DUE TO COVID-19 INFECTION PREVENTION. THIS RESTICTION DOES NOT AFFECT THE FOLLOWING FLIGHTS: 1.CARGO FLIGHTS AS PER CONDITIONS SPECIFIED IN ISSUE 10 OF GCCA SAFETY DECISION 2020-01 AVBL ON WEB SITE HTTPS://WWW.GCAA.GOV.AE ALL CARGO FLIGHTS SHALL INCLUDE RMK/CARGO IN ITEM 18 OF THE FPL. 2.ACFT IN STATE OF EMERGENCY AS PER INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS. 3.OPERATIONS RELATED TO
MEDICAL FLIGHTS FOR THE PURPOSE OF CARRYING UAE NATIONALS ONLY (ALL CREW ON-BOARD SHALL BE SUBJECT TO COVID-19 RELATED PUBLIC HEALTH AUTHORITY REQUIREMENTS UNLESS CREWS LEAVE UAE TERRITORY) 4. TECHNICAL LANDING AS PER CONDITIONS SPECIFIED IN ISSUE 10 OF THE SAFETY DECISION 2020-01. 5. HUMANITARIAN/MEDEVAC/REPATRIATION FLIGHTS HAVING NECESSARY AUTHORISATION FROM UAE MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS AND INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION. 6. UAE REGISTERED AIRCRAFT THAT ARE OUT OF BASE PRIOR TO 24 MARCH 2020 19:59 WILL BE ALLOWED TO RETURN TO BASE CARRYING ONLY UAE NATIONALS AND OPERATORS CREWMEMBERS. THESE SHALL INCLUDE RMK/BASERETURN IN ITEM 18 OF THE FPL. REFER TO ISSUE 10 OF THE SAFETY DECISION 2020-01 FOR FURTHER INFORMATION. CREATED: 27 Mar 2020 00:35:00 SOURCE: OMAEYNYX

A0704/20 - OMAE (United Arab Emirates): Not listed Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-23T12:25:00.000Z - 2020-04-09T19:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (XXXX): Other Information


L1855/20 - EGSU (United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland): Aerodrome flight information service Not available

- Period: 2020-03-25T12:54:00.000Z - 2020-04-13T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (SFAU): ATMAir traffic and VOLMET services

COVID-19: FLIGHT RESTRICTIONS AFIS NOT AVAILABLE. AD IS ONLY AVAILABLE TO APPROVED ESSENTIAL MOVEMENTS AND AIRCRAFT ASSOCIATED WITH THE EMERGENCY SERVICES. PPR AND ESSENTIAL FLIGHT APPROVAL VIA 07714 709994 OR 07888 667843 FUEL ONLY AVAILABLE WITH PPR. CREATED: 25 Mar 2020 12:55:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN
L1829/20 - EGFH (United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland): Aerodrome Closed

- Period: 2020-03-24T16:00:00.000Z - 2020-06-23T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FALC): AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsAerodromeClosed


I0841/20 - EGPN (United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland): Approach control service Hours of service

- Period: 2020-03-26T14:13:00.000Z - 2020-03-28T16:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (SPAH): ATMAir traffic and VOLMET servicesAvailabilityApproach control serviceHours of service


L1599/20 - EGFA (United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland): Aerodrome Limited to

- Period: 2020-03-16T09:33:00.000Z - 2020-03-27T16:30:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FALT): AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsAerodromeLimited to

AD CLOSED TO ALL GA TRAFFIC DUE TO COMPANY POLICY ON COVID-19 CREATED: 16 Mar 2020 09:34:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

B0648/20 - EGGX (United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland): Aeronautical information service Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-25T09:38:00.000Z - 2020-06-24T22:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (OAXX): Other InformationOther InformationOtherAeronautical information servicePlain language


C1838/20 - EGMD (United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland): Aerodrome Closed

- Period: 2020-03-25T08:30:00.000Z - 2020-04-13T18:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FALC): AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsAerodromeClosed
COVID-19 INFORMATION AD CLSD DUE CORONAVIRUS SHUTDOWN. BASED OPERATORS WITH OUT OF HOURS INDEMNITY ARRANGEMENTS MAY CONTINUE OPERATIONS IN ACCORDANCE WITH AGREED PROCEDURES. FOR INFO CTC DUTY MANAGER 07944 809868 CREATED: 24 Mar 2020 22:55:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

L1783/20 - EGNE (United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland): Aerodrome Closed

- Period: 2020-03-24T10:00:00.000Z - 2020-04-05T07:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FALC): AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsAerodromeClosed

COVID-19 INFORMATION AD CLOSED CREATED: 24 Mar 2020 08:54:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

C1932/20 - EGMC (United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland): Aerodrome Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-27T17:30:00.000Z - 2020-04-30T17:30:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGAFacilities and servicesOtherAerodromePlain language

COVID-19 INFORMATION STOBART JET CENTRE OPERATIONS CLOSED. THIS WILL REMAIN UNDER CONSTANT REVIEW AND WHEN THE SITUATION EASES WE WILL RESUME NORMAL OPERATIONS. UPDATES WILL BE PUBLISHED ON OUR WEBSITE WWW.STOBARTJETCENTRE.COM. CREATED: 26 Mar 2020 18:08:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

C1650/20 - EGMC (United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland): Aerodrome Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-17T20:56:00.000Z - 2020-03-28T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGAFacilities and servicesOtherAerodromePlain language

FOLLOWING THE COVID-19 OUTBREAK, STOBART JET CENTRE WILL TEMPORARILY CHANGE ITS OPERATING HOURS, WITH IMMEDIATE EFFECT. NEW OPERATING HOURS ARE 0600-2300 DAILY. STRICT PPR BETWEEN 2300-0600, DURING THESE HOURS REQUESTS MUST BE RECEIVED AT LEAST 6 HOURS BEFORE INTENDED ARRIVAL AND ARE SUBJECT TO SLOT AVAILABILITY. THE OFFICE WILL NOT NORMALLY BE MANNED BETWEEN 0000-0600. FOR PPR, EMAIL OPS(A)STOBARTJETCENTRE.COM OR CALL +44(0)1702 538600 CREATED: 17 Mar 2020 20:56:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

L1886/20 - EGTR (United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland): Aerodrome Limited to

- Period: 2020-03-26T13:46:00.000Z - 2020-04-14T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FALT): AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsAerodromeLimited to

COVID-19 INFORMATION AERODROME CLOSED TO ALL MOVEMENTS EXCEPT MEDICAL FLIGHTS AND THOSE ASSOCIATED WITH THE EMERGENCY SERVICES. PPR MUST BE OBTAINED FROM 07793 563291 OR 07976 439658. GROUND SERVICES AVAILABLE 0900-1700 (WINTER) 0800-1600 (SUMMER), NO AFIS. CREATED: 26 Mar 2020 13:47:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN
L1626/20 - EGNR (United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland): Approach control service Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-17T15:00:00.000Z - 2020-06-14T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (SPXX): ATMAir traffic and VOLMET servicesOtherApproach control servicePlain language

HAWARDEN RADIO MANDATORY ZONE DUE TO RESTRICTIONS AS A RESULT OF COVID-19 EFFECTIVE HOURS OF RADIO MANDATORY ZONE WILL BE ALIGNED WITH THE PUBLISHED OPERATIONAL HOURS OF HAWARDEN AIRPORT AS AMENDED BY NOTAM. FOR INFO 01244 522012. 2020-03-0303/AS4 CREATED: 17 Mar 2020 15:50:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

B0648/20 - EGTT (United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland): Aeronautical information service Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-25T09:38:00.000Z - 2020-06-24T22:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (OAXX): Other InformationOther InformationOtherAeronautical information servicePlain language


C1679/20 - EGJA (United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland): Aerodrome Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-19T13:00:00.000Z - 2020-05-01T00:01:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGAFacilities and servicesOtherAerodromePlain language

BAILIWICK OF GUERNSEY COVID-19 PROCEDURES UFN EXERCISING HER POWERS UNDER THE EMERGENCY POWERS RE CORONAVIRUS, BAILIWICK OF GUERNSEY REGULATIONS 2020, THE MEDICAL OFFICER OF HEALTH HAS IMPOSED A REQUIREMENT ON ALL PERSONS ARRIVING IN THE BAILIWICK FROM ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD TO SELF-ISOLATE FOR 14 DAYS ON ARRIVAL. THIS IS A LEGAL REQUIREMENT, AND FAILURE TO COMPLY IS A CRIMINAL OFFENCE. CREW AND PASSENGERS ARE TO BE REMINDED THAT ALL NON-ESSENTIAL TRAVEL TO THE BAILIWICK OF GUERNSEY, BEING GUERNSEY AND ALDERNEY HAS CEASED. YOU WILL BE REQUIRED TO SELF-ISOLATE FOR 14 DAYS AND PROVIDE YOUR PERSONAL CONTACT DETAILS ON ARRIVAL. ON ARRIVAL YOU WILL BE PROVIDED WITH A FORM TO COMPLETE. YOU MUST COMPLETE ALL DETAILS REQUIRED ON THIS FORM. ON ARRIVAL YOU WILL BE REQUIRED TO HAND YOUR FORM AND IDENTIFICATION DOCUMENTS TO THE GUERNSEY BORDER AGENCY WHEN REQUESTED. YOU WILL ALSO BE PROVIDED WITH INFORMATION ABOUT SELF-ISOLATION BY THE GUERNSEY BORDER AGENCY OFFICERS.
PLEASE READ THIS CAREFULLY. YOU MUST GO STRAIGHT HOME FROM THE AIRPORT AND NOT LEAVE YOUR ACCOMMODATION FOR 14 DAYS. PLEASE NOTE THAT COMPLETION OF THE FORM CORRECTLY, PRESENTATION AND SELF-ISOLATION IS A LEGAL REQUIREMENT. CREATED: 19 Mar 2020 13:24:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

B0648/20 - EGPX (United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland): Aeronautical information service Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-25T09:38:00.000Z - 2020-06-24T22:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (OAXX): Other InformationOther InformationOtherAeronautical information servicePlain language


L1836/20 - EGBK (United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland): Aerodrome Limited to

- Period: 2020-03-25T09:00:00.000Z - 2020-04-14T08:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FALT): AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsAerodromeLimited to

COVID-19 INFORMATION. AD NOT AVBL TO ACFT REQUIRING THE USE OF A LICENSED AD DUE AFIS WITHDRAWN.RFFS CAT 1 AND FUEL IS AVAILABLE. CREATED: 24 Mar 2020 17:54:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

B0665/20 - EGPX (United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland): Flight information region Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-26T10:00:00.000Z - 2020-06-26T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (AFXX): ATMAirspace organizationOtherFlight information regionPlain language

COVID-19: INFORMATION USERS OF THE MIL HLS BOOK ARE TO NOTE THAT HOSPITALS ARE PUTTING UP EXTRA FACILITIES CLOSE TO HLS. DOCUMENTED DETAILS REGARDING THESE MAY NOT BE VALID. CREATED: 26 Mar 2020 10:31:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

L1812/20 - EGBO (United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland): Aerodrome Limited to

- Period: 2020-03-24T14:00:00.000Z - 2020-04-20T08:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FALT): AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsAerodromeLimited to
COVID-19 INFORMATION AD CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH GOVERNMENT ADVICE DUE TO CORONAVIRUS RESTRICTIONS. THE ONLY EXCEPTION WILL BE FOR EMERGENCY SERVICES AND MILITARY FLIGHTS SUBJECT TO PPR AND MINIMUM NOTICE PERIOD. SEE AIRPORT WEBSITE FOR DETAILS CREATED: 24 Mar 2020 13:41:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

I0768/20 - EGET (United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland): Aerodrome Limited to
- Period: 2020-03-24T12:36:00.000Z - 2020-04-14T12:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FALT): AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsAerodromeLimited to


L1798/20 - EGBN (United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland): Aerodrome Closed
- Period: 2020-03-24T11:09:00.000Z - 2020-04-30T18:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FALC): AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsAerodromeClosed

COVID-19 INFORMATION AD CLOSED TO ALL FORMS OF AVIATION EXCPET FOR EMERGENCY SERVICES, ELECTRICITY HELICOPTER UNITS AND MILITARY. CREATED: 24 Mar 2020 11:10:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

D0396/20 - EGTT (United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland): Danger area Plain language
- Period: 2020-03-24T14:34:00.000Z - 2020-06-24T13:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (RDXX): Navigation WarningsAirspace restrictionsOtherDanger areaPlain language

COVID-19 INFORMATION EG D207 HOLBEACH AWR. RANGE OPEN FOR BOOKED TRAFFIC ONLY. ALL BOOKINGS FOR THE FOLLOWING DAY/NIGHT MUST BE RECEIVED BY 1600L. BOOKINGS FOR MONDAYS, MUST BE RECEIVED BY 1100L ON THE PRECEDING FRIDAY. RANGE CONTACT: HLB-RANGE(A)MOD.GOV.UK OR 01406 550364.

L1706/20 - EGHG (United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland): Aerodrome Closed
- Period: 2020-03-23T12:30:00.000Z - 2020-03-27T13:30:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FALC): AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsAerodromeClosed

COVID-19: INFORMATION AD CLOSED DUE TO ATC REDUCED MANNING CREATED: 20 Mar 2020 15:03:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

L1861/20 - EGBP (United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland): Aerodrome Closed
- Period: 2020-03-25T14:10:00.000Z - 2020-04-13T09:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FALC): AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsAerodromeClosed

COVID-19 INFORMATION. AERODROME CLOSED TO ALL MOVEMENTS UNLESS SPECIFICALLY AUTHORISED BY THE AERODROME MANAGER. ESSENTIAL BUSINESS JET
TRAFFIC, EMERGENCY SERVICES AND MILITARY AIRCRAFT MAY BE ACCOMMODATED WITH A MINIMUM OF 12HR PPR NOTICE. EMAIL REQUIREMENTS TO KEMBLE OPERATIONS CREATED: 25 Mar 2020 14:25:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

L1799/20 - EGSV (United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland): Aerodrome Closed

- Period: 2020-03-24T11:30:00.000Z - 2020-03-28T20:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FALC): AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsAerodromeClosed

COVID-19 INFORMATION AD CLOSED CREATED: 24 Mar 2020 11:16:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

L1774/20 - EGKH (United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland): Aerodrome Closed

- Period: 2020-03-24T08:00:00.000Z - 2020-04-13T19:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FALC): AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsAerodromeClosed

COVID-19: INFORMATION, AD CLOSED TO DUE GOVERNMENT ADVICE CREATED: 23 Mar 2020 22:36:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

L1754/20 - EGCJ (United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland): Aerodrome Limited to

- Period: 2020-03-23T12:10:00.000Z - 2020-06-23T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FALT): AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsAerodromeLimited to

COVID-19 INFORMATION. AD NOT AVBL TO ACFT REQ THE USE OF A LICENCED AD. NO RFFS. NO SELF-FLY HIRE OR TRAINING FROM THE AD OPS CONTACT 01977 682674 CREATED: 23 Mar 2020 12:10:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

L1891/20 - EGNW (United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland): Aerodrome Limited to

- Period: 2020-03-26T14:38:00.000Z - 2020-05-31T18:45:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FALT): AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsAerodromeLimited to

COVID-19: INFORMATION AERODROME CLOSED - EXCEPT FLIGHTS FOR EMERGENCY SERVICES OR ESSENTIAL FLIGHTS. 01673 885000 OR 07455412381 CREATED: 26 Mar 2020 14:39:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

C1841/20 - EGJJ (United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland): Aerodrome Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-25T08:07:00.000Z - 2020-04-22T12:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGAFacilities and servicesOtherAerodromePlain language

COVID-19 INFORMATION: IN ACCORDANCE WITH ADVICE COMPILED BY THE GOVERNMENT OF JERSEY CONCERNING THE COVID-19 VIRUS: ALL PASSENGERS ARRIVING IN JERSEY INCLUDING HEALTH CARE WORKERS, WILL BE REQUIRED TO SELF-ISOLATE FOR A PERIOD OF 14 DAYS REGARDLESS OF THE POINT OF DEPARTURE. FLIGHT CREW
OPERATING ONLY ESSENTIAL WORKER FLIGHTS AND LIFELINE FLIGHTS ARE EXCLUDED FROM THIS REQUIREMENT BUT MUST OBSERVE SOCIAL DISTANCING. THIS INCLUDES ARRIVING AIR CREW AND FLIGHT STAFF. YOU WILL BE GIVEN LEAFLETS WITH FURTHER INFORMATION AND ADVICE BY AIRPORT STAFF. AIR CREW OPERATING ON DIRECT ARRIVALS TO JERSEY ARE REQUESTED TO BROADCAST AN INFIGHT MESSAGE TO PASSENGERS AS FOLLOWS: SPECIAL ARRANGEMENTS HAVE BEEN INTRODUCED FOR EVERYONE ENTERING JERSEY. UPON ARRIVAL YOU WILL BE REQUIRED TO SELF-ISOLATE FOR A PERIOD OF 14 DAYS. AN INFORMATION LETTER WILL BE HANDED OUT TO PASSENGERS ON ARRIVAL. OPERATORS ARE ADVISED THAT ALL SELF-HANDLING OPERATIONS ON STAND 40 AND EASTERN APRON VIA CHECKPOINT 4 HAVE BEEN SUSPENDED. ALL OPERATORS USING STAND 40 OR EASTERN APRON WILL REQUIRE THE HANDLING SERVICES OF GAMA AVIATION PLEASE CONTACT TEL +44(0)1534-496496

 Created: 25 Mar 2020 08:09:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

L1898/20 - EGKR (United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland): Aerodrome Limited to

- Period: 2020-03-26T16:44:00.000Z - 2020-04-22T18:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FALT): AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsAerodromeLimited to

COVID-19: INFORMATION AD AVBL TO POLICE, AIR AMBULANCE, SAR, FLIGHTS IN SUPPORT OF NATION INFRASTRUCTURE, NEWS GATERING FLIGHTS AND OTHER MOVEMENTS AS AGREED WITH AD MANAGER. CREATED: 26 Mar 2020 16:55:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

I0807/20 - EGPA (United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland): Aerodrome Limited to

- Period: 2020-03-25T18:00:00.000Z - 2020-05-31T19:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FALT): AGAFacilities and servicesLimitationsAerodromeLimited to


C1816/20 - EGBE (United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland): Aerodrome Hours of service

- Period: 2020-03-24T10:07:00.000Z - 2020-04-13T17:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAAH): AGAFacilities and servicesAvailabilityAerodromeHours of service

COVID-19 INFORMATION AD OPENING HOURS CHANGED 0900-1700 (0800-1600) AFIS NOT AVAILABLE OUTSIDE OF THESE TIMES UNLESS PREVIOUSLY ARRANGED. CREATED: 24 Mar 2020 10:07:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

L1871/20 - EGCW (United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland): Aerodrome Limited to

- Period: 2020-03-26T09:00:00.000Z - 2020-04-20T18:00:00.000Z
COVID-19 INFORMATION AD CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH GOVERNMENT ADVICE DUE TO CORONAVIRUS RESTRICTIONS. THE ONLY EXCEPTION WILL BE FOR EMERGENCY AND OTHER ESSENTIAL SERVICES SUBJECT TO PPR. CREATED: 25 Mar 2020 21:40:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

C1678/20 - EGJB (United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland): Aerodrome Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-19T13:00:00.000Z - 2020-05-01T00:01:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGAFacilities and servicesOtherAerodromePlain language

BAILIWICK OF GUERNSEY COVID-19 PROCEDURES UFN EXERCISING HER POWERS UNDER THE EMERGENCY POWERS RE CORONAVIRUS, BAILIWICK OF GUERNSEY REGULATIONS 2020, THE MEDICAL OFFICER OF HEALTH HAS IMPOSED A REQUIREMENT ON ALL PERSONS ARRIVING IN THE BAILIWICK FROM ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD TO SELF-ISOLATE FOR 14 DAYS ON ARRIVAL. THIS IS A LEGAL REQUIREMENT, AND FAILURE TO COMPLY IS A CRIMINAL OFFENCE. CREW AND PASSENGERS ARE TO BE REMINDED THAT ALL NON-ESSENTIAL TRAVEL TO THE BAILIWICK OF GUERNSEY, BEING GUERNSEY AND ALDERNEY HAS CEASED. YOU WILL BE REQUIRED TO SELF-ISOLATE FOR 14 DAYS AND PROVIDE YOUR PERSONAL CONTACT DETAILS ON ARRIVAL. ON ARRIVAL YOU WILL BE PROVIDED WITH A FORM TO COMPLETE. YOU MUST COMPLETE ALL DETAILS REQUIRED ON THIS FORM. ON ARRIVAL YOU WILL BE REQUIRED TO HAND YOUR FORM AND IDENTIFICATION DOCUMENTS TO THE GUERNSEY BORDER AGENCY WHEN REQUESTED. YOU WILL ALSO BE PROVIDED WITH INFORMATION ABOUT SELF-ISOLATION BY THE GUERNSEY BORDER AGENCY OFFICERS. PLEASE READ THIS CAREFULLY. YOU MUST GO STRAIGHT HOME FROM THE AIRPORT AND NOT LEAVE YOUR ACCOMMODATION FOR 14 DAYS. PLEASE NOTE THAT COMPLETION OF THE FORM CORRECTLY, PRESENTATION AND SELF-ISOLATION IS A LEGAL REQUIREMENT. CREATED: 19 Mar 2020 13:23:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

B0665/20 - EGTT (United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland): Flight information region Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-26T10:00:00.000Z - 2020-06-26T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (AFXX): ATMAirspace organizationOtherFlight information regionPlain language

COVID-19: INFORMATION USERS OF THE MIL HLS BOOK ARE TO NOTE THAT HOSPITALS ARE PUTTING UP EXTRA FACILITIES CLOSE TO HLS. DOCUMENTED DETAILS REGARDING THESE MAY NOT BE VALID. CREATED: 26 Mar 2020 10:31:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

C1885/20 - EGHH (United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland): Aerodrome Hours of service

- Period: 2020-03-30T05:30:00.000Z - 2020-06-30T20:30:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAAH): AGAFacilities and servicesAvailabilityAerodromeHours of service
DUE TO HEIGHTENED MEDICAL ALERT ALL AIRCRAFT ORIGINATING FROM CHINA, REPUBLIC OF KOREA, JAPAN AND ITALY SHALL CONTACT BASE OPS (FREQUENCY 307.2, PHONE , 808-257-2121/2122, DSN: 457-2121/2122) WITH MEDICAL STATUS OF CREW AND PASSENGERS WHO ARE EXHIBITING COVID-19 LIKE SYMPTOMS. CREATED: 04 Mar 2020 03:02:00 SOURCE: PHNG

ALL AIRCRAFT UTILIZING DYESS MUST OBTAIN A PPR. THIS INCLUDES WEATHER DIVERTS AND PATTERN WORK. ADDITIONALLY, B52 AIRCRAFT WITH AN APPROVED PPR, MUST PROVIDE AT LEAST 2-4 HOURS NOTICE BEFORE ARRIVING AT DYESS. ALL INBOUND AIRCRAFT MUST CONTACT DYESS COMMAND POST ON FREQUENCY 311.0 30 MINUTES PRIOR TO LANDING AND/OR CONDUCTING PATTERN WORK. ANY TRANSIENT AIRCRAFT WITH KNOWN OR SUSPECTED CASES OF COVID-19 ONBOARD MUST CONTACT COMMAND POST AND REMAIN IN AIRCRAFT UNTIL CLEARED TO UNBOARD AIRCRAFT BY RESPONSE PERSONNEL. CREATED: 26 Mar 2020 14:25:00 SOURCE: KDYS

AERODROME TRANSIENT AIRCREW CONTACT AMOPS DSN: 317-377-1861 FOR COVID-19 SCREENING PROCEDURES. CREATED: 14 Mar 2020 01:14:00 SOURCE: PAEI

ALL INTL FLT LTD TO USE SUMU OR SULS DUE TO COVID-19 PREVENTION. CREATED: 26 Mar 2020 11:34:00 SOURCE: SUMUYNYX
ALL INTL FLT LTD TO USE SUMU OR SULS DUE TO COVID-19 PREVENTION. CREATED: 26 Mar 2020 11:34:00 SOURCE: SUMUYNYX

A0347/20 - SUEO (Uruguay): Aerodrome Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-26T11:34:00.000Z - 2020-06-25T20:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAXX): AGAFacilities and servicesOtherAerodromePlain language

ALL INTL FLT LTD TO USE SUMU OR SULS DUE TO COVID-19 PREVENTION. CREATED: 26 Mar 2020 11:34:00 SOURCE: SUMUYNYX

A0451/20 - NVVV (Vanuatu): Aerodrome Hours of service

- Period: 2020-03-23T22:26:00.000Z - 2020-04-30T05:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (FAAH): AGAFacilities and servicesAvailabilityAerodromeHours of service

VILA ATS HRS OF SERVICE DOCUMENTED IN AIP GEN 3.3 SECTION 1.4: DAILY LOCAL 0600 - 1800 UTC 1900 - 0700+1 AERODROME OPR BUT CTN ADZ DUE COVID-19 WORLDWIDE PANDEMIC, ATS STAFF LIMITED. SERVICE PROVIDED WILL DEPEND ON STAFF MANNING TOWER. IF ATC ON DUTY, FIS, CTR AND TMA SHALL BE ACTIVATED BUT IF FIS ON DUTY, ALL OF THE PORT VILA SECTOR IN THE NADI FIR SHALL BE CONSIDERED AS CLASS G AIRSPACE. CREATED: 23 Mar 2020 22:26:00 SOURCE: NFOFYNYX

A0161/20 - SVZM (Venezuela (Bolivarian Republic of)): Not listed Plain language

- Period: 2020-03-17T16:03:00.000Z - 2020-04-14T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (XXXX): Other InformationOther InformationOtherNot listedPlain language

ARE RESTRICTED OPS GA, PRIVATE AND COMMERCIALS FLT TO AND WITHIN THE BOLIVARIAN REPUBLIC OF VENEZUELA DUE COVID-19 PANDEMIC. OVERFLIGHTS TKOF/LDG CARGO AND MAIL ARE ALLOWED. CREATED: 17 Mar 2020 16:08:00 SOURCE: SVMIYNYX

A0177/20 - VVTS (Viet Nam): Flight information region Plain language

- Period: 2020-01-29T15:18:00.000Z - 2020-04-29T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (AFXX): ATMAirspace organizationOtherFlight information regionPlain language

WHEN SOMEONE ON BOARD A FLT INBOUND TO AN AIRPORT OF VIETNAM IS DETECTED WITH SYMPTOMS COMPATIBLE WITH SEVERE RESPIRATORY DISEASE ASSOCIATED WITH NOVEL CORONAVIRUS, THE PILOT-IN-COMMAND SHALL NOTIFY ATC ON FIRST CONTACT OR IF ALREADY IN CONTACT WITH HANOI/HOCHEIMINH ATC AS SOON AS SYMPTOMS ARE OBSERVED, SO THAT ATC CAN PASS THIS INFORMATION IN ADVANCE TO THE RELEVANT AIRPORT UNITS. CREATED: 29 Jan 2020 15:19:00 SOURCE: VVVVNYNX

A0177/20 - VVVV (Viet Nam): Flight information region Plain language

- Period: 2020-01-29T15:18:00.000Z - 2020-04-29T23:59:00.000Z
WHEN SOMEONE ON BOARD A FLT INBOUND TO AN AIRPORT OF VIETNAM IS DETECTED WITH SYMPTOMS COMPATIBLE WITH SEVERE RESPIRATORY DISEASE ASSOCIATED WITH NOVEL CORONAVIRUS, THE PILOT-IN-COMMAND SHALL NOTIFY ATC ON FIRST CONTACT OR IF ALREADY IN CONTACT WITH HANOI/HOCHIMINH ATC AS SOON AS SYMPTOMS ARE OBSERVED SO THAT ATC CAN PASS THIS INFORMATION IN ADVANCE TO THE RELEVANT AIRPORT UNITS. CREATED: 29 Jan 2020 15:19:00 SOURCE: VVVVYNYX

A0034/20 - FLFI (Zambia): Not listed Plain language

- Period: 2020-02-03T12:30:00.000Z - 2020-04-03T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (XXXX): Other InformationOther InformationOther InformationOtherNot listedPlain language

DUE TO THE ONGOING OUTBREAK OF CORONAVIRUS, ALL AIRMEN ARE REQUESTED TO REPORT SUSPECTED CORONAVIRUS CASES BY RADIO AS EARLY AS POSSIBLE BEFORE ARRIVAL TO AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL AND COMPLY WITH HEALTH SCREENING OF PASSENGERS ENTERING ALL INTERNATIONAL AIRPORTS IN ZAMBIA. CREATED: 03 Feb 2020 12:31:00 SOURCE: FLKKYNYX

- END -